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I.

INTRODUCTION

On 6 8 20, La Mesa City Attorney Glenn Sabine called Norman A. Traub & Associates
LLC (NATA). General Manager T. Brock Avery spoke to Mr. Sabine. Mr. Sabine requested
workplace investigation services for allegations that La Mesa Police Department policies
were violated during the contact and arrest of
.
The investigation commenced on June 10, 2020. Sean Conroy was assigned as the case
agent for the investigation. Brock Avery assisted in the investigation. Rida Freeman,
General Services Manager for the City of La Mesa was the contact employee concerning
this investigation.
The subject of the investigation is La Mesa Police Officer Matthew Dages.
II. SCOPE OF THE INVESTIGATION
Mr. Sabine identified the Scope of the Investigation (SOI). The SOI is to gather facts
regarding the actions of Officer Matthew Dages of La Mesa Police Department (LMPD)
during the arrest of
on May 27, 2020, including but not limited to
the manner in which Officer Dages used force and interacted with
following
his arrest. Did Officer Dages violate any City or LMPD policies or procedures during the
interaction?
III. METHODOLOGY
The investigators were to gather the facts identified in the SOI. The investigators were
also tasked to assess the credibility of the complainant, accused individuals, and
witnesses. The investigators received, reviewed, and analyzed Body Worn Camera
(BWC) video and Metropolitan Transit System (MTS) video. All video and LMPD
dispatch recordings were provided to the investigators by LMPD. Cell phone video
captured by witnesses were reviewed and compared to the other footage. LMPD
policies were reviewed, witnesses were identified, LMPD reports authored by involved
officers were reviewed and compared to the available video. Investigators photographed
and measured the location where
was contacted and arrested and the
distance from the Grossmont Trolley Platform to the location of the arrest.
The following persons were interviewed. The interviews occurred in the
following order:

Jim Huggins

Witness by telephone
Sergeant BWC Administrator
MTS Transit Bus Operator
1
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Daniel Garcia
Ricardo Razcon
Brian Stoney
Daniel Paugh
Julie Jensen
Hannah Rost
Amanda Georgi
Danny Sandlin
Patrick Goodard
Matthew Dages

Detective
Police Officer
Police Lieutenant
Police Officer
Police Officer
Police Officer
Police Officer
Police Officer
Police Officer (By video)
Police Officer
The District West Property Manager
MTS General Counsel

All interviews were audio recorded and each interview was transcribed. Each witness
interviewed in person was provided a written admonishment. Once the factual evidence
was developed, statements of the witnesses were compared and contrasted with each
other, as well as additional identified evidence, and determinations of credibility were
established. Once credibility was established, along with the framework of the alleged
events, conclusions were formed based on the preponderance of the evidence.
“The preponderance of the evidence” for purposes of this investigation, means the
evidence on one side outweighs, or is more than the evidence on the other side. Where
the preponderance of the evidence supported a finding that an allegation was true or a
specific action occurred, the allegation or action is “sustained.” When the preponderance
of the evidence did not support an allegation was true or that a specific action occurred, it
was deemed “not sustained.”
IV. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Matthew Dages, the Subject, has been employed by the La Mesa Police Department
(LMPD) over two years in the position of Police Officer.
, a citizen, is
represented by counsel and was not made available for an interview by the investigators.
On 5 27 20, Officer Jensen coordinated an MTS Trolley fare compliance check at the
Grossmont MTS Trolley Station. Officer Jensen created a written operation plan that was
provided to the officers that participated in the operation. The operation plan contained a
list of MTS ordinances that LMPD officers could enforce. Officer Jensen said the time for
the operation was fluid and dependent on the availability of patrol officers. Officers
Dages, Georgi, and Razcon participated in the operation.
As the fare compliance operation commenced, all of the officers, with the exception of
Officer Dages, had their Body Worn Cameras (BWC) operating in the record mode, per
Department policy, as they made investigative contacts with subjects to determine if they
2
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were in violation of any MTS or California Penal codes. Officer Dages did not have his
BWC in the record mode at that time, but he had not yet made an enforcement contact.
Officer Dages saw a subject leaning against the wall of the MTS parking garage East of the
trolley platform before Officer Jensen had the operation briefing meeting. Officer Dages
observed the subject,
, “bring a lit object or smoking device to his mouth.”
Smoking would be a violation of Penal Code Section 640(b)(3) that prohibits smoking on
MTS property. Immediately after the briefing, Officer Dages begins to walk toward
.
who was still at the same location. Later investigation determined that
was 230 feet or 76 yards from Officer Dages’s location on the trolley platform.
Officer Dages elects not to take a cover officer with him for his impending enforcement
contact, even though other officers are present and available on the trolley platform. Nor
does Office Dages activate his BWC, a violation of Department policy, during his lengthy
76 yard walk to
location. Nor does Officer Dages notify LMPD Dispatch
that he is making an enforcement contact an appreciable distance from the other officers
on the trolley platform.
Officer Dages makes the enforcement contact and subsequently detains
based on his observations of
smoking in violation of the Penal Code Section
that prohibits smoking on MTS property.
As Officer Dages is conducting his investigation,
becomes increasingly
uncooperative and agitated.
attempts to walk away from Officer Dages,
Officer Dages told
that he could not leave. A physical altercation between
Officer Dages and
occurs as Officer Dages attempts to enforce his detention
of
.
is eventually arrested and charged with 148 PC, Resist, Delay
or Obstruct a peace officer in the performance of their duty and 241(c) PC, Assault on a
peace officer.
This investigation examines whether the “reasonable suspicion” used by Officer Dages as
the basis to conduct the enforcement contact with
was based on valid
observations. If the enforcement contact is determined not to be based on valid
observations supporting that
was in violation of the Penal Code Section that
prohibits smoking, as reported by Officer Dages, then the resulting detention of
is illegal.
This investigation examines the events before and after the detention and arrest of
.
including; Why Officer Dages did not follow the Department policy on the use
and operation of his BWC. Why Officer Dages ignored standard officer safety procedures
and did not take a cover or back up officer with him from the available officers at the
trolley platform. And why Officer Dages ignored standard officer safety procedures by not
3
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informing LMPD Dispatch he was making an enforcement contact and advising his
location.
This investigation examines the use of force used by Officer Dages to enforce the
detention and to arrest
. As this is an administrative investigation that
determines violations of policies, the investigators will apply the use of force against
existing LMPD Use of Force policies.
This investigation examines the evidence as it relates to the “reasonable suspicion” used
by Officer Dages and determine if it tends to support or refute his observations,
statements, and the events as recorded in his official police report.
a.

ALLEGATIONS AND FINDINGS

Note: The SOI was for the Investigators to evaluate the manner in which Officer Dages
used force and interacted with
during his contact, arrest, and release. The
allegations listed below were identified by the Investigators. The findings are based on BWC
camera video, statement, and document evidence revealed during the investigation. The
Investigators established the conclusions for the findings without outside influence.
In weighing the available evidence, the preponderance of evidence standard of proof was
applied for the below listed factual findings:
NOT SUSTAINED- A preponderance of the evidence is that the alleged
conduct did not occur.
SUSTAINED-A preponderance of the evidence is that the alleged conduct
occurred.
UNFOUNDED- the investigation clearly established that the allegation is
not true.
Allegation 1

Sustained

Allegation 2

Unfounded

Allegation 3

Sustained

Allegation 4

Sustained

Allegation 5

Sustained

4
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ALLEGATION #1: It is alleged Officer Matthew Dages, while participating in a fare
compliance operation at the Grossmont Trolley Station on May 27, 2020, observed a
subject,
, who appeared to be smoking. Smoking at a public
transportation facility, such as the Grossmont Trolley station, is a violation of California
Penal Code Section 640 (b)(3). Officer Dages used his observations of this violation to
establish “reasonable suspicion” to contact and detain
. Officer Dages
believed that
moved a lit object up to his mouth. Officer Dages produced no
evidence to support his observations that
was smoking. The facts and
evidence gathered in this investigation show Officer Dages’s observations were, more
likely than not, fabricated and/or falsified. If the observations of Officer Dages were
fabricated, then there was no legal justification for the detention of
, thereby
making the detention and resulting arrest of
unlawful.
If the allegation is true, Officer Dages would be in violation of the LA MESA POLICE
DEPARTMENT RULES AND REGULATIONS, SECTION 5.0 DISCIPLINARY POLICY:
5.02 DISCIPLINARY STANDARD: PERFORMANCE:
Performance Subsection 31. Exceeding lawful peace officer powers by unreasonable,
unlawful or excessive conduct.
FINDING: SUSTAINED
Rationale: The totalities of the facts and circumstances were considered in determining
whether Officer Dages exceeded his lawful peace officer powers by unreasonable,
unlawful, or excessive conduct. The preponderance of the evidence demonstrates Officer
Dages intentionally used an alleged violation of Penal Code Section 640(b)(3) that
prohibits smoking at a public transportation facility, as “reasonable suspicion” as the basis
for the enforcement contact with
That enforcement contact led to the
detention and subsequent arrest of
The investigation revealed Officer Dages
fabricated and/or falsified his observations and statements documented in his police
report(Exhibit 3) regarding
being in violation of Penal Code Section
640(b)(3) PC smoking on Metropolitan Transportation Service (MTS) property and La
Mesa Municipal Code 7.27.035, smoking in public prohibited (with some enumerated
exceptions).
Investigators note: It is established that the MTS property referred to in the report is a
public transportation facility and subject to the provisions of Penal Code 640, including the
mentioned smoking prohibited section and 640 (c) fare avoidance.

1

Enforcement Contact is defined under Instruction Number 631: Body Worn Camera and Evidence:
Subsection H. 1. (a): Law enforcement related contacts are any investigative or enforcement activities which
include, but are not limited to, the following: radio calls, consensual encounters in which the officer is
attempting to develop reasonable suspicion on the subject of the encounter, detentions, field interviews,
traffic stops, pedestrian stops, arrests, prisoner transports, courtesy transports, or Code 3 emergency vehicle
responses including vehicle pursuits.
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was holding a cell phone in one hand and did not appear to have anything in
his other hand as she neared the MTS bathroom.
was not smoking at that
time. When
left the bathroom a few minutes later,
was still in the
same location and she did not see him smoking at that time either. Later investigation
showed the MTS bathroom is 36 feet from the MTS garage wall where
was
standing.
was walking Westbound toward the trolley platform to return to her duties.
saw a Police Officer (Dages) approaching from the opposite direction on foot.
thought the officer was going to use the MTS bathroom as some La Mesa Officers
will occasionally do.
turned to see if Officer Dages would need the combination
to open the locked bathroom door.
observed as Officer Dages passed by the
bathroom and directly approached Mr.
did not see
smoking as Officer Dages made the initial contact.
continued to observe the
interaction between Officer Dages and
until
was arrested,
secured in the back of a police unit and transported to the La Mesa Police Department.
(See Use of Force Allegation #2 for details)
Officer Dages conducted an inventory search of
as part of the arrest and
booking procedure. The personal property recovered from
was a cell phone
and a set of keys. No smoking implements, such as lighters, matches, cigarettes,
marijuana or any other smoking device, were located as a result of the inventory search.
The investigation revealed the following facts about
Penal Code 640(b)(3) smoking at MTS facilities prohibited.

alleged violation of

1. Witness
did not see
smoking as she approached and entered
the MTS bathroom.
did not see
smoking when she came
out of the bathroom.
did not see
smoking when Officer
Dages made his initial contact with him just a few seconds later.
2. There were no smoking implements or materials on
were recovered during the booking search.

person that

3. Video from the MTS garage security cameras was reviewed by the investigators.
The security cameras located inside the parking garage capture
as he
parks a gold Toyota Camry in a parking stall and gets out of the car.
is not smoking from the time he parks his car to when he exits the garage on foot.
comes back into the garage, enters his car, and again leaves the
garage on foot.
cell phone is clearly visible in his hand, but there
does not appear to be anything in
other hand that would indicate
he is smoking.
4. Video from the Grossmont Trolley Platform security camera captured
.
as he was standing outside of the MTS garage. This security camera is
8
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close to the platform and approximately the same distance from
as
Officer Dages was at the time he first saw
smoking by the MTS
parking garage. Due to the distance, the investigators could not see if
was smoking. However, the investigators had the advantage of being able to use
the zoom in capabilities of the security cameras. In using the zoom function,
.
did not appear to be smoking. The investigators observed
jump up onto the cement seating blocks and look up the street several times. This
behavior is consistent with someone who is waiting for the arrival of friends.
5.
Dages and

stated she was able to overhear the conversation between Officer
as quoted above.
did not hear Officer Dages ask
about smoking or being in violation of trolley fare evasion.
does corroborate Officer Dages’s statements that he questioned
about living in the apartments.
corroborated Officer Dages’s statement
that
replied that he was waiting for friends to pick him up.
6. Officer Dages is clear in his police report that he contacted
for the
smoking violation of Penal Code 640(b)(3). Officer Dages failed to put in his
report the investigative steps he took to determine that
was, in fact,
smoking. Since the smoking violation is the basis for the “reasonable suspicion” to
make the enforcement contact, this missing information is critical to support a
valid detention.
OFFICER DAGES: PRE DETENTION ACTIONS AND BEHAVIORS:
The investigators examined the pre detention actions and behaviors of Officer Dages to
assist in determining how he developed the reasonable suspicion required to contact and
to enforce the detention on
.
The investigation revealed Officer Dages did not inform any of his fellow officers he had
already seen
standing by the north curb line by the apartments and “raising
a lit object to his mouth” before the briefing meeting for the MTS Fare Compliance
Operation was held on the platform at the Grossmont Station. In his administrative
interview, Officer Dages states he had seen
and had the intention of
contacting him as soon as the briefing was over.
Officer Dages did not tell Officer Jensen, who is in charge of the Fare Compliance
Operation, he saw
smoking during the briefing meeting. Officer Dages gave
no indication to Officer Jensen, or any other officer, of his intention to leave the platform
area to make an enforcement contact with
.
Officer Dages elected not to take a cover officer with him for the enforcement contact
with
, even though Officer Georgi was available and within a few feet of
Officer Dages when he turned and walked away from the briefing meeting.
9
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Officer Dages does not activate his BWC in the recording mode during the 76 yard walk
to
location. The evidence shows Officer Dages had more than sufficient
time to comply with the Department’s BWC policy by activating his BWC. It should be
noted that by operating his BWC, Officer Dages could have captured video evidence of
in the act smoking that would have supported the reasonable suspicion basis
for the detention of
.
Officer Dages, at a minimum, ignores standard officer safety procedures by not informing
LMPD Dispatch that he is making an enforcement contact, by himself and at a
considerable distance from the other officers at the trolley platform. Officer Dages is fully
aware the Grossmont Trolley Station has been identified as a “high crime area for the City”
and he is approaching a young and physically fit male subject. In the context of standard
officer safety procedures, Officer Dages had yet to determine if the male would be
amicable or hostile to police contact, was suffering from a mental disorder, was under the
influence of an intoxicant, or a dangerous wanted criminal, to name just a few of the
reasons to both inform Dispatch and to bring an available cover officer for such an
enforcement contact.
OFFICER DAGES: POST DETENTION ACTIONS AND BEHAVIORS
In Police Report 20 15071, Officer Dages thoroughly documents his observation of
in violation of the Penal Code Section prohibiting smoking that provided the
basis and reason (reasonable suspicion standard) for his enforcement contact. Officer
Dages also stated that he asked
for proof of trolley fare. In his administrative
interview, under questioning by the investigators, Officer Dages retreats from his position
that the smoking violation was his sole reason for the enforcement contact with
.
. Officer Dages asserted that he was also contacting
to conduct a
trolley fare compliance check and would have contacted
“anyway” regarding
trolley or bus fare compliance. In his report, Office Dages stated he asked
for
“valid trolley or bus fare.”
responded:
“Nah, I ain’t using the trolley. I am waiting for a ride. I already told you that.” (Police
Report P. 4)
Officer Dages stated he asked
if he had a valid trolley pass. While conducting
his investigation for the Penal Code smoking violation, Officer Dages allegedly asked
for trolley or bus fare, and questions
about his purpose for standing
near the MTS parking garage wall (loitering). The fact remains that the basis for Officer
Dages to conduct his enforcement contact with
was the Penal Code Section
prohibiting smoking where signage is posted on MTS property. Officer Dages was
consistent in what he told the other officers regarding the reason he had detained
Even if Officer Dages detention was based on the trolley fare check, the detention is not
valid based on the following analysis;
10
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The investigators examined the requirement for a person to have MTS trolley fare when a
person is on MTS property. The MTS ordinance in question is:
Section 2.2 of ordinance No. 2 provides that:
“No unauthorized person shall board, occupy, ride in, use or deboard any trolley vehicle or
stand within a designated paid zone waiting area at a trolley station without
possessing and exhibiting, upon demand of an Inspector, valid proof of fare payment”
(emphasis added).
MTS General Counsel
told investigator Conroy the “fare paid zone” is
delineated by yellow pavers on the Grossmont Trolley Platform. Pavers outside the “fare
paid zone” are a contrasting color and mark the area where MTS Inspectors and Police
Officers are not authorized to conduct Fare Compliance checks per the MTS ordinance.
said Trolley Fare Compliance Checks are not authorized for MTS parking
garages because they are outside of the delineated “fare paid zone” at the trolley platform.
Officer Dages told investigators that Trolley fare compliance check provides sufficient
reasonable suspicion to make an enforcement contact anywhere on MTS property or
facilities, including the MTS parking garage, 75 yards from the trolley platform. A person
detained for a fare compliance check outside the delineated “fare paid zone,” without any
other supporting violation, would be illegally detained by the officer. The area where
Officer Dages’s contacted
and asked for proof of trolley fare was outside of
the Trolley Platform and fare paid zone.
While there is a requirement to have trolley fare in the designated trolley platform area,
there is no requirement to show proof of bus fare at any time and bus fare compliance
checks are not authorized. Proof of bus fare cannot be obtained until the patron boards
the bus and pays the fare at that time. MTS has made the determination that it is
unreasonable to demand proof of bus fare when the proof cannot be obtained before
boarding the bus.
was outside of the trolley fare zone and never entered into an area that
would require trolley fare.
The MTS ordinance and Penal Code Section prohibiting smoking in or on public
transportation vehicles or facilities is enforceable on MTS property and facilities,
including the trolley platform, the MTS parking garages and at the bus stops. A violation
of the MTS ordinance or Penal Code Section prohibiting smoking remains justifiable
reasonable suspicion to make an enforcement contact and detention given valid
supporting evidence.

11
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After Officer Dages secured
in the back of his police unit, the officers
gathered for a tactical debriefing to discuss the events that occurred and determine the
correct booking charges. In a tactical debriefing, it is permissible, by policy, for officers to
mute their BWC’s. In the tactical debriefing, Officer Dages told Officers Georgi, Jensen,
and Razcon the reason for the detention was the Penal Code smoking violation. While
was arrested for 148 PC, Resist, Delay or Obstruct a peace officer in the
performance of their duties; and 241(c) PC, Assault on Peace Officer, both charges were a
direct result of events that occurred due to, and during the detention and are not “stand
alone” crimes. These crimes are based on a subject’s reaction to an enforcement action
taken by a police officer, such as enforcing a detention or taking a subject into custody.
Officer Dages made statements to several other officers, both at the scene of the
detention and later during his shift, that were specific in his reason for the contact and
detention of
. Officer Dages made the following statements:
OFFICER JENSEN:
Officer Jensen recalled the statements of Officer Dages during the tactical debriefing.
“Officer Dages said he had walked over. He thought maybe the kid was smoking or
something. As he was talking to him, he asked the guy if he lived there. And at first,
he said, the guy said yeah,
said, ‘Yes. I live here.’ And he asked, ‘Well,
what number do you live in?’ And he goes, ‘Well actually, my friends live here.’ And
he goes, ‘Oh, so you don't live here.’ (Jensen Trans. P. 16)
OFFICER RAZCON:
Officer Razcon recalled the statements of Officer Dages during the tactical debriefing.
“He (Officer Dages) said he thought he (
) was smoking. That's what I do
remember. He thought he was smoking and then that's when he approached him.
And it was kind of vague, I guess, the explanation (of Officer Dages).” (Razcon
Trans. P. 12)
OFFICER GEORGI:
Officer Georgie recalled the statements of Officer Dages during the tactical debriefing.
I think I told him (Officer Dages), like, ‘I had no idea where you were,’ like, ‘I thought
you went to your car.’ He said, ‘Oh, I saw him over here smoking or something.’"
(Georgi Trans. P. 13)
OFFICER ROST:
Officer Rost was at the La Mesa Police Department parking lot. Officer Rost was the
“cover officer” for Officer Dages while he cited and released
from the
Department parking lot.

12
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“He (Officer Dages) said that he (
Trans. P. 6)

) was smoking in the MTS area.” (Rost

OFFICER GODDARD:
Officer Goddard arrived on scene near the conclusion of the arrest of
as a
backup officer. Officer Goddard asked Officer Dages about the incident at the end of their
shift.
“I asked Officer Dages what had transpired through that contact, and then he
proceeded to tell me that he had initially detained
for smoking in the
area, which is a violation.” (Goddard Trans P. 8)
The statements of the witness officers show that Officer Dages clearly detained
based on his observation of
alleged violation of the Penal Code
Section that prohibits smoking on MTS facilities and conducted his enforcement contact
on that basis.
CONCLUSIONS:
Based on the above examination of the evidence, the investigators have established that
the preponderance of the evidence demonstrates that
was not smoking at
the time Officer Dages first saw him from the trolley platform, that
was not
smoking as Officer Dages approached
location by the MTS garage wall, and
was not smoking when initially contacted by Officer Dages. Officer Dages
did not take investigative steps during his initial contact with
to confirm his
contention that
was smoking. Witness
corroborates that
was not smoking from a distance of 36 feet. The security cameras at the Grossmont
Station do not corroborate that
was smoking and, in fact, indicate that
was not smoking. The inventory search of
conducted by Officer
Dages did not produce any implements of smoking or other evidence that
had been smoking.
The investigators have concluded the preponderance of the evidence shows
was not smoking, If
was not smoking, then the reasonable suspicion used by
Officer Dages to detain
is invalid and unlawful. If the detention is invalid
and unlawful, any other enforcement actions taken by Officer Dages are based on an
unlawful detention and are, therefore, also invalid.
The preponderance of the evidence shows that if Officer Dages was aware
was not smoking, then the reasonable suspicion used by Officer Dages to contact and
detain
was not based on factual observations. If the observations of Officer
Dages were not factual, then those observations are falsified or fabricated.
The preponderance of evidence indicates Officer Dages falsified or fabricated the
“reasonable suspicion” in order to justify the enforcement contact with
. This
conclusion is supported by evidence that shows: Officer Dages saw
before a
13
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The investigators have concluded the preponderance of the evidence shows that Officer
Dages avoided having a witness cover officer with him and violated the Department BWC
policy by not operating his BWC in the record mode. The evidence shows Officer Dages,
more likely than not, engaged in these pre detention acts to avoid the detection of his
fabricated violation of the Penal Code Section prohibiting smoking on MTS property, and
to avoid having another officer with him who may have objected to or interfered with his
intention to make a predetermined enforcement contact and detention of
.
Officer Dages was not credible. Officer Dages's account of the events was not
corroborated by witness statements, video footage, or evidence of smoking. When by the
investigators, Officer Dages could not explain his belief that
was smoking,
other than
could have discarded an electronic cigarette before Officer Dages
contacted him.
Therefore, based on the above facts and evidence gathered in this investigation, the
investigators have reached the conclusion that Officer Dages exceeded his lawful peace
officer powers by fabricating or falsifying the standard of reasonable suspicion necessary
to detain a citizen. That the detention was unlawful on its face, thereby making Officer
Dages’s resulting actions during the detention and arrest of
unreasonable
and excessive conduct. Two facts are prevalent in the investigation
The finding for Allegation #1 is: Sustained.
Allegation #2-It is alleged on 5 27 20, Officer Matthew Dages used excessive force during
the detention and arrest of
.
If the allegations were true, Officer Dages’s actions would be a violation of La Mesa Police
Department policy 5.02 DISCIPLINARY STANDARDPerformance:
31. Exceeding lawful peace officer powers by unreasonable, unlawful, or excessive
conduct Excessive use of force
FINDING:

UNFOUNDED

Rationale: The totalities of the facts and circumstances were considered in determining
whether Officer Dages exceeded his lawful peace officer powers by unreasonable,
unlawful, or excessive conduct and used excessive force.
As identified in Allegation 1, The detention of
was unlawful. Therefore,
Officer Dages should not have used any force on
. The single scope of this
allegation was to determine if Officer Dages’s use of force complied with LMPD policy.
The lawfulness of the detention is separate issue from the amount of force that was used
15
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to detain and arrest
force.

. This analysis only focused on Officer Dages’s use for

Investigators Avery and Conroy reviewed and broke down the following videos to
evaluate Officer Dages’s use of force;
• MTS Grossmont Trolley station surveillance video.
• Cell Phone video captured by the right seat front passenger in the VW
driven by
(Later identified as
roommate). The
investigators viewed the video on YouTube that was posted by ABC News 10
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bAHrweM0jJE).
• Cell Phone video captured by
.
provided the video to
Investigator Avery during the interview meeting with the investigators.
• Cell Phone Video captured by
. Captain Nicholass provided
.
video to Investigator Avery.
• BWC Video footage from Officer Dages, Officer Georgi, Officer Razcon,
Officer Jensen, Officer Rost, Officer Sandlin cameras.
The video captured by
, and
roommate started after
Officer Dages activated his BWC. The investigators were able to match and synchronize
the footage of Officer Dages BWC video, the footage made public by
roommate,
, and
video.
•
•
•

roommate video started at the .40 timestamp on Officer Dages
BWC video.
video started at the .47 timestamp on Officer Dages BWC video.
video started at the 1.05 timestamp on Officer Dages BWC
video.

Each video captured different angles of the interaction between Officer Dages and
. Officer Dages’s BWC and
roommate video provided the most useful
footage of Officer Dages's actions.
To present the totality of the circumstances surrounding this incident, the investigators
examined
actions and Officer Dages’s response to
actions. In
addition, Officer Dages’s BWC footage was the only BWC camera that was on the scene to
evaluate the contact with
. The video from the Grossmont Trolley Platform
security camera was the first view that provided the investigators with
activity. The footage from the security camera captured Officer Dages contacting

2

Officer Dages did not activate his BWC when he contacted
. The Grossmont Trolley Platform
security camera was the only video available to review the initial fifty-seven seconds of the contact between
and Officer Dages.
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The Grossmont Trolley Platform security camera footage revealed Officer Dages did not
use force during the fifty seven seconds before he activated his BWC. Officer Dages said
he contacted
near the entrance to the first level parking garage. Officer
Dages said he did not use force during the initial contact with
.
corroborated that Officer Dages did not use force during the first contact with
.
. Officer Dages told the investigators that he questioned
about his
purpose at the District East apartments (See the rationale for allegation 1 for the details of
the conversation between Officer Dages and
).
Officer Dages said
was agitated, evasive, and upset on the initial contact
when he asked
for his trolley fare.
told Officer Dages to “fuck
off” (Dages 3, p. 14). Officer Dages said
refused to provide identification
when asked, and
walked away from Officer Dages.
Officer Dages said he told
multiple times that he was being detained and
walked away twice. Officer Dages said he stood in front of
and told
him he was not free to leave. At this point, Officer Dages is detaining
. Officer
Dages told
to sit down on the concrete bench.
complied. The
Trolley station footage and
corroborated Officer Dages’s statement that
walked away, he did not stop
, and that
sat down on the
bench.
said that
appeared confused (
p. 3). Officer Dages’s
action of stepping in front of
to impede his movements and telling
to sit down are indicators of a detention as
was not free to leave.
Officer Dages’s BWC video captured
sitting down on the bench as described
by
and Officer Dages. At .17 on the counter on the video player for Officer
Dages’s BWC footage,
was sitting down, and he stood up after pointing in
the direction of
approaching vehicle. After standing up,
took two
steps away from Officer Dages moving towards the approaching vehicle.
Officer Dages told investigators and wrote in his report that
abruptly stood
up. The BWC footage of
showed that
stood up at a normal pace
while he looked in the direction of the street.
movements corroborated
belief that
appeared confused.
saw
sitting down, use his cell phone, look towards the street and
then comment out loud, “They’re here, these are my friends, I’m leaving” (
p. 3).
corroborated that
stood up from a seated position when his friends
stopped in the vehicle driven by
.
said
briefly stopped in
street on Bus Court before turning into the driveway adjacent to Officer Dages and
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said that
was making comments to Officer Dages that he was
waiting for friends, that he was not lying, and that his friends did arrive to pick him up.
Officer Dages put his left hand on
lower torso to stop
from
walking away. At .19 on the counter on the video player for Officer Dages BWC footage,
used his right hand and slapped away Officer Dages's hand. Officer Dages
said
slap shocked him.
At .22 on the counter on the video player for Officer Dages BWC footage, the right front
portion of
vehicle is visible, rolling to a stop in the driveway.
Officer Dages described that he sternly told
to have a seat and that he was
not free to leave. BWC footage shows that Officer Dages used his left hand, grabbed the
front of
shirt, and maintained the hold for 9 seconds. Officer Dages was
holding his Argest tablet in his right hand.
was facing Officer Dages, and the
two were less than an arms distance apart. Officer Dages put his Argest tablet in his
pocket and activated his BWC.
The BWC audio begins after the programmed 30 second delay. Officer Dages released his
hold of
at .32 on the counter on the video player for Officer Dages’s BWC
footage. Officer Dages used his portable radio to notify Dispatch that he was on a subject
stop (out with one).
said, "Get the fuck off me." Officer Dages said
and the passenger in the car were yelling at him. At .36 on the video player counter of
BWC footage,
appeared to start to sit down. However, Officer Dages used his
left hand and grabbed the front of
shirt, and
remained
standing.
At .40 on the video player counter, Officer Dages used his right hand, grabbed
left arm around the bicep, and asked
to sit down.
told
Officer Dages to stop touching him and restating that his friends arrived to pick him up.
At .43 on the video player counter, Officer Dages used his left hand open palm to push
in the upper chest. Officer Dages maintained his hold on
left
bicep. After the push, Officer Dages moved his left hand to
left wrist.
Officer Dages applied a twist lock control hold on
left arm while pushing
to a seated position on the bench. The push and twist lock caused
to sit down on the bench. At .45 on the video player counter, Officer Dages
attempts to transition from a twist lock to a rear wrist lock.
At .47 on the video player counter,
stood up, turned to his right, and
attempted to pull away from Officer Dages. As a result, Officer Dages could not continue
with the rear wrist lock. Officer Dages is heard saying “stop” twice. Officer Dages used his
portable radio and requested additional officers to assist him.
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Officer Dages was able to maneuver
left hand behind his back and
maintained a grip on
left wrist.
continued to move to his right.
movement released the tension on Officer Dages's control hold, limiting
the hold's effectiveness.
turned his body and was facing Officer Dages.
was less than six inches from Officer Dages. Officer Dages wrote in his report
that he needed to create a distance between him and
.
The investigators reviewed the BWC footage with Lieutenant Stoney, the LMPD Arrest
and Control Training Manager and Use of Force expert. Lieutenant Stoney told
investigators that
was too close to Officer Dages, and the position
compromised officer safety. Lieutenant Stoney said
actions and verbal cues
escalated from passive to active resistance (Stoney 1 p. 13).
Officer Dages told the investigators and wrote in his report that
took a
bladed stance and balled up his fists. The distance between
and Officer
Dages was too close, and Officer Dages’s BCW did not capture
hands. The
footage from
roommate showed that
had his palms together
with his arms bent, and his hands were near his chest.
did not ball his fist
and did not take a bladed stance (.35 seconds on passenger footage).
At this point in the contact, Officer Dages intended to handcuff
. Officer
Dages changed his plan because of his concerns about
and the passenger and
decided to wait for cover officers to arrive to handcuff
.
At .57 on the video player counter, Officer Dages released his control hold from
left wrist. Simultaneously, Officer Dages used both hands and pushed
into a seated position on the bench. Officer Dages used open hands with a push
to the center of
chest. Officer Dages told
to sit down.
is visible and is heard yelling that
is with him.
continued
to state he was waiting for his friends to pick him up and that his friends had arrived.
At 1.13 on the video player counter,
said “I have no reason to be detained by
you.”
stood up. At 1:15 on the video player counter, Officer Dages did not
have control of
. Officer Dages used his left hand and grabbed
left forearm. Once standing,
was face to face with Officer Dages. The
distance between
and Officer Dages was less than twelve inches and was not
safe.
Officer Dages put his right hand on top of
left trapezoid area and tried to
push
down onto the bench. The roommate footage showed that
resisted sitting down when Officer Dages pushed him down. Officer Dages moved his left
hand from
left wrist to
right trapezoid area. Officer Dages
pushed down on
trapezoids. At 1:06 on the video player counter for the
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thought Officer Dages should have moved
away from his friends sooner than
he did.
There is no lawful resistance to a police order. Whether
was detained or
arrested, it is
duty to refrain from resisting Officer Dages’s authority.
Officer Dages’s use of force was in response to
attempts to walk away from
the detention even though the detention was not lawful. Video review, statements made
by
captured on BWC video, and corroborated statements made by witnesses
revealed it was more likely than not that
wanted to leave with his friends.
The finding for Allegation #2 is: Unfounded.
ALLEGATION #3: It is alleged that Officer Matthew Dages engaged in work related
dishonesty by making false and misleading statements on an official document of the
City. On May 28, 2020, at 7:01 AM, Officer Dages submitted Police Report 20 15071, an
Arrest/Juvenile Contact Report that is an official document and permanent record of the
City. It is alleged that Officer Dages made false and misleading statements in Police
Report 20 15071.
If the allegation is true, Officer Dages would be in violation of the LA MESA POLICE
DEPARTMENT RULES AND REGULATIONS, SECTION 5.0 DISCIPLINARY POLICY:
5.02 DISCIPLINARY STANDARD: PERFORMANCE:
Performance Subsection 26: Work related dishonesty, either verbally or a failure
to disclose material facts or the making of any false or misleading statement on
any application, examination form, or other official document of the City
(Emphasis added).
FINDING:

SUSTAINED

Rationale: The totalities of the facts and circumstances were considered in determining
whether Officer Dages engaged in work related dishonesty by making false and
misleading statements in Police Report 20 15071 and submitted that document as a
permanent record. The evidence shows that on May 27, 2020, Officer Dages was
participating in a Fare Compliance Operation at the Grossmont Trolley Station. Officer
Dages made an enforcement contact with
based on a violation of Penal
Code Section 640(b)(3) that prohibits smoking at a public transportation facility, such as
on MTS property. The enforcement contact resulted in the detention and subsequent
arrest of
.
The evidence as examined under Allegation #1 established that Officer Dages fabricated
or otherwise falsified the “reasonable suspicion” necessary to effect the detention of
. The fabrication of the “reasonable suspicion” made the basis of the detention of
illegal.
Officer Dages later memorialized his observations that developed the reasonable
suspicion he used to make the enforcement contact with
in Police Report
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20 15071. Officer Dages wrote further statements in Police Report 20 15071 documenting
and recording the investigative steps he took to confirm the Penal Code Section violation
had occurred, a synopsis or summary of events that led to the detention and arrest of
, a more detailed accounting of the investigation, and completed a section
containing recommendations that the crimes he charged against
to be
forwarded to the San Diego County District Attorney for review and the prosecution of
. To reach findings on Performance Subsection 26, the investigators
examined Police Report 20 15071.
EXAMINATION OF POLICE REORT 20 15071:
In the Synopsis Section on page 3, Officer Dages wrote:
“I observed
smoking as he stood on MTS property, a violation of 640(a)(3)
PC (Note: the violation for smoking prohibited is found under 640 (b) PC. The (a)
section cited by Officer Dages is likely an error) and also the La Mesa Municipal
Code 7.27.035. As I approached
, I advised him of the ordinance and also
determined he did not possess a valid trolley or bus fare, a violation of 640(c) PC
Fare Evasion.”
The investigation revealed that the Penal Code Sections referred to above are enforceable
on MTS property. Penal Code 640(b)(3) PC prohibits smoking on or in public
transportation vehicles or facilities. In the above statement, Officer Dages is documenting
the “reasonable suspicion” he used to conduct the enforcement contact on
.
The preponderance of evidence as established in Allegation #1 shows that
was not smoking, thus the detention of
by Officer Dages was not based on
factual “reasonable suspicion” of a violation of Penal Code 640(b)(3), smoking in or on
public transportation facilities. Officer Dages states during the detention he also
determined that
was in violation of 640(c) PC: Evasion of fare payment on
public transportation.
The investigation revealed that Officer Dages used the Penal Code Section smoking
prohibited violation as the basis of his enforcement contact on
. In the
“tactical debriefing” after the arrest of
, Officer Dages told Officers Jensen,
Georgi, and Razcon that his reason for contacting
was for the violation of
“smoking.” Later in his shift, Officer Dages told Officer Rost and Officer Goddard his
detention of
was based on the violation of “smoking.” (See Allegation #1 for
the exact statements Officer Dages made to the officers)
overheard parts of the verbal exchange between Officer Dages and
.
does not hear comments by Officer Dages regarding fare evasion or
that
was smoking.
does overhear Office Dages questioning
about his purpose for standing near the entrance of the MTS parking garage.
These questions pertain to loitering on MTS property and loitering is posted on signs as
prohibited on MTS property. Officer Dages does not refer to fare evasion or loitering
when telling the other officers, the reason he contacted and detained
. Officer
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writes in his police report: “In order to successfully take enforcement action on the
violations I had witnessed…” is a false and misleading statement.
In the Investigation Section on page 5, Officer Dages wrote:
then took a bladed stance, took a step forward inching towards my face and
began moving both of his arms back and forth.”
then lifted both his arms up towards his chest and began to ball his fists
and suddenly leaned his body toward me.”
The investigators reviewed the video recording taken by the passenger,
roommate, that captured this part of the interaction between Officer Dages and
. At .35 seconds the video footage shows that
had his palms together
with his arms bent, and his hands were near his chest.
did not ball his fists
and did not take a bladed stance. If
did not ball his fists or take a bladed
stance in preparation to attack Officer Dages, then the statements he wrote in his police
report that:
then took a bladed stance” and “
began to ball his fists…” are
false and misleading statements.
CONCLUSIONS:
Based on the totality of circumstances as described above, the investigators have
established, by the standard of the preponderance of the evidence, Officer Dages engaged
in work related dishonesty by making false and misleading statements on Police Report
20 15071, an official document of the City. The evidence shows Officer Dages entered false
and misleading statements on Police Report 20 15071 to justify the fabricated “reasonable
suspicion” he used to conduct an unlawful detention of
. Officer Dages falsely
entered statements into his official police report intended to mislead his Supervisors and
Managers by presenting the “reasonable suspicion” he used to conduct an enforcement
contact with
in such a way as to seem justified and properly documented.
The video evidence by witness
roommate shows Officer Dages entered false
and misleading statements into his official police report intended to show that
was more combative and resistive, and posed a greater threat than was the case.
Officer Dages included these false and misleading statements to justify his use of force
against
. The investigation revealed that Officer Dages’s use of force, as
discussed in Allegation #2, was within Department policy under the circumstances. The
false and misleading statements Officer Dages added to justify his use of force were
unnecessary.
It is incumbent on Officer Dages, and an essential part of his duty as a Police Officer, to
be honest in his enforcement activities and accurate in his documentation when he is
depriving citizens of their freedom and subjecting them to criminal charges.
Therefore, based on the above facts and evidence gathered in this investigation, the
investigators have reached the conclusion that the preponderance of the evidence
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demonstrates Officer Dages is in violation of Performance Subsection 26: Work related
dishonesty by making any false or misleading statement on any official document of the
City.
The finding for Allegation #3 is: Sustained.
ALLEGATION #4: It is alleged that Officer Matthew Dages failed to operate his Body
Worn Camera (BWC) in the recording mode before making an enforcement contact and
detention of
on May 27, 2020. Officer Dages then failed to operate his
BWC in the recording mode when the detention became confrontational. Officer Dages
did not operate his BWC in the record mode until after he was involved in a physical
confrontation with
.
If the allegation is true, Officer Dages would be in violation of the LA MESA POLICE
DEPARTMENT RULES AND REGULATIONS, SECTION 5.0 DISCIPLINARY POLICY:
5.02 DISCIPLINARY STANDARD: PERFORMANCE:
Performance Subsection 23. Any knowing or negligent violation of the provisions of
the Department Instructions or Department Rules and Regulations. (Employees
shall familiarize themselves with the above.)
INSTRUCTION NUMBER 631: BODY WORN CAMERAS AND EVIDENCE, SECTION
V. PROCEDURE. This policy states in relevant part:
Subsection H. When and Where to Record
It is the intent of the La Mesa Police Department to record all law enforcement
related contacts and other contacts that are deemed appropriate.
Unless it is unsafe, or impractical to do so, or mechanical issues impeding the use of
the device are present, officers shall activate their BWCs to record all law
enforcement contacts.
Officers should begin recording prior to arrival on an incident if the call has the
potential to involve immediate enforcement action upon their arrival.
And,
Subsection H. 1. Law Enforcement Contacts
a. Law enforcement related contacts are any investigative or enforcement
activities which include, but are not limited to, the following: radio calls,
consensual encounters in which the officer is attempting to develop
reasonable suspicion on the subject of the encounter, detentions, field
interviews, traffic stops, pedestrian stops, arrests, prisoner transports,
courtesy transports, or Code 3 emergency vehicle responses including vehicle
pursuits.(Note: underline emphasis of “any” above not added.)
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Officers shall record any other contact that becomes confrontational or
adversarial after the initial contact in a situation that would not otherwise
require recording. Officers should record any event he or she believes the
recording would protect the interests of the officer or the Department. (Note:
bolding added)
FINDING: SUSTAINED
Rationale: The totalities of the facts and circumstances were considered in determining
whether Officer Dages violated the Department policies on BWCs. The evidence shows
that Officer Dages was participating in a Fare Compliance Operation on May 27, 2020, at
the Grossmont Trolley Station. The stated purpose of the Fare Compliance Operation,
Organized by Officer Jensen, is to contact persons on the MTS property and conduct field
investigations to determine if there are any violations of MTS ordinances or Penal codes
specific to public transportation facilities. When a violator of an MTS or applicable Penal
code is contacted, the officer has the discretion to “educate” the violator with a warning
about enforceable codes that apply to MTS property or take the enforcement action of
issuing a citation. Generally, the officers are using the MTS or Penal Code violations as
“reasonable suspicion” to contact subjects and conduct warrant checks, determine if a
subject is on probation or parole, or is involved in other criminal activity.
When officers are participating in a Fare Compliance Operation they are expected to
make enforcement contacts based on MTS or applicable Penal Code violations. The
officers are required to comply with LMPD Instruction 631 and have their BWCs
operating and in recording mode. The Department BWC policy states:
“Unless it is unsafe, or impractical to do so, or mechanical issues impeding the use of
the device are present, officers shall activate their BWCs to record all law
enforcement contacts.”
The officers participating in the Fare Compliance Operation on May 27, 2020, all had their
BWCs operating in the record mode with the exception of Officer Dages. Officers Jensen,
Razcon and Georgi had their BWCs operating as per department policy as they made
enforcement contacts for MTS fare avoidance violations. Officer Dages did not have his
BWC activated, but he had not yet made an enforcement contact.
The evidence shows that Officer Dages saw
standing with his back against
the wall at the MTS parking garage located East of Officer Dages’s position at the trolley
platform. Officer Dages alleges
:
“Appeared to be raising either a cigarette or an electronic smoking device to his
mouth more than one time.” (Dages Trans. Part 1, P. 11)
Later investigation determined that Officer Dages was approximately 230 feet or 76 yards
from
location. Officer Dages begins to walk toward
location
at this time. The evidence examined under Allegation #1 shows that Officer Dages
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avoided asking a cover officer to accompany him to make the impending enforcement
contact. Nor did Officer Dages advise Dispatch he was making an enforcement contact.
Office Dages did not activate his BWC during his 75 yard walk to
location.
In his administrative interview, the investigators questioned Officer Dages on why he did
not activate his BWC in the record mode during his lengthy walk to contact
.
The investigators suggested it would have been to Officer Dages’s advantage to activate
his BWC and capture
in the act of smoking to solidify his “reasonable
suspicion” for the violation of the Penal Code Section prohibiting smoking on MTS
property (in compliance with subsection H 1 developing probable cause).Investigator
Conroy asked:
“If you're approaching him for smoking, don't you want to have it on video that he
was smoking?” (Trans. Part 1, P. 17)
Officer Dages was evasive in his reply:
“Would I like to do that? Yes, I would.”
Officer Dages offered the following explanation for why he did not operate his BWC in
the record mode for his enforcement contact with
:
“So, it's not typical for us (officers) to record throughout like a trolley detail like that.
And like I had said, previously, we make a lot of interactions with people, many of
them very quick. So, at the time that I contacted
, my intention was to
make that a very quick interaction. Once the interaction became extended, I
automatically activated my BWC.” (Trans. Part 1, P. 16)
The investigators reviewed the Department’s 16 page BWC policy. Nowhere in the policy
does it state this policy can be modified for special operations. The Fare Compliance
Operation is essentially a patrol function using on duty patrol personnel for a short
period of time. The SRT Commander and the Supervisors of Specialized Units are allowed
to modify the BWC policy at their discretion (BWC Policy H. 1. c. and d.). Officer Dages’s
assertion that “it’s not typical for us to record throughout, like, a trolley detail” is
misleading and an attempt deflect the reason he was in violation of BWC policy by not
having his BWC operating for an enforcement contact. Additionally, the above statement
is counter to the intent of the Department BWC policy “to record all enforcement related
contacts.” The fact that all of the other officers had their BWC operating per Department
Policy as they were conducting enforcement contacts undermines the credibility of
Officer Dages.
The statement that Officer Dages intended to “make that a very quick interaction” does
not comply with, or in any way mitigate, his responsibility to operate his BWC per policy.
Finally, the statement “once the interaction became extended, I automatically activated my
BWC” is false and misleading. The BWC policy does not address or specify “extended
interactions” as a circumstance when the BWC should be activated. In fact, the BWC
policy is designed to prevent BWC from being activated mid way through an interaction
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because the events leading up to that point the BWC is activated are open to
interpretation and often controversial.
The investigators established a time line using security camera surveillance video from
the trolley platform that captured Officer Dages as he walked from the platform to
location and made the initial enforcement contact. The investigators
established that from the initial contact to the point where Officer Dages activates his
BWC, 57 seconds of unrecorded BWC time passes.
The investigators then compared the trolley security video to the video from Officer
Dages’s BWC of his interactions with
. The video evidence was then
compared to Officer Dages’s statements made in Police Report 20 15071 as well as
statements he made in his administrative interview. In comparing the video time line to
Officer Dages’s statements, the investigators determined Officer Dages was in a physical
altercation with
before he activated his BWC. The evidence shows
.
struck Officer Dages in the arm and was being physically restrained by Officer
Dages as he activated his BWC to the recording mode.
The evidence shows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Officer Dages had more than sufficient time to operate his BWC before
making the enforcement contact with
.
became confrontational early in the detention when Officer
Dages asked
for identification.’
told Officer Dages to “fuck off” as the contact began to escalate.
(Police report P. 4)
Officer Dages told the investigators that
became
confrontational but Officer Dages still did not put his BWC in the recording
mode.
walked away from Officer Dages after being told he was being
detained.
Officer Dages had the opportunity at that point to activate his BWC in the
recording mode but again failed to do so.
Officer Dages stepped in front of
and directed him to sit on a
cement block near the end of the MTS garage driveway.
complied and sat down.
Officer Dages did not use that opportunity to put his BWC in the recording
mode or to advise Dispatch that he was in contact with an increasingly
uncooperative subject and give his location for a cover officer in the event
the situation continued to escalate. (Trans. Part 1, P. 12)

The investigators pressed Officer Dages about when, according to BCW policy during an
enforcement contact, should the officer begin to operate the BWC. Officer Dages showed
knowledge of the BWC policy in his reply:
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Argest tablet in his right hand.
had both hands free and had a tactical
advantage over Officer Dages. With both hands occupied, Officer Dages could not
immediately access the microphone on his portable radio to call for backup.
Officer Dages said
used his left hand to grab his (Officer Dages’s) right
forearm, constituting the second time
pushed or hit Officer Dages’s arm
during the incident. Officer Dages was able to force
back into a seated
position on the cement block bench. At that time, the other officers who had heard the
radio transmission for assistance by Officer Dages were arriving on the scene to assist in
handcuffing
.
CONCLUSIONS:
Based on the above examination of the evidence, the investigators have established, by
the standard of a preponderance of the evidence, that Officer Dages violated the LMPD
policies governing the use and operation of the Department issued Body Worn Cameras.
The evidence shows Officer Dages violated BWC policy by not activating his BWC for the
Fare Compliance Operation at the Grossmont Trolley Station on May 27, 2020. The BWC
policy states it is the intention of the La Mesa Police Department to record all law
enforcement related contacts. And, officers shall activate their BWCs to record all law
enforcement contacts.
The evidence shows that Officer Dages was the only officer participating in the Operation
that did not activate his BWC to conduct enforcement contacts at the trolley station.
When Officer Dages observed
, he began a 76 yard walk without activating
his BWC, to make the initial contact with
. When Officer Dages made the
enforcement contact, he still did not activate his BWC as required by policy.
became increasingly confrontational with Officer Dages. The BWC policy states Officers
shall record any other contact that becomes confrontational or adversarial. Officer Dages
violates BWC policy by not activating his BWC at that time.
Officer Dages advises
prohibited code.

he is detained for a violation of the MTS smoking
walked away from Officer Dages.

BWC policy Subsection H. 1. Law Enforcement Contacts, states that the BWC will be
activated during detentions. Officer Dages does not activate his BWC during the
detention even though
was cooperative at that time. Officer Dages remained
in violation of BWC policy by continuously not activating his BWC and ignoring the
opportunities to do so.
The evidence shows Officer Dages did not activate his BWC until he had been struck by
and was then physically restraining
. The investigators realize
that events during an enforcement contact can escalate rapidly and the officer must keep
his attention on the subject in such situations. However, this is the exact reason for the
BWC policy that states:
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Therefore, based on the facts and evidence gathered in this investigation, the
preponderance of the evidence demonstrates Officer Dages is in violation of the La Mesa
policies governing the use and operation of the Department issued Body Worn Cameras.
The finding for Allegation #4 is: Sustained.
Allegation #5-It is alleged on 5 27 20, Officer Matthew Dages directed profane, insolent
language, and made discourteous comments that lacked tact or consideration to
during the prisoner transportation to the La Mesa Police Station, and
during the release of
at LMPD.
If the allegations were true, Officer Dages’s actions would be a violation of La Mesa Police
Department policy 5.02 DISCIPLINARY STANDARD
Performance:
23.
Any knowing or negligent violation of the provisions of the Department
Instructions or Department Rules and Regulations. (Employees shall familiarize
themselves with the above.)
3.17 COURTESY AND CIVILITY
Courtesy and civility toward the public and each other is demanded, and
deportment of members shall be civil and orderly. Employees shall at all times be
attentive and zealous in the discharge of their duties, controlling their tempers
and exercising the utmost patience and discretion. They must at all times refrain
from using coarse, violent, profane, or insolent language. They shall be civil and
respectful toward each other.
Employees are required to be courteous in their contact with the public. Attitudes
of affrontery, egotism, and superiority by officers in such contacts will not be
tolerated.
A member of the Department shall give all proper information to persons
requesting the same carefully, courteously, and accurately, avoiding all
unnecessary conversation or controversy. They shall give their name and
identification number, and other official information in a respectful manner to any
person who may request it.
Employees should remember that tact and consideration will be of great value in
any work that is to be done and they should cultivate the ability to meet and speak
with people easily.
FINDING:

SUSTAINED
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In the analysis of the BWC video,
made a loud comment that appeared to
interrupt Officer Dages when he was saying the word “over.” It is more likely than not
that Officer Dages intended to say overtime. However,
spoke and cut Officer
Dages off. Officer Dages’s comment following the word “over” was “I’ll get.” However,
Officer Dages did not state the complete overtime word.
At 5:50 on the counter on the video player for Officer Dages’s BWC footage,
commented to Officer Dages;
“You're goofy as hell bro. Because I only touched you because you were touching me.
And you are not [inaudible 00:05:54].”
At 5:54 on the video player counter, Officer Dages said to

;

“Because you’re fucking dumb.”
During the administrative interview with Officer Dages, Investigator Avery played the
BWC footage of Officer Dages's comment. Investigator Avery asked Officer Dages if he
thought his comment "you're fucking dumb" was an appropriate comment to make to
Officer Dages said, "Probably not" and "Insulting anyone's intelligence is
derogatory" (Dages, M. Part 1, p. 38).
Later in the Administrative interview, Officer Dages said the following about his
comment,
"You're fucking dumb":
“And then the remark, when I reacted to something that he said, and I called him
fucking dumb was inappropriate and out of line (Dages, M. Part 3, P. 22).”
Investigator Avery questioned Officer Dages about the following comment after
asked Officer Dages why he was not issued a ticket:
“No, I couldn't because you wanted to act like a fool. So, you can walk back to the...
your friend’s apartment” (Dages
Transport Transcript P. 12).
When asked during the administrative interview if he thought telling someone they were
a “fool” was demeaning, Officer Dages said;
“A fool, not necessarily” (Dages, M. Part 2, P. 42).
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Merriam Webster defines a fool as a person who lacks good sense or judgment. Microsoft
Word Thesaurus provides the meaning of “Boob,” “Chump,” and “Sucker” for the word
fool. Given the definition, the word “fool” tends to have derogatory characterizations, and
the context in which Officer Dages used the comment, the preponderance of the evidence
supports the comment lacking courtesy. To add on, making the comment that
could walk back to his friend’s apartment made the transportation to the station
punitive.
At 7:34 and 7:35 on the video player counter, Officer Dages commented to

.

“Reality is funny” and “You’re in the back of a cop car.”
Both of Officer Dages’s comments were unnecessary. The comment that
in the back seat of a police car is demeaning, lacks tact and courtesy.
Before Officer Dages removed handcuffs on

was

, Officer Dages told

:

“So, I'm going to take you out of the handcuffs. If you do anything dumb back here,
you're going to get thrown on the ground,” and “You're going to get hurt” (Dages
Transport Transcript P. 18).
Officer Dages said he made the comment because of
behavior and
resistance throughout the incident. Officer Dages said he wanted
to
understand the handcuffs were going to be removed and
should put his
hands where he was told.
Lieutenant Stoney provided his opinion of Officer Dages comment “thrown on the
ground” and “you’re going to get hurt.” Lieutenant Stoney said stern verbal commands to
someone who displayed behavior like
is a level of control. Lieutenant Stoney
thought the comment by itself sounds “horrible” and “not the most professional thing to
say” (Stoney 2, p. 5). The comment intends to prevent an arrestee from engaging in
behavior that would require an officer to use physical force.
Given
engaged in passive and active levels of resistance, Officer Dages’s
comment was not unreasonable.
did as he was instructed when Officer
Dages removed handcuffs.
was not interviewed and the investigators were not able to ask him about
Officer Dages’s comments.
A review of Officer Dages training file identified on 11 1 18, he attended two hours of
LMPD Tactical Communication/POST perishable skills training. The Tactical
Communication course outline contained the following topics3(Exhibit 22);
• Communication Elements (e.g. approach, body language, posturing,
observing, listening, asking, paraphrasing, redirecting, defusing,
responding, interest, empathy, influence, resolution)
3

https://www.cityoflamesa.us/DocumentCenter/View/15091/Tactical-Communications-Expanded-CourseOutline.
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•
•

Professional/Non professional/Inappropriate language
Demonstrate knowledge of the skills needed to effectively deal with difficult
people.

made statements that he was making comments to get a reaction from
Officer Dages. At 11:06 on the time mark on the media player for Officer Dages’s BWC,
made comments that he was “trying to fuck” with Officer Dages.
also said;
“It seems like whenever I say something like that you eat it up. Huh? You love that
shit, huh? That's what you love huh? You love snarky saying shit like that” (Dages
Transport Transcript P. 14).
Officer Dages did not make statements or comments to de escalate or defuse the
conversation. Officer Dages had the option to not respond to
comments.
However, Officer Dages made the decision to engage in conversation and admitted to the
investigators that some of his comments could insult a person and are derogatory.
The greater weight of the credible evidence tends to demonstrate that Officer Dages
made comments to
that lacked courtesy. The investigator’s review of the
video provides the conclusion that Officer Dages demonstrated an attitude of egotism
and superiority. Furthermore, Officer Dages admitted that he used profane language
when he called
“fucking dumb.”
Based on the above facts and evidence gathered in this investigation, the preponderance
of the credible evidence supports that Officer Dages violated the LMPD policy regarding
his obligation to treat
with courtesy and civility.
The finding for Allegation #5 is Sustained.
V. INVESTIGATION SUMMARY
This report contains Findings of Fact and Conclusions to determine whether Officer
Dages violated department policy or the law during the interaction with
on
5 27 20. Before the investigator's fact finding, the investigators were not associated with
the City of La Mesa in any manner. The investigators did not know and had never met
Officer Dages, the subjects of the complaint, Ms. Freeman, Mr. Sabine, or any of the
witnesses.
The investigation started on 6 9 20. At approximately 5:00 pm, LMPD Captain Matt
Nicholass
called Investigator Avery. Captain Nicholass told Investigator
Avery he put together a packet of evidence for the investigation. The packet contained
BWC videos from the officers involved, surveillance video LMPD obtained from MTA,
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copies of the reports filed by all of the LMPD officers that were on scene during the arrest
of
. Investigator Avery and Captain Nicholass agreed to a meeting on 6 10
20.
On 6 10 20, Investigators Avery and Conroy met with Mr. Sabine, Ms. Freeman, and
Captain Nicholass. The meeting occurred in the Human Resources Conference Room at
La Mesa City Hall. Captain Nicholass gave Investigator Avery a legal size manila envelope
that contained the following;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LMPD Call for Service Detail Report from Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD)
LMPD Call for Service Event ID 20 15071
LMPD Arrest/Juvenile Contact Report 20 15071 authored by Matthew Dages
#1281(7 pages)
LMPD Arrest/Juvenile Contact Report 20 15071 authored by Christine
McMillen#8162(2 pages)
LMPD Officer Report 20 15071 authored by Michael Butcher#1127 (2 pages)
LMPD Officer Report 20 15071 authored by Amanda Georgi#1285 (2 pages)
LMPD Officer Report 20 15071 authored by Ricardo Razcon#1292(2 pages)
LMPD Officer Report 20 15071 authored by Julie Jensen#1263(2 pages)
LMPD Officer Report 20 15071 authored by Hannah Rost#1274(1 page)
LMPD Notice to Appear # J91082 issued to
authored by Matthew
Dages
DMV CDL records for
(2 pages)
CLETS Vehicle DMV records for California License
(1 page)
CD containing all police radio traffic related to the incident.
5 x 7 manila envelope containing
1. Verbatim USB drive containing Trolley station video provided to LMPD by
MTA
2. DataStick Pro USB drive containing BWC video.

After the meeting, the investigators reviewed the videos and information provided by
Captain Nicholass. The investigative plan was to interview all of the LMPD officers who
were on the scene or responded to the scene when Mr.
was arrested. Ms.
Freeman and Captain coordinated the schedules and employee notices for the interviews.
The investigators saw an unidentified woman during the review of the BWC footage that
witnessed the arrest of Mr.
Closer examination of the footage revealed the
woman was wearing a Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA) uniform. The LMPD
reports authored by officers did not identify the women. On 6 10 20, Investigator Avery
asked Mr. Sabine if anyone in the city had a professional working relationship with an
employee of the MTA. Mr. Sabine was able to connect Investigator Avery with the
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On 6 10 20, Investigator Avery called and spoke to
.
was aware of
the MTA Bus Driver who witnessed an incident involving LMPD. After the call,
sent a text message to Investigator Avery. In the message,
identified
as the Supervisor for MTA Bus drivers. The message contained a phone
number for
). Investigator Avery called
. The call went
to voicemail and Investigator Avery left a message.
On 6 10 20 at 3:23 pm,
called Investigator Avery.
identified the MTA
driver as
. When asked by Investigator Avery,
said he talked to
twice after she witnessed the arrest of
.
understood that
made a video of the arrest.
said he would provide Investigator Avery
with
contact information and work schedule.
At 3:40 pm,
sent Investigator Avery a text message. The message contained two
phone numbers for
At 3:44 pm the investigator
called
. The call was unanswered and a voice mail was left. A call to
revealed it was a non working number.
On 6 10 20 Ms. Freeman provided Investigator Avery with the contact information for the
Attorney representing
. Ms. Freeman told the investigators that on
6 9 20, the city received a claim filed against the City by
attorney

On 6 10 20 at 3:52 pm, Investigator Conroy called
office number. The
purpose of the call was to set up an administrative interview with
.
Investigator Conroy spoke to an unidentified female and left a call back number. The
party told Investigator Conroy that she would pass on the information to
. As
of 6 16 20,
has yet to call Investigator Conroy or Avery.
On 6 10 20 at 4:15 pm, Investigators Conroy and Avery contacted witness
at The District apartment complex located at 8727 Fletcher
Parkway, La Mesa, 91942
. The investigators had determined the identity of
the driver of the black Volkswagen as
who is the friend of
.
had witnessed some of the interactions between
and Officer
Dages.
had refused to give a statement to Officer Jensen at the scene. The
investigators had located
black Volkswagen parked in the garage at The
District apartment complex. The investigators had reason to believe
was a
resident and lived in the District Apartments. The investigators contacted
to determine if she would be willing to relay a message to
if he
resided at the District Apartments. The investigators did not ask
to release any
of
personal information. The investigators only asked
if she would
be willing to relay a message to
without releasing his phone number or any of
his other personal information.
called
and he agreed to meet with
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the investigators. However,
called back a few minutes later and canceled the
meeting.
gave Investigator Conroy the phone and he had a brief conversation
with
. In that conversion, Investigator Conroy asked
if
smoked.
replied, “Not to my knowledge.”
During the conversation with
, she stated she had been contacted by a resident
who had witnessed the arrest of
and wished to speak to “someone.”
had permission from this witness to release his name and phone number, but no
other contact information.
provided the name of
and his cell phone
number,
Investigator Conroy called
and he agreed to meet with
the investigators at a parking lot near The District Apartments.
On 6 10 20 at 4:45 pm, the investigators interviewed the witness who identified himself as
. The information provided by
is documented in an interview
summary report. The information
provided was essentially captured on the
video evidence gathered during this investigation and no new information was brought
forward as a result of this interview.
On 6 12 20 at 10:45 am, Investigator Avery called
number. The call went to
voicemail and a message was left for
to call back. On 6 15 20, at 12:58 pm,
Investigator Avery called and left a voicemail message with
. The content of the
message was to have
return the call to discuss a plan to interview
when she returned to work on 6 16 20.
called Investigator Avery and an
interview was set up for 6 15 20 at 2:30 pm. Investigators Avery and Conroy met with
and conducted an interview. At the conclusion of the interview,
“Airdropped” to Investigator Avery her copy of the video of the arrest of
that
she captured on her cell phone.
The investigators identified a male subject that was visible in video footage who
witnessed the arrest of
. The subject was identified as
in an
LMPD supplemental report
was visible as a bystander in several of the videos
that captured the interactions between
and LMPD officers. Investigator
Avery obtained
phone number from the LMPD report authored by Michael
Butcher #1227. On 6 10 20, Investigator Avery called
. The call went
unanswered and Investigator Avery left a voicemail. On 6 11 20 at 10:59 am,
returned Investigator Avery’s call. Investigator Avery and Conroy conducted an audio
recorded interview over the phone with
.
On 6 15 20 at 5:30 pm, investigators Conroy and Avery were photographing and
diagramming the driveway area for the District Apartments East, where the arrest of
occurred. While there, Investigator Avery saw one of the witnesses,
driving in the driveway to the parking garage where the investigators were completing the
sketch.
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Investigator Avery recognized the black Volkswagen Jetta and
as he passed by
and drove into the first level parking garage. Investigator Avery went into the parking
garage and located
getting out of his vehicle. Investigator Avery identified
himself to
as the investigators that he spoke to on the phone. Investigator
Avery asked
if he had changed his mind and wanted to talk to the
investigators.
had a surprised look and appearance when he saw the
investigator.
said, "No, I'm good. "
was walking away from his vehicle during the contact and continued walking
during Investigator Avery's comment. Investigator Avery told
this was the
opportunity to give his side of the story.
did not respond to Investigator
Avery's comment, and he quickly walked out of the parking garage to an adjacent
stairway to the second floor of the apartment building. The entire encounter lasted about
20 30 seconds.
or his attorney
the investigators sent

had not contacted the investigators. Therefore,
a letter with a request to speak to

On 6 16 20, Investigator Avery sent a letter via United Parcel Service (UPS) overnight
service to
(Exhibit 13). Investigator Avery authored the letter. The letter was as
follows;
Greeting Mr.

,

The City of La Mesa has retained Norman A. Traub & Associates LLC to serve as an
Independent Special Investigator. The purpose of the investigation is to gather the facts and
circumstances surrounding the arrest of your client
.
Mr. Sean Conroy and Mr. Brock Avery are the lead investigators and would like to speak to
.
description of the events, and his side of the story are critical
pieces for the investigation. Time is of the essence. Kindly respond to this correspondence by
5:00 pm on Friday, June 19, 2020. Your response is greatly appreciated. Mr. Avery can be
reached at
or
Thank you for your assistance in this very important investigation.
On 6 18 20 at 4:40 pm, Investigator Avery contacted UPS to verify the delivery of the
letter. UPS provided Investigator Avery a receipt for the delivery (Exhibit 14). The receipt
indicated the package containing the letter was delivered on 6 18 20 at 11:17 am. The
receipt did not identify the recipient.
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As of 6 30 20,
result,

, or his Attorney has not contacted the investigators. As a
was not interviewed.

After the investigators reviewed all of the videos, the investigators met with LMPD Arrest
and Control program manager Lieutenant Brian Stoney. Lieutenant Stoney, Investigator
Avery, and Conroy reviewed and broke down the interaction between
and
Officer Dages captured on Officer Dages BWC. Lieutenant Stoney’s opinion was the force
used by Officer during the interaction with
was reasonable, necessary, and
complied with LMPD policy and procedures.
Investigator Avery asked Captain Nicholass if LMPD has a Use of force expert. Captain
Nicholass identified Lieutenant Brian Stoney. On 6 17 20 at 10:20 am, the investigators
interviewed Lieutenant Stoney. During the interview, Lieutenant Stoney provided an
overview of LMPD Arrest and Control training. Lieutenant Stoney identified himself as
the department Use of Force expert and the author of the department’s curriculum for
use of force training. Lieutenant Stoney said all LMPD officers are required to complete
LMPD use of force training to comply with POST Perishable Skills/Arrest and Control
requirements. In general, POST requirements are as follows4;
Effective January 1, 2002, all peace officers (except reserve officers) below the middle
management position and assigned to patrol, traffic, or investigation who routinely effect
the physical arrest of criminal suspects are required to complete Perishable Skills and
Communications training. In lieu of completing the training, the requirement may be met
by successfully passing a presenter developed test that measures the approved training
objectives. Perishable Skills training shall consist of a minimum of 12 hours in each 2 year
period. Of the total 12 hours required, a minimum of 4 hours of each of the 3 following
topical areas shall be completed:
•
•
•

Arrest and Control
Driver Training/Awareness or Driving Simulator*
Tactical Firearms* or Force Options Simulator

Lieutenant Stoney said the LMPD Arrest and Control course satisfies the POST perishable
skills requirement. The course consists of four hours of instruction and participants must
demonstrate proficiency in the skills portion of the instruction as defined in LMPD
Instruction document 514. A participant is provided additional instruction and
opportunities to demonstrate proficiency if competency is not demonstrated. Lieutenant
Stoney said a participant is assigned station duty until ACT proficiency
is demonstrated. Lieutenant Stoney did not witness officer Dages complete the LMPD
course. Lieutenant Stoney said he is not aware of any officer not successfully completing
the LMPD arrest and control requirement.
4

https://post.ca.gov/perishable-skills-program
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No BWC video or report was located to support Officer Garcia’s presence at the call.
Officer Garcia’s name appeared in the CAD report. The investigators interviewed Officer
Garcia. Officer Garcia said he is a detective assigned to background investigations and
was not working to patrol the date and time of Officers Dages call. Officer Garcia said he
was working in his detective role on 5 27 20, and he did not respond to the call. Officer
Garcia did not know how or why his name appeared on the call log. The review for the
BWC video and MTS surveillance video corroborated that Officer Garcia was not involved
in a call involving Officer Dages.
Officer Matthew Paugh’s name appeared on the CAD report for the call (Exhibit 2). No
BWC video or report was located to support Officer Paugh’s presence at the call. The
investigators interviewed Officer Paugh. The purpose of the interview was to ask Officer
Paugh about his actions at the call involving Officer Dages. Officer Paugh told the
investigators he was aware that his name was on the call history report.
Officer Paugh said he was not on the call and he was on a call of a missing person at
Grossmont Center. Officer Paugh described the missing person call originated at
Grossmont Hospital and that he located the missing person at the nearby Grossmont
Center. Officer Paugh said he was transporting Grossmont Hospital staff at about the
same time as the Officer Dages call. Officer Paugh did not hear the radio broadcasts
related to Officer Dages’s call.
Officer Paugh provided Investigator Avery with a call history report for the call for service
at Grossmont Center(Exhibit 24). The call history identified that Officer Paugh's call sign
was "752," and he was handling a call at Grossmont Center. Officer Paugh did not have an
explanation for his name appearing on the call history for the call involving Officer
Dages.
Review of the report corroborated that Officer Paugh was not on the call involving Officer
Dages5.
On 6 18 20, at 3:45 pm, Investigator Avery reviewed Officer Dages LMPD Training File.
The purpose of the review was to follow up on Lieutenant Stoney’s statements regarding
LMPD ACT training. Sergeant Matt Gay met Investigator Avery at the La Mesa Adult
Enrichment Center with Officer Dages Training File. The meeting occurred after
Investigator Avery called Sergeant Gay and requested to review the file.
Investigator Avery reviewed Officer Dages POST profile. The profile documented that
Officer Dages completed four hours of ACT training on 11 1 18 and two hours of tactical
5

The call history did not contain Officer Paugh s name. On 6-18-20 at 12:32 pm, Investigator Avery spoke to
Officer Paugh on the phone. Officer Paugh identified that his call sign of 752 is always the same, and 752
was his call sign on 5-27-20.
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communication training on 11 1 18. Both blocks of training satisfied the POST Perishable
Skills training requirement.
The footage showed that Officer Dages spent time utilizing his Argest tablet after
.
was placed in handcuffs. At the request of the investigators, Captain Nicholass
downloaded all of the content from Officer Dages tablet. Captain Nicholass provided the
downloaded information along with the tablet.
A review of the tablet information revealed that Officer Dages utilized tablet applications
to research California Penal Code sections related to assault on a peace officer and
delaying a peace officer's duties. The data from the phone showed that Officer Dages
accessed information related to his course and scope of his work as a Police Officer.
At the request of the investigators, Captain Nicholass provided paper copies of Mobile
Data Computer messages for the officers involved in the call with
. The
investigators reviewed the content. The review revealed that all of the communication
contained in messages had appropriate content. The only communication related to the
call was a message from Officer Jensen to the officers on duty. Officer Jensen’s message
was a post to everyone that she was going to conduct the Trolley fare check. Officer
Jensen asked officers to assist her. Officer’s Georgi and Dages sent Officer Jensen they
would participate.
The investigators examined the requirement for a person to have MTS trolley fare when a
person is on MTS property. Officers enforcing violations of (MTS) ordinances or Penal
Code Sections governing public transportation vehicles or facilities, or using those
violations as “reasonable suspicion” for enforcement contacts and the detention of
subjects, may not be aware of certain limitations placed on the officer’s actions. The MTS
ordinance in question is;
Section 2.2 of ordinance No. 2 provides that:
“No unauthorized person shall board, occupy, ride in, use or deboard any trolley vehicle or
stand within a designated paid zone waiting area at a trolley station without
possessing and exhibiting, upon demand of an Inspector, valid proof of fare payment”
(emphasis added).
In the interviews conducted with the witness officers, Fare Compliance Operations at the
Grossmont Trolley Station are relatively common. In those Fare Compliance Operations,
the officers demand proof of fare payment be provided by MTS patrons on or near the
trolley platform area. It is not clear if the officers are operating completely inside the
designated “fare paid zone” while conducting these fare compliance operations. Fare
compliance checks can only be conducted in the delineated waiting area on the trolley
platform. MTS General Counsel
told investigator Conroy the “fare paid
zone” is delineated by yellow pavers on the Grossmont Trolley Platform. Pavers outside
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the “fare paid zone” are a contrasting color and mark the area where MTS Inspectors and
Police Officers are not authorized to conduct Fare Compliance checks per the MTS
ordinance.
said Trolley Fare Compliance Checks are not authorized for MTS parking
garages because they are outside of the delineated “fare paid zone” at the trolley platform.
Additionally, the MTS has entered into agreements with Management of The District
Apartments and various merchants who lease space on the ground floor of the apartment
buildings, for the use of parking stalls in MTS parking garage. This gives the public
limited access to the MTS parking garage. Officer Dages told investigators that Trolley
fare compliance check provides sufficient reasonable suspicion to make an enforcement
contact anywhere on MTS property or facilities, including the MTS parking garage, 75
yards from the trolley platform. A person detained for a fare compliance check outside
the delineated “fare paid zone,” without any other supporting violation, would be illegally
detained by the officer.
While there is a requirement to have trolley fare in the designated trolley platform area,
there is no requirement to show proof of bus fare at any time and bus fare compliance
checks are not authorized. Proof of bus fare cannot be obtained until the patron boards
the bus and pays the fare at that time. MTS has made the determination that it is
unreasonable to demand proof of bus fare when the proof cannot be obtained before
boarding the bus.
The MTS ordinance and Penal Code Section prohibiting smoking in or on public
transportation vehicles or facilities is enforceable on MTS property and facilities,
including the trolley platform, the MTS parking garages and at the bus stops. A violation
of the MTS ordinance or Penal Code Section prohibiting smoking remains justifiable
reasonable suspicion to make an enforcement contact and detention given valid
supporting evidence.
V. SUMMARY OF INTERVIEWS
The City of La Mesa placed no restrictions on any interview in terms of the scope of
questioning or time allotted for each interview. No one was restricted from being interviewed.
Mr. Sabine, Ms. Freeman, and Captain Nicholass provided unlimited access to all personnel
during the interview process, no restrictions were placed on the investigators, and everyone
interviewed fully cooperated with interviews and scheduling. Everyone interviewed was issued
timely notice about the Investigative Interview.
The narratives contained in this report are summaries that have been paraphrased from
interviews. They should not be interpreted as verbatim transcripts. The narrative is intended
to accurately communicate the substance of the major points in each interview.
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See Tab 1 to 15.
VI.

CREDIBILITY ASSESSMENT

The analysis of the credibility of the witnesses is an important aspect of the fact finding
investigation. As an accepted rule of evidence, a fact finder can disregard the statements of
a witness who has been found to have provided false or unreliable information during their
testimony in a matter. Those witness statements can be disregarded in their entirety and
not believed unless there is compelling evidence to conclude the individual statements
otherwise are true. Concerning the witnesses statements the fact finders considered:
(a) The witness’s demeanor while providing a statement in the matter in which
he/she provided the statement.
(b) The character of the witness’s statement.
(c) The extent of the witness’s capacity to perceive, two recollect, or to communicate
any matter about which they gave a statement.
(d) The extent of the witness’s opportunity to perceive any matter about which they
gave a statement.
(e) The witness’s character for honesty or veracity or their opposites.
(f) The existence or nonexistence of a bias, interest, or other motives.
(g) A statement previously made by the witness that is consistent with his statement
during the fact finding investigation.
(h) A statement made by the witness that is inconsistent with any part of his
statement during the fact finding investigation.
(i) The existence or nonexistence of any fact given in a statement by the witness.
(j) Witnesses attitude toward the fact finding investigation in which they gave a
statement or towards the giving of a statement.
MATTHEW DAGES:
The investigators find the statements of the Subject, Police Officer Matthew Dages, to be
not credible. The investigators considered several factors to determine the credibility of
Officer Dages. Anytime a police officer’s work related honesty and integrity are brought
into question, the resulting disciplinary measures can be severe. A police officer who
intentionally files a false report could be in violation of California Penal Code Section 118.1.
A police officer who makes false statements in an official police report, or withholds
exonerating information, could be placed on the Brady list. An officer placed on the Brady
list is deemed to be not trustworthy as a witness, and the Brady information is provided to
the defense to impeach the officer’s testimony. The investigators recognize the importance
of this investigation as well as the impact the findings could have on the Subject. However,
the investigators also aware that, if the allegations are true, Officer Dages has a powerful
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motive to falsify or minimize his actions, to be evasive in answering questions that could
implicate him in violations of Department policies, and to misdirect the investigators.
The key contention of this investigation revolves around Officer Dages’s detention of Mr.
Officer Dages contends he saw Mr.
smoking on Metropolitan
Transportation Service (MTS) property, a violation of the Penal Code Section prohibiting
smoking. Based on his observations, Officer Dages makes an enforcement contact that
results in the detention and eventual arrest of Mr.
The investigation, based on the
standard a preponderance of the evidence, calls into question the facts and circumstance
that Officer Dages used as “reasonable suspicion” to detain Mr.
The investigation
revealed the following evidence that indicated Mr.
was not smoking:
•
•
•
•

A credible witness that was within 36 feet of Mr.
stated he was not
smoking.
There were no implements of smoking on Mr.
person when Officer
Dages conducted his booking search.
Video evidence recovered from the Trolley station security cameras did not
corroborate that Mr.
was smoking.
Officer Dages failed to conduct an investigation to confirm that Mr.
was, in fact, smoking, as Officer Dages observed from a distance of 230 feet
or 76 yards.

The above facts undermine the credibility of Officer Dages’s “reasonable suspicion” needed
to effect the detention of Mr.
and undermines the credibility of his observations
regarding the MTS violation.
The investigation revealed that Officer Dages had not activated his BWC for his
enforcement contact with Mr.
This is a violation of the Department BWC policy.
This undermines the credibility of Officer Dages.
The investigation revealed, by the preponderance of the evidence, that Officer Dages
fabricated or otherwise falsified the MTS smoking violation to establish the “reasonable
suspicion” he used to effect the detention of Mr.
Officer Dages told five officers
the MTS violation was the reason for his detention of Mr.
The above facts
undermine the credibility of Officer Dages.
The investigation revealed, by the preponderance of the evidence, that Officer Dages made
false and misleading statements on police report 20 15071, an official document of the City.
Officer Dages made statements in his police report regarding his observations of Mr.
smoking in violation of Penal Code Section prohibiting smoking. The statements
were not based on factual observations by Officer Dages and were determined to be false
and misleading. This undermines the credibility of Officer Dages.
In his administrative interview, Officer Dages was generally cooperative in answering the
question of the investigators. However, when asked questions that the answers would tend
to show that Officer Dages fabricated or falsified the “reasonable suspicion” used to
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conduct the enforcement contact and detain Mr.
or that he violated the policies
governing the use and operation of BWC, the investigators detected signs of deflection and
evasion.
Example:
Investigator Conroy: “If you are approaching him (Mr.
to have it on (BCW) video that he was smoking?”

for smoking, don’t you want

Officer Dages: “Would I like to do that? Yes, I would.”
Officer Dages showed knowledge of the Department’s policies on BWC, but was evasive
when questioned by the investigators about the reasons he did not activate his BWC before
his enforcement contact with Mr.
Failure to activate the BWC prior to an
enforcement contact is a violation of the Department BWC policy.
In his administrative interview, Officer Dages made statements that conflicted with
statements as recorded in his official police report.
Example:
Officer Dages wrote in his police report that he activated his BWC when Mr.
his arm. Officer Dages said:

struck

“At this time, I realized that I had not activated my BWC and immediately did so.”
(Police Report P. 5)
In his administrative interview, Officer Dages stated he activated his BWC as Mr.
was walking away from the detention.
In his administrative interview, Officer Dages “minced words” with Investigator Avery on
several occasions.
Example:
Officer Dages would not agree to his meaning of a half completed word. It is clear from the
context of the verbal exchange with Mr.
that Officer Dages had intended to say
the word “overtime.” Officer Dages was cut off by Mr.
and only said “over .” Officer
Dages would not initially admit he intended to say “overtime” until pressed by Investigator
Avery.
Officer Dages told the investigators and wrote in his report that Mr.
took a
bladed stance and balled up his fists. The footage from
roommate showed
that Mr.
had his palms together with his arms bent, and his hands were near his
chest. Mr.
did not ball his fist and did not take a bladed stance (.35 seconds on
passenger footage).
Therefore, based on the above information, the investigators find the statements made by
Officer Dages to be not credible.
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The investigators find the statements of witness
to be credible. The
investigators considered several factors to determine the credibility of
.
.
was cooperative with the investigators during the interview and answered all
questions thoroughly and without hesitation.
voluntarily provided the
investigators with a cell phone video she had recorded as the events escalated. The
investigators did not detect any evasiveness or attempt to use deflection on the part of
during the entirety of the interview.
was straightforward and
consistent when relating her observations and recalled specific details that allowed the
investigators to corroborate her statements. This lends credibility to
accounts.
stated she had overheard parts of the verbal exchange between Officer Dages
and Mr.
specifically when Officer Dages questioned Mr.
during the
initial contact.
heard question Office Dages asked Mr.
about his
purpose in standing by the entrance of the MTS parking garage (loitering).
also
overheard Mr.
tell Officer Dages that he was waiting for friends, who live in the
apartments at that location, to pick him up. These statements are consistent with what
Officer Dages put in his police report documenting his verbal exchange with Mr.
The significance of this corroboration between what
overheard and what
Officer Dages wrote in his report is that Officer Dages did not have his BWC operating at
that time.
If Officer Dages had his BWC recording, as per department policy, there would have been
an accurate record of the events as they occurred. The investigators documented that
there were 57 seconds of no BWC footage from when Officer Dages first contacted Mr.
until he activated his BWC. The statements and observations of
helped
the investigators fill in what had occurred during that time. The investigators note that
statements were used to corroborate the statements of Officer Dages because
she has been determined to be a credible witness and the investigation has discredited
the statements of Officer Dages.
The investigators obtained video from several sources that captured different portions of
the events including surveillance cameras located near the Grossmont trolley platform
and inside the MTS garage near the location of the incident. Surveillance video from the
trolley platform tends to corroborate
statements that she did not see Mr.
smoking before he was contacted by Officer Dages, or as Officer Dages
approached him to conduct the enforcement contact for the MTS smoking prohibited
violation.
statements are further corroborated by the search of Mr.
conducted by Officer Dages at the time of the arrest. The search did not reveal any
implements of smoking in the possession of Ms.
The above facts lend credibility
to the statements of
.
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Finally, the investigators did not detect any bias on the part of
. During the
interview,
never referred to Mr.
Officer Dages, or any other person by
their apparent races.
gave statements based solely on her observations and did
not interject her own personal thoughts on any motive Officer Dages may have had to
contact Mr.
It is germane to this investigation to note that
is African
American and has a perspective, based on her life experience, of the interactions between
Mr.
and Officer Dages examined in this investigation. BWC footage captured
counseling and encouraged Mr.
to remain calm and not escalate the
situation by verbally baiting or antagonizing Officer Dages or the other officers present.
counseled Mr.
friends not to escalate the situation by interfering with
or verbally harassing the offices.
expressed heartfelt concern that the event may
become violent if allowed to escalate.
exhibited raw emotion as she described
Mr.
arrest to the investigators.
was not shocked by the level of force
used by Officer Dages on Mr.
was very concerned about the potential
for what could have occurred if the situation had continued to escalate.
Based on the above analysis,

is deemed to be a credible witness.

LIEUTENANT BRIAN STONEY:
The investigators found the statements of Lieutenant Stoney to be credible. Lieutenant
Stoney was interviewed as the Use of Force expert and training manager for the La Mesa
Police Department. Lieutenant Stoney reviewed the Body Worn Camera (BWC) video
from Officer Dages with the investigators in meticulous detail. Lieutenant Stoney offered
his opinion on the Use of Force actions of Officer Dages based on the video evidence and
applied each individual action observed to the Department Use of Force policy.
Lieutenant Stoney did not advocate for the involved officer and did not show any signs of
emotional involvement regarding the incident.
The investigators did not detect Lieutenant Stoney allowing loyalty to the Department, or
any individual, to influence his evaluation of the Use of Force in this incident. Lieutenant
Stoney proved to be knowledgeable in every aspect of the Use of Force policy as well as
the Arrest and Control techniques that are used to train the officers to safely effect
arrests. Lieutenant Stoney compared the circumstances of the incident and the actions of
Mr.
that instigated certain responses on the part of Officer Dages. Lieutenant
Stoney determined the responses of Officer Dages were measured and appropriate for the
volatile and rapidly evolving conditions at the time.
Lieutenant Stoney noted that Officer Dages should have moved Mr.
away from
his friends and others who had gathered at the scene as a tactical de escalation move.
This indicates Lieutenant Stoney was evaluating the entire incident in a balanced manner.
Finally, Lieutenant Stoney’s conclusions concurred with those of Investigator Avery, who
is also a Use of Force expert.
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SERGEANT JAMES HUGGINS:
The investigators found the statements of Sergeant Huggins to be credible. Sergeant
Huggins was interviewed as the Department Body Worn Camera Administrator. Sergeant
Huggins was cooperative with the investigators and fully explained the technical aspects
of the BWC operation. Sergeant Huggins also explained the expectations placed on the
officers in the use of the BWC and the intent of the Department BWC policy. Sergeant
Huggins is the author of the BWC policy. Sergeant Huggins brought up important aspects
of the training that the officers have received on when and where to activate their BWCs.
Sergeant Huggins explained the exceptions to the BWC policy that allows for muting of
the audio function when personnel issues are discussed, training or tactics are discussed,
or a tactical debriefing is being conducted between officers after an event of note.
Sergeant Huggins brought information forward involving the Subject’s operation of his
BWC in the past that is pertinent to this investigation. This showed character and
honesty on the part of Sergeant Huggins and the ability to see “the bigger picture” on how
adherence to the BWC policy is integral to the success of the La Mesa Police Department.
POLICE OFFICERS JULIE JENSEN, AMANDA GEORGI, RICARDO RAZCON, DANNY
SANDLIN, PATRICK GODDARD, AND HANNA ROST:
The investigators found the statements of each La Mesa Police Officer interviewed in this
investigation to be credible. Officers Jensen, Racon and Georgi were at the scene and
responded to assist Officer Dages when he broadcasted a radio call for assistance. Each
officer answered all of the investigators questions and gave a full accounting of their
actions as well as their observations of the interaction of Officer Dages and Mr.
The investigators noted candor on the part of these officers and did not detect any
attempts to aid, minimize the actions of, or “cover” for Officer Dages. All of the officers
were matter of fact in their descriptions of the events. None of the officers attempted to
gain confidential information on the details of this administrative investigation.
Officer Rost provided backup for Officer Dages after he transported Mr.
to the
Police Station where he was “cited and released.” The investigators found Officer Rost to
be particularly candid in her observations of the interactions between Officer Dages and
Mr.
Officer Rost stopped short of saying the conduct of Officer Dages was
unprofessional, but did observe she would not interact with an arrestee in the same
manner. Officer Rost saw that Officer Dages had engaged with Mr.
on a personal
level and both parties were “chirping” at each other causing the situation to remain tense.
Officer Rost believed it best for both involved parties if she “stepped in as a barrier” in an
effort to de escalate the situation. Officer Rost was successful in her de escalation efforts
and likely prevented a continuation of unnecessary engagement on the part of Officer
Dages (see Rost Summary Report for details).
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Metropolitan Transit System (MTS) Managers:
GENERAL COUNSEL

AND DEPUTY DIRECTOR

:

The investigators found the statements of both MTS General Counsel
and
Deputy Director
be credible.
and
assisted the investigators on defining what constitutes a “fare paid zone” and
where the MTS ordinance for fare avoidance can be enforced.
expressed an
interest in working with the La Mesa Police Department in establishing where and how
MTS ordinances can be enforced on MTS property.
suggested a map be made
for the officers that clearly delineates the parameters of the “fare paid zone” on the
platform of the Grossmont Trolley Station.
assisted the investigators in
determining that the MTS fare avoidance ordinance cannot be enforced in MTS parking
facilities. Both
and
were cooperative with the investigation and
professional in their interactions with the investigators.
Other Witnesses:
: The investigators found the statement of witness
to
made it known that he was willing to speak to the investigators.
was concerned about possible retaliation if he were to give a statement and
his name were to become public.
set his fears aside and met with the
investigators to give a full statement.
refused to allow the investigators to
record his statement.
be credible.

: The investigators found the statements of witness
to
be credible.
did not directly witness any of the events involving the arrest of
Mr.
However,
, in her position as
of The
District apartment complex, assisted the investigators by relaying a message to a material
witness to the investigation. The investigators did not ask
to reveal any
confidential information on any of the residents at The District apartments and
made it clear she would not release any confidential information without a valid
search warrant.
did relay a message to a material witness which helped the
investigators conduct the due diligence for a complete investigation by offering to take a
statement from a hostile witness.
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VII.

CONCLUSION

The above referenced information concludes the investigation of this matter.
Respectfully Submitted,

Brock Avery
Principal
Ca. Private Investigator License Number 188615
Norman A. Traub & Associates LLC

Sean Conroy
Ca. Private Investigator License Number 188197
Norman A. Traub & Associates LLC.
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City of La Mesa
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Interview Summary Report
6/25/2020 10:00 am. Matthew Dages, Police Officer (Subject)

FOUNDATION:
On the date and time noted, Investigators Conroy and Avery conducted an administrative
interview with Police Officer Matthew Dages, the Subject of this investigation. A
conference room in the Administrative Services Department at the La Mesa City Hall was
provided to conduct the interview. Officer Dages consented to the interview being
recorded. Investigator Conroy began the recorded interview by reading a document
entitled “Interrogation Admonition” to Officer Dages that explained the purpose of the
interview, advisements of his rights including the Miranda and Lybarger warnings, and
other terms and conditions of the interview. The “Interrogation Admonishment”
contained questions to confirm Officer Dages has no mental or physical impairments, or
is taking any medications, that would affect his ability to participate in the interview.
Officer Dages verbally responded to each of the questions. Ms. Kasey Castillo, from the
law firm of Castillo and Harper, was present to represent Officer Dages. Representative
Castillo recorded the interview using her cell phone. All parties present in the room
signed and dated the “Interrogation Admonition” document.
This report is a summary of the interview. For exact statements, refer to the recording
and/or the transcripts of the interview. For ease of reading and to prevent repetitious
statements, this report is presented in categories that correspond to the allegations.
Officer Dages has been employed by the La Mesa Police Department for two and a half
years in the position of Police Officer. Officer Dages is currently assigned to the Patrol
Division and has the collateral assignment as a member of the Special Weapons and
Tactics Team (SWAT).

PRE-ENFORCEMENT CONTACT ACTIVITIES AND BEHAVIORS:
Officer Dages was participating in a patrol operation at the Grossmont Trolley Station on
Wednesday, May 27, 2020. Officer Dages described the operation as a “saturation
enforcement detail” that patrol officers will organize and conduct at different trolley
stations. This particular saturation enforcement detail or operation was planned
specifically for the Grossmont Station which has been identified as a “very high crime
area” in the City of La Mesa. The purpose of the operation is “enforcement, education, and
determining crime in the area.”
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The operation was planned by Officer Julie Jensen. Officer Jensen provided the
participating officers with a pre-printed operation plan.
Officer Dages estimated he has participated in 15 to 20 similar trolley operations. Almost
all have been conducted at the Grossmont Station “due to the high amount of people in the
(high) crime area.”
Officer Dages was not assigned a “partner” for the trolley operation and was not paired
with Officer Georgi. Officer Dages explained:
“We were working in conjunction together there, but we were not paired up in any
formal sense.” (Tran. 1 p. 6)
Investigator’s note: Officer Dages has viewed the video footage from his Body Worn
Camera (BWC) approximately ten times. Officer Dages has not seen the BWC videos from
any of the other officers at the scene. Officer Dages said he did view the publicly posted
video of his interaction with Mr.
but not in its entirety. (Trans. 1. P. 7)
Officer Dages was standing on the South curb line of the trolley platform when his
attention was first drawn to Mr.
Investigator Conroy asked if there was
something that drew his attention to Mr.
Officer Dages said:
“Yes. He (Mr.

appeared to be smoking.”

Officer Dages estimated Mr.
was approximately 50 yards from his location on the
trolley platform when he first noticed Mr.
appeared to be smoking. The
investigators measured the distance from near the elevator, the location BWCs from the
officers showed Officer Dages standing, to the wall at the MTS parking garage where Mr.
was standing. It was determined the distance to be approximately 230 feet or 76
yards. Officer Dages said he did not know exactly where he was standing, but his
recollection was that Mr.
was approximately 50 yards or 150 feet distant.
Investigator Avery showed Officer Dages the BWC footage from the other officer’s
present at the beginning of the Fare Compliance Operation. The BWC footage captured
Officer Dages in the background near the South curb line of Bus Court looking East.
Officer Dages viewed the footage and commented he “had already seen him (Mr.
at this point.” While observing Mr.
Officer Dages said:
“I was able to make eye contact with him (Mr.
Officer Dages described his observations of Mr.
curb line of Bus Court at the trolley platform:
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“So, at that time appeared to be raising either a cigarette or an electronic smoking
device to his mouth more than one time., I observed Mr.
with his back up
against the wall, leaning against the parking garage area.” (Trans. 1 p. 11)
Investigator Conroy asked Officer Dages if he intended to make an enforcement contact
when he first saw Mr.
Officer Dages had “not decided” if he was going to make an
enforcement contact. Officer Dages had the option to “educate Mr.
on the
violations. Officer Dages said:
“My purpose was to ID him at that time.” (Trans. 1 p. 13)
Investigator Conroy asked if the purpose was to identify Mr.
Officer Dages was
acting on his observation of Mr.
smoking to make the contact. Officer Dages said
there were “multiple violations” on the part of Mr.
and cited that Mr.
did
not have a trolley fare pass, which is a separate violation of MTS ordnances. Officer Dages
said he could detain Mr.
based (Penal Code Section) on him smoking:
“I approached him with the knowledge that he was in violation and was not free to
leave once I had determined that he was smoking.” (Trans. 1 p. 14)
Officer Dages agreed his contact with Mr.
a consensual encounter.

was an “enforcement contact” and not

Investigator Conroy asked Officer Dages why he did not ask another available officer
participating in the Fare Compliance Operation to come with him as a backup or cover
officer. Officer Dages explained:
“Well, looking in hindsight, I think that probably would have been a better idea.
Although at that time, these contacts that we do at the trolley station, it's a very
busy trolley station, we try to talk to as many people as we can. And I was not
approaching Mr.
with any other reason than to potentially issue him a
citation, give him education on those violations, and identify him. And typically,
that's a contact that can last under a minute, if I'm able to identify somebody and
educate them and send them on their way.” (Trans. 1 p. 14)
Officer Dages argued he makes traffic stops “by myself” which he considers “much more
dangerous that talking to someone at the trolley station.” Officer Dages said officers on
patrol are “encouraged” to go to the trolley stations in the City and make contacts with
subjects. Officer Dages patrols the trolley stations “on a regular basis” and will often
contact subjects by himself. Investigator Conroy pointed out that when an officer is in or
with their patrol vehicle, they have more resources and more equipment options available
than an officer on foot.
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Investigator Conroy asked Officer Dages if it was correct that he elected not to, or
decided not to, take a cover officer with him when he determined he was going to contact
Mr.
Officer Dages replied: “That’s correct.”
Officer Dages walked directly from the platform to Mr.
location at the MTS
parking garage wall. Officer Dages did not make any additional observations of Mr.
smoking as he approached. Officer Dages suggested Mr.
may have been
smoking a small electronic device:
“When I walked up to him, I was looking for something that was either in his hands
or some evidence of him smoking. Whether there was a cigarette on the ground, I did
not see it. Although, like I stated, I was uncertain from the distance, what he was
smoking, if it was an electronic device. Those are smaller than a USB drive or a key
sometimes. So, he could have ... I didn't know where it was, if he had put it in his
pocket, if it was a cigarette and he saw me walking up and flipped it away. Because it
is very clear that you're not allowed to smoke on the platform or on the property.”
(Trans. 1. P. 16)
Officer Dages agreed that violations of MTS ordinances give an officer reasonable
suspicion to make subject contacts on MTS property. Officer Dages does not often issue
citations for violations of MTS ordinances (or Penal Code Sections that apply to public
transportation vehicles and facilities). Officer Dages said:
“I will always include it (the MTS ordinance violation) in my report for the reason
that's my PC (probable cause) for the stop.” (Trans. 1 p.20)
Officer Dages explained he not only contacted Mr.
for suspicion that he was
smoking, but also for suspicion of not having valid trolley fare. Officer Dages said:
“So, I gave Mr.
the benefit of the doubt, and he told me he wasn't smoking.
My detention was based on the fact, not only that from what I witnessed was it
appeared to be him smoking, but the fact that he did not have a valid trolley fair to
be on the MTS property. And you cannot be on that property at all without having a
trolley pass.” (Trans. 3 p. 3-4)
Officer Dages explained a valid trolley fare is required anywhere on MTS property
including the MTS parking garage where Mr.
was standing:
“That garage underneath is for MTS, for the trolley. You cannot be on the property
whatsoever without pass, which is why when I approached him and after he said he
wasn't smoking, I moved on and asked, ‘Okay, do you have a trolley pass or a bus
pass?’ And he said, ‘Fuck you, I'm not giving you anything. I told you, I'm not using
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the trolley.’ And as I explained to him, it doesn't matter that you're not using it as
that is for a lot of people, you cannot be in that area at all, without having a (trolley)
pass.” (Trans. 3 p. 4)
Officer Dages was not sure Mr.
was smoking when he made the enforcement
contact. Officer Dages then used trolley fare compliance to continue the detention of Mr.
“So, that's why I asked him if he was smoking. And that's why I posed that question.
Once he said, ‘No’, I gave him the benefit of the doubt and moved forward with the
other PC for the stop, which was what I detained him for, which was not having that
trolley fair, which is what I listed on my report. (Trans. 3 p. 4)
Officer Dages defined who can be contacted for trolley fare compliance and the area
where an officer can effect a detention to check for trolley fare:
“Yes. Everyone in the area we are supposed to contact. That includes people directly
next to the trolley stop on the platform, and that includes the surrounding area,
which is where Mr.
was, which is right next to a bus stop. So, we were
supposed to contact anyone and everyone in the area. And, basically, if we see a
violation, we would address that violation through education or through
enforcement, or generally we just approach people and ask, ‘Can I see your trolley
pass?’ They are required to present their trolley pass. If they cannot present the
trolley pass or an MTS pass, then it is assumed that they do not have one and they're
in violation, and therefore they are detained.” (Trans. 3 p. 4)
Officer Dages said he would have contacted Mr.
even if he had not seen Mr.
smoking from where Officer Dages was at the trolley platform:
“Yes. I would have contacted him one way or another.” (Trans. 3 p. 8)
Officer Dages said his actions with Mr.
were partly based on him being
“unreasonable” when first contacted by Officer Dages:
“And like I said, had Mr.
given me any opportunity to speak to him and not
been so unreasonable throughout the entire contact, and he told me, reasonably, sat
down and gave me his I.D. Said, ‘I'm waiting for my friends. I just parked in the
garage,’ which I didn't see. I didn't even know what he was doing there. I would have
had the opportunity to educate him on, ‘Hey, can't park in that garage it's an MTS
garage. And just FYI, if you're going to be here, you need a trolley pass. Maybe you
should wait for your friend somewhere else. Or maybe you should have your friends
let you into the building.’ I was never given that opportunity. All I wanted to do was...
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I was never even given that chance due to Mr.
behavior. He was the one
that continually escalated at every single step of the way.” (Trans. 3 p. 8)

ENFORCEMENT CONTACT:
Officer Dages said he then approached Mr.
who remained at the wall near the
entrance of the MTS parking garage, and asked if he lived in the apartment building. Mr.
was evasive in this response and admitted he did not live there (The District
Apartments). Officer Dages then advised Mr.
he was in violation of ordinances
against smoking at the trolley station “unless otherwise marked.”
Officer Dages then asked Mr.
if he had trolley or bus fare “for being on the
property of the MTS Transit Center.” Mr.
said he did not have trolley or bus fare.
Officer Dages then advised Mr.
he was being detained:
“I asked for his identification. He told me he was not going to provide it. He began to
walk away. I advise Mr.
he was not free to leave and that he was detained.
He continued to walk away. I stepped in front of Mr.
Again, told him for the
second time that he was not free to leave and he was detained and advised him to
take a seat on the nearby concrete bench that was right there. Mr.
then
reluctantly sat down but did sit down.” ((Trans. 1 p. 12)
Mr.
complied with Officer Dages’s command to sit on the cement bench without
any physical contact. Additionally, Mr.
also verbally provided his name “
at that time. As Officer Dages was questioning Mr.
a black vehicle
pulled up to the curb close to their location and the two male occupants began to
aggressively yell at Officer Dages:
“At that time, I did not know how to spell his (Mr.
name. I did not know
his date of birth. So, I needed to get those specific spelling and name and date of
birth in order to identify him. He did not provide any type of ID for me to verify.
Alongside that, there was a vehicle that pulled up with two adult males in it who
immediately and aggressively began yelling at me to let Mr.
go. Mr.
then abruptly stood up from the seated position.”
Officer Dages described his reaction to Mr.
position on the cement bench:

abruptly standing up from his seated

“At that time, I moved in front of Mr.
to stop him from leaving, told him to
take a seat. He still was very agitated. He became even more agitated to that point,
verbally aggressive. I then grabbed onto his shirt to stop him from leaving, just to
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hold him in place. And that's when Mr.
off of him.” (Trans 1. P. 12)

struck me with his arm, pushed me

Officer Dages said “it was pretty shocking for me” when Mr.
on his arm and it was more than incidental contact:

struck Officer Dages

“It was a forcible contact to remove me, remove my hand from his shirt, and to move
me out of the way.”
Officer Dages used force to move Mr.
back into a seated position on the cement
bench and again advised Mr.
he was not free to leave. Mr.
stood up on
three different occasions:
“I then sternly told Mr.
to take a seat and that he was not free to leave
again. I did everything possible to verbally de-escalate the situation. At that point, I
pushed Mr.
backwards into a seated position, which he was already
previously in. I attempted to call out for a backup on the radio because I knew that
the other officers were a distance away. And I was trying to alert them that the
situation was intensifying. Although due to him yelling and his friends yelling, I was
unable to get out clear radio traffic. At that point, Mr.
stood up again from
his seated position, got very close to my face, began to swing his arms back and
forth, puffed out his chest, and began to yell in my face. I told him to sit down. He
got more agitated. At that point, I pushed him a second time back into a seated
position. At which point, he immediately stood up again for the third time. And I
pushed him backwards again for the third time into that seated position.” (Trans. 1.
P. 13)
Officer Dages tried to de-escalate the situation by stepping away from Mr.
he was secured in handcuffs:

after

“I attempted to ask him some questions regarding his identification, although he was
getting very irate. So, I stepped off to the side to deescalate the situation, remove
myself. At that point, things were continuing to evolve around us. So, I felt it was
best at that point to advise Mr.
that he was going to be placed under arrest
for assaulting me and also for 148 for resisting." (Trans. 1. P. 13)
Officer Dages took Mr.
Dages transported Mr.
citation and released.

into custody with the assistance of Officer Georgi. Officer
to the La Mesa Police Department where he was issued a

Officer Dages asked Mr.
about smoking after he asked questions about what he
was doing at that location and if he lived in the (District) apartments. Officer Dages said:
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“I advised him that I saw him smoking and that he is not allowed to smoke on this
property.” (Trans. 1 p. 22)
Mr.
replied that he was not smoking. Mr.
did say he was waiting for a
ride. Officer Dages then asked Mr.
for proof of trolley or bus fare. Officer Dages
said:
“He advised me that he did not have one and that he was not going to give me
anything (identification).”
Mr.

orally provided his name to Officer Dages:
“Either right before he (Mr.
sat down the first time voluntarily, or without
me touching him. Either right before he sat down or right as he sat down, he said.
‘My name's
There you go. You got it.’" (Trans. 1 p. 23)

Mr.

walked away from Officer Dages’s detention at that point:
“He began to walk away from me and I told him that he was not free to leave and he
was detained. He continued to walk away from me. I continued to maneuver to try to
get in front of him and then tell him to sit down. He continued to walk along that
cement blocks until he finally sat at the end of that last one.” (Trans. 1 p. 24)

Mr.
said:

took out his cell phone to call the friends he was waiting for. Officer Dages
“I believe he told me that he was going to call them, because he wanted to try to
prove to me that he was waiting for friends. And I told him that he's free to do so.”

Investigator Conroy suggested that, based on their prior verbal exchange, Mr.
may have believed reason for being detained was over upon the arrival of his friends in
the black car. Officer Dages said:
“At that point, he immediately stood up and tried to walk towards them to get into
the vehicle.” (Trans. 1 p. 24)
Officer Dages made it clear to Mr.
he was “not free to leave at any point.” Officer
Dages confirmed his detention was based on the smoking prohibited violation and for
trolley fare evasion. Officer Dages was specific that he did not detain Mr.
for
loitering at any time. Officer Dages said:
“When they pulled up, he pointed to them. He said, ‘They're they are. I'm out of here,’
or something to that nature and that's when I stepped in front of him.” (Trans. 1 p.
25)
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Officer Dages described his actions when Mr.
arrived:

suddenly stood when his friends

“I maneuvered my body in front of him, told him again, gave him very clear orders to
take a seat and that he was not free to leave. I also, with my left hand, had grabbed
ahold of the fabric of the front of his shirt very loosely, but I grabbed ahold of his
shirt.” (Trans. 1 p. 26)
It was at that point that Mr.
struck or hit Officer Dages in the arm with enough
force to break his grip on Mr.
shirt. Officer Dages said Mr.
did sit
down, but stood up for the second time almost immediately. Officer Dages explained
what happened when Mr.
stood up for the second time:
“I believe after he struck my hand, like I said, I was pretty shocked. I still did not
want to take it into the realm of being additionally more physical with him.
Previously, like I said in the beginning, I was able to get him to cooperate and sit
down verbally. Once he struck my hand, I then made that determination that, okay,
this is now leaving the realm of an educational contact. I grabbed ahold of him with
my left hand, like I said, I believe my tablet phone was in my right hand, so I grabbed
ahold of him with my left hand and sternly told him to take a seat, to go back into a
seated position. To which, at that point, Mr.
became even more agitated and
irate.” (Trans. 1 p. 27)

BODY WORN CAMERA ACTIVATION:
Investigator Conroy asked why Officer Dages did not put Body Worn Camera (BWC) in
the record mode before contacting Mr.
Officer Dages said:
“So, it's not typical for us to record throughout like a trolley detailed like that. And
like I had said, previously, we make a lot of interactions with people, many of them
very quick. So, at the time that I contacted Mr.
my intention was to make
that a very quick interaction. Once the interaction became extended, I automatically
activated my BWC.” (Trans. 1. p. 16)
Officer Dages said he activated his BWC as Mr.
toward the street:

began to walk away from him

“Yeah, it was after he was attempting to walk away from me, which is when I had
initially activated it.” (Trans. 1 p. 16)
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Investigator Conroy asked Officer Dages what is the Department BWC policy when an
officer is making an enforcement contact:
“That it should be activated as soon as reasonably possible and within, not
compromising any officer's safety.”
Officer Dages said he has not been “trained” to have his BWC activated while on a Trolley
Fare Compliance Operation:
“Yeah. So, that's not something that I've ever been trained to do and that's not
something that I have ever done previously. If that's how Officer Jensen and her
trainee do it, that's how they do it. And as far as Officer Georgi goes, I know that she
has been off training for a few weeks at that time and maybe she was trained
differently than I was.” (Trans. 1 p. 17)
Officer Dages did eventually activate his BWC during his contact with Mr.
“I activated it as soon as reasonably possible.”
Investigator Conroy pointed out that Officer Dages did not activate his BWC until he was
in a physical altercation with Mr.
Officer Dages said:
“I had my hand on his shirt. But, I'm sure as you now and as every other officer
knows, every situation can evolve very rapidly and change very rapidly. In that
situation, I was focused on getting Mr.
to not walk away from me. I had
something in my right hand at the time. I had my tablet in my right hand. And my
left hand was focused on trying to keep Mr.
in front of me. The second that I
put my phone tablet back in my pocket, I activated my body-worn camera.” (Trans. 1.
P. 18)
Investigator Conroy responded to Officer Dages by asking if the above situation is the
very reason the BWC policy states an officer shall activate the BWC before making an
enforcement contact. Officer Dages responded:
“That would be correct. Yeah, that's why we activate them as soon as possible.”
Officer Dages said there have been times when he has accidentally forgotten to activate
his BCW. Generally speaking, Officer Dages has his BWC operating “every time I make an
enforcement contact or every time, I make an investigative stop.” (Trans 1 p. 21)

COVER OFFICER/RADIO COMMUNICATIONS:
Investigator Conroy asked Officer Dages why he did not advise La Mesa Police Dispatch
that he was making an enforcement contact a considerable distance from the other
officers participating in the Trolley Fare Compliance Operation. Officer Dages said:
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“I did not because that's not something that we do.”
Officer Dages argued that Dispatch had already been advised that officers were at the
Grossmont Trolley Station conducting a Fare Compliance Operation. It is not necessary
or practical for officers to advise Dispatch of each person contacted for MTS violations.
Investigator Conroy asked if this was the case when making an enforcement contact an
appreciable distance from the other officers and alone. Office Dages said:
“That's correct. It's not something that any officer would do. We're actually
discouraged during those times to be putting out additional air traffic that's
unnecessary.”
Officer Dages did not attempt to make radio transmission for assistance until he was in a
physical altercation with Mr.
Officer Dages called out his “call sign” for the day
and attempted to advise Dispatch that he was “contacting someone.” Officer Dages had
not advised dispatch that he was conducting an enforcement contact before making the
initial contact with Mr.
Due to the circumstances of people shouting and Mr.
being uncooperative, Officer Dages was not sure the radio transmission “went
out” meaning he was not sure if his radio transmission was blocked by another broadcast
at the same time that would prevent other offices from hearing his request for assistance.
(Trans. 1 p. 27)
Officer Dages said the intention of his radio transmission was to alert the officers present
at the trolley platform conducting the Fare Compliance Operation that he needed
assistance and they would respond to his location.
Investigator Conroy reminded Officer Dages that he had not told any of his co-worker
officers that he was going to conduct an enforcement contact and had not advised them
of the location of his pending enforcement contact. There was some discussion regarding
the officer safety concerns of Officer Dages not advising the other officers at the trolley
platform of his location when his enforcement contact became physical. Officer Dages
argued that he was in a visual-line-0f-sight of the officers at the platform. Investigators
Conroy and Avery told Officer Dages the officers on the platform were not aware of his
location and spent valuable time looking for him before spotting him 76 yards away and
running to his location. Representative Castillo asked Officer Dages if he intentionally did
not put out his location on the radio. Officer Dages replied, “No. I did not.” (Trans. 1 p. 29)
Officer Dages explained why he was using his Department issued tablet in this volatile
situation:
“Just to clarify on the tablet, I was using the tablet throughout the contact, or from
this point on, and I was using it to either look up his information or I was also
11
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looking up the penal code specifically for the 241 that I cited him for.” (Trans. 2 p.
13)

POST-ENFORCEMENT CONTACT ACTIONS AND BEHAVIORS:
At 21:29:56 on Officer Dages’s BWC counter, he and Officer Georgi escort Mr.
from the cement block where he was arrested, to Officer Dages’s Police Unit parked near
the trolley platform area. At that time, Mr.
admitted to pushing Officer Dages’s
hand away as he (Mr.
got up from his seated position when his friends arrived.
“And you know why I pushed your hand off of me. Because you grabbed me. So, you
know what I'm saying? It's all good. And I didn't try to run or nothing.” (Trans. 2 p.
22)
Officer Dages recalled searching Mr.
incident to the arrest, before placing him in
the back of Officer Dages’s police unit for transportation to the La Mesa Police
Department. Mr.
had a cell phone in his right pants pocket and a set of car keys.
(Trans. 2 p. 24)
At 21:31:52 Officer Dages muted his BWC to have a “tactical debriefing” with Officers
Jensen, Georgi and Razcon to discuss what led up to the arrest and what charges Officer
Dages was going to file. (Trans. 2 p. 26)
While Officer Dages was transporting Mr.
from the Grossmont Trolley Station to
the La Mesa Police Department, there were several verbal exchanges.
Officer Dages: “Dude, I was out talking to you and you put your hands on me.”
Mr.
“Okay, it’s you and me in the car right now bro. Come on, we both did, all
right.” (Trans. 2 p. 31)
Mr.
“I’m just saying, that you feel threatened when I put my hands on you? Were
you touching me first or not?” (Trans. 2 p. 32)
Officer Dages: “No, because I’m not scared of you at all, but you’re not going to put our
hands on me.” (Trans. 2 p. 33)
Mr.
“I was getting you from not touching me because you were holding me and
stuff like that. And I never tried to resist or anything like that whole time. And you were
treating me like I was going to run or leave. All I was telling you the whole time was my
friend was coming and I was going to go to his house where he lived there in The District
(apartments). And then he pulled up acting like he did." (Trans. 2 p. 33)
Officer Dages: “Because do you remember what I first told you when I walked up to you?”
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Mr.

“You needed to check my trolley pass to be here.”

Investigator Avery: “And that’s not the first thing you asked him?”
Officer Dages: “No. As my report states, I asked him about smoking first.”
Mr.

“The first thing you told me was you can’t smoke weed here.”

Mr.
“Everything that we said or talk about, it’s on camera (referring to Officer
Dages’s BWC).”
Officer Dages: “Yes, it is, a hundred percent.” (Trans. 2 p. 34)
Investigator note: The evidence shows that Officer Dages did not have his BWC activated
before the contact and it was not activated until 57 seconds after the contact with Mr.
Mr.
“That's what I'm saying. And you're going to need to justify this whole thing.
That's good. You know what I'm saying? Because I'll see you. I'll see you in court, straight
up.” (Trans. 2 p. 35)
Officer Dages then makes a comment to Mr.
appears in court.

about being paid “overtime” if he

After an exchange about each other’s level of education, Officer Dages informs Mr.
he is being charged with assault on a peace officer. At the end of the exchange,
Officer Dages make the statement to Mr.
“Because you’re fucking dumb.”
Mr.

replies:
“I’m not fucking stupid man.” (Trans. 2 p. 38)

Officer Dages makes a comment about Mr.
cop car.” (Trans. 2 p. 42)

being the one who “is in the back of a

Officer Dages responds to a question from Mr.
friend’s apartment. Officer Dages said:

about getting a ride back to his

“No, I couldn't, because you wanted to act like a fool, so you can walk back to your
friend's apartment.” (Trans. 2 p. 42)
Mr.

states:
“Hey, I'm sorry if I'm getting on your nerves. I'm just trying to fuck up your day like
you did mine.” (Trans. 2 p. 44)
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Mr.

referred to his interaction with another officer at the scene of his arrest:
“Bro, I mean, I actually got to talk to one (Officer) while your bitch ass was sitting
there building a case on somebody. [inaudible 01:20:20] She actually seemed kind of
nice. Actually, kind of seemed like she felt bad, bro. Just a little bit.” (Trans. 2 p. 45)

Officer Dages summarized his interactions with Mr.
“He's just... It was a very weird interaction with him. Obviously, he's continuing to be
a smart aleck, but I had a moment where I was wondering, ‘Is there more going on
here than... Is he maybe under the influence of something, whether that be alcohol or
narcotics?’ I couldn't smell any alcohol, didn't do any type of field sobriety tests on
him or anything like that, but just based on his responses, wasn't acting like a... Has
not been acting like a reasonable person throughout the entire contact. He seemed
disassociated a little bit. Normally when you're arrested and an officer's explaining a
ticket, you are going to pay attention and take it very seriously.” (Trans. 2 p. 50)

USE OF FORCE:
Investigator Avery reviewed the BWC video from Officer Dages and synchronized that
video with the security surveillance video from MTS at various locations. Investigator
Avery created a time-line using this method and determined Officer Dages had been in
contact with Mr.
for 57 seconds before he activated his BWC.
Investigator Avery reviewed Officer Dages’s BWC video frame by frame with Officer
Dages during this interview. The discussion is described in detail under Allegation #2,
Use of Force analysis, in the Report of Investigation. This summary report will contain
only the major points of the Use of Force applied by Officer Dages. For a detailed
examination of the events, refer to Allegation #2.
Officer Dages received four hours of Arrest and Control Tactics (ACT) “perishable skills”
training in November of 2019. The training included two hours of “tactical
communications” training at the La Mesa Police Department. Officer Dages
demonstrated proficiency in the subjects covered during the training. (Trans. 1 p. 30)
Officer Dages described the resistance by Mr.
“I mean, it was passive until the point that he put his hands on me and became
active.” (Trans. 1 p. 31)
Investigator Avery noted that, due to the factory programming of the BWC, there is no
audio to the video footage for the first 30 seconds after the BWC is activated.
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Officer Dages recounted his initial contact with Mr.
at the wall of the MTS
parking garage. After Mr.
said he did not have trolley fare because he was not
going to use the trolley, Mr.
began to walk away from Officer Dages:
“After immediately from when he started to walk away. So, I would say within his
first five feet I told him to stop. He was very aggressive, verbally. As I notated in my
report, he told me to ‘fuck off.’ He mumbled a couple of other things, but then he just
kept on walking. (Trans. 1 p. 33)
Officer Dages positioned his body in front of Mr.
to stop him from continuing to
walk away and “that’s when I grabbed the front of his shirt.” Officer Dages said:
“That's when he had just struck me and pushed me off of him. And I think he said,
"Get the fuck up off me." (Trans. 1 p. 34)
Officer Dages was using the least amount of force as possible:
“No, like I said, it was specifically trying to use the least amount of force possible. I
was really just trying to maneuver myself to get in front of him so that he could...
Hopefully hoping that my physical presence would deter him from trying to walk
away.” (Trans. 1 p. 35)
Officer Dages said Mr.
was standing closer than an arms-length which poses a
danger to the safety of an officer. The black car then arrives on scene and the two
occupants are friends of Mr.
The occupants of the black car begin to yell and
shout at Officer Dages. The occupants escalated the situation and posed another
potential threat to Officer Dages.
Mr.
stood upon the arrival of his friends in the black car. Officer Dages was able
to move Mr.
back into a seated position using minimal force to “guide” Mr.
(Trans. 1. P. 36)
Officer Dages described Mr.
as agitated and verbally aggressive at this time.
Officer Dages tried to de-escalate the situation while trying to enforce the detention:
“Like I said, I'm just telling him to calm down. I'm trying my best to use verbal judo
with him to get him to calm down. I know that he's very agitated, telling him to take
a seat repeatedly. He's very aggressive, in my face, did not want to listen to any
commands. I made it very clear to him that he was not free to leave, that he was
being detained. And then I needed his full name and date of birth.” (Trans. 1 p. 37)
Officer Dages described why he first grabbed Mr.
Mr.
by his left arm:
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“To maintain control of him. Like I said earlier, he was very much so moving his
arms back and forth, and because he'd already hit me once. I wasn't sure if he was
going to try to or be assaultive again. So, I just wanted to maintain as much control
of him as I could. I'm pretty sure that I was unable to get... I would have either
grabbed a hold of his wrist or his left arm, if I had the ability to, with my other arm.
Although, I wasn't able to, because he was moving too much.” (Dages Transcript 2 p.
2)
At 21:23:59 on the BWC timer, Officer Dages said Mr.
had taken a “bladed stance”
and was very aggressive. Mr.
continued to move closer to Officer Dages. Officer
Dages said:
“So, in order to separate myself from him and to put him back into that seated
position, which he was previously, I pushed him backwards into that seated
position.” (Trans. 2 p. 3)
Upon the arrival of Mr.
friends and due to their agitated state, Officer Dages
did not know their intentions and was concerned they would attempt to interfere on the
behalf of Mr.
Officer Dages made to decision to place Mr.
in handcuffs:
“So now you can see the vehicle with his friends alongside of me. So, I'm trying to
maintain visual on them as well, because they were also very agitated and aggressive.
I did not know what was in the vehicle, what their intentions were. At this time after
I pushed him down, I grabbed his left wrist with my left hand and was going to
attempt to place him into handcuffs, because as much as I had tried resisting using
any force, I felt like I had to just put him into handcuffs as quickly as possible. So
even though I was waiting for backup to arrive, I was going to try to. But you could
already see in this freeze frame, immediately when I did grab control of his left arm,
he was already tensing up and trying to pull away from me.” (Trans. 2 p. 3)
Officer Dages described the Use of Force continuum he applied to this escalating
situation:
“So, just based on our use of force continuum that we're kind of instructed. I started
with my verbal, my use of words, tactical communication, my command presence. At
this point, we've gone to me being hands on with him. I'm trying to use the least
amount of force possible. I'm trying to get him to comply with me, to put his hands
on his back. He's clearly not going to, I mean, at this point I could have easily taken
him to the ground if I needed to. I also have tools on my belt too. I have an OC
pepper spray. We also carry tasers, if need be. But I mean, what would be the most
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practical for me would be probably taking them to the ground if I needed to.” (Trans.
2 p. 6)
The second time Mr.
action was to force Mr.

hit Officer Dages in the arm, he felt the best course of
back into a seated position on the cement bench:

“And I felt that if Mr.
was not in a seated position, that things could or were
going to further escalate. So, I kept my right hand on top of his shoulder and then
quickly moved my left hand to his other shoulder chest area. And just pushed him
downwards back into that seated position.” (Trans. 2 p. 8)
When Officer Dages put his hands o Mr.
shoulders and used force to push in a
downward motion, his right hand slipped close to Mr.
neck area. Officer Dages
did not intend to grab Mr.
by the neck or use any neck-hold to control Mr.
Investigator Avery asked if grabbing or holding someone by the neck is a
technique that he had been trained to use in a situation like this one. Officer Dages said:
“No. That is not.” (Trans. 2 p. 9)
Mr.
voiced his suspicion on why he was detained and that the detention should
have ended when his friends arrived thereby validating the reason, he had told Officer
Dages he was at the MTS parking garage:
“I already know what it is. Hey, I'm black as fuck out here. That's what the issue is.
It's all good. I get it. You let nigga do shit like that, abuse their power like that, you
know what I'm saying, who knows who next? That's what I'm saying. I'm just
standing here; you know what I'm saying? I told him my homies are coming when he
pulled up and he still want to beef up on me. For what?”
“Where's my [inaudible 00:32:23]? He (Officer Dages) looked at my name 30 minutes
ago, bro. Why am I still here? I don't got nothing on me. I'm doing nothing wrong. I
being a citizen.” (Trans. 2 p. 17)
Representative Castillo asked to review a portion of the BWC footage at 21:24:30. Mr.
is heard saying:
“I have no reason to be detained by you, bro.” (Trans. 2 p. 29)

CONCLUSION:
The interview with Officer Matthew Dages was concluded at 2:35 PM.
Author: Sean Conroy
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Interview Summary Report
6/17/2020 10:20 AM, Lieutenant Brian Stoney
On the above date and time, Investigator Conroy and Investigator Avery interviewed
Lieutenant Brian Stoney. The interview occurred in the Craft room at the La Mesa Senior
Enrichment Center. Lieutenant Stoney permitted to record the interview. Lieutenant
Stoney has worked for LMPD for 25 years. For the last fifteen years, Lieutenant Stoney is
the LMPD manager and subject matter expert and lead instructor for the department
arrest and control training(ACT). Lieutenant Stoney said he had not been involved in
ACT within the last year.
When asked by Investigator Avery, Lieutenant Stoney said he possesses the skills and
experience to review video of the arrest made by an LMPD officer and evaluate the
actions of the officer. Lieutenant Stoney said the LMPD Training Manager(Sergeant) is
responsible for the training records at LMPD.
When asked, Lieutenant Stoney said he had not trained Officer Dages. Lieutenant Stoney
described the ACT for someone with Officer Dages's tenure would receive. ACT is
delivered to recruits at the San Diego Regional Law Enforcement Training Center.
Lieutenant Stoney did not know the number of hours of ACT recruits receives.
After completing the Regional Training Center and before assignment to Patrol Field
Training, new LMPD officers receive LMPD specific training in:
Defensive Tactics
LMPD Use of Force policy
De escalation
ACT, handcuffing
Less lethal options
Baton training
Lieutenant Stoney said Officer Stoney should have received the above listed training.
Lieutenant Stoney described that LMPD provides every officer with quarterly defensive
tactics training. The course is two to four hours in length, and the curriculum varies.
Instruction includes essential ACT, and/or Force Option simulator training. In addition
to the quarterly training, every two years, officers are required to pass the four hour ACT
course as part of the California Peace Officer Standards and Training(POST) Perishable
Skills program.
Investigator Avery asked Captain Stoney a series of questions about the process for an
officer who does not pass the ACT course. Captain Stoney said he could not recall anyone
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failing ACT testing. Captain Stoney said if a participant did not pass ACT, the officer
would receive additional training and be given "several opportunities" to pass during
retest(s). If the officer did not pass the remediation, the officer would be removed from
patrol duties, assigned to "desk duties" or administrative assignments until the officer
passes the test.
Lieutenant Stoney said he does not know of an instance when an officer did not pass
ACT, including Officer Dages. Investigator Avery provided a copy curriculum for ACT
posted on the LMPD website
(https://www.cityoflamesa.us/DocumentCenter/View/15069/Arrest and Control
Expanded Course Outline ).
Lieutenant Stoney said he authored the curriculum and thought it had been modified
since the original document was published. Investigator Avery gave Lieutenant Stony the
ten page ACT curriculum document to review. Lieutenant Stoney briefly looked at the
document and said he recognized content.
Investigator Avery asked Lieutenant Stoney if he would review BWV of the interaction
between Mr.
and Officer Dages. Lieutenant Stoney agreed to view the video.
When asked, Lieutenant Stoney said he reviewed the footage before the investigator's
interview. When the video began, Lieutenant Stoney said the camera appeared to be
working, and 30 seconds of no audio was the normal function of the Axon Body One
Device.
Investigator Avery and Lieutenant Stoney reviewed, stopped, and broke down the video
of the interaction between officer Dages and Mr.
Timestamp Mr.
Actions
Officer Dages Actions
21:23:16
Sits down no audio
standing up
turns to his right and takes two or
three steps advancing towards
Officer Dages in an attempt to
what looks like walk away
21:23:3
attempts to walk past Officer
Reaches out with one hand in an
Dages. Uses his right hand and
open palm, and he puts his hand in
slaps Officers Dages left hand and the center torso of Mr.
in an
continues to walk away.
attempt to stop him from walking
away.
Lieutenant Stoney commented;
“What we teach the officers is that if they have a legal and lawful detention that they need
to take control of the situation, and the best way to take control of a situation is to
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maintain that position of advantage. One of the easiest ways to keep that position of
advantage is to have the person who is being detained, seated” (Stoney 1 Pg. 6).
Investigator Avery asked Lieutenant Stoney to describe how officers are trained to stop
someone from walking away? Lieutenant Stoney said;
“Well, ordinarily, we would begin with verbal commands, telling someone that they're not
free to leave, telling them to stop, telling them to sit down. If that does not happen, the next
most reasonable level of force would be an open hand or a control to just simply stop their
movements, to redirect them where you want them to go”(Stoney 1 Pg. 6).
Timestamp Mr.
Actions
21:23:38
Passive to active
resistance. Mr.
used his left
hand to slap away
Officer Dages’s grip.

Officer Dages Actions
Reached out with that open hand and attempted
to stop Mr.
the left hand is holding onto
Mr.
shirt, and Officer Dages is holding
onto his Argest tablet in his right hand.
(Footnote Argest device is a wireless handheld
device to access police databases).

Investigator Avery asked Lieutenant Stoney his thoughts about Officer Dages holding the
Argest device during the interaction with Mr.
Lieutenant Stoney said;
“It's not the best idea. I mean, at that point in time, I would drop the device and use both
hands to try to gain control of Mr.
but things happen” (Stoney 1 Pg. 7).
Lieutenant Stoney said Mr.
appears to slap Officers Dages hand and that Mr.
was passively resisting (Stoney 1 Pg. 7). Lieutenant Stoney defined passive
resistance;
“It's just when someone is not following directions; they’re not following commands. It may
be that they are somewhat argumentative verbally with the officers. If an officer is telling
you to sit down, the person is standing up, an officer tells you to stop, they're attempting to
walk away. It's just they're not doing what they're being told. However, they're not being
physically aggressive towards you in their refusal to do what they're told” (Stoney 1 Pg. 7).
Investigator Avery asked Lieutenant Stoney to name and define the resistance terms that
LMPD officers are trained to utilize during law enforcement contacts. Lieutenant Stoney
described the LMPD ACT definition for resistance by a subject as passive, active, and
aggressive. At this point in the video, Lieutenant Stoney thought Mr.
actions
were passive resistance moving towards active resistance. Lieutenant Stoney defined
passive resistance as:
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“It's just when someone is not following directions, they're not following commands. It may
be that they are somewhat argumentative verbally with the officers. If an officer is telling
you to sit down, the person is standing up, an officer tells you to stop, they're attempting to
walk away. It's just they're not doing what they're being told. However, they're not being
physically aggressive towards you in their refusal to do what they're told”(Stoney 1 Pg. 8).
Lieutenant Stoney defined the next level of resistance as active or physical resistance,
followed by assaultive behavior that includes attempting to assault, attempts to strike, or
do physical harm to the officer (Stoney 1 Pg. 8).
When asked by Investigator Avery, Lieutenant Stoney said a shirt grab is not something
that officers are trained to do. However, Lieutenant Stoney thought that grabbing a shirt
and or a backpack is a way to control someone's movement. Furthermore, such action
would be reasonable to stop someone from walking away.
The audio of the video starts and Mr.
uses profanity, including "Get the fuck up
off me, get your hand off me. What's your problem?" Lieutenant Stoney described Mr.

“He appears to be visibly upset, frustrated with the officer. He's using profanities” (Stoney 1
Pg. 9).
When asked, Lieutenant Stoney thought Officer Dages’s response to Mr.
was
reasonable (Stoney 1 Pg. 9). In the next segment of the video, Lieutenant Stoney
commented that Mr.
and Officer Dages are closer to the previous interaction.
During the last video segment, the distance between Mr.
and Officer Dages was
an arm’s length. Lieutenant Stoney though the gap between Officer Dages and Mr.
was closer than arm’s length because the view of Mr.
in Officer Dages
BWC had reduced from head and torso to only his chest.
Timestamp Mr.
Actions
21:23:58
Passive to active
resistance. Mr.
used his

Officer Dages Actions
Right hand reached out and grabbed ahold of Mr.
left bicep elbow area. And with his left
hand, it appears as though officer Dages is now got it
in an open hand, reaching up towards Mr.
chest and neck area.

Lieutenant Stoney said maintaining a safe distance between an office and a subject is
taught in the ACT curriculum. Lieutenant Stoney believed the distance between Officer
Dages and Mr.
created an unsafe position for Officer Dages. Officers are trained
to maintain greater than arms distance. Officers are taught to create a reactionary gap
between themselves and the suspect (Stoney 1 Pg. 11). Lieutenant Stoney commented:
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“This is an unsafe position for Officer Dages to be in. Mr.
is too close to him. Mr.
could easily reach out and grab a hold of Officer Dages. He has access to Officer
Dages's ... All of his weapons and tools that he has on his duty belt, because he is well within
arm’s reach of everything that he has” (Stoney 1 Pg. 10 11).
Timestamp Mr.
Actions
21:23:59
Passive to active
resistance. Mr.
used
his

Officer Dages Actions
Used a palm heel strike with his left hand to Mr.
chest/torso area to attempt to push him
back, create that distance between the two of them,
and at the same time, Officer Dages pushed Mr.
to the seated position to create that position
of disadvantage.
Officer Dages transitioned into an armbar. His right
hand continues to grab Mr.
bicep elbow area
using his left hand to grab Mr.
left wrist.
Officer Dages is pushing the elbow up and pushing the
wrist down, setting up for either an armbar or a rear
wrist lock.

Lieutenant Stoney said Officer Dages was using ACT techniques consistent with the
application of a control hold.
Timestamp Mr.
Actions
Stood up.

Officer Dages Actions

He continues to maintain a hold of his left arm, and he has
now rotated it to the rear of Mr.
holding Mr.
bicep, with his right hand and the left hand
holding to the wrist lock. Officer Dages could transition into
an armbar takedown, putting Mr.
in the prone
position on the ground, or he could transition to a rear wrist
lock control hold, which would be the setup for a
handcuffing technique.

Investigator Avery paused the video at 21:24:02. Lieutenant Stoney said Officer Dages was
not in a position of advantage and took steps to control Mr.
Lieutenant Stoney
said Mr.
was using language verbal cues and behavior to indicate his behavior
escalated from passive to active resistance. Also, Mr.
was attempting to walk
away from Officer Dages.
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When asked, Lieutenant Stoney said Officer Dages's tactics were reasonable and were in
compliance with what is taught to respond to Mr.
level of resistance (Stoney 1
Pg. 13).
Timestamp Mr.

21:24:04
(Estimate)

Actions
Stood up.

Officer Dages Actions

Completed that initial control hold and transitioned to a rear
wrist lock. Has Mr.
left arm behind his back,
holding on to Mr.
wrist, applying pressure on his
wrist to bend it back to gain some pain compliance from Mr.
Officer Dages's right hand is free, and it's up in
front of the body worn camera, not sure what Officer Dages
is attempting to do at with his right hand.

Investigator Avery asked Lieutenant Stoney the purpose of pain compliance. Lieutenant
Stoney described that if command presence, verbal commands, and redirecting a
suspect’s movements are not effective, a control hold with pain creates discomfort. The
discomfort should cause the person to comply with the officer (Stoney 1 Pg. 13).
Timestamp Mr.
Actions
21:24:07
Standing up. Mr.
is
still freely moving around
and attempting to walk away
and now turning back
towards Officer Dages and
saying something to him.

Officer Dages Actions
Holding Mr.
left arm in that rear
wrist lock position. Officer Dages has
taken his right hand and grabbed his
extended microphone on his walkie talkie.
Speculation Officer Dages is calling for a
cover officer. Officer Dages does not have
control over the situation.

When asked, Lieutenant Stoney thought Officer Dages's request for assistance was late.
Lieutenant Stoney said the ideal situation is to have a cover officer before making initial
contact. Lieutenant Stoney thought to have a cover officer was the safest when to make
contact.
Lieutenant Stoney also said the vehicle that is stopped in the driveway and the two
occupants in the car are concerning. Lieutenant Stoney said Officer Dages is
outnumbered, and he is not in a safe position (Stoney 1 Pg. 13). Lieutenant Stoney
described that the ACT curriculum contains training points about always being aware of
surroundings, bystanders, acquaintances, or family members that could aid the person
being arrested.
Timestamp Mr.
Actions

Officer Dages Actions
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21:24:11

Standing up. Mr.
again
turned and
attempted to face
Officer Dages.

Attempting to Mr.
with a rear wrist lock,
however, Mr.
turned into Officer Dages,
effectively releasing the pressure on the back of Mr.
arm. The rear wrist lock was not
successful. In reaction to Mr.
Officer Dages
reached up to Mr.
with an open hand and
pushed Mr.
into a seated position on that
bench into a position of disadvantage. Officer Dages
created distance himself away from Mr.
allowing for a reactionary gap.
Officer Dages released his hold on Mr.

Lieutenant Stoney thought because Mr.
turned into Officer Dages, the control
hold was ineffective. As a result, Officer Dages let go of Mr.
and pushed him
down on to the bench, and he told Mr.
to sit down.
Timestamp Mr.
Actions
21:24:31
Stands up and
standing close to
Officer Dages. Mr.
is moving
and twisting his
body.

Officer Dages Actions
Officer Dages reached out with his right and left
open hand and attempts to grab hold of the top of
Mr.
shoulder/collarbone area.
Officer Dages's left hand does not completely make
it to the shoulder area, but instead, it gets much
closer to Mr.
neck and throat area.
Officer Dages pushed Mr.
back down into
a seated position and into that position of
disadvantage.

Lieutenant Stoney said Officer Dages's action of pushing Mr.
down into a seated
position is a technique taught during ACT training. Investigator Avery and Lieutenant
Stoney discussed the appearance that Officer Dages's hands were close to Mr.
neck. The video showed that Officer Dages did not put his hands on Mr.
neck/throat area. Lieutenant Stoney described that the actions of Officer Dages and Mr.
were fluid. Mr.
was twisting and moving away as Officer Dages grabbed
him. Lieutenant Stoney speculated Mr.
movement timed with Officer Dages
hand placement on the top of Mr.
shoulders caused Officer Dages to miss the
shoulder target with his left hand. Officer Dages left hand landed on the upper
chest/lower neck area of Mr.
body. Lieutenant Stoney said Officer Dages's
actions were not classified as a takedown as taught in ACT. Lieutenant Stoney thought
Mr.
level of resistance was aggressive, and Officer Dages's actions were
reasonable and necessary as the push placed Mr.
into a position of
disadvantage(Stoney 1 Pg. 19).
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Timestamp Mr.
Actions
21:24:32
He was sitting down
on the concrete
bench after he was
pushed onto the
bench by Officer
Dages.

21:24:34

He was sitting down
on the concrete
bench after he was
pushed onto the
bench by Officer
Dages.

Officer Dages Actions
Officer Dages stepped behind Mr.
Officer
Dages' right hand has transitioned around to the
center of Mr.
back between his shoulder
blades. He is pushing Mr.
forward towards
his knees. With his left hand, Officer Dages has
grabbed hold of Mr.
left arm, and he is
grabbed him at the wrist, again, in what appears as
though he is trying to bring him to another rear
wrist lock control hold.
Officer Dages now has both his right and left hand
on Mr.
left arm. His right hand is down
at the wrist. His left hand appears to be in the
elbow area as he is attempting to bring his arm
behind his back. Two additional La Mesa police
arrived on the scene and took control of Mr.
right arm, used a control hold. The
three officers handcuffed Mr.

Lieutenant Stoney though the officers’ actions when placing Mr.
into handcuffs,
were reasonable, necessary, and was consistent with LMPD ACT training(Officer Dages
and Georgi).
Timestamp Mr.
Actions
21:24:32
He was sitting down
on the concrete bench
after he was pushed
onto the bench by
Officer Dages.

21:24:46

Sitting down and
handcuffed on the
concrete bench.

Officer Dages Actions
Officer Dages stepped behind Mr.
Officer Dages' right hand has transitioned around
to the center of Mr.
back between his
shoulder blades. He is pushing Mr.
forward towards his knees. With his left hand,
Officer Dages has grabbed hold of Mr.
left arm, and he is grabbed him at the wrist,
again, in what appears as though he is trying to
bring him to another rear wrist lock control hold.
Officer Dages immediately disengaged and
released his hold of Mr.
Officer Dages
stepped back away from Mr.
and is
standing near him.

When asked by Investigator Avery, Lieutenant Stoney said Mr.
threat after handcuffs were applied(Stoney 1 pg. 21).
Timestamp Mr.

Actions

remained a

Officer Dages Actions
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21:24:59

Continues to challenge the officer's,
asking them questions and talks over
Officer Dages and Georgi. Mr.
stands up.

Officer Dages and Georgi each
push down on Mr.
shoulder, forcing him to sit down
on the bench.

Lieutenant Stoney said Mr.
level of resistance was active, and Officer Dages and
Georgi's actions in response to Mr.
were reasonable and necessary.
Lieutenant Stoney said the car and both of Mr.
friends associated with the
vehicle create a low level threat to the officer(Stoney 1 Pg. 22). When asked by
Investigator Avery, Lieutenant Stoney said the ACT curriculum contains instruction
regarding the need to be aware of friends and associates.
Timestamp Mr.
Actions
21:25:05
Handcuffed and sitting down.
Making the statement to the officers
to stop touching him

Officer Dages Actions
Officer Dages and Georgi each
have a hand on the top of Mr.
shoulder.

Lieutenant Stoney believed that Officer's Dages and Georgi were preventing Mr.
from standing up. Lieutenant Stoney thought the officer's actions were reasonable and
necessary.
Investigator Avery continued to review Officer Dages BWC video with Lieutenant Stoney.
Lieutenant Stoney described that Officer Dages and Officer Georgi were making
comments to Mr.
to de escalate Mr.
anger. Lieutenant Stoney
described the scene after Mr.
was in handcuffs. Lieutenant Stoney thought the
number of people that were close to the officer was not ideal. Lieutenant Stoney said the
level of control had improved, and he thought the officers should have moved Mr.
away from his friends and the bystanders. Lieutenant Stoney thought the best
scenario would include moving Mr.
to a police vehicle. Moving an arrestee away
from a scene that is threatening is part of the ACT curriculum(Stoney 1, Pg. 24).
As the review continued, Lieutenant Stoney said Mr.
appeared upset. However,
Mr.
emotions had calmed. Also, the officers on the scene were displaying are
reasonable response. Investigator Avery and Lieutenant Stoney reviewed Officer Dages’s
and Georgi’s movement of Mr.
to Officer Dages police vehicle. Lieutenant Stoney
said the officers used a two officer escort while walking with Mr.
Officer Dages
and Georgi used tactics consistent with ACT, and the officers' actions were reasonable.
Lieutenant Stoney said the handcuffs that Officer Dages used were police issue and are
authorized for use by department staff.
Investigator Avery and Lieutenant Stoney reviewed the search of Mr.
at the hood
of Officer Dages police vehicle. Lieutenant Stoney said the search procedure training is to
pat down the arrestee's outer garments, remove personal property and contraband, and
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ensure the arrestee does not have access to a weapon or object that could be used to
injure an officer. Lieutenant Stoney said officers are required to search all prisoners
before placing prisoners into a police vehicle.
While viewing the video, Lieutenant Stoney commented that Officer Dages removed keys
and a cell phone from Mr.
pants pocket. Officer Dages put the keys and
cellphone on the hood of the police unit.
Lieutenant Stoney noted that Mr.
his comment;

admitted that he slapped Officer Dages with

"you know why I slapped your hand? It's because I, you touched me".
Mr.
complained to Officer Dages that he could not move his arms. Officer Dages
pulled up on Mr.
handcuffed arms several times. At the same time, Officer Dages
told Mr.
that he could move his arms. Lieutenant Stoney thought Officers Dages
actions were reasonable. Lieutenant Stoney thought Officer Dages search of Mr.
was consistent with LMPD ACT.
Lieutenant Stoney and Investigator Avery viewed Officer Dages escort and placement of
Mr.
in the back seat of Officer Dages police vehicle. Lieutenant Stoney thought
Officer Dages actions and treatment of Mr.
was reasonable, within policy and
consistent with LMPD ACT.
Investigator Avery took a break in the interview at 11:52 am.
The interview resumed at 12:10 pm. Investigator Avery and Lieutenant Stoney reviewed
Officer Dages actions when he cited and released Mr.
at LMPD. Lieutenant
Stoney said Officer Dages comment to Officer Rost about standing by was standard
procedure. Officer Dages use of the term “still super 415” is a department term to describe
someone disruptive or unruly.
Investigator Avery and Lieutenant Stoney reviewed BWC footage when Mr.
exited the back seat of Officer Dages police vehicle. Lieutenant Stoney said during ACT
training, and officers are presented with the different options to assist an arrestee out of
the back seat of a police vehicle. Officer Dages procedure when he helped Mr.
out of the back seat of the police vehicle complied with the procedure and was
reasonable.
Investigator Avery asked Lieutenant Stoney about the following statement that Officer
Dages made to Mr.
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“So, I'm going to take you out of the handcuffs, if you do anything dumb back here you're
going to get thrown on the ground. You're going to get hurt.”
Lieutenant Stoney explained that Officer Dages comment was reasonable, given Mr.
display of passive and active resistance throughout the incident. Also, Mr.
appeared disinterested in the citation information that Officer Dages was
explaining.
When asked about the comment that Mr.
he will get hurt, Lieutenant Stoney said:

was going to thrown to the ground and

“It's not... Taken out of context, it can sound horrible. It can sound bad. I get it. It's not the
most professional thing to say, but when we talk about tactical communications and the
levels of control that we need to have over someone is that we need to make sure that they
know we're in charge. They need to make sure that they know that they're not dictating
what happens back here. That they're under arrest, they're detained. So, it is a tactic. It's a
technique that's used to let somebody know I'm not messing around. I'm not playing games.
If you don't do exactly as you're told, I'm going to throw you on the ground. And if you get
thrown on the ground, it's going to hurt and I'm going to take you into custody. So, it's just
a verbal command. It's a level of force, verbal force, that it will hopefully prevent you from
having to actually use physical force on that person”(Stoney 2, p 5).
Lieutenant Stoney said words and phrases are a use of force and de escalation tools
taught to officers in the ACT and tactical communication curriculum. Lieutenant Stoney
was not sure Officer Dages comment to Mr.
was something taught by the
department.
As the footage review continued, Lieutenant Stoney described Mr.
as rude and
thought that his behavior was not normal behavior for the citizen/ police officer contact.
The citation book containing the completed citation for the release of Mr.
was on
the hood of Officer Dages police vehicle.
Footage showed Officer Dages explaining the court appearance process, and Mr.
turning his body away from Officer Dages. Officer Dages grabbed Mr.
right arm
and turned Mr.
toward the hood of the police vehicle. Lieutenant Stoney thought
Officer Dages’s actions were reasonable given Mr.
turned away and was not
listening to Officer Dages. As the footage continued, Lieutenant Stoney said the
procedure that Officer Dages utilized to remove the handcuffs complied with ACT
procedures and was reasonable.
After the video review, Lieutenant Stoney commented about the “24” that Mr.
referred to as a gang symbol. Lieutenant Stoney said it is a common practice for officers
to write the designated radio call sign on their hand used for the radio microphone. The
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number is a reminder for the officer to broadcast the proper call sign. Lieutenant Stoney
speculated that Officer Dages call sign for the day was “124.”
Investigator Avery reviewed the video that was released on YouTube by a friend of Mr.
The footage was shown to Lieutenant Stoney in real time without stopping.
Lieutenant Stoney said that Officer Dages’s actions and use of force were reasonable and
necessary.
At the conclusion of the interview, Investigator Avery admonished Lieutenant Stoney of
his obligation to maintain confidentiality regarding the investigation. Lieutenant Stoney
said he understood.
The interview concluded at 12:45 pm.
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Interview Summary Report
6/16/2020 1:00 PM., James Huggins, Police Sergeant

On the above date and time, Investigators Sean Conroy and Brock Avery were continuing
the investigation into circumstances surrounding the arrest of
on May
27, 2020. The investigators conducted an interview with Police Sergeant James Huggins in
a room provided at the City’s Senior Center. Sergeant Huggins read a document prepared
by the investigators regarding the intent of the interview and acknowledged he
understood the role of the investigators. Sergeant Huggins consented to the interview
being recorded and did not request to have a representative present. This report is a
summary of the interview, for exact statements refer to the recording and/or the
transcript of the interview.
Sergeant Huggins has been employed by the City of La Mesa for 18 years and is the
Administrator for the Police Department Body Worn Camera (BWC) video program. The
department began using BWCs in the field on January 23, 2019. The BWCs are
manufactured by Axon, formerly known as Taser.
Sergeant Huggins explained the intent for the BWC and the expectations of when officers
are to activate the device and record contacts:
“The process, well, I'll start off by saying that our intent is to record all law
enforcement related contacts. That's pretty much verbatim, straight out of the
policy. Officers are supposed to, at the beginning of their shift, retrieve their body
camera from the docking station. Typically, that's in our patrol lineup room. They're
going to check their camera to make sure that it's functioning properly, that their
camera and their phone are synced together so that they have the ability to tag
videos for review video in the field, if need be.
Sergeant Huggins explained the BWC activation process, how it is put in the recording
mode, and the “buffering mode”:
“And then we don't activate the cameras, or let me make a distinction here between
activating and recording. Activating our camera would be turning the power switch
on. That initiates the buffering mode, which is that internal 30 second loop where
video is constantly being recorded over so that there's some lead in, if you will, into
an actual event that gets recorded by the officer. So, we keep our cameras off while
we're inside the station. We activate them once we exit the station, or drive out of
the parking garage in our patrol vehicles. And then when we actually get to a call, or
we're engaging in some type of law enforcement related contact, that's when the
officer is supposed to activate the recording by the event button that's on the face of
1
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the camera. And for us, we use the Body 2. So, it's not the new, latest and greatest,
but it's not that original Taser camera, either. So, it's been in production, I would
say, probably for about five, six years. (Huggins Transcript p. 2)
The 30-second buffering mode is set at the factory. The buffering mode can be adjusted,
but any adjustment would require BWC be sent back to the factory. An officer cannot
make adjustments on a BWC. Each officer, from the rank of Sergeant and below, has an
individually assigned BWC.
Sergeant Huggins viewed the BWC footage from all six of the officers who were at the
scene of the arrest of Mr.
The BWC video was viewed and redacted for release to
the public. Investigator Avery asked if all six BWC were functioning properly. Sergeant
Huggins said:
“I didn't see anything that would indicate to me that there was a problem with any of
the cameras at all.” (Trans. p. 3)
Sergeant Huggins specifically did not see any issues with the BWC assigned to Officer
Dages:
“I didn't perceive there to be any issue with his camera and its recording capabilities.
Nobody told me otherwise. So, I wouldn't have any reason to say that it was having a
problem.” (Trans. p. 3)
Sergeant Huggins is not aware of any officers who have been disciplined for not activating
their BWCs and stated the compliance level had been “very good”:
“No, not that I'm aware of, because we've had pretty good, actually very good
compliance at the officer level on using their cameras. I mean, we have anywhere
between 115 to 130 videos that we upload a day, and that's been pretty consistent
throughout the life of our program from the very beginning. We do spot checks.”
(Trans. p. 5)
Sergeant Huggins conducts random audits to ensure the officers are in compliance with
the Department BWC policy:
“And I'll look to see how many calls that they were dispatched to, where they actually
arrived on scene. And then I'll compare that with the number of videos that they have
uploaded in the system for that day, just to make sure that the numbers match. And
then I'll also go in and I'll pick a couple of videos per officer, per quarter, or per
month, and just check to make sure that they are turning it on when it's appropriate
to turn the camera on.” (Trans. p. 5)
Investigator Conroy asked if Sergeant Huggins has found any inappropriate behavior by
officers during these audits:
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“Usually if I find something like that, I will incorporate that person's Supervisor in on
the conversation, and we'll meet with them, him or her, and say, ‘Hey, can you
explain what happened here? Why didn't you turn it on?’ Or, ‘Why you turned it on
at this point, versus that point?’ Things of that nature and try and get some kind of
feedback from the officer and see where that takes us from a Supervisor's
perspective.”
“And if the Supervisor is satisfied that his person is doing what they should be doing,
or they had a lapse in their judgment, when they should have turned it on, or it was
an isolated incident based on that person's Supervisor. I leave it up to them as to tell
me whether we need to proceed forward or not, based on their experiences with their
troop, and more often than not a counseling is sufficient.” (Tans. P. 6)
Sergeant Huggins agreed the officers see the BWC as a benefit to them and can be used
for their protection:
“I brought in my counterpart at the DA's office in El Cajon, Deputy District Attorney
by the name of Shane Waller, and he's come in and been involved in my training
sessions where he tells them, ‘Hey, look guys, your report, yeah, you have to write a
report. But jury credibility these days is a real thing. It's not 12 registered voters
anymore. It's 12 licensed drivers. They want to see the video. They don't really want to
hear what you have written in the report so much as they want to see what's on that
video. And if you're an asshole, you're an asshole.’” (Trans. p. 6-7)
Sergeant Huggins said the major issue he had encountered is officers not “tagging” the
BWC video to a specific call. This makes it difficult and time consuming because a
Supervisor has to look through each time the officer activated his/her BWC to find the
call. There are over 100,000 pieces of BWC video evidence stored at the Department.
Investigator Conroy asked if Sergeant Huggins has ever found to necessary to send a
corrective email to Officer Dages:
“I have spoken with him (Officer Dages) and his Supervisor on at least one occasion
prior to this where I said, ‘Hey, what's going on here? Why is your video turning on
so late in the contact?’ Kind of thing. And it was an instance where he provided an
excuse to me, and his Supervisor. His Supervisor was Sergeant Tim Purdy at the
time, And, he said, ‘Yeah, my bad. I'm sorry. I didn't realize that I was getting into, or
whatever it was that he related at that particular moment. But he said, ‘It won't
happen again. I'll take care of it. I'll fix it.’" (Trans. p. 9)
Sergeant Huggins estimated that verbal counseling with Officer Dages took place
approximately a year ago.
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Investigator Conroy asked if it is within policy to mute the audio function on the BWC
when officers meet to have a “tactical debriefing” on an event or have other discussion not
appropriate to be recorded. Sergeant Huggins said:
“We leave the recording going, but we mute the audio. And that's one of the things
that we cover specifically in training. I go through the process of muting and
unmuting the audio, and according to the policy, they're supposed to give some
annotation on the recording before they mute that states why. I'll be talking to my
Supervisor, talking to my training officer, discussing tactics or training, and then
mute the audio from there. But the recording is still going so that there's continuity
in the flow of the video. It's not starting and stopping, which, again, going back to
that whole theme in training of telling your story, there's continuity all the way
through the recording even though the audio may be shut down for tactical reasons
or debrief reasons.” (Trans. p. 11)
Sergeant Huggins observed that some conversations are essentially personnel matters and
it would not be appropriate to audio record those conversations. The BWC policy states
that no BWC is to be activated or in the recording mode while inside the Police Station.
Sergeant Huggins was clear that, in the field, when the audio is muted on a call for a
confidential discussion, the video is recording to maintain continuity. (Trans. p. 12)
The interview with Sergeant Huggins was concluded at 1:35 PM.
Author: Sean Conroy
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Interview Summary Report
6/18/2020 1:13 PM Julie Jensen, Police Officer

On the above date and time, Investigators Sean Conroy and Brock Avery were continuing the
investigation into circumstances surrounding the arrest of
on May 27, 2020.
The investigators conducted an interview with Police Officer Julie Jensen in a room provided at
the City’s Senior Center. Officer Jensen read a document prepared by the investigators regarding
the intent of the interview. Officer Jensen acknowledged she understood the role of the
investigators and the purpose of the interview. Officer Jensen consented to the interview being
recorded. Officer Jensen and did not request to have a representative present. This report is a
summary of the interview, for exact statements refer to the recording and/or the transcript of the
interview.
Officer Jensen has been employed by the City of La Mesa as a Police Officer for five years.
Officer Jensen has prior experience as a Police Officer consisting of thirteen years with the
Snohomish County Sheriff’s Office in the State of Washington and one year with the Kings
County Sheriff’s Office for a total of nineteen years in law enforcement. Officer Jensen also
serves as a Field Training Officer for the La Mesa Police Department.
On May 27, 2020, Officer Jensen organized an operation to conduct “fare checks” at the
Grossmont Trolly Station. Officer Jensen planned this operation to meet the goals set as a part of
the annual evaluation process. One of the goals was to plan and execute an operation at the patrol
level using on duty personnel. Four patrol officers were available to participate, Officer Jensen,
Officer Jensen’s trainee Officer Razcon, Officer Georgi and Officer Dages. Officer Jensen
described the goals of the operation:
“So, we go down there and check people for any violations, MTS (Municipal
Transportation Service) violations. We were checking fairs and other things like
skateboarding, smoking, riding their bikes, just any other violations that are fairly small
compared to a lot of things, so contacting people in order to talk to them and just get
more information. A lot of times, we end up talking with people on parole, probation and
then just go from there.” (Officer Jensen Transcript P. 3)
This is the second patrol operation Officer Jensen has planned. During operations at MTS
facilities or property, MTS Security or Code Enforcement Officers will actually issue the
citations for MTS specific violation, such as fare evasion. Officer Jensen, and other officers, use
the MTS codes as “probable cause” to make contact with people on MTS property. The
probable cause to contact people for MTS code violations no longer applies once people are off
MTS property. A person smoking on MTS property is subject to detention for the MTS violation,
while the same person smoking outside of MTS property is not subject to detention for MTS
code violations.
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Officer Jensen said the sidewalk across the street and in front of The District apartment buildings
at the Grossmont Station are MTS violation enforceable areas.
Officer Jensen had her Body Worn Camera (BWC) in the recording mode while making contacts
with people during the fare compliance operation. Officer Jensen described her understanding of
the Department policy on BWC operation:
“As we're out and contacting people, we just turn it on. So, mine had been running from
some other contacts where it had been on, I guess it would be the north side of the trolley,
right by the tracks, north side of the tracks. Sometimes if we've cleared a contact and
we're not contacting somebody, we can turn it off and if we're going in to start to talk to
somebody, we turn it back on.” (P. 8)
Officer Jensen said the BWC policy states the BWC must be in the recording mode anytime an
officer is responding to an emergency call. The BWC can be left in the standby mode for casual
situations, such as “talking to a citizen in a store.” Officer Jensen said:
“But for enforcement stuff, we try to turn it on before we get to a house.”
The investigators confirmed her understanding of when the BWC is to be in the recording mode
includes enforcement actions taken during operations at the Grossmont Trolly Center.
Officer Jensen was with her trainee during the operation. She thought Office Georgi and Officer
Dages would also pair up, but it was not required that they stay together throughout the
operation. Officer Jensen does not recall making a written plan for which officers would be
paired together because some of the officers who had planned to participate could not make it
due to calls for service. Eventually, Officer Jensen had to make changes “on the fly” because she
had only had the four offices mentioned available.
Officer Jensen was not aware Officer Dages had left the trolly platform area and had detained a
subject at another location. Officer Jensen became aware when she heard a radio transmission by
Officer Dages. Officer Jensen did not hear what Officer Jenson said, but recognized he was
likely asking for a backup officer. Officer Jensen told Officer Georgi to go and assist Officer
Dages. Officer Georgi looked for Officer Dages but could not make visual contact with him.
Officer Jensen said:
“And then when I realized she (Officer Georgi) came back, she was like, ‘I don't know
where he is.’ And then we saw that he was down (the street) further with somebody. So,
something didn't seem right. He (Officer Dages) got on the air again and said something
and then I just told my trainee let's go, so we all went down to where he was.” (P. 10)
Officer Dages didn’t tell Officer Jensen, or any of the other officers at the trolly platform, that he
was going, on foot, to contact a subject a considerable distance from the platform. Officer Jensen
said, under the same circumstances, she would “call it in” to dispatch if she was going to contact
a subject a distance away from the other officers and would “still take somebody (another
2
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officer).” Officer Jensen didn’t recall hearing a radio transmission by Officer Dages that he was
in contact with a subject. Investigator Conroy noted, based on Officer Jensen’s many years of
police experience, that she has a “trained radio ear.” Investigator Conroy asked if Officer Dages
made a radio transmission that he was contacting a subject, she would have heard it. Officer
Jensen said:
“Probably, but with conversations going on and stuff, I don't know. I'm not perfect. I
don't catch everything, but I don't remember hearing him saying I'm going out with
somebody.” (P. 12)
Investigator Conroy asked if, in the opinion of Officer Jensen, was Officer Dages’ contact with
the subject tactically sound and a proper officer safety practice. Officer Jensen said:
“Being within visual shot, I guess that ... Some people have different interpretation. For
me, I am more if I'm going to go 50 yards away, however far it was, I'm either going to
take somebody or say I'm out (advise dispatch) with somebody down here. Like I said,
though, not every time somebody talks to somebody, do they get on the air and say so.
When I train my trainees, I say if you're going to go out with somebody, let Dispatch
know where you are and what you're doing. And then when you get a name, check the
name. Because like I said, I'm going home every night and anybody I train, I am
responsible for and want them to go home.” (P. 13)
After hearing Officer Dages’ radio transmission, Officer Jensen and her trainee ran toward his
location. Officer Jensen made the following observations as she arrived on scene:
“I could see he (Officer Dages) had sat Mr.
down because he was up right in his
face, but there was a car parked next to them and they were on the other side of the car.
So, I could just see their upper bodies. They were very close, face-to-face. And then I saw
him (Officer Dages) push him (Mr.
back to sit him down and then Officer
Razcon and Georgi went up to assist him and I came around to the side. There was a lady
filming
and then there was two people in the car. So, I tried to make it
more-safe. I asked her to step back a little bit, tried to talk to the driver to find out what
because he's screaming and yelling and so I'm trying to deescalate the situation.” (P. 14)
Officer Jensen saw Officer Dages push Mr.
down one time as she arrived. Officer
Jensen witnessed events from that point forward. Officer Georgi and Officer Razcon assisted
Officer Dages place handcuffs on Mr.
Officer Jensen has viewed the BWC videos the
La Mesa Police Department posted on the internet including the video posted of the citizens and
Officer Dages’ BWC video.
Investigator Conroy asked if Officer Jensen felt Officer Dages’ use of force was appropriate
given the circumstances he was faced with. Officer Jensen said:
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“I do. He (Mr.
was sat down originally and obviously, getting there after the
fact, I don't know what happened or didn't know at the time what happened. So, but
sitting him down when he kept getting in his face was totally appropriate. I think sitting
somebody down is a lot different than tossing him on the ground.” (P. 15)
Officer Jensen tried to obtain a witness statement from the driver of the vehicle in the driveway.
The driver (later identified as
) refused to cooperate.
was very agitated
and Officer Jensen was attempting to de-escalate the situation. Officer Jensen said:
“He (
) was like, ‘I don't want to get involved.’ And I'm like, ‘Okay, well as
an investigator and a whatever,’ I'm just like, ‘If you're screaming about all this stuff and
you want to talk to me about it, then here's your opportunity. I don't know what
happened. I wasn't here yet.’ And he refused, so he walked off or they ended up driving
off.” (P. 16)
Officer Jensen recognized she did not have a reason to detain
to detain him.

and did not attempt

Officer Jensen walked behind Officer Dages and Officer Georgi as they escorted Mr.
back to where the police units were parked. Officer Jenson was present for the “tactical
debriefing” after Mr.
was secured in the rear seat of a police unit. The officers muted
the audio function on their BWC, that is allowable per Department policy, for a tactical
debriefing. Officer Jensen gave her account of the discussion:
“Officer Dages said he had walked over. He thought maybe the kid (Mr.
was
smoking or something. As he was talking to him, he asked the guy (Mr.
if he
lived there. And at first he said, the guy said yeah, Mr.
said, ‘Yes. I live here.’
And he (Officer Dages) asked, ‘Well, what number to you live in?’ And he (Mr.
goes, ‘Well actually, my friends live here.’ And he (Officer Dages) goes, ‘Oh, so you
don't live here.’ And then I don't know exactly when the friends rolled up, but he said
when his friends rolled up, Mr.
pushed past Dages, so pushed his arm away or
something and then that's when he made him sit down after
had pushed his
hand. So, he sat him down and then I see in the video that he stood up a couple times. But
he (Officer Dages) just said, ‘He had pushed my hand away and you can't push the
police.’” (P. 16)
Investigator Avery asked if Officer Dages provided any more information about Mr.
smoking, which is the basis of Officer Dages detention. Officer Jensen said:
“I think that's why he originally contacted him because he thought that he was smoking
down there. And I don't know. Only he could tell. Does he mean when he was over by us
or when he was down there?’ It was not a lot of information.” (P. 16)
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Officer Jensen observed as Officer Dages conducted the inventory search of Mr.
before
he was secured in the police unit. Officer Jensen recalled the only property Officer Dages
removed from Mr.
was a cell phone and a ring of keys. Officer Jensen did not see
Officer Dages remove any implements of smoking from Mr.
Officer Jensen would not likely issue a citation to a person she detained for an MTS code
violation, such as smoking. Officer Jensen would give a person detained for smoking a verbal
warning unless other crimes were discovered, such as bookable arrest warrants. Officer Jensen
would charge the other more serious crimes and issue the person a verbal warning on the
smoking. Officer Jensen said the MTS smoking infraction “is minute” but still serves the
purpose of providing probable cause to make a valid detention. Officer Jensen gave an example:
“Yeah. So not uncommon. You stop somebody for speeding, I don't always write them a
speeding ticket if it turns out that they have a felony warrant. I book them for the warrant
and warn them about the speed. But I also, I don't write a lot of tickets because a lot of
what I do, also, is educating the public. People are like, ‘Oh, I didn't know I could smoke
here.’ And it's okay, let's check your name, make sure you're good to go,’ and it's a
warning. That's very common.” (P. 18)
Officer Dages did not expound on his reason for the detention of Mr.
other than to say
he was smoking. Officer Dages did not say he saw Mr.
“bring a lighted object toward
his face.” (P. 18)
Officer Jenson explained why she stayed with the driver of the parked vehicle,
the contact:

, during

“He (
) was very elevated and agitated. That's the main reason I stood over
on his side of the car with him. I didn't feel necessarily that I needed to control everything
about him, but I needed to watch him and people get to yell. I don't get to tell people to
shut up and be quiet. People can yell. If he were to be interfering, coming around and
interfering, then it would be different, but he was staying at his door. He was being loud.
I was trying to calm him down. And then just watching, too, because he had his car door
open, just making sure. I don't know these people, so just making sure, keeping it safe.”
Investigator Avery asked if Officer Jensen heard any verbal exchange between Officer Dages
and Mr.
as Officer Dages escorted him to where the police units were parked: Officer
Jensen said:
“I heard Officer Dages say, ‘You put your hands on me or ‘hit me’ or ‘slapped my hand.’
I can't remember exactly what he said. And he (Mr.
was like, ‘Yeah, but you put
your hands on me more.’ And he said that. I believe he said that, I don't know if I heard
that now or it's just because I've seen the video, at the car and then I heard him say it
during the search when he was, he (Mr.
was like, ‘Why are we here? You see,
5
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my friend showed up.’ And then he said, basically admitted putting his hands on Officer
Dages by saying something like that's because you put your hands on me or whatever.”
The interview with Officer Julie Jensen was concluded at 2:02 PM.
Author: Sean Conroy
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Interview Summary Report
6/16/2020 4:46 PM, Ricardo Razcon, Police Officer

On the above date and time, Investigators Sean Conroy and Brock Avery were continuing
the investigation into circumstances surrounding the arrest of
on May
27, 2020. The investigators conducted an interview with Police Officer Ricardo Razcon in
a room provided at the City’s Senior Center. Officer Razcon read a document prepared by
the investigators regarding the intent of the interview. Officer Razcon acknowledged he
understood the role of the investigators and the purpose of the interview. Officer Razcon
consented to the interview being recorded and did not request to have a representative
present. This report is a summary of the interview, for exact statements refer to the
recording and/or the transcript of the interview.
Officer Razcon has been employed by the City of La Mesa in the position of Police Officer
for three months. Officer Razcon is currently assigned to the Patrol Division and is under
the direct supervision of Officer Julie Jensen, an experienced Field Training Officer. Prior
to being employed by the City of La Mesa, Officer Razcon was a probation officer.
Officer Razcon was on duty with Officer Jensen on May 27, 2020, at the Grossmont
Trolley Station. Officer Jensen had planned and organized the Trolley Fare Compliance
Operation. Officer Razcon and Officer Jensen were checking people waiting for, or deboarding from, trolleys at the trolley platform area for valid trolley fare or passes. The
plan was to take down the name and information of individuals who did not have valid
trolley fare and warn them about the MTS ordinance that requires any person on the
platform area to have trolley fare.
Officer Razcon said there were four offices participating on the operation including
himself. Officer Razcon named Officer Jensen, Officer Georgi and Officer Dages as the
other participants in the Fare Compliance Operation.
Officer Razcon said the participating officers were not paired up with partners for the
operation. The officers were contacting people on the trolley on the platform. Officer
Dages was not on the trolley platform with the other officers. Officer Razcon said:
“And as far as Officer Dages, I didn't have an idea where he was at. I knew he was
around the area, but I didn't know exactly where.” (Razcon Transcript p. 3)
Officer Razcon estimated the operation had been underway for about 10 to 15 minutes
when Officer Jensen called to him regarding “something going on over the radio.” Officer
Razcon said he is still new and being a trainee, “sometimes you don’t catch everything (all
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radio transmissions).” Officer Razcon did hear what sounded like a commotion in the
background of the radio transmission. Officer Razcon said:
“Yes, sir. I heard something going on. You can hear ... I can catch his (Officer Dages)
call sign and I can hear, it sounded like commotion in the background, but
sometimes it's just, you got the wind or something's going on. And I was busy taking
individual's information so I didn't really catch it. My FTO, she (Officer Jensen)
heard it and that's when she called me over to assist her.”
Officer Razcon followed Officer Jensen and Officer Georgi as they ran in the direction of
the apartment buildings. As he ran, Officer Razcon saw Officer Dages near a vehicle that
was involved in the situation. Officer Razcon was concerned with the driver of that
vehicle because he was out of the car yelling at and pointing his phone at Officer Dages.
As Officer Razcon got closer he saw Officer Dages was involved with a subject, later
identified as Mr.
Officer Razcon said:
“He (Mr.
stood up kind of abruptly and that drew my attention. Because I
mean, it looked like something was going to happen. So, I kind of rushed over there.”
(Trans. p. 5)
Officer Razcon saw the abrupt manner in which Mr.
stood caught Officer Dages
off guard. Officer Dages pushed Mr.
back into a seated position:
“I guess he (Officer Dages) kind of, I don't want to say the word forced him back into
the seated position, but well, I guess he forced him back into the seated position just
because of the manner that he got up and it seemed like something was going to
happen.” (Trans. p. 6)
Officer Razcon noticed that Officer Dages put his hands on Mr.
shoulders “and
just seated him down.” As a former probation officer, Officer Razcon recognizes Mr.
sudden standing as precursor for a physical confrontation. Based on the
potential for a physical confrontation, Officer Razcon rushed from his position near the
driver of the black vehicle, over to assist Officer Dages. However, Officer Georgi was
already assisting Officer Dages to place handcuffs on Mr.
Officer Razcon recalled he saw Mr.
handcuffs.

stand up one time before he was secured in

Officer Razcon activated is Body Worn Camera (BWC) at the beginning of the Trolley
Fare Compliance Operation. His BWC remained in the recording mode throughout his
response to Officer Dages’s location.
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Investigator Conroy asked Officer Razcon why he activated his BWC at the beginning of
the Fare Compliance Operation. Officer Razcon said:
“Just as far as anytime you come in contact with the public, or you're conducting
something like that, I felt it was warranted for me to turn it on. As far as per policy
and stuff.” (Trans. p. 8)
Officer Razcon said Officer Dages and Officer Georgi each put one of Mr.
arms
behind his back using a normal handcuffing technique. Mr.
did not appear to be
resisting being handcuffed. Officer Razcon said:
“No, he didn't appear to be resisting. He was just mouthing off a lot, I guess is the
appropriate term.” (Trans. p. 9)
Officer Razcon attempted to get a witness statement from the driver of the black vehicle:
“He kept, I guess, saying a bunch of cuss words and stuff and I was just trying to get
him to calm down. And I asked him like, ‘Hey, do you have an ID?’ And he was like,
‘Nah, F them. I'm not going to give you my ID.’ I was like, ‘Okay.’ Because I was
trying to attempt to get some information from him and if he wanted to be a witness
or something like that, but he didn't want to, I guess, cooperate.” (Trans. p. 10)
Officer Razcon escorted Officers Dages and Georgi as they took Mr.
back to
where Officer Dages parked him police unit near the trolley platform. Officer Razcon
stood by while Officer Dages searched Mr.
Officer Razcon does not recall what
property was found on Mr.
After Officer Dages secured Mr.
in the back of his police unit, the officers “muted
their mic (microphones) for a tactical debrief.” Officer Razcon said:
“And I muted mine as well. And then, he was just, Officer Dages was just discussing
what happened. From what I could hear, he just said that he smacked him and that's
pretty much all I got out of it.” (Trans. p. 11)
Investigator Conroy asked if Officer Dages gave the reason why he had contacted Mr.
Officer Razcon said:
“He said he thought he was smoking. That's what I do remember. He thought he was
smoking and then that's when he approached him. And it was kind of vague, I guess,
the explanation.” (Trans. p. 12)
Officer Razcon did not speak to Officer Dages after he left the scene at the trolley station.
Officer Razcon was interested to speak with Officer Dages as a learning experience to
determine whether his contact with Mr.
was a consensual encounter or a
detention. Officer Razcon said:
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“Me being a trainee, I like to know the difference between a consensual encounter or
a detention. I mean, even I wanted to talk to him just to kind of poke his brain on
what was his reasoning behind it?” (Trans. p. 14)
Investigator Avery asked if Officer Razcon has witnessed officers enforce the MTS
ordinance prohibiting smoking. Officer Razcon said:
“No. I've seen officers educate the public as far as that's concerned. But as far as
handing out a ticket or a citation, no. No, sir.”
The interview with Officer Razcon was concluded at 5:20 PM.
Author: Sean Conroy
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Interview Summary Report
6/18/2020 7:15 PM Amanda Georgi, Police Officer

On the above date and time, Investigators Sean Conroy and Brock Avery were continuing the
investigation into circumstances surrounding the arrest of
on May 27, 2020.
The investigators conducted an interview with Police Officer Amanda Georgi in a room provided
at the City’s Senior Center. Officer Georgi read a document prepared by the investigators
regarding the intent of the interview. Officer Georgi read and acknowledged she understood the
role of the investigators and the purpose of the interview. Officer Georgi consented to the
interview being recorded. Officer Georgi and did not request to have a representative present.
This report is a summary of the interview, for exact statements refer to the recording and/or the
transcript of the interview.
Officer Georgi has been employed by the City of La Mesa in the position of Police Officer for
ten months. Officer Georgi is currently assigned the Patrol Division.
Officer Georgi was participating in an “operation” at the Grossmont Trolly Station on May 27,
2020. The operation consisted of patrol officers who met at the Grossmont Trolly Station to
conduct a “fare compliance check” during their normal shift. The operation was planned by
Patrol Officer Jensen. Office Georgi explained the purpose of the operation:
“Basically, you're enforcing. You're checking for fares when people get on and off the
trolley platform because they have to have a fare in their possession within a certain
amount of time. But then with that, you're also enforcing any other municipal code
violations or any penal code violations. Typically, like smoking, no smoking, no loitering,
if they have a fare in their possession, a valid trolley fare. The fare is like the biggest one
that you checked for, but then no smoking. That was kind of one of the first things that I
learned as a trainee, was you can't smoke on a trolley platform or any MTS (Municipal
Transportation Service) property and loitering. Those are the big ones that I know.”
(Georgi Transcript P. 2-3)
Officer Georgi agreed that an officer is on solid footing using MST code violations, such as
smoking and loitering, as valid probable cause to contact and detain anyone who appears to be in
violation of those codes. Officer Georgi has made many contacts with subjects in violation of the
MTS no smoking codes, but has never issued a citation for that specific violation. Officer Georgi
has used the MTS no smoking code as probable cause to contact and subsequently detain subjects
on MTS property on numerous occasions. Officer Georgi could not immediately recall any
officer who had issued a subject a citation for the MTS no smoking code after using that code to
make a detention. Officer Georgi said:
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“But it (contact for MTS codes) was definitely one of the first things I was taught as a
trainee by my FTO, is like, ‘That's something you can use to talk to someone, like that's
PC to stop and talk with that person. That's a good detention.’" (P. 3)
Officer Georgi had her Body Worn Camera (BWC) in the recording mode while she was making
contacts with persons on the trolly platform. Officer Georgi said it is part of (La Mesa Police
Department) policy for an officer to have their issued BWC in the recording mode when making
any enforcement contacts. Officer Georgi said:
So, it (BWC) was on standby, but I didn't have it on until I contacted someone because by
policy, we don't have to have it on unless you're going to make an enforcement, any
enforcement action. So, when I contacted someone, I would turn it on. When I was done
talking to them, I would turn it off. I think my partner said she just kind of (had her BWC)
going the whole time as I was talking to her there. But I didn't feel the need to have it on
while I was asking her about training things and trying to learn. So, when I contacted
someone, I turned it on and then I turned it off when I was done with that enforcement
contact.” (P. 3)
Office Georgi was asked if she always has her BWC in the recording mode when making a
contact. Officer Georgi said:
“Yes. I do. I try to, but I'm also human and sometimes things happen very quickly and ... I
often find myself paranoyingly like looking down to make sure that I see a red light, and
if I don't, I double tap it real quick because obviously things happen very quickly.” (P. 5)
Officer Georgi was asked if she operates her BWC as if the Department Policy states it “shall”
be in the recording mode on all contacts. Officer Georgi replied, “Yes, I do.”
Officer Georgi was a few minutes late to the Grossmont Trolly operation planned by Officer
Jensen. Officer Jensen had intended to pair Officer Georgi with Officer Dages, but the operation
had already begun and the officers were contacting subjects for fare compliance on the trolly
platform. Officer Georgi did not see Officer Dages when she arrived on scene. Officer Georgi
stayed with Officer Jensen and her trainee, Officer Razcon, and began making fare compliance
checks. Officer Georgi thought Officer Dages had gone to his police unit to get something and
was temporarily out of sight because the trolly elevator blocked the view of the parked police
units.
Officer Georgi heard a radio transmission by Officer Dages advising dispatch that “I’ll be out on
one,” meaning he was making contact with a subject. Officer Georgi was surprised at the radio
transmission and walked over past the elevators to look for Officer Dages. Officer Georgi then
heard a second radio transmission from Officer Dages requesting “1087” which is non-urgent
cover or backup. Officer Georgi estimated the time from Officer Dages making the radio
transmission of “out with one” to requesting non-urgent cover was about 20 to 30 seconds.
Officer Georgi still did not know the location of Officer Dages but was aware he was alone.
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Officer Georgi was looking in both directions but still did not make visual contact with Officer
Dages.
Officer Georgi would not personally make an enforcement contact with a subject alone without
asking dispatch for a cover officer. Officer Georgi said:
“I don't think I would, but if I did, if something did catch my eye and I did walk over, I
would put it out on the radio and ask for an 87 and say where I was.” (P. 8)
Officer Georgi saw Officer Dages East of her position and standing on the other side of a dark
colored vehicle that was parked in the driveway of The District apartments. Officer Georgi ran
towards Officer Dages’ location. Officer Georgi noted there was a driver standing outside of the
vehicle driver door and appeared to have a cell phone in his hand. Officer Georgi saw a subject
suddenly stand up aggressively. Officer Georgi didn’t immediately see the subject (Mr.
because he was seated and out-of-view. Officer Georgi continued:
“Mr.
shot up like from seated, stood up about ... He was like a foot from Officer
Dages, in his face. I started running at that point because I feared that he was going to
hit Officer Dages because who gets that close to someone's face, shoots up that quickly
from seated position. It just looked aggressive to me. So, I ran over and then Officer
Jensen and officer Rozcon, were behind me.” (P. 9)
It was at that time Officer Georgi saw Officer Dages put his hands on Mr.
shoulders
and force him back into a seated position on a cement block. Office Georgi arrived and assisted
Officer Dages by taking Mr.
right arm and putting it behind his back. Officer Georgi
and Officer Dages were then able to secure Mr.
in handcuffs. Officer Georgi then tried
to de-escalate the situation by speaking to Mr.
in a calm manner. Officer Georgi said:
“He (Mr.
was irate. He was very, very frustrated with the situation. I don't even
know what happened before. So Obviously they were arguing. He was very focused on
yelling at Officer Dages. He was very emotional.” (P. 10)
Officer Georgi saw Officer Dages push Mr.
down into a seated position just that one
time. Officer Georgi only saw the incident from that point forward. Mr.
continued to
attempt to stand after he had been placed in handcuffs. Officer Georgi placed her hand on Mr.
shoulder and asked that he remain seated to defuse the situation.
Officer Georgi said the amount of force Officer Dages used when he put his hands on Mr.
shoulders and forced him into a seated position was appropriate considering the
circumstances and if there was a valid detention. Officer Georgi said:
“To place his hands on his shoulders and just have him sit down? If you have a valid
detention, then yes. I absolutely feel that that is appropriate. If you've told someone that
they've been detained, which I'm just showing up as a cover officer, as far as I know, he
has a good detention. This is his contact. I'm going to just help him defuse it, get him
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detained. So, if I had a good detention and someone was trying to stand up on me, I've
done it before, I would place my hands on their shoulders, ‘Nope sit down, have a seat.
You're detained.’ Get them in cuffs, explain it. You know? So, I feel that that would be
appropriate if you have a good detention, you know, PC (probable cause).” (P. 10)
Officer Georgi was asked if Officer Dages seemed to be reacting to Mr.
verbal comments. Officer Georgi said:

berating

“I would say that he could have responded more professionally and not allow Mr.
words to get under his skin. I would certainly say that.” (P. 11)
Officer Georgi said Mr.
tried to stand from his seated position several times. Mr.
made numerous statements to the effect of his friends had arrived (in the dark colored
car) and he was leaving. Officer Georgi said:
“He (Mr.
kept saying, like, ‘I told you my friends were coming, they're here, I'm
leaving. Like, ‘I told you I was going to leave. Like they were coming to pick me up." (P.
11)
Officer Georgi assisted Officer Dages in escorting Mr.
from where he was taken into
custody to where the police units were parked. Officer Georgi saw Office Dages conduct an
inventory search of Mr.
Officer Georgi does not remember what property was removed
from Mr.
person before he was placed in the back of Officer Dages’ unit.
Officer Georgi said she was present for the “tactical debriefing” after Mr.
had been
secured in the police unit. Officer Georgi and the other officers muted the audio function on their
BWC, which is within Department policy, for the debriefing. Officer Georgi recalled
commenting to Officer Dages:
“I had no idea where you (Officer Dages) were. I thought you went to your car.”
Officer Dages replied:
“Oh, I saw him (Mr.

over there smoking.”

Officer Georgi never saw Mr.
with his fists balled. He reiterated that Mr.
was
on the other side of the dark colored car as she approached and he was in a seated position until
he stood up.
Officer Georgi tried to calm Mr.
down by being empathetic and telling him she was
“listening to what he has to say.” Officer Georgi said Mr.
told her:
“I get that you’re trying to empathize with me.”
However, Mr.
was very agitated and was not accepting her empathy. Officer Georgi felt
it was better not to continue to engage with Mr.
at that point. Officer Georgi said:
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“Like I did understand that he was frustrated. I could see it. Like, ‘I get it, but we were
going to do our job, and I'm here to listen to you, but let's just take breaths. Like we can
talk about it and I'll listen,’ but he didn't want to hear any of that. So, there was no
talking to him. So, I just stopped talking. I didn't say another word to him.” (P. 15)
Officer Georgi saw Officer Dages place his hands on Mr.
shoulders and not on his
neck area. Officer Georgi could see how it may appear that Officer Dages put his hands on Mr.
neck when being viewed from a different angle.
The interview with Officer Georgi was concluded at 7:53 PM.
Author: Sean Conroy
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Interview Summary Report
6/22/2020 1:05 PM, Patrick Goddard, Police Officer

On the above date and time, Investigators Sean Conroy and Brock Avery were continuing the
investigation into circumstances surrounding the arrest of
on May 27, 2020.
The investigators conducted a remote interview with Police Officer Patrick Goddard via the
Zoom application. The City of La Mesa Director of Administrative Services served Officer
Goddard with a Notice of Interview that provided the date, time and place to appear and directed
him to cooperate with the investigators. Officer Goddard also read a document prepared by the
investigators regarding the intent of the interview. Officer Goddard acknowledged he understood
the role of the investigators and the purpose of the interview. Officer Goddard consented to the
interview being recorded and did not request to have a representative present. This report is a
summary of the interview, for exact statements refer to the recording and/or the transcript of the
interview.
Officer Goddard has been employed by the City of La Mesa in the position of Police Officer for
over four years and is currently assigned to the Patrol Division.
Officer Goddard was on duty on May 27, 2020, and was assigned to a two-officer unit to conduct
“high proactive enforcement” throughout the City of La Mesa. Officer Goddard and his partner,
Officer Sandlin were on their way to assist officers at the Grossmont Trolley Station who were
conducting a patrol operation (fare compliance checks and MTS code violations). The
Grossmont Trolley Station has been identified as a “high crime area for the City.” Officer
Goddard observed a traffic violation by a bicyclist and made an enforcement stop a few blocks
away from the Grossmont Trolley Station.
Officer Goddard heard a radio transmission with loud but muffled screaming that made it hard to
understand what was being said. Officer Goddard recognized it was the voice of Officer Dages
who made the broadcast. Officers Goddard and Sandlin broke from their traffic enforcement stop
to respond and assist Officer Dages. Officer Goddard said:
“Sandlin and I decided to break early from our initial contact to head to the Trolley
station, to assist with what was going on. The reason why I left my (BWC) camera rolling
the entire time is because based on my training and experience and what I was hearing
through my police radio, I believe that something bad was occurring because I've worked
alongside officer Dages and he is a composed officer, he's on our SRT team, and I believe
that something bad was happening.” (Goddard Transcript P. 4)
Investigator Conroy asked Officer Goddard’s understanding of when an officer is to operate the
Body Worn Camera (BWC) in the recording mode. Officer Goddard said:
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“We are to operate the body-worn camera during the enforcement context, it's when it's
supposed to be activated.” (P. 4)
Investigator Conroy asked if enforcements contacts would include Municipal Transportation
Service (MTS) violations that are only enforceable on the Trolley platforms and on MTS
property. Officer Goddard replied:
“Yes. This is correct, it would include that.”
To officer Goddard’s understanding, there are certain high-stress incidents where it is not
possible for an officer to put the BWC in the recording mode and that is an exception to the
policy. Officer Goddard has been in such situations were, due to stress, he did not have the
opportunity to, or forgot to activate his BWC.
Investigator Conroy clarified that, absent high-stress situation, if an officer is making a normal or
routine enforcement contact, or if the officer had some distance to cover before making the
contact, would that be sufficient time and circumstances to operate the BWC. Officer Goddard
replied:
“Yes, If I’m able to, absolutely. Yes.” (P. 5)
Officers Goddard and Sandlin arrived at the location of Officer Dages and saw Officers Razcon,
Jensen and Georgi were already assisting Officer Dages with the subject he had detained (Mr.
Officers Goddard and Sandlin acted as backup and scene security because the other
officers were assisting Officer Dages and the scene appeared to be under control. Officer
Goddard said:
“I don't know what the initial reason for the stop. I assume, because officer Dages, he's a
very smart officer. I assume that there is a lawful detention and there's a reason why Mr.
was in cuffs, but I didn't know the details. So that being said, I stood back to get
an overall picture because there was a vehicle in the area with one person apparently
taking a video, that's what it appeared (to be the) passenger. And then the driver of that
vehicle was standing outside of the car and confronting the officers. So, I took a position
of where I can kind of get like a full vies just in the event, any officer safety problem or
any kind of emergency arose from the two other individuals that were there with the
vehicle.” (P. 6)
Officer Goddard was clear the Mr.
was secured in handcuffs when he and Officer
Sandlin arrived on scene. Mr.
was escorted to where the police units were parked.
Officers Goddard and Sandlin remained at the scene to assist the officers who were still in
contact with the occupants of the black VW. The occupants were “expressing their frustration,
venting to the officers.”
Officer Goddard was approached by a woman who he believed was a bus driver for MTS and
she spoke to him about the incident she had just witnessed. The occupants of the black VW came
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out of the parking garage on foot and Officer Goddard engaged them in a brief conversation at
the same time. Investigator Conroy asked if the female bus driver told Officer Goddard that she
was present at the beginning of the incident. Officer Goddard said:
“To the best of recollection, she did.”
Officer Goddard’s interaction with the bus driver
) was captured on his BWC.
Officer Goddard did not file a supplemental report to document
statement.
Officer Goddard did watch his BWC video footage of his contact with
that the
Department posted on YouTube.
Officer Goddard had a conversation with Office Dages at the Police Department at the end of
their shift. Officer Goddard asked Officer Dages what had transpired throughout the contact.
Officer Goddard said:
“Then he (Officer Dages) proceeded to tell me that he had initially detained Mr.
for smoking in the area, which is a violation.”
Office Dages did not state whether Mr.
was smoking cigarettes, marijuana or some other
smoking device. Officer Goddard recalled the rest of the conversation:
“Well, he told me during the detainment that Mr.
had squatted his arm away
from him and that Mr. Dages was trying to keep control and situation ... Excuse me, he
was trying to keep control of the situation. Mr. Dages told me he was a little bit
frustrated with the other fellow officers that were near the platform because he felt like
they didn't respond quick enough to assist him and detain Mr.
fast enough. And
he felt like he was alone with Mr.
for a little bit too long. And then once the
other officers arrived, they were able to detain him in handcuffs.” (P. 9)
Officer Dages did not mention to Officer Goddard whether he said anything to the officers on the
trolley platform before he went to contact Mr.
Officer Goddard has made numerous detentions for smoking at the MTS (Grossment) trolley
stop that have led to the discovery of more serious crimes. Officer Goddard does not recall ever
actually issuing a citation solely for the MTS no smoking code violation. Officer Goddard also
has not written in or added the MTS code for the smoking violation when he is issuing a citation
for other charges that have resulted from a detention based on the smoking violation. Officer
Goddard said:
“Yeah, not that I recall. I'm trying to think, but no, I don't believe I've ever put that in a
citation.”
The interview with Officer Goddard was concluded at 1:31 PM.
End of Report.
Author: Sean Conroy
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Interview Summary Report
6/18/2020 8:48 PM, Danny Sandlin, Police Officer

On the above date and time, Investigators Sean Conroy and Brock Avery were continuing the
investigation into circumstances surrounding the arrest of
on May 27, 2020.
The investigators conducted an interview with Police Officer Danny Sandlin in a room provided
at the City’s Senior Center. Officer Sandlin read a document prepared by the investigators
regarding the intent of the interview. Officer Sandlin acknowledged he understood the role of the
investigators and the purpose of the interview. Officer Sandlin consented to the interview being
recorded. Officer Sandlin and did not request to have a representative present. This report is a
summary of the interview, for exact statements refer to the recording and/or the transcript of the
interview.
Officer Sandlin has been employed by the City of La Mesa in the position of Police Officer for
about two years. Officer Sandlin is assigned to the Patrol Division, Patrol Team Four.
Officer Sandlin was on duty on May 27, 2020, and was aware there was a routine patrol “fare
check” operation occurring at the Grossmont Trolley Station. Officer Sandlin described his
understanding of the purpose of a fare check operation:
“And that was kind of a routine fare check, they call it, where they're checking to make
sure people have money for fares or tickets and (violations of) other municipal
transportation service (MTS) codes).” (Sandlin Transcript P. 1)
Officer Sandlin was performing regular patrol duties in a two-officer unit with Officer Goddard
and they were not a part of the trolley station operation planned by Officer Jensen. Officers
Sandlin and Goddard were conducting a traffic stop involving a bicyclist at the intersection of
Grossmont Center Drive and Center Drive which is in close proximity to the Grossmont Trolley
Station. Officer Sandlin heard a radio transmission and recognized the voice as that of Officer
Dages. Officer Sandlin could hear shouting in the background and could not understand what
Officer Dages had said, but was alerted that Officer Dages was calling for immediate backup:
“Officer Dagas put out a transmission over the radio that was both muffled and there was
really a lot of background noise in the transmission, which just, it just simply made me
worried that something bad either was happening or that he was in trouble, because I
heard shouting and I couldn't really hear what he was saying.”(P. 2)
Officer Sandlin was listening to his radio and did not hear Officer Dages broadcast a “code-4”
(which means the situation is under control and responding officers are called off). Officer
Sandlin and Officer Goddard released the bicyclist they had detained and responded to the
Grossmont Trolley Station. Office Sandlin described his observation upon arriving at Officer
Dages’ location and recalled the events chronologically:
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“I'm driving, as I'm driving to the location, I see a… I think it was a dark colored sedan
parked in front of the driveway that I mentioned, about the driveway that goes into the
underground parking area. And I saw, that was the first thing I saw, then I saw multiple
people holding their cell phones, filming, standing around that car. Then I saw officer
Dagas standing up, and Mr.
sitting on the concrete block and it appeared he
was handcuffed, because I couldn't see while I was driving for sure that I saw handcuffs,
but it appeared he was because his arms were behind him. And then I, excuse me, put my
car in park, got out and started walking to where the officers were.” (P. 3)
Officer Sandlin is not exactly sure if he put his Body Worn Camera (BWC) in the recording
mode as he stepped out of the police unit, but was sure activated it “in a very timely manner.”
Officer Sandlin activated his BWC because it is part of Department policy “to operate it for any
kind of enforcement action.” (P. 4)
Officer Sandlin said there have been a “small number of times” where he has forgotten to
operate this BWC altogether or late as opposed to as soon as he steps out of his police unit, due
to the urgency of the situation. Officer Sandlin agreed his understanding of the Department
policy is that if an officer is going to make a contact to develop reasonable suspicion, or
conducting an enforcement stop, that the BWC should be operation. Officer Sandlin knows it is
mandatory, by policy, that the BWC “shall” be in operation in any emergency response or in
situations of confrontation, but added:
“… Or any kind of enforcement action, or detention of an individual, or contact an
individual for, like you said probable cause, or contact for a reasonable suspicion.” (P.
5)
Officer Sandlin continued with his observations upon his arrival at the location of Officer
Dages.:
“I can describe it in my own words. I believed the scene, I didn't know at that time, even
when I arrived and saw that Mr.
was handcuffed, I didn't know if it was safe
because of the amount of people that were there, and the vehicle that was there with the
individuals. I don't know how many, but there was individuals inside the vehicle. And
because of the dynamics of just multiple people being on scene, I did not know and I
wasn't sure at the time what their involvement was. I didn't even know what the stop was
for, to be honest. I didn't even see him. I had no idea why Mr.
was detained or in
handcuffs.” (P. 5-6)
Officer Sandlin heard the occupants of the dark colored sedan shouting at Officer Dages and Mr.
was also shouting. Officer Sandlin stayed on scene to make sure “everything stayed
under control.” Officer Sandlin noticed several people recording the interaction between Officer
Dages and Mr.
including a woman wearing a reflective vest. Officer Sandlin frequently
turned his back to Office Dages to keep an eye on the people who had gathered and to “scan for
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potential threats” such as other friends and associates of Mr.
or tenants in the
apartment buildings who may be related to or associate with Mr.
and may have a
motive to become involved with or interfere with the officers. Officer Sandlin stayed on scene
“solely for the reason of scene security.”
Officers Sandlin and Goddard did engage the woman in the reflective vest, later determined to be
witness
, in a conversation about the incident after Mr.
had been escorted to
where the police units were parked. Officer Goddard had been speaking to driver of the sedan, a
white make with a cast on his arm, and the other subject, the passenger in the car, who both
appeared to be friends of Mr.
The only action Officer Sandlin had seen the driver and
passenger take was to engage in was shouting at the officers on scene. Officer Sandlin said:
“I don't remember what he (the driver) said, but I could tell he was angry and he was
shouting things either at Officer Dages or the other officers on scene. I don't know for
sure who he was shouting at. I just took note of him mentally, but (I) wasn't hyper focused
on him because he was simply just shouting at either Officer Dages or the other officers
nearby.” (P. 8)
Witness
a bus driver for MTS, engaged Officers Sandlin and Goddard in
conversation and informed them she had recorded the interaction between Officer Dages and Mr.
Investigator Conroy asked if witness
offered to show the video to Officers
Sandlin and Goddard. Officer Sandlin said:
“I can't remember if she (
), I think she, I think she offered or she said that
she had it or she offered. I, at the time, I just didn't think it was something that I needed
to probe for and say, ‘Let me see the video.’ Because I can't remember if she said, ‘Do
you want to see it?’ Or, ‘I have it on video.’"
“Because at the time, my concern was not, let me watch what you have. I just, I didn't
think it was something that was relevant to my duties that day. And I believe she said
something to the effect of, ‘I have it on video’, and I said, I don't know what I even said to
her.” (P. 9)
Investigator Avery asked if Officer Sandlin has contacted people at the trolley station to check
for fare compliance. Officer Sandlin replied, “Yes.” Officer Sandlin has also contacted people at
the trolly station for violations of MTS codes regarding loitering and no smoking. Mr. Sandlin
said:
“I've never written someone a ticket for fare evasion or smoking on the trolley platform.
I've made enforcement stops for those, both of those violations, multiple times before. But
I typically, once I obtain their information, run their information, ensure there's no
outstanding warrants for their arrest. I advise them, because often they're not even
aware, that there's no smoking allowed on the trolley platform, and I just consider it an
education.” (P. 12)
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Officer Sandlin had his BWC operating in the recording mode when he has made those
enforcement contacts.
Officer Sandlin said he and Officer Dages both work on Patrol Team Four. Officer Sandlin has
been the “cover” officer for Officer Dages on numerous occasions. Officer Sandlin could not
comment on how Officer Dages complies with the Department policy on BWC because it is
difficult to see when another officer has their BWC in the recording mode. There is a small red
light that indicates the BWC is in recording mode and unless you are in a position to look
directly down onto the top of the BWC, you cannot see whether the small indicator light is red,
meaning in the operating mode, or green, meaning the standby mode. Officer Sandlin assumes
that Officer Dages is adhering to the Department BWC policies “like I do.” (P.13)
Officer Sandlin has noticed times when officers have looked down at their BWC’s and “double
tapped” it to put it in the recording mode after the initial contact has been made. Officer Sandlin
admitted to making the same error of forgetting to put his BWC in the recording mode in a
timely manner on a call or when making an enforcement contact. As the officers get used to the
BWC, the more of an automatic habit it has become to put the BWC in the operating mode in a
timely manner. Officer Sandlin estimated he may be late in placing is BWC in the recording
mode about one time in three months. Officer Sandlin said:
“I don't know, every three months or so I might just, that's a really arbitrary number, but
every three months I might look down and see I might have waited too long.” (P. 14)
The interview with Office Daniel Sandlin was concluded at 9:21 PM.
End of report.
Author: Sean Conroy
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Interview Summary Report
6/18/2020 2:36 PM., Hanna Rost, Police Officer

On the above date and time, Investigators Sean Conroy and Brock Avery were continuing
the investigation into circumstances surrounding the arrest of
on May
27, 2020. The investigators conducted an interview with Police Officer Hanna Rost in a
room provided at the City’s Senior Center. Officer Rost read a document prepared by the
investigators regarding the intent of the interview. Officer Rost read and acknowledged
she understood the role of the investigators and the purpose of the interview. Officer Rost
consented to the interview being recorded and did not request to have a representative
present. This report is a summary of the interview, for exact statements refer to the
recording and/or the transcript of the interview.
Officer Rost has been employed by the City of La Mesa in the position of Police Officer for
three years. Officer Rost is currently assigned the Patrol Division.
Officer Rost was on duty on May 27, 2020, working her normal patrol shift. Officer Rost
was aware there was a “trolley detail” in progress at the Grossmont Trolley Center. Officer
Rost was not a participant in that detail and has not worked on trolley details in the past.
Officer Rost will patrol trolley stations as part of her normal patrol duties. Officer Rost
will make contacts based on violations of MTS ordinances she observes when patrolling at
a trolley station. Officer Rost responds to calls for service at trolley stations regarding
loitering, subjects arguing or other police related matter.
Officer Rost was present in the parking lot of the La Mesa Police Department when
Officer Dages arrived. Officer Dages had an arrestee, Mr.
secured in the rear seat
of his police unit. Officer Rost offered to standby as a cover officer as Officer Dages issued
Mr.
a citation. Officer Rost immediately activated her Body Worn Camera
(BWC):
“I was pulling into the sally port to go to my lunch. Out of common courtesy I always
ask, ‘Hey, do you need anything? I'm going to go inside.’ He (Officer Dages) said,
‘Yeah, you mind hanging out? I'm going to give him a citation and cut him loose.’
‘Okay.’ So, I backed into my spot, got out of my car, activated my body worn camera,
walked over to where they were.” (Rost Trans. p. 3)
Officer Rost noticed there was tension between Office Dages and Mr.
were speaking to each other in a rude manner:
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“I immediately noticed they were tripping back and forth at each other, not
necessarily being the nicest people in the world to each other." (Trans. p. 4)
Officer Rost only interacted with Mr.
after Officer Dages issued him the citation
and he was at the security gate waiting to leave. Mr.
grabbed the gate and began
to shake it in apparent frustration. Officer Rost said:
“The only interaction that I had was when Mr.
went to go walk out the gate.
Prior to Officer Dages opening the gate, he started yanking on the gate and all I said
was, ‘Sir, please don't yank on the gate you're going to break it and then we'll all be
stuck in here.’ And then the gate opened.”
Mr.
then walked out of the parking lot area. Mr.
turned around and
walked back up to the sally port ramp and asked Officer Rost for the name and badge
number of Officer Dages. Officer Rost referred Mr.
to the bottom of his citation
where that information is listed. Mr.
said:
“Thank you, ma’am.”
Officer Rost responded:
“You’re welcome, Sir.” (Trans. p. 4)
Officer Rost explained her understanding of the Department BWC policy:
“So, it's our policy if we're driving code, we have to have it on. If we get out and
contact somebody, we have to have it on. There are things where, when you're doing
like a mental health eval, you can have it on, but having muted. You can turn it off
when you're done with whatever enforcement action you're taking. When you take
someone to jail, when they go through the last sally port instance, when they're
going into Sheriff's custody, I leave it on until the door closes. My understanding is
you turn it on and you leave it on the entire time someone is there, as long as they're
not there, then it can be off. That is the most general way I can describe it.” (Trans.
p. 5)
Officer Rost will have her BWC activated even when she is making a citizen contact or
meeting with someone in an official capacity. Officer Rost said:
“I always have it on just in case something does happen for safety reasons.”
Officer Rost has a routine regarding the activation of her BWC:
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“Yes. I have a theory of when I get out the car, I hit my lock button on my door and
pat my chest and that's how it goes. Kind of have a routine. That's my way of doing
things.” (Trans. p. 5)
Officer Dages told Officer Rost the reason he had detained Mr.
“He (Officer Dages) said that he was smoking in the MTS area.” (Trans. p. 6)
Officer Rost rarely works with Officer Dages as they are not assigned to the “same squad.”
Investigator Avery asked if the “chirping” on the part of Officer Dages at Mr.
professional behavior in the opinion of Officer Rost:

was

“I mean, I don't think he was unprofessional and in reference to words, but at the
same time I wouldn't conduct myself in a manner that would elevate things, I like to
keep things lower so that could be how he (Officer Dages) is, I don't know, I don't
really see him on duty. So, it's kind of hard for me to make that decision because I
don't really know how he is. I would say they were both elevated. I would probably
say that they both weren't helping the situation, which is why I tried to take contact
when Mr.
started coming back up the sally port.” (Trans. p. 7)
Investigator Avery asked if Mr.
with Officer Dages:

was giving indications that he was going to fight

“In my personal opinion, I would say he did have physical cues and verbal cues that
showed a type of assaultive behavior. I can't specifically say what type, but you can
definitely tell.” (Trans. p. 8)
Officer Rost noticed every time Officer Dages moved, Mr.
followed the
movement with his head, so he was always looking at Officer Dages. Officer Rost said:
“And for me it's a huge officer safety thing. If I'm on someone's right side, I'm like,
‘Hey, look to the left.’ Because you don't know if they're going to headbutt you, you
don't know what they're going to do. So, I did notice that and I think that's why when
he finally released him, I stepped in to be a barrier because I had no association with
what happened whatsoever.” (Trans. p. 9)
Officer Rost closed the interview with the following statement:
“For my brief minute and a half, what felt like a minute and a half, I think from what
I saw, I did what I did. Normally I do not step in on other people's calls. I did what I
did because I could tell both people were amped up and I didn't want something to,
like we say, ‘Go south,’ so I just kind of positioned myself, and I do remember this
being on body cam of me following him out and then I remember Officer Dages being
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off to my right, just because, like I said, I could feel things being amped up. So, I
knew I could be a barrier between both of them, if something were to happen, not
saying it would have, but if, I was that third party that had no idea what was going
on. So that would be about it.” (Trans. p. 10)
The interview with Officer Rost was concluded at 2:57 pm.
Author: Sean Conroy
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Interview Summary Report
6/16/2020 2:42 PM

(Witness)

On the above date and time, Investigators Sean Conroy and Brock Avery contacted
who was identified as a witness in the arrest of
on May 27, 2020. The
investigators learned
is employed as a bus driver for the San Diego Metropolitan
Transit System (MTS) and stationed at the
facility located at
. The investigators contacted MTS Supervisor
who facilitated a meeting with
at the end of her shift.
provided a conference room at the
facility
for the interview.
The investigators advised
that we have been contracted by the City of La Mesa to
conduct a thorough investigation into the events surrounding the arrest of Mr.
and we
had information that she had witnessed all or part of those events.
was advised her
participation in the interview was voluntary and she could stop the interview process at any time.
agreed to give a statement.
consented to the investigators’ recording the
interview using a digital recording device. This report is a summary of the interview, for exact
statements refer to the recording or the transcription of the interview.
has been employed as a bus operator for the MTS for over two years. Every
Wednesday,
drives a bus route that includes a stop at the Grossmont Trolley platform.
was on a break at the Grossmont Trolley platform on Wednesday, May 27, 2020,
before the incident occurred.
was walking east on the sidewalk in front of The District
apartment complex toward a private bathroom that is provided for the use of MTS employees.
initially noticed Mr.
standing near the driveway entrance to the MTS parking
garage “because he was the only one standing there.”
saw there was a small “pinkish”
equipment enclosure behind some decorative cement blocks bordering the MTS driveway near
where Mr.
was standing.
saw Mr.
anything in Mr.

was holding a cell phone in his hand.
other hand.

did not notice

Investigator Avery showed
a photograph (Tab #**, Evidence, Folder *) showing a
small alcove with several doors accessing the apartment building within a few feet of the entry
point to the MTS parking garage.
agreed the photograph depicted the employee
bathroom and the correct driveway where she saw Mr.
standing.
was close enough to see Mr.
arms and hands and saw the cell phone in Mr.
hand.
described the cellphone as “it’s the big one, like I have.”
did not see Mr.
holding a cigarette or any other smoking product in his other hand.
.
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continued to the MTS employee bathroom.
actions for the short time she was in the bathroom.

could not comment on Mr.

came out of the bathroom and started walking West back toward the Trolley station
and away from where Mr.
was still standing.
reached the area where there is a
small a-frame sign on the sidewalk advertising apartments when she first saw the Officer (herein
referred to as Officer Dages) approaching from the opposite direction on foot.
said
Officer Dages was alone.
assumed Officer Dages was also headed to the MTS
bathroom that is often used by the Transit Police and sometimes by La Mesa police officers.
had not progressed far from the MTS bathroom and the location of Mr.
when she
passed by Officer Dages.
thought Officer Dages may ask her for the door code
necessary to gain access to the bathroom.
looked back at Officer Dages expecting him
to address her.
observed Officer Dages walk pass the MTS bathroom.
said:
“There's a little apartment sign that's sitting on the floor (sidewalk). I'm that close. And
that's when me and the officer crossed paths. And when we crossed paths, this is stupid to
say, but I thought he was going to use the employee restroom. All of the Transit Police,
the officers, they always use our restroom. We share the restroom. Usually, and this has
happened to me several times, they'll go to the restroom, because someone told them that
it's there. And then they'll go, ‘Hey, what's the code?’ So clearly, I'm like, I'm waiting for
him to ask me for the code, being kind of cocky. And I look back and he goes past the
restrooms, (I’m) like, ‘Oh, where is he going?’ And I'm like, ‘Maybe they didn't tell him
(where the MTS bathroom is located).’ I'm not thinking that he even was looking at him
(Mr.
I actually thought he was looking for the restroom.” (
Transcript P.
7)
observed as Officer Dages directly approached Mr.
their verbal exchange:

and could clearly hear

“The officer just asked him, ‘Why are you standing here?’ And he (Mr.
said,
‘I'm waiting for my friends.’ Well, even before that, the boy (Mr.
was on the
phone. Was it on speaker or did I just hear his part? I forget that part. He asked why was
he standing here. He said, ‘I'm waiting for my friends.’ He (Officer Dages) said, ‘Well,
why are you standing right here?’ And the boy (Mr.
said, ‘Well ...’ What did he
say? I don't know if he said, ‘They're here’ or ‘They live here.’ But he said something like
either they're here or they live here. And the officer said, ‘Well, why don't you wait for
them over there?’ And he (Mr.
said, ‘Okay.’ He starts walking that way a little
towards the end of the driveway. There's more little seats (cement blocks).” (P. 7)
said Mr.
and Officer Dages walked down the MTS garage driveway together.
As they reached the end of the cement blocks that border the East side of the driveway, Officer
Dages told Mr.
2
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“Stop, I’m not done talking to you.”
saw Officer Dages direct Mr.
to sit on the end of the cement block closest to
the curb of the street. Mr.
seemed confused by Officer Dages’s directive to sit.
said:
“He (Mr.
goes, ‘You told me to wait for them (his friends) over there,’ which is
across the street. Across the street, there's a little gate where the trolley is. He (Officer
Dages) asked him for his name. I don't remember if he told him, but I do remember the
boy (Mr.
pulling his phone out and I guess calling his friends. I'm not really
sure who he was calling. But right after that, that's when he said, ‘See? They're here.’
The friends, I guess they're his friends, they pulled into the street.” (P. 8)
Just as Mr.
produced his cell phone to call his friends, he looked East on Bus Court and
saw his friends approaching in a black car.
saw the black car pull to the curb of Bus
Court near a fire hydrant and close to where Mr.
was sitting on the cement block. At the
arrival of his friends, Mr.
apparently believed he had satisfied Officer Dages’s reason
for detaining him and stood up from his seated position.
said:
“They (friends) stopped right there. That's when he (Mr.
said, ‘These are my
friends. I'm leaving.’ And he stood up, and he (Officer Dages) sat him back down. The
friend said, ‘Hey, we live here.’ And it was all kinds of commotion coming from every
which way. And then the friends ... He (Officer Dages to Mr.
friends) said,
‘No, I'm not done.” He (Mr.
said, ‘I already gave you my name. My friends are
here. I'm not lying. And so why can't I go?’ And he's (Officer Dages) like, ‘Hey, I'm not
done talking to you.’” (P. 8)
said when Officer Dages used his hands to sit Mr.
back to a seated position on
the cement block, Mr.
friend pulled the black car forward a short distance and turned
into the driveway. The driver stopped the car closer to where Mr.
had been seated by
Officer Dages.
said:
“The friends then made a right into the driveway. And that's where they ended up
parking, right there. One of the friends got out. The other friend was inside of the car.
And that's when all of the chaos was happening.”
Investigator Avery showed
a photograph of an aerial view of the apartment buildings
and the Trolley Station.
pointed out the direction the black car came from and where it
first pulled to the curb of Bus Court.
marked that location with the number one (Tab
#** Evidence, Folder *).
estimated the black car remained parked at curb for “three to
five minutes” before the driver pulled into the driveway and stopped near Mr.
When the
driver of the black car pulled to the curb,
surmised the driver was waiting for Mr.
to be released by Officer Dages so Mr.
could join his friends at their parked
vehicle.
said:
3
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“There was some words exchanged before they actually turned into the driveway to stop.
So, they were in the car. They were actually ... It looks like they were waiting for him
(Mr.
to get in the car. Once they realized from what the officer was telling him,
‘No, I'm not done talking to you,’ that's when they pulled inside, like the driveway, but
not in the parking garage.” (P. 10)
said the situation began to escalate:
“Now they're closer, and now they get out. Now they want to get out, and now the words
were even more vulgar.”
Investigator Conroy asked if
heard Officer Dages say or mention anything about Mr.
being detained during his initial contact to the point to where he directed Mr.
to
sit on the cement block.
said:
“Not until after he was already detained, after he had put him in handcuffs, and then he
waited for a while. He (Officer Dages) was doing something else. Yes, yes. The officer
was doing something else on the side. Two other officers were kind of maintaining the
environment while he was over to the side. Then after he was done, he came to the young
man and said, ‘Okay, you're under arrest.’ The young man (Mr.
said, ‘What
for?’ Then that's when he (Officer Dages) said a code, and that's when the young man
was saying, ‘It's for this?’ And that's when we knew he was being detained.” (P. 10-11)
Investigator Conroy asked if Officer Dages touched Mr.
when he first directed him to sit
on the cement block.
said Mr.
was cooperative with Officer Dages at that time
and complied with his request to sit on the on the cement block.
said:
“No. It was really calm. It was really calm. It was really calm the beginning, when he
asked him, ‘Why are you standing here?’ all the way until his friends came. When he
denied him of going with his friends, that's when it escalated. That's when the friends got
involved. That's when he got more ... That's when everything kind of just got higher, I
guess you would say.” (P. 11)
has had experience with confrontational behaviors in her position as a bus driver.
was sure there was no confrontation between Officer Dages and Mr.
from the
initial contact until Mr.
friends arrived on scene.
recalled after Mr.
sat down, Officer Dages told Mr.
to call his friends.
said:

.

“Oh, the officer goes, ‘Well, call them.’ That's why he (Mr.
brought his phone
out. He (Officer Dages) said, ‘Well, call him. Since your friends are on their way, call
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them.’ So, he (Mr.
12)

said, ‘Okay.’ He brought his phone out. He called them.” (P.

Mr.
saw his friends approaching in the black car, Mr.
stood up and Officer
Dages put his hands on Mr.
to make his sit down. This was the first application of force
on the part of Officer Dages and the second time Mr.
was seated on the cement block.
recalled there were more statements from Officer Dages about not being finished
talking to Mr.
said:
“This is I believe the second time he told him, ‘I'm not done talking’ ... or ‘I want to talk
to you. I'm not done talking to you.’”
After Officer Dages used force to re-seat Mr.
was not released:
said:

his friends became agitated because Mr.

“Then the friends said, ‘We're here. He's not lying. Why can't you just let him go? We're
here.’"
Officer Dages responded to Mr.

friends.

said:

“He (Officer Dages) said, ‘I'm not done. I'm not done.’ I think he said he was ... I don't
want to think, but I don't know if he was still running his name. I don't know if he was still
done with his investigation type of thing.” (P. 12)
said the driver said he lived in the apartment building and began to exchange words
with Officer Dages. The driver told Officer Dages he had made a mistake (by detaining Mr.
continued:
“But the friends got upset. They turned around. They made a right into the driveway.
That's when the driver got out, and that's when he started exchanging words with the
officer. The driver told him, ‘Why don't you just say sorry and admit that you made a
mistake so we could go? I live here. He (Mr.
was just waiting for us. We're
here.’ That's when the young man ... I think everyone's egos kind of got the best of them,
the officer, the young man, the friend, and everyone just started yelling at each other.”
(P. 12)
Mr.
continued to state that his friends had arrived and “there was nothing more to talk
about” with Officer Dages.
did not see a reason for Mr.
to be detained any
further based on her observations:
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“That's basically what I was saying to myself. ‘Okay, what else is there?’ So that's why I
was so close, because I was like, ‘What else is there to talk about?’ His friends came.
They showed up. I thought that he (Officer Dages) would say, ‘Okay, get in the car and
go where you're going,’ and it just kept on going.” (P. 12-13)
Investigator Conroy clarified with
the actions of Officer Dages when he sat Mr.
down.
said the first time Mr.
sat on the cement block he complied
with the verbal direction of Officer Dages. There was no physical contact with Mr.
When Mr.
friends arrived and he stood up, Officer Dages used physical force to make
Mr.
sit back down (for the second time).
said:
“I can't say he gave him a light push, because I don't know what it felt like, but he just sat
him back down. ‘No, no, no. I'm not done talking to you,’ guided him back down. He (Mr.
kind of did a lean and was like, ‘My friends are here. Why can't I leave?’" (P.
13)
said Mr.
repeatedly asked why he could not leave and was becoming very
vocal “and using all kinds of other words.”
said Mr.
then informed Officer
Dages he was leaving and stood up again (for the third time).
said:
“That's when he (Mr.
stood up again, and that's when he (Officer Dages)
pushed him back down. That's when the other friends started saying, ‘Why are you
pushing him? He didn't do anything. We're here,’ and calling him (Officer Dages) all
kind of other names.” (P. 14)
On the third occasion Mr.
stood, Officer Dages grabbed Mr.
prevent Mr.
from walking away towards his friends.

by is shirt. To
said:

“I think he (Mr.
had two shirts on, because it was like a jersey, but it also had a
short sleeve. So, it must have been a shirt underneath a shirt. Either way, yeah, he had
grabbed his jersey, the middle part of his jersey, while he was talking to him, I don't know
if to gain attention from him (Mr.
because he was kind of interacting with his
friends. So, it looked like probably what I would do to my son, like, ‘Hey, listen to me. I’m
talking to you. But he wasn’t really saying much, the officer.’” (P. 14)
did not think it was particularly aggressive when Officer Dages grabbed Mr.
shirt when he stood up.
likened Officer Dages’s action as more like a parent grabbing
the shirt of a child to get their full attention quickly.
said that action did not appear to
be out of anger.
said:
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“I'm being serious with you right now and you're not hearing me. So maybe you need to
get a little closer so you can hear me.’ So, I could say like, I didn't as a mother, I didn't
feel like it was aggressive. It was aggressive, but it wasn't like (the recent Minnesota
incident).”
continued:
“I didn't feel like he (Mr.
was in a shit fear for his life or anything like that. I
felt like he was just like, ‘You're my son. Hey, you're going to listen to me when I tell you
to sit down. I mean sit down,’ but it's not out of anger. It's like, ‘I'm being serious with
you right now and you're not hearing me. So maybe you need to get a little closer so you
can hear me.’ So, I could say like, I didn't as a mother, I didn't feel like it was aggressive.
It was aggressive, but it wasn't…” (P. 26)
then saw Officer Dages release Mr.
neck in “in a choking way” to force Mr.
said:

shirt, put his hand on Mr.
back into a seated position (for the third time).

“That's when it was like, ‘Oh my God, please don't hurt him. He's not doing anything.
He's just waiting for his, he's just waiting for his friend. Nobody else needs to die,’ and
that's when I started just pleading to that boy (Mr.
was just ‘Please just be
quiet,’ because things get that serious that fast. You're pushing on his (Officer Dages)
buttons by calling him names and stuff. Clearly, he's getting upset because now he has
his hands on you. ‘Stop, please.’ It was just words. Words got him really upset, the officer
really upset. What got the boy (Mr.
upset was he really knew that he was not
going home or wherever he was going. He knew that he did not have the okay to go
wherever he was going. I think the way he was looking at me, he was like, ‘Do you see
this?’ And I'm like, ‘I see it. Just be calm, please.’ And that's why I started. The first time
it happened, that's when it was scary. When all the other officers came, that was even
more scary because I was like, ‘Oh my God, I've seen this before.’ So that's when it
became real, just the attention part (shirt grabbing). Okay, young men need attention.
That's fine. But it didn't have to go that far. That's how I felt once he (Mr.
said
that, ‘Here's my friends, I could go.’ I just didn't understand why he couldn't.”
said that was when the situation escalated and Mr.
was “getting upset.”
gave her perception of the time that had elapsed during the incident:
“Yeah, because people think it was short, and I think the young man even thinks it was
short. It was actually longer than people actually think. The whole interaction was,
because I was there early, before my shift. So, it was probably a whole expanse of 30
minutes of just them interacting with each other before it even escalated.” (P. 15)
7
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did not understand the reason Officer Dages had detained and then arrested Mr.

“So, I was like, well, maybe he has... I started assuming. This officer isn't... He can't be
picking on him (Mr.
That's weird. So, I really thought he had a legitimate
reason why. Once he didn't find one, then when he said he put his... ‘Oh, I'm taking you
for...’ whatever code he said. And the boys said, ‘It's for hitting a police officer.’ I'm like,
‘What?’ There was another witness (
. We were both like, ‘Wait, what? What just
happened?’"(P. 27)
Investigator Avery asked
when she started to use her cell phone to video record the
events that were occurring.
had started to walk away from the interaction between Mr.
and Officer Dages “but I couldn’t, I just couldn’t.”
checked her cell phone
and saw the time she began recording was at 2:24 PM.
recorded for five minutes and
fifty seconds. From the point
recorded at 2:24 PM, she continued recording until Mr.
was handcuffed and walked to where the police cars were parked. (P. 15)
After Mr.
was escorted to the police cars, a female police officer began asking the driver
of the black car questions and attempted to get his identifying information. The driver was
uncooperative.
said:
“There was another police officer that stayed there. It was a woman, and she started
asking the young man that's in the car, the one that's standing up, she was like, ‘Well,
what's your information?’ He was like, ‘You're not going to get me in this. You got me
messed up’ and this and that.” (P. 16)
was disturbed by what she had just witnessed regarding the way the police officers
reacted to Mr.
(who is African American) and the driver witness (who is Caucasian)
who were both acting in a similar way toward the officers.
explained:
“I think that was more startling than anything, because I said, ‘This boy (Mr.
just got pushed down for trying to walk away. But this one (the driver) could call all
kinds of names, and basically, you're questioning him. So therefore, you're (driver) under
question. You've already asked for the name and everything else.’ He said, ‘Forget you’
and just drove off. Not only drove off, but then they came out of the car (parking garage)
and started walking. Why is it okay for them to do that when you wouldn't allow him (Mr.
to get up, but they could drive off? That was what was I think probably the most
puzzling, like why, if he just wanted to get in the car with them, that wasn't a threat, but
this boy (Mr.
is also not a threat.”
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“I don't know. I didn't get it. I didn't get that part, because I know when you get pulled
over and they say, ‘What's your name?’, you're involved now, and that's what she
(Officer Jensen) told him. She said, ‘No, you got yourself involved. You're involved.’ He
(driver witness) said, ‘No, forget you. I'm out of here,’ and he drove off. I was like, ‘If
that was me, I'm pretty sure that is resistance.’ I don't know the codes, but I'm pretty sure
that's some kind of violation of something.” (P. 16)
said the driver and the passenger of the black vehicle came out of the parking garage
and were very agitated.
was fearful the driver and passenger were going to follow the
officers who had arrested Mr.
felt compelled to step in and try to de-escalate
the situation.
told the driver and the passenger of the Black vehicle:
“They (driver and passenger) got into the parking structure. When they walked out, that's
the reason why I stopped them.
said) ‘Wait, please. She (Officer Georgi)
already said that you guys are involved. Do you want to go to jail, too? Please don't. I
don't need you guys go over there. It's going to cause more chaos,’ and that's when I
wanted to reach out to them.” (P. 17)
said after the incident, she was told by an officer that they did not know where Officer
Dages was when he called for assistance and that they “actually had to look for him.”
said:
“That's what one of the officers, we actually had to look for him (Officer Dages). So
therefore, they didn't even know where he was. He came on his own to go bother this boy
(Mr.
which I thought he was actually coming to use the bathroom. So that's why
it was more of a, I'm so stupid. I thought it was innocent. I thought it was innocent. I
thought he was coming to use the bathroom and I was going to say, ‘Ha ha ha,’ and I end
up being traumatized for life.” (P. 18)
offered to show the video she recorded to the two offices that had arrived near the end
of the incident and didn’t know what had happened.
said:
“They just said that ‘We'll let them (the arresting officers) do their, everything will be
investigated and I (officer) wasn't here. So, I can't really say what's going on and what's
going to happen, but everything we'll do their investigation.’" (P. 19)
Investigator Conroy asked if
touch the officer at any time.

saw Mr.
said:

brush away Officer Dages’s arm or

No, because the officer (Dages) did it so fast. When he sat him down, it happened so fast.
The boy (Mr.
was startled. He didn't even, like you know how you could react
9
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from something? He couldn't. He didn't have time to react. So, it was like a and that's
why I said I could see the scare in his eyes and even when I was talking to him and telling
him, ‘Be quiet,’ he kept on looking at me and (Mr.
was like, ‘Do you see this?’
And I'm like, ‘I see it. Just be quiet. Just be calm,’ but he didn't touch him. He didn't
touch him at any point in time. The only time the officer said that he (Mr.
touched him is after the other officers came, then that's when he said it. I think he
(Officer Dages) said it to the friend and then he said it when the officers were there that
he was being detained. He (Mr.
touched him or he nudged him.” (P. 19)
said Officer Dages made a statement to Mr.
friends about Mr.
touching him.
brought up the video recording on her phone.
recalled Officer
Dages was smiling at Mr.
friends when the he made the statement.
said:
“It's about, oh there he goes (referring to the recording). He's looking at the friend and
he's smiling. ‘Your friend just tapped my arm.’ ‘That's what he (Officer Dages) said.’”
(P. 20)
said Officer Dages referred to Mr.
“tapping” or “nudging” his arm on two
occasions, but she never saw Mr.
touch Officer Dages during the detention.
said:
“I could see clearly before he even sat him back down. I could see them because they're
standing up. Once they sat down, but that's when he's (Officer Dages) talking to the
friend. So, it couldn't have been then. So, at no point in time he (Mr.
had tapped
him or touched him or nudged him because I think he used two different, used the nudge
and he used the tap for something like that, but he didn't touch him.” (P. 20)
Investigator Conroy asked
to look at the aerial overview photograph of the Trolley
Station area.
pointed to the area where she had first “crossed paths” with Officer
Dages
turned around expecting to be addressed by Officer Dages about the bathroom
code as previously discussed.
saw Officer Dages cut diagonally across the street and
go directly to where Mr.
was standing.
looked at the photograph and pointed
to an area on Bus Court where there was a slightly different colored material used to mark a
cross walk on the street
said that was the location she was at when she saw Officer
Dages first make contact with Mr.
reiterated she was close enough to hear the verbal exchange between Officer Dages
and Mr.
Once the exchange became “heated” she thought:
"I need to record this because this is not going, and that's the only reason why I didn't
record. I literally thought he was just being for one, going to the bathroom and then once
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I seen him approaching him (Mr.
I thought he (Officer Dages) was just being
concerned, seeing somebody just standing there. You could question whoever. So, I would
question if somebody is just standing in front of my car, I'll be like, ‘Hey, can I help you
with something?’" (P. 23)
“So, once he (Officer Dages) approached him (Mr.
and I just was like, ‘Oh, I
did not think it was going to get to the point that it did.’ And even when he (Officer
Dages) said you (Mr.
could go wait over there I was like you're going to make
him just stand across the street. Maybe somebody in the complex was like, ‘Hey, some
guy's standing in front of my driveway.’ I don't know, but when he didn't let him go, I was
just like, ‘Okay,’ and then when he asked for his name I was like, ‘Maybe he (Officer
Dages) found something.’ I was being so nice (sarcasm).” (P. 23)
then recalled she did hear Mr.
provide his name to Officer Dages.
did hear Officer Dages tell Mr.
that he had seen Mr.
smoking.

said:

“The officer, but I didn't see him smoking. Maybe that happened while I was in a
bathroom or while I was watching the officer, but I didn't see anything.” (P. 24)
was in the bathroom for a few minutes and Mr.

was out of her view.

said:
“All I remember was the officer saying that there's no smoking, that there's no smoking at
the trolley. We weren't at the trolley. I actually smoked too and so because there's big
signs underneath the, what is that? Like the bridge.” (P. 24)
said there are signs posted on the MTS property that state “no smoking, no loitering”
and cites other MTS regulations.
did not see Mr.
smoking anything when she
approached the bathrooms and did not see him smoking anything when she left the bathroom.
did not hear Officer Dages yell or use a loud voice during the incident. She described
Officer Dages’s demeanor as “cocky tone or joking type of tone” when interacting with Mr.
further described Officer Dages’s tone:
“I ran into people that like it when someone gets mad or they know that they're getting to
someone and so it kind of gives them this extra confidence. Yeah, it wasn't like an
aggression. It was like, ‘Well, I'm not done talking to you. Well sit down.’ Well just the
commands were even like, ‘Yeah, you're getting mad, aren't you?’ type of thing.” (P. 26)
had noticed that Officer Dages had stepped to the side and was consulting or
researching something on his phone (issued tablet) before he arrested Mr.
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thought the delay of Officer Dages checking his phone was suspicious because if Mr.
had hit Officer Dages, he would have been taken immediately into custody.
noticed
there were about six officers on scene at this time and Mr.
could have easily been
arrested.
wondered why Officer Dages kept Mr.
seated on the cement block
for so long allowing Mr.
and his friends to become increasingly more agitated.
felt Officer Dages kept “pushing it, and pushing it. Why?”
asked people around her if
they had witnessed the incident. No one around her responded they had seen more than the last
few moments of the incident.
did not think Officer Dages’s safety was in jeopardy at any time during the incident,
even when Mr.
friends arrived in the black car.
said:
“He (Officer Dages) was actually kind of interacting with them. Smiling, talking to them.
Even when they were pulled up on the street, he was like, ‘You guys, I'm not talking to
you. I'm still not done talking to him.’ That's when they were like, ‘Oh no, you're going to
hear me.’ He was not threatened when that car pulled up and they were calling him every
name that I’ve ever…” (P. 28)
Although Officer Dages did not seem threatened, he did call for back-up at some point.
thought Officer Dages would have to provide a reason for calling in other officers.
said:
“I feel like he wasn't threatened at all until he called for, I guess, backup or something.
That's when it seemed like the show must go on and now all these officers are here and
now I (Meaning Officer Dages) have to say what I actually... ‘Oh, well he hit me or
whatever.’ Because you can't look stupid. But that was all opinion. But that's just what
was going through my mind and everything was just what in the world is going on?”
(Trans. P. 28-29)
thought it was unnecessary for Officer Dages to put his hands-on Mr.
During
the contact, Mr.
did not try to run away and he could have easily “juked” Officer Dages
and run if he had wanted to.
believed Mr.
thought the reason that he had been
detained was over when his friends arrived and essentially corroborated his initial story of
waiting for friends that lived in the apartments. Mr.
was trying to walk to his friend’s
car as opposed to escaping or running away. Mr.
was repeatedly asking Officer Dages:
“Can I go now.”
Investigator Conroy confirmed there were no other witnesses in the area when Officer Dages
first contacted Mr.
or as he walked from the Trolley platform to the area where Mr.
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The interview with

was concluded at 3:52 PM.

End of report.
Author: Sean Conroy
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asked to produce proof of trolley fare when going to and from their apartments.
said The District Management complained to MTS on behalf of their residents.
The result was MTS security officers no longer monitor the public parking garages for
“fare compliance checks.”
said the property where The District apartments are on is 100% owned by
MTS.
speculated that MTS could change the parking rules in the future if the
residents, their guests, or the public using the MTS parking garage impact ability of MTS
patrons to use the public transportation services.
does not believe the
residents, their guests, or the non-MTS using public has a significant impact on the
availability of parking spaces in the MTS garage.
End of report.
Author: Sean Conroy
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Interview Summary Report
6/11/2020 4:45 PM.

, Witness

Address: Refused
Phone:

On the date and time noted, investigators Sean Conroy and Brock Avery were conducting
follow-up investigation pertaining to this administrative investigation. The investigators had
contacted the
of The District apartment complex,
, regarding the
possibility of her relaying a message to another witness identified in this investigation. During
the conversation
revealed she had been contacted by another resident at the District
Apartments who had witness the arrest of Mr.
encouraged the witness to
contact the La Mesa Police Department and provide a statement. The witness had expressed a
reluctance talk to the police, but told
he “would like to speak to someone.”
provided the investigators with
phone number.
At approximately 4:30 p.m., the investigators contacted witness
by phone.
initially stated he was intending to call the police, but after considering the implications of being
a witness, he was fearful he and his wife would be at risk of harm is his name were to become
public knowledge. This possibility influenced
decision not to contact the La Mesa
Police Department.
did agree to meet with the investigators briefly at a public
parking lot near The District apartment complex.
The investigators contacted
in the public parking lot at approximately 4:45 p.m. .
again expressed his reluctance to be a witness in this investigation and added he has other
personal and business reasons not to become involved. The investigator explained the
confidentiality protections provided in an administrative investigation, but also advised
he may be required to testify at some point in the future.
agreed to speak with
the investigators but asked the conversation not be recorded and no written notes taken. Near the
end of the interview,
allowed the investigator to jot down a few written notes while
we summarized his observations.
The following report is a summary of the interview with
recollection and brief summary notes.

based on the investigator’s

said he was on the sidewalk at the trolly station near the West building of the District
Apartments.
had just come out of the gate located near his apartment and onto the
public sidewalk.
is a former Officer in the U.S. Army and a combat veteran. Based
on his military background,
will always “look around” as he exits his secure
apartment gate into the trolly platform area.
pointed out there are often homeless
people in the vicinity and there is “a lot” of police activity on the trolly platform.
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entered the sidewalk toward the West end of the trolly platform.
visually
scanned the area.
saw a young African American male (herein referred to as Mr.
toward the East end of the trolly platform who appeared to be “acting suspiciously.”
explained Mr.
was standing near the entrance to the underground parking
provided for the users of the trolly. This particular entrance in not gated and is easily accessed.
The other entrances to the underground parking are for the residents of The District apartments
and all of those access points are gated.
said there are often thefts from unlocked
vehicles in the unsecured trolly parking area.
noted Mr.
did not appear to be
entering the garage as if he had a vehicle parked inside and was not leaving as if he was
intending to use the trolly. Mr.
seemed to be “pacing” in the alcove entrance to the
trolly parking.
also noted the were several uniformed police officers on the trolly platform who
appeared to be checking people for trolly fares.
saw a uniformed police officer walk
toward the entrance to the trolly parking where Mr.
was standing.
estimated
he was approximately 150 to 200 yards from the entrance to the trolly parking.
did
not see anything in Mr.
hands.
does not recall or did not notice if Mr.
was smoking.
said the Officer (herein referred to as Officer Dages) and Mr.
were out of
his view for several seconds when Officer Dages first made contact with Mr.
in the
entrance/alcove of the trolly parking garage.
then saw Mr.
walking out of
parking entrance at a quick pace. Officer Dages was walking closely behind Mr.
as if he
attempting to overtake or catch-up with Mr.
Officer Dages stepped in front of Mr.
and they appeared to have an aminated verbal exchange. Mr.
appeared to
cooperate with Officer Dages and sat on a square cement bench that was a few feet away without
being touched by Officer Dages. Officer Dages continued to speak to Mr.
Based on
military experience, it appeared Officer Dages had detained Mr.
for some
reason and was questioning him.
saw Mr.
suddenly stand up as if he was going to leave. Officer Dages began
to extend his hand as if to stop Mr.
or redirect him back to the bench.
said,
based on his military experience, an officer has more control over a seated subject and he
believed that is why Officer Dages was re-directing Mr.
to sit on the bench.
saw Mr.
push Officer Dages in the chest or arm area.
said the push by Mr.
was more that incidental contact and appeared like Mr.
was going to walk past
Officer Dages.
said Mr.
was not attempting to flee from Officer Dages, but
appeared Mr.
was no longer cooperating with being detained. At this point,
walked closer to where the incident was occurring
saw Officer Dages then put both of his hands on Mr.
shoulders and
forcefully pushed Mr.
back into a seated position on the cement bench. Just as Mr.
was pushed to a seated position, a black car (later determined to be a Volkswagen sedan
driven by an associate of Mr.
pulled into the driveway entrance to the trolly parking
and stopped. The Volkswagen partially blocked
view of the incident from that
2
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point forward.
saw the occupants of the black Volkswagen shouting at Officer Dages
and the other officers who were now arriving on scene from the trolly platform. Once the other
officers arrived,
saw Officer Dages step a few feet away and appeared to be looking
or researching something on his cell phone.
wondered why Office Dages would be
consulting his cell phone during an incident that was clearly escalating, particularly after the
arrival of the black Volkswagen.
surmised Officer Dages was researching what
violations could be charged against Mr.
After Officer Dages concluded reviewing his
cell phone, Mr.
was escorted to a nearby police unit and secured in the rear seat.
said he “can’t conclusively say what happened” due to the distance and the car
blocking his view.
felt it was important information that he saw Mr.
push
Officer Dages first, which was before the black Volkswagen and other officers arrived at the
incident.
has witnessed numerous interactions involving the police at the trolly station.
described those interactions as “chill” and the officers usually shoo-away transients
without incident.
End of report.
Author: Sean Conroy
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Contact Summary Report
6/11/2020 4:15 P.M.

(witness)

On the above date and time, Special Investigators Sean Conroy and Brock Avery were
conducting follow-up investigation regarding the circumstances surrounding the arrest of
The investigators had determined that a witness,
, lived in The
District apartments at 8727 Fletcher Parkway, La Mesa, but had no other contact information.
The investigators also had knowledge that
had refused to give a witness statement to
the La Mesa Police at the time of the incident. The investigators contacted the apartment
manager,
. The investigators made it clear they were not seeking any contact
information for
and we did not have a search warrant. The investigators asked
would be willing to relay a message to
without revealing any of his personal
contact information.
agreed to call
and ask if he would be willing to meet
with the investigators.
placed a call to
and told him there were two investigators in her office that
wished to speak to him regarding the arrest of Mr.
Investigator Conroy asked to speak
directly to
.
handed Investigator Conroy the phone and he explained to
his statement was very important in order to conduct a thorough and impartial
investigation. Investigator Conroy told
the interview would be brief as we only had a
few clarifying questions.
agreed to meet with the investigators.
offered a
private room where the meeting could take place and protect the confidentiality of the location of
apartment.
said he would meet with the investigators in ten minutes at
the location provided by
.
After approximately two minutes,
called
back and told her he had decided
against meeting with the investigators. Investigator Conroy asked
if he could speak to
and she handed Investigator Conroy the phone.
told Investigator Conroy
he was not going to meet with the investigators.
Investigator Conroy asked if
Investigator Conroy asked

would answer just one question over the phone.
if Mr.
smoked.
said:

“Not to my knowledge.”
then disconnected the line.
End of report.
Author: Sean Conroy
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and MTS patrons or the general public are not required to produce evidence of bus fare.
Ms.
explained that evidence or proof of bus fare cannot be obtained until the
patron boards the bus and pays the fare. Therefore, it is unreasonable to demand proof of
bus fare before the proof can be obtained.
Ms.
said trolley fare is not required for patrons or the general public to be in an
MTS parking garage. MTS Inspectors and Police Officers are not authorized to conduct
fare compliance checks at MTS parking garages. The MTS has entered into agreements
with The District (apartments) Management, and merchants leasing space on the ground
floor of the apartment buildings, for the use of a portion of the parking stalls in the MTS
parking garage. Additionally, the MTS parking garages are outside the delineated “fare
paid zone” which prevents the MTS Inspectors or Police Officers from demanding proof of
trolley fare at those locations.
Ms.
said the general public on the sidewalks at the Grossmont Trolley Station are
outside the “fare paid zone” and are not subject to trolley fare compliance checks by MTS
Inspectors or Police Officers.
The “fare paid zone” is intended to discourage loitering and soliciting on the platforms of
the MTS trolley stations. The MTS requires a patron must “be actively in the process of
using the trolley system” to be on the trolley platform. A patron must use a purchased
trolley ticket or pass with two hours of the purchase. If the ticket or pass is not used in
that time frame, the ticket holder is in violation of the MTS loitering ordinance. If two
trains pass through the trolley station and are not boarded by a ticket holding patron,
that patron is in violation of the MTS loitering ordinance.
Ms.
said the MTS ordinance prohibiting smoking within 25 feet of MTS facilities
can be enforced at any MTS facility including the trolley platforms, the MTS parking
garages, and at the bus stops. Ms.
is aware MTS Inspectors and Police Officers
from the various jurisdictions where the MTS has trolley stations. Together they have
formed task forces to work in conjunction with MTS Inspectors to address MTS ordinance
violations and engage in crime suppression activities. The crime suppression activities
include checking MTS ordinance violators for active arrest warrants, determine if the
violator is on probation or parole and determine if the violator is involved in any other
criminal activity.
The investigator asked if violations of the California Penal Code are also enforced on MTS
property. The investigator cited a recent example of a Police Officer who used Penal Code
Section 640(b)(3), smoking prohibited in or on public transportation vehicles or facilities,
instead on using the MTS ordinance 13.10 for smoking prohibited, as reasonable suspicion
to contact a subject. Ms.
was not immediately familiar with the Penal Code
Sections under 640 that govern public transportation vehicles and facilities. Ms.
2
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believes the MTS ordinances or the Penal Codes can be used interchangeably to enforce
violations on MTS property.
Investigator Conroy asked if a Police Officer could enforce a Trolley or bus fare
compliance check at the MTS parking garage located 75 yards from the trolley platform at
the Grossmont Trolley Station. Ms.
said:
“No. Absolutely not.”
The interview with

was concluded at 10:15 AM.

End of report.
Author: Sean Conroy
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Interview Summary Report
7/8/2020 9:50 a.m.
System,

,

, San Diego Metropolitan Transit

On the above date and time, Investigator Sean Conroy conducted a telephone interview
with
of the San Diego Metropolitan Transit System (MTS),
. Investigator Conroy contacted
to clarify what
constitutes a “fare paid zone” at the trolley stations and bus stops located at MTS facilities.
The investigator requested clarification on if the “fare paid zone” encompasses all MTS
property or if there are delineated or specific zones, such as the trolley platform area,
where lack of a paid fare can be can be an enforceable violation of MTS ordinances.
said the Grossmont Trolley Station is unusual because there is an apartment
complex (The District) just across the street from the trolley platform.
does
not believe the apartments are on MTS property, but noted the MTS parking garage,
located under the apartment buildings, belongs to the MTS. The parking spaces at MTS is
shared with The District apartments, the businesses located on the ground level of the
apartment buildings, and the businesses and restaurants bordering trolley station and the
apartment complex.
said:
“So, it’s kind of mixed-use of that parking area.” (

Trans. P. 1)

Investigator Conroy asked if MTS Inspectors, or Police Officers, can approach people and
ask them to produce proof of a paid trolley or bus fare on MTS property.
said:
“That's correct. We call those ‘fair paid zones’ on MTS property, and our inspectors
are allowed to inspect for fares on the fare paid zones. They're (trolley patrons)
required to have one.” (Trans. P. 1)
said the “fare paid zone” is a designated area within the Grossmont Trolley
Station and does not encompass all MTS property at that location. The “fare paid zone” is
on or near the trolley platform.
said MTS Inspectors “generally do not do fare
enforcement in the (MTS) parking garage.”
Investigator Conroy asked if the MTS garage located 75 yards from the trolley platform
would be within a “fare paid zone.”
said:
“No. Does that answer your question?” (Trans. P. 2)
has seen the local news reports of the incident involving La Mesa Police
Officers contacting a subject at the Grossmont Station. Based on what
saw on
the news reports, he said the subject contacted by the La Mesa Police Officers was in an
area that is not part of a “fare paid zone.”
said:
1
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“As a matter of fact, I do believe I can go one better shot. I don’t think that’s our
property at all (where Mr.
was depicted with the police on the news
reports).” (Trans. P. 2)
Investigator Conroy confirmed the MTS parking garage located under The District
Apartments may not be on MTS property, but it is for the use of MTS patrons, with some
exceptions, as discussed above.
replied,
“That’s correct.”
Investigator Conroy asked if
could provide a map of the Grossmont Trolley
Station that shows exactly where the “fare paid zone” is located and how it is marked or
delineated from other areas.
did not have access to map showing the “fare
paid zone.”
directed Investigator Conroy to MTS General Legal Counsel,
for maps showing the “fare paid zone” at the Grossmont Trolley Station or how
the fare zone is marked or delineated to advise the public they are subject to inspection
for trolley fare in that area.
The telephone interview with

was concluded at 9:57 AM.

End of report.
Author: Sean Conroy
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Exhibit list
Exhibit #

Exhibit Description
1

LMPD Call for Service Detail Report

2 LMPD Call for Service Event ID 20 00015071
3 LMPD Arrest/Juvenile Contact Report 20 015071 authored by Matthew Dages #1281(7
pages)
4 LMPD Arrest/Juvenile Contact Report 20 015071 authored by Christine
McMillen#8162(2 pages)
5 LMPD Officer Report 20 015071 authored by Michael Butcher#1127 (2 pages)
6 LMPD Officer Report 20 015071 authored by Amanda Georgi#1285 (2 pages)

7 LMPD Officer Report 20 015071 authored by Ricardo Razcon#1292(2 pages)

8 LMPD Officer Report 20 015071 authored by Julie Jensen#1263(2 pages)

9 LMPD Officer Report 20 015071 authored by Hannah Rost#1274(1 page)

10 LMPD Notice To Appear # J91082 issued to Mr.
11 DMV CDL records for Mr.

authored by Matthew Dages

2 pages)

12

CLETS Vehicle DMV records for California License

13

Letter from Investigators to Mr.

1 page)

for a request to interview Mr.
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14 Proof of Service Letter to
15 LMPD Media Release announcing the department will not seek prosecution
against Mr.
16 LMPD Media Release that provided the public with a phone number to call to
provide witness information regarding the arrest of Mr.
17 State of California DOJ Detention Certificate 849 PC release of Mr.
18 Copy of an email from Lieutenant Gregory Runge to Captain Nicholass identifying a
possible witness (
)
19 CAD Activity report for Officer Dages on 5 27 20

20 Mobile Computer messages for Officer Dages

21 LMPD POST Perishable Skills Program Arrest & Control course outline
22 LMPD POST Perishable Skills Program Tactical Communication course outline
23 City of La Mesa Interoffice Memo from Sergeant Raybould to Captain Nicholass
regarding the surrender of Officer Dages’s department cell phone.
24 Missing Person CFS CAD report provided to the investigators by Officer Paugh
LMPD Policy 5.02 DISCIPLINARY STANDARD: PERFORMANCE: Performance
25 Subsection 31 (Allegation 1 and 2)Exceeding lawful peace officer powers by
unreasonable, unlawful or excessive conduct
LMPD Policy 5.02 DISCIPLINARY STANDARD: PERFORMANCE: Subsection 26:
26 Work related dishonesty, either verbally or a failure to disclose material facts or the
making of any false or misleading statement on any application, examination form,
or other official document of the City(Allegation 3).
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LMPD Policy 5.02 DISCIPLINARY STANDARD: PERFORMANCE: Subsection 23. Any
27 knowing or negligent violation of the provisions of the Department Instructions or
Department Rules and Regulations. (Employees shall familiarize themselves with the
above.)
INSTRUCTION NUMBER 631: BODY WORN CAMERAS AND EVIDENCE, SECTION
V. PROCEDURE. This policy states in relevant part:
Subsection H. When and Where to Record(Allegation 4).
LMPD Policy 5.02 DISCIPLINARY STANDARD: PERFORMANCE: Subsection 23. Any
28 knowing or negligent violation of the provisions of the Department Instructions or
Department Rules and Regulations. (Employees shall familiarize themselves with the
above.)
3.17 COURTESY AND CIVILITY (Allegation 5).
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Avery:

Okay,
we're on the record. My name is Brock Avery, B-R-O-C-K A-V-E-R-Y.
Date is 6-11-20 at 11:04 AM.
, can you spell your first and last name for me?
Sure. It's

Avery:

Are you okay, or do you authorize a recording of our conversation today?
Absolutely.

Avery:

Thank you. I'd like to refresh your recollection back to a couple of weeks ago to
an incident that you witnessed involving the arrest of a person by the La Mesa
Police Department. Is that clear in your memory?
Yes. Yes, it is.

Avery:

I'd like to have just an open narrative and let you speak on what you saw about
the date and time too, when you were present at that incident. The mic is yours.
Okay. I can't recall the exact time, but it was in the afternoon. If I were to wager
a guess, I would say two-ish in the afternoon at some point, I'm sure the video is
timestamped, but I was dropping some groceries off for my parents. They live at
the, I believe it's called The District now, that apartment complex where the
incident took place.
I've been doing grocery shopping for them off and on because of the COVID
outbreak, and so I pulled up, meeting them at the bottom of the elevator. As I
pulled up, I saw there was police activity and I started paying attention to that. I
saw what looked like a white police officer and a black gentleman had words.
That piqued my interest and I started filming it.
As the incident unfolded, I walked closer to it and I eventually filmed the whole
thing up until the gentleman was read what he was being charged with and led
away to a police car.

Avery:

Where were you when you first saw the interaction between the police officer
and the person?
I guess it's hard to describe, I was... You mean like from a distance? You mean,
are you asking me how far away I was?

Avery:

I'll get there. Where were you when you first noticed the interaction?
I was parked right by an elevator. I don't know the address, but it's the elevator
that I usually meet my parents at when I drop off groceries. I was parked by an
elevator and that's where I first saw that.

Avery:

You were parked in your car?
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Yes.
Avery:

Were you sitting in the driver's seat? Were you out of the car? Where were you
when you saw this?
I was, geez, I don't know if I... I couldn't tell you if I saw it when I was in the
driver's seat or after I had gotten out of the car, but I was definitely, I was close
to the car. I didn't walk over to where my parents were. I was either sitting
down when I first noticed it, or I noticed it as soon as I got out of the car.

Avery:

What do you say, sitting down, sitting down inside the car?
Yes.

Avery:

Do you remember if your windows were rolled up or down or were your door
was open?
When I first witnessed the incident?

Avery:

Yes.
I don't know if my window was open or not, or if my door was open or not.

Avery:

What caused you to focus your attention on the interaction between the police
officer and the person that you saw arrested?
It was just police activity, any kind of police activity, I think naturally piques
anyone's... What do you call it? Naturally piques anyone's interest.

Avery:

Interest, yeah.
I guess that's what drew my attention in the first place, just that it was police
activity.

Avery:

Was that visual? Did you see that?
Yes.

Sean Conroy:

Okay, can I ask a question?

Avery:

I'd like to introduce Sean Conroy. He's also a licensed private investigator on our
team approach to this special investigation, and he would also like to ask a few
questions if you're okay with that.
Sure.

Avery:

Sure.
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Sean Conroy:

Yeah. Hi
where you parked before this incident happened? Did you see
the African American male before his interaction with the police department?
No, I only saw him... The first time I saw him was during the interaction.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. Very good. Thank you.
Sure.

Avery:

Having said that, is there anything that you would like to add to, or additional
information that you'd like to provide to me that you didn't provide to the La
Mesa Police Department in earlier [crosstalk 00:06:01]
Let me see. Not any, just my general thoughts. I'm an attorney and I have a
basic understanding of criminal law. I interned into the Public Defender's Office
for a while in law school, and just from what I witnessed, it did not look like an
assault took place as the officer alleged. As I said, I didn't see what led up to it,
but just from what I witnessed, I saw no assault taking place on the part of the
black gentlemen.

Avery:

Did you see the officers handcuff the person?
Yes.

Avery:

Did you see the interactions that occurred between the officer and the
gentlemen before the handcuffing occurred?
Yes, I did, and I saw a push by the officer and I think you'll... In the video, I think
what got me, if I remember correctly, it all happened... It was very emotional for
me to witness.

Avery:

Certainly.
Mind you, this was, if I remember correctly, this was the day after George Floyd
was murdered.

Avery:

Certainly.
I saw the pushing, and in the video, I'm sure you can hear me shouting, "Don't
do it again. Don't do it again." I was just something to what had happened to
Mr. Floyd, and I was concerned that the gentleman was going to be hurt by the
police. I saw several police officers swarming over there, at least two or three. I
can't recall exactly how many. Just from my perspective and what I witnessed, I
did not see any kind of assault from
, I think his name is.

Avery:

When this police activity piqued your attention, how many officers were
interacting with
?
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When it first happened?
Avery:

Yeah, the first time you had noticed the activity, how many officers were on the
scene?
I couldn't tell you any were on the scene. All I saw was the one officer... What I
was focused on was the one officer who was interacting with
, who
pushed him down, it looked like.

Avery:

At that time, was

handcuffed?

When he pushed him down?
Avery:

Yes.
No.

Avery:

What part of the body did the officer contact when he pushed
down?
I would have to say it looked like... I couldn't tell you specifically, but it looked
like a chest shove, like a... And I can't say, I repeat I can't say that with any
degree of certainty, because I wasn't right up there, but it looked like a chest
shove, almost like a.. Yeah, I don't know how to describe it any other way than it
that.

Avery:

I'll test my understanding of your description. You did not see
strike? That's what you said earlier, you didn't see an assault occur?
No, I did not see

Sean Conroy:

assault the officer, absolutely not.

did you see any contact, like maybe
brush away the
officer's hand? That wouldn't be a strike. It wouldn't be an aggressive move like
that, but did you see him brush his hand aside as if he was going to [crosstalk
00:10:31]
No, I can't say that I did. I saw a push and I started going over there and it just...
Then I saw other officers rushing over, and I think I said something like, "Think
about what you're doing." I was really concerned about what was going to
happen.

Sean Conroy:

We can understand that. When the other officers arrived on scene, did any of
them, in your opinion, try to deescalate the situation?
Well, there was a woman who was talking to him, to
. I don't
remember what she was saying, but it seemed like she was maybe trying to
calm him down,
. She was trying to calm
down.
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officer. I don't know if he's new or not, but he just seemed like he didn't know
what he wanted to do with the situations.
It seemed like he was in between. It seemed like he wanted to charge .
with something, but he didn't know what he wanted to charge him
with, and it seemed like he didn't have control of the situation. That's just the
impression that I felt when I was over there.
Avery:

I appreciate you sharing. No, I appreciate you sharing that.
I don't know if that answers your question, or if that's even something you
wanted from me, but that's... I have to be honest. That's the impression that I
felt when I was over there.

Avery:

No, we really appreciate that. We don't have ties to anybody in this and having
different opinions and views by everyone's important to us. We value that.
One more question, did you ever see
officer or turn away from the officer?

try to walk away from the

No, I didn't.
Avery:

Did you ever see

display a posture of aggressiveness, meaning...

No. The only thing I saw aggressive, when he was in handcuffs, and he was
saying all sorts of super rude things, which is understandable in my opinion. I
would be furious, but the only aggression I saw from
was when he
was already in custody and it was just verbal. It was verbal aggression. It wasn't
any kind of physical aggression.
I think you can hear me in the video pleading with him to just... I think I said,
"Don't say peep," or something like that, because they just didn't want him to...
I wanted him to invoke his fifth. That's what I thought that would be in his best
interest, given what I had just seen, because there was... He was obviously
upset, but I didn't feel like shouting and everything was helping the situation.
Avery:

Did you ever see or notice

clench his fists?

No.
Avery:

I guess, have you ever witnessed someone in a fight before or witnessed
someone before they fought?
Oh yeah. You mean like in just like in a street fight situation?
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Avery:

Well, yeah, just that human nature we have when we sense someone is going to
do something against you, push you, punch, swing at you, take a bladed stance
or get into a better balance position.
Sure. I've seen people ball their fists up and hold them up and that kind of stuff,
but I didn't see any of that from
, if that's what you're asking.

Avery:

Okay, thank you.
I didn't witness anything like that of the sort.

Avery:

Well, you've been very helpful. Thank you very much. You have my phone
number, and you can call me any time if something comes to mind, or you want
to add additional information.
Sure, okay. Happy to help.

Avery:

Mr. Conroy, do you have anything to add?

Sean Conroy:

No. Thank you very much,
Okey-doke.

Avery:

Enjoy your week. Thank you,

okay, bye-bye.

Take care.
Avery:

Bye-bye.
Bye.

Avery:

11:22 AM.
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which would cause you to be unable to understand and respond truthfully and
fully to the questions that will be asked of you? Or have you failed to take any
prescription or other medications which would assist you to understand and
respond fully and truthfully to the questions that will be asked of you?
Matthew Degas:

No.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. Are you suffering from any physical or mental condition that will cause
you to be unable to understand and respond fully to the questions that will be
asked of you?

Matthew Degas:

No.

Sean Conroy:

The nature of the investigation is an allegation that you violated law and or
department policy in connection with the detention and arrest of
on May 27, 2020. The nature of this investigation is such that
department deems that you may be charged with a criminal offense. Therefore,
I will now advise you of your constitutional rights. You have the right to remain
silent. Anything you say may be used against you later, in a court of law. You
have the right to presence and assistance of counsel and your counsel is present
with you today.
Do you wish to waive your Miranda right? Or do you wish to exercise it and
remain silent?

Matthew Degas:

I will be exercising my Miranda right.

Sean Conroy:

Very good. Although you have refused to waive your constitutional rights, be
advised that I will now proceed with the administrative aspect of this
interrogation. Therefore, on the authority of the Chief of Police, you are now
ordered to fully and truthfully answer all questions asked of you during this
interrogation. Your failure to do so will, in and of itself, constitute a disciplinable
act of insubordination and will result in a recommendation of disciplinary action
against you, up to and including dismissal. Statements made during your
response to this order cannot be used against you in any criminal proceeding.
That's the important part. Do you understand that?

Matthew Degas:

Yes, I do.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. Thank you. The nature of the interrogation focuses on administrative
matters likely to result in punitive action. And at your request, you have the
right to be represented during the interrogation, by a representative of your
choice. And your representative can remain here at all times during the
interrogation. You will be entitled to all reports and or complaints related to this
investigation, made by me or other persons, except those that are deemed by
the department as confidential. No notes or reports that are deemed
confidential will be entered into your personnel file. Do you understand that?
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Matthew Degas:

Yes, I do.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. You have a representative present today and we've already established
that, but it's Kasey with a K?

Casey Castillo:

Correct.

Sean Conroy:

Castillo?

Casey Castillo:

Correct.

Sean Conroy:

Okay.
Your representative may make objections and ask clarifying questions. However,
you must answer all of my questions. Your representative may not deter the
progress or interfere with the interview. You will not be subject to visits by the
press or news media without your express consent. Do you wish to give your
consent to release such information to the press or news media?

Matthew Degas:

No.

Sean Conroy:

The press or media may request your home address or photograph. Neither
your home address nor photograph will be provided to the press or news media
without your express consent. Do you wish to give your consent to release such
information to the press or news media?

Matthew Degas:

No.

Sean Conroy:

We will do our best to keep this interview as confidential as possible. I ask that
you keep it confidential as well and not discuss this case with anyone. There is a
compelling need in this particular case to keep matters confidential, to preserve
everyone's best recollection of the alleged events. Maintaining the integrity of
the investigation helps to ensure the investigation is conducted fairly for all
involved. Prior to proceeding with the interrogation, do you have any questions
regarding the admonitions that I have read to you?

Matthew Degas:

No, I do not.

Sean Conroy:

Okay.
This interrogation admonition was read to you on six 25 and we're now at
10:15. Okay.
Matt, will please sign that and date it. And does it have a place for Kasey?

Matthew Degas:

Yes.
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Brock Avery:

I'll take it, put my signature on it.

Casey Castillo:

It's probably the first time I've been asked to sign one of those.

Brock Avery:

Yes, I think this is the first time that... You can thank Scott. [crosstalk 00:09:42]

Casey Castillo:

Oh well.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. Almost need a break after that.
That is now in your custody. [inaudible 00:09:58].
Okay. I think that admonition covered about everything that I can think of and
then some. Matt, I'm going to do something that I've never done before
personally, but I'm going to ask you before we get started, is there anything that
you would like to say? Anything that you would like to amend? Anything...
Corrections that you would like to make in any of your written documents?

Matthew Degas:

No.

Sean Conroy:

Okay.
How long have you been employed by the La Mesa police department?

Matthew Degas:

Approximately two and a half years.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. What is your current rank and assignment?

Matthew Degas:

Police Officer working patrol, and then other collateral duty on the SWAT team.

Sean Conroy:

Very good. Do you have any prior law enforcement experience?

Matthew Degas:

I do not.

Sean Conroy:

Do you have any military experience?

Matthew Degas:

No, I do not.

Sean Conroy:

Were you participating in a patrol operation at the Grossmont Trolley station on
Wednesday, May 27, 2020?

Matthew Degas:

Yes, I was.

Sean Conroy:

What was the purpose of that operation?
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Matthew Degas:

Specifically, it was a saturation enforcement detail that we do on a regular basis
at all different Trolley stations, but specifically a planned saturation detail that
was done for the Grossmont trolley station.

Sean Conroy:

Okay.

Matthew Degas:

So that has to do with enforcement, education, determining crime in the area.

Sean Conroy:

And that's a high crime area?

Matthew Degas:

Very high crime.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. Who was in charge of that operation?

Matthew Degas:

Officer Julie Jensen was the one that wrote... It was her operation. She wrote
the ops plan associated with that. And then I believe it was signed off by either a
Sergeant or a Watch Commander prior to us starting it.

Sean Conroy:

Have you participated in those kinds of patrol operations before?

Matthew Degas:

Yes, I have.

Sean Conroy:

As far as operations go, in my experience, it sounds like was fairly low key as far
as... Was there a briefing before where it was discussed? Or was it just get a
group of people together we're going to do this operation?

Matthew Degas:

So she had asked, that specific day we had a lot of available officers working
because we were adjusted for a SWAT training the next day. So she had asked
all the available officers who wanted to participate to come. When we got
there, just like all the other specific pre-planned ops that we do, there's a
written off plan that we're given with the facts of what's included in that detail,
what we're targeting, nearby hospitals or XYZ, that's all covered under there. So
we are given an ops plan prior and then we kind of begin that-

Sean Conroy:

It sounds to me like this is kind of a pre printed type thing?

Matthew Degas:

Yeah, it's pre-printed and filled out.

Casey Castillo:

Just make sure he finishes the question before you answer it.

Matthew Degas:

Okay, sorry.

Sean Conroy:

Yeah, we have to be careful with the transcriber, talking over each other, then
they don't know what we're saying and-

Matthew Degas:

Understand.
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Sean Conroy:

Okay.

Brock Avery:

And one more thing. If you use a name, spell the name for the transcriber too.

Matthew Degas:

Okay.

Sean Conroy:

About how many of these patrol operations have you participated in?

Matthew Degas:

I would estimate... Are you asking specifically at the Trolley? Or just in general?

Sean Conroy:

Let's say Trolley centers or stations as there's more than one I would imagine?

Matthew Degas:

Yeah. There's several trolley stations. They're almost exclusively at that Trolley
station, due to the high amount of people in the high crime in the area. And I
would say about 15 to 20.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. As a part of that operation, where you assigned a partner?

Matthew Degas:

No, I was not.

Sean Conroy:

Is it normally in those kinds of operations, just based on my experience, they're
usually paired up. You were not paired with anyone?

Matthew Degas:

No, we were not paired up.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. You weren't paired with Officer Georgi?

Matthew Degas:

No, I was not paired with her at all.

Sean Conroy:

Okay.

Matthew Degas:

We were working in conjunction together there, but we were not paired up in
any formal sense.

Sean Conroy:

Okay.

Brock Avery:

Sean, can I ask a question?

Sean Conroy:

Sure.

Brock Avery:

You talked about the op plan, a written document. Did you receive an operation
plan regarding the Trolley detail that you conducted that day?

Matthew Degas:

Yes I did.

Brock Avery:

How did you get that op plan?
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Matthew Degas:

Officer Jensen, J E N S O N, handed them to all the officers participating prior to
us starting there.

Brock Avery:

Did she do that in a group setting?

Matthew Degas:

That's correct.

Sean Conroy:

So she handed it to you?

Matthew Degas:

She handed one copy to me and then one copy to the other officers involved.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. From looking at the videos, you appear to... While Officer Jensen was
handing out the ops plans, you appear to turn and walk away from the group.
Was there any reason why you did that? Do you recall that? Let me ask you that
first, do you recall walking away from the room?

Matthew Degas:

No, I do not.

Sean Conroy:

Okay.

Brock Avery:

Sean, one more question. Have you reviewed your report before you came and
met with us today?

Matthew Degas:

Yes, I did.

Brock Avery:

Did you review any video related to this event before you came to meet with us
today?

Matthew Degas:

Can you elaborate? I mean, I've seen all the... Or I've seen my own body worn
camera. I have not seen any other officer's body worn cameras.

Brock Avery:

How many times have you viewed the body worn video from your camera?

Matthew Degas:

Probably over 10 times.

Brock Avery:

I understand, and I've seen quite a few videos on the public arena. Have you
viewed any of those that aren't associated with an official video from the police
department?

Matthew Degas:

I've only viewed one, I guess the initial video posted by Mr.
did not view it in its entirety, only bits and pieces.

Brock Avery:

Understood.

Sean Conroy:

Brock, can you cue up that video from the Trolley station where it's... The ops
plans being handed out and then Matt kind of walks away from the group.
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Brock Avery:

Give me some time to [crosstalk 00:16:56] technology for a second.

Sean Conroy:

I'm consulting with our IT department here.
I'll continue on while he queues that up.

Brock Avery:

Is that okay? Will you guys be distracted by this or not?

Casey Castillo:

Sure.

Matthew Degas:

No, that's fine.

Brock Avery:

Okay.

Sean Conroy:

Where were you when you first saw Mr.

Matthew Degas:

Standing on the South curb line of the Grossmont Trolley platform.

Sean Conroy:

Was there something that drew your attention to him?

Matthew Degas:

Yes. He appeared that he was smoking at the time.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. So from your position at the Trolley station and you were looking... Would
it be Eastbound to where he was?

Matthew Degas:

Yeah, it would be Northeast.

Sean Conroy:

Northeast, okay. Can you estimate the distance? Just a general estimation of the
distance?

Matthew Degas:

I would think it would be approximately 50 yards away.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. And 50 yards is a hundred and...

Matthew Degas:

150 feet.

Sean Conroy:

50 feet, okay. But could it have been further than that?

Matthew Degas:

It could have been.

Sean Conroy:

Okay.

Matthew Degas:

It also could have been shorter, I don't know.
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Sean Conroy:

Okay. If I were to say it was around 230 feet, because we measured it. Now, I
don't know exactly where you were standing, I have a pretty good idea of where
Mr.
was. Would that be reasonable as far as your recollection goes?

Matthew Degas:

It would be an approximate guess. I mean, I wouldn't know specifically from my
standing, from where I was and just recollecting based on where he was, like I
said, I would it be approximately 50 yards away. So about 150 feet.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. And from that distance, he drew your attention?

Matthew Degas:

He did.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. What was he doing that drew your attention?

Matthew Degas:

As I said, previously, he appeared to be smoking.

Sean Conroy:

Very good. Do we have that queued up?

Brock Avery:

We do.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. Let's...

Brock Avery:

We're looking at the body worn camera video for Officer Julie Jensen.
I'm going to push play. Let me know when you want to stop Sean.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. You're walking away from her there. Okay. So you didn't get the operation
plan?

Matthew Degas:

It's in my right hand.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. So she had handed it to your previous to handing it to Officer Georgi,
which we just saw?

Matthew Degas:

Based on that video, I would say that that's correct. It's in my hand currently.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. Let's go forward to where he sees Mr.

Matthew Degas:

Excuse me, can we stop it?

Sean Conroy:

I don't see anything in his right hand.

Brock Avery:

Yeah, hang on, he wants to stop the video, so... No problem.

Sean Conroy:

Okay.
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Matthew Degas:

So I thought that was the paper in my right hand. I'm a hundred percent
confident that the ops plan was handed to me previously, at some point by
Officer Jensen. At that point, I believe I folded it up and put it in my cargo pants
pocket.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. Go ahead Brock.
Will you tell me at what point in this video that you see Mr.

Matthew Degas:

I believe I've already made eye... I've already seen it at this point.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. Are you observing him the way you're looking Eastbound or Northeast in
this video?

Matthew Degas:

That is-

Sean Conroy:

Are you observing him at that time?

Matthew Degas:

Yes, that's correct.

Sean Conroy:

Okay.

Brock Avery:

I paused the video because at sometime around 21, 21:19 on the frame in the
corner, is when you said you thought you saw him. But let me back up a little bit
so we can kind of identify that timeframe, when you thought you saw Mr.
How about this? If this refreshes your memory, tell me when to stop, when you
saw Mr.
ready?

Matthew Degas:

So before starting.

Brock Avery:

Sure.

Matthew Degas:

I do not remember the specific moment that I initially saw him, but I can tell you
that throughout this video, I am looking at him. As I walked onto the curb line of
the Trolley platform. But I can tell you when I turn around and if you hit play, I
will tell you [crosstalk 00:21:40].

Brock Avery:

Let me back up just a little bit more, see if we can capture that.

Matthew Degas:

Okay.

Brock Avery:

Push to play.

Matthew Degas:

Stop.
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Brock Avery:

21:20:56, according to the timer on Officer Jensen's body cam video.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. That's when you notice... I still don't see anything in your hands, but
you've stated that you... And this isn't the issue, so we're not going to spend a
lot of time on this. But you had already put it in your cargo pants, the op plan?

Matthew Degas:

Correct. So, as I believe what had happened is we all arrived at the Trolley
station at various times. And we were waiting for Officer Georgi to get there.
Officer Razcon, R A Z C O N is the trainee of Officer Jensen. So they were in the
same vehicle together. Myself and Officer Jensen arrived there before Officer
Georgi, G E O R G I and I believe that she immediately gave me the ops plan
when we met at the vehicle.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. Got it.
PART 1 OF 4 ENDS [00:23:04]

Matthew Degas:

Gave me the ops plan when we met at the vehicle.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. Got it. But, you have been on enough of these probably where you
wouldn't even need an ops plan.

Matthew Degas:

Correct.

Sean Conroy:

You've been on numerous of these so you kind of know what the deal is going
into it.

Matthew Degas:

Yes. That's correct.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. So this is when you see Mr.

Matthew Degas:

Yeah. So I would believe that the second I had the vantage point to look around
that elevator right there, I was able to make eye contact with him.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. Why don't you just run us through what happened to the best of your
recollection? Your contact with him.

Matthew Degas:

So at that time, I observed Mr.
with his back up against the wall,
leaning against the parking garage area. He appeared to be raising either a
cigarette or an electronic smoking device to his mouth more than one time. At
that point, I approached Mr.
asked him where he lived, if he lived in
the apartment building above. He stated to me that he did. I asked specifically
which apartment he lived in.
He became evasive and advise me that he did not live there. I then advised Mr.
of the ordinances against smoking at the trolley station, along with the
city ordinance that there is no outside smoking allowed unless it's otherwise
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marked. I then asked Mr.
if he had a trolley fare or a bus fare for being
on the property of the MTS Transit Center. He told me that he did not. I asked
for his identification. He told me he was not going to provide it. He began to
walk away. I advise Mr.
he was not free to leave and that he was
detained. He continued to walk away. I stepped in front of Mr.
Again,
told him for the second time that he was not free to leave and he was detained
and advised him to take a seat on the nearby concrete bench that was right
there. Mr.
then reluctantly sat down but did sit down.
Sean Conroy:

Okay. This is without you touching him?

Matthew Degas:

Without any physical touch obeyed my commands at that point.

Sean Conroy:

You can refer to your report if you need to.

Matthew Degas:

Okay. I have a good recollection of it. But he then blurted out his name to me.
He said that his name was
At that time, I did not know how to
spell his name. I did not know his date of birth. So I needed to get those specific
spelling and name and date of birth in order to identify him. He did not provide
any type of ID for me to verify. Alongside that, there was a vehicle that pulled
up with two adult males in it who immediately and aggressively began yelling at
me to let Mr.
go. Mr.
then abruptly stood up from the seated
position.
At that time, I moved in front of Mr.
to stop him from leaving, told him
to take a seat. He still was very agitated. He became even more agitated to that
point, verbally aggressive. I then grabbed onto his shirt to stop him from
leaving, just to hold him in place. And that's when Mr.
struck me with
his arm, pushed me off of him. And let me refer to my report because just one
thing's become a little bit convoluted.

Sean Conroy:

Sure. They certainly did.

Matthew Degas:

Yeah.

Sean Conroy:

That's a lot going on.

Matthew Degas:

So after Mr.
struck me, it was pretty shocking for me because at that
point I was not expecting for the contact to go in that direction.

Sean Conroy:

So it was more than incidental contact, it was a strike?

Matthew Degas:

It was a forcible contact to remove me, remove my hand from his shirt, and to
move me out of the way.

Sean Conroy:

Okay.
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Matthew Degas:

I then sternly told Mr.
to take a seat and that he was not free to leave
again. I did everything possible to verbally deescalate the situation. At that
point, I pushed Mr.
backwards into a seated position, which he was
already previously in. I attempted to call it for a backup on the radio because I
knew that the other officers were a distance away. And I was trying to alert
them that the situation was intensifying. Although due to him yelling and his
friends yelling, I was unable to get out clear radio traffic. At that point, Mr.
stood up again from his seated position, got very close to my face,
began to swing his arms back and forth, puffed out his chest, and began to yell
in my face. I told him to sit down. He got more agitated. At that point, I pushed
him a second time back into a seated position. At which point, he immediately
stood up again for the third time. And I pushed him backwards again for the
third time into that seated position.
Right before I pushed him into the seated position for the third time, I had
heard, I believe Officer Jensen yelling at either his friends or him to take a seat
or to settle down. So when I did, I immediately moved his arms behind his back,
began to try to handcuff him, and that's when Officer Georgie arrived. Took
control of his right arm. We got him into handcuffs. He was still very agitated.
His friends were still very agitated. It was a very tense situation with the people
around in the area.
I tried getting his information at that time to get his ID. I was able to get it. I
attempted to ask him some questions regarding his identification, although he
was getting very irate. So I stepped off to the side to deescalate the situation,
remove myself. At that point, things were continuing to evolve around us. So I
felt it was best at that point to advise Mr.
that he was going to be
placed under arrest for assaulting me and also for 148 for resisting. Officer
Georgie assisted me in walking him to the patrol car. And, I patted him down
and said to arrest. I transport him back to La Mesa PD, where was cited out for
the offense because we were unable to evoke him due to the current
restrictions for COVID.

Sean Conroy:

Yes. Thank you. Okay. So when you saw Mr.
at the entrance to the
parking garage leaning on the wall there, you were going to make an
enforcement contact.

Matthew Degas:

At that time, I had not decided if I was going to make an enforcement contact. I
had the option to either make an enforcement contact or to educate Mr.
on the violations. My purpose was to ID him at that time.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. The purpose was to ID him. But you had a, what appeared to be a
violation of one of the MST codes, the non-smoking section.

Matthew Degas:

So I had multiple violations, the fare evasion.

Sean Conroy:

But you didn't know that at this time.
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Matthew Degas:

Not at that time. No. I approached him with the knowledge that he was in
violation and were not free to leave once I had determined that he was
smoking.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. So would you call that a consensual encounter or would you call that a
enforcement contact?

Matthew Degas:

It was not a consensual encounter.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. So it was an enforcement contact?

Matthew Degas:

Correct.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. Matt, you were at the station with numerous other officers that appeared
to be available. Why didn't you ask one of them to come with you at that time?

Matthew Degas:

Well, looking in hindsight, I think that probably would have been a better idea.
Although at that time, these contacts that we do at the trolley station, it's a very
busy trolley station, we try to talk to as many people as we can. And I was not
approaching Mr.
with any other reason than to potentially issue him a
citation, give him education on those violations, and identify them. And
typically, that's a contact that can last under a minute, if I'm able to identify
somebody and educate them and send them on their way.

Sean Conroy:

Right. But in just viewing the body cam, it did not appear at that particular time
that there were a crowd or a lot of people there. And I know we tend to want to
look back and examine things when you're in the moment it's much different.
Both Brock and I have been there many times. So, I know what you're saying.
But common officers' safety practices if you're looking at a person that's away
from your group, it just seems to me like you would have said, "Hey, let's go
contact that guy over there." Was there any reason and Officer Georgie was not
busy contacting anyone, there were other officers there, why did you head over
there alone?

Matthew Degas:

Well, I mean, as a patrol officer, I make traffic stops by myself and I would
consider those much more dangerous than talking to somebody at the trolley
station.

Sean Conroy:

Right. And when you make a traffic stop, you're at your unit, you have your
supporting equipment, you're not on foot. I would say it's a different
circumstances than when you are walking a distance away from your supporting
officers in an area that's a high crime area, and you know it is, to do that alone.

Matthew Degas:

Well, it's also very typical for officers. Like I said, there's several trolley stations
throughout the city. It's encouraged for us to go to those trolley stations while
on patrol, whether it's on a detail or by ourselves and to make contact with
people. So it's something that I do on a regular basis. Looking back, I think in
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every contact that every officer makes, they'd love to have a partner there with
them. They want somebody there by their side. And it would make every officer
feel more comfortable to have a number of advantage over anybody that
they're contacting.
Sean Conroy:

But you elected not to do that.

Matthew Degas:

Mm-hmm (affirmative).

Sean Conroy:

It wasn't that there wasn't anybody available so I'm going to go take care of it.
You elected, you decided not to ask anyone. Is that correct?

Matthew Degas:

That's correct.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. Did you shout out to anybody before you split that didn't get captured on
body cam? Like, "Hey, I'm going to go down the street," or, "I'm going to go
contact this guy, ask him for help on the radio." Did you let everybody at the
trolley station know you were going to split?

Matthew Degas:

I do not recall.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. Gee, the social distancing can be a little awkward when we're trying to ...
We have a overhead view of the trolley station area printed out on a piece of
paper here. Can you show us the path that you took to contact Mr.
I
know it's a little hard to see.

Matthew Degas:

I know. I believe this is the elevator right here.

Sean Conroy:

Correct, yes.

Matthew Degas:

So I just almost walked directly to him, which I think he was right there.

Sean Conroy:

You have this driveway's right here.

Matthew Degas:

Yes.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. Well, you got better eyes than I do. On the map, there's a one preprinted
on the map. Is that an accurate reflection of the driveway and area in which you
contacted Mr.

Matthew Degas:

Yes, it is.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. All right. Did you make any additional observations while you were
approaching Mr.

Matthew Degas:

No, I did not.
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Sean Conroy:

Okay. Was he continuing to smoke?

Matthew Degas:

When I walked up to him, I was looking for something that was either in his
hands or some evidence of him smoking. Whether there was a cigarette on the
ground, I did not see it. Although, like I stated, I was uncertain from the
distance, what he was smoking, if it was an electronic device. Those are smaller
than a USB drive or a key sometimes. So he could have ... I didn't know where it
was, if he had put it in his pocket, if it was a cigarette and he saw me walking up
and flipped it away. Because it is very clear that you're not allowed to smoke on
the platform or on the property.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. When you were walking toward Mr.

Matthew Degas:

Not that I specifically recall.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. You were focused on Mr.

Matthew Degas:

There was some ... I mean, yeah. I can't specifically tell you who was there that I
passed by. I know that there was some other people that were on the property,
MTS property waiting because there's a bus stop nearby.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. Did anybody approach you and ask you any questions while you were
walking?

Matthew Degas:

No, absolutely not.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. When did you start operating your ... Well, we know from the video so I
have to rephrase my question. While you're walking there and this isn't an
emergency situation, you're not running, it's not a code three, why didn't you
begin operating your body-worn camera in the recording mode as you
approached Mr.

Matthew Degas:

So it's not typical for us to record throughout like a trolley detailed like that. And
like I had said, previously, we make a lot of interactions with people, many of
them very quick. So at the time that I contacted Mr.
my intention was
to make that a very quick interaction. Once the interaction became extended, I
automatically activated my BWC.

Sean Conroy:

Are you sure about that? Because it appears that you interacted with him for
quite some, we're talking a minute. But as you and I both know, that a lot can
happen in a minute in these kinds of situations. So was there some reason why
you started operating your body camera when you did?

Matthew Degas:

Yeah, it was after he was attempting to walk away from me, which is when I had
initially activated it.
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Sean Conroy:

But up until then at that time, you hadn't activated it. So you're making an
enforcement stop, wouldn't you activate your body camera to capture any
video evidence of what he was doing as you're approaching him? If you're
approaching him for smoking, don't you want to have it on video that he was
smoking?

Matthew Degas:

Would I like to do that? Yes, I would.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. Well, I guess we could all like to do different things, but what is your
policy say when you are making a enforcement contact about the operation of
your body camera?

Matthew Degas:

That it should be activated as soon as reasonably possible and within, not
compromising any officer's safety.

Sean Conroy:

Is, "should" mandatory?

Matthew Degas:

Yes. Or it might say shall, you shall. And that would be mandatory.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. Well it says "should."

Matthew Degas:

Okay.

Sean Conroy:

I'll help you out there. But should means ... Well, I'll ask you. What does should
mean versus shall?

Matthew Degas:

Well, should is not mandatory and shall is mandatory.

Sean Conroy:

Yes. I think it's a little more complicated than that.

Matthew Degas:

Okay.

Sean Conroy:

The way you phrase that, it sounds like should would be optional, and should is
not optional. Should would mean absent a justifiable reason your body cam will
be operating. Okay. So out of all the officers that were at the trolley station, you
were the only one that wasn't operating your body cam. So I'm just thinking
back to your statement that in those quick contacts at these kinds of operations,
that officers are not operating their body cam, it seems that they are.

Matthew Degas:

Yeah. So, that's not something that I've ever been trained to do and that's not
something that I have ever done previously. If that's how Officer Jensen and her
trainee do it, that's how they do it. And as far as Officer Georgie goes, I know
that she has been off training for a few weeks at that time and maybe she was
trained differently than I was.
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Sean Conroy:

Okay. But the policy says you should have it operating when you're making an
enforcement contact. What reason did you have for not operating your bodyworn camera?

Matthew Degas:

Are you talking about operating it for the entirety of the entire detail or are you
talking about it for that actual contact with Mr.

Sean Conroy:

You're making an enforcement contact with Mr.
Your policy says you
should operate your body camera when making an enforcement contact. Every
officer that we've interviewed says they operate their body cameras when
making enforcement contacts. And they're kind of like you where they think it's
shall. And I don't expect you to know the exact verbiage of your policy. God
knows I didn't know half of our policies when I was working. But this is a
common belief or perception among your fellow officers, that when you are
making important contact you have your body camera on. Is there a reason why
you didn't have your body cam?

Matthew Degas:

I activated it as soon as reasonably possible.

Sean Conroy:

No, no. You could have operated at sooner. You operated it when it became ...
So, your policy says should when making an enforcement contact. It says shall
when a situation becomes confrontational or you are responding to an
emergency. So when you began operating your body cam, you were already in a
physical, not confrontation, but you were physically restraining Mr.
correct? You had your hand on his shirt.

Matthew Degas:

I had my hand on his shirt. But, I'm sure as you now and as every other officer
knows, every situation can evolve very rapidly and change very rapidly. In that
situation, I was focused on getting Mr.
to not walk away from me. I had
something in my right hand at the time. I had my tablet in my right hand. And
my left hand was focused on trying to keep Mr.
in front of me. The
second that I put my phone tablet back in my pocket, I activated my body-worn
camera.

Sean Conroy:

Isn't that the exact reason why you start operating your body cam as you're
approaching an enforcement contact, because things can go south in a hurry
and then it can become awkward or even impossible to operate your body cam?
Isn't that the very reason?

Matthew Degas:

That would be correct. Yeah, that's why we activate them as soon as possible.

Sean Conroy:

Okay.

Brock Avery:

Can I ask something to test the understanding, Sean?

Sean Conroy:

Sure.
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Brock Avery:

So, we had the strict discussion on should/shall, when do you turn your body
cam video on. I understood that you went to contact Mr.
because he
was smoking. Is that an enforcement contact?

Matthew Degas:

That would be okay.

Brock Avery:

Okay.
PART 2 OF 4 ENDS [00:46:04]

Sean Conroy:

Okay. My next question is to explain your understanding of the department
body-worn camera policy. I think we covered that. Okay, you've already
answered some of these questions.

Matthew Degas:

Yeah. I'm checking them off too.

Sean Conroy:

When you contact anybody on the MTS property, for the transcribers, that's a
municipal transportation service, I hope.

Brock Avery:

System.

Sean Conroy:

System.

Brock Avery:

System.

Matthew Degas:

I think it's Metropolitan, but yeah [crosstalk 00:00:48].

Sean Conroy:

Oh, Metropolitan, okay.

Brock Avery:

Yeah.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. I like municipal better. All right. When you contact anyone for those kinds
of violations that are specific to the MTS property, so we're talking smoking, fair
evasion, do you write citations for those specific violations?

Matthew Degas:

Sometimes.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. About how many have you written where you've written a citation for the
smoking?

Matthew Degas:

For smoking specifically?

Sean Conroy:

Smoking, fair evasion. What are some of the other ones? Loitering?

Matthew Degas:

You can can't play music. You can't eat. You can't litter. You can't put your feet
up on the seat. The list goes on and on about the MTS rules.
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Sean Conroy:

Now I know why they handed out the list at the beginning of the operation.
Okay. My point being, Matt, that what you're really doing... My point being is
that when there is a violation of an MTS code, that does give you the reasonable
suspicion to make the contact?

Matthew Degas:

Correct.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. But many times, like you said before, it would be an educational, don't do
this, put your feet down from the stool or block or whatever, seat, or you run
them and they have warrants, then you would arrest them for the warrant?

Matthew Degas:

Sometimes, yeah.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. Well, if it's a bookable warrant?

Matthew Degas:

Yeah. If it's a bookable warrant or they're on probation, parole, various other
things that could really end up into some type of arrestable offense.

Sean Conroy:

When you arrest somebody for a warrant or come up with some other
arrestable offense, do you include the violation that you contacted them for?

Matthew Degas:

Not always.

Sean Conroy:

Okay.

Matthew Degas:

I will always-

Sean Conroy:

You don't have to. This is-

Matthew Degas:

I will always include it in my report for the reason that's my PC for the stop.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. In these prior contacts that you've made, and you've done numerous of
these fair compliance operations, in those prior ones, did you have your bodyworn camera operating when you made the enforcement contacts?

Matthew Degas:

Throughout the entirety of me being a police officer here?

Sean Conroy:

Since they issued the body cams, I guess a year or so, how long has it-

Matthew Degas:

Yes. It's been about a year. Yeah, so yes.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. How many times, if you can just give me a general recollection, have you
not had your body cam operating when you've made an enforcement contact?
Not when you're walking around or when you go, "Okay. I'm making an
enforcement contact, now I'm operating my body cam." How many times have
you not done that?
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Casey:

Are you talking about from the beginning of the event? Or, are you talking about
not turning it on at all?

Brock Avery:

How about this? Has there been a time when you're doing an enforcement stop
and you've realized you didn't have your body-worn video or your body-worn
camera activated?

Matthew Degas:

Yes. We're all humans. It's human nature. It's not a perfect science. So yes,
there's plenty of times where you forget that your body camera's not on. Or,
sometimes the actual camera itself is turned off and you hit it and it's not
working, you have to turn it on, various things. Like I said, it's not a perfect
science.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. Over the past year, would you say that you're having fewer of those kinds
of issues? Of having it not turned on, not in the standby mode or whatever, and
that you are operating your camera more frequently when you make
enforcement contacts?

Matthew Degas:

Every time I make an enforcement contact or every time I make an investigative
stop, my body-worn cameras turned on. Accidents happen as far as for getting.
I'm sure that officers that have had the body-worn cameras for several years at
other departments still make those same accidents. I would guess that years
from now that people are still going to make the same accidents.

Sean Conroy:

I would agree with you that there will be accidents, but I think officers that have
used it for years, it becomes a part of their habit and those situations will be
fewer, probably much, much fewer. Right? That's just a comment. That's not
question, I guess.

Casey:

Right. I was going to ask [crosstalk 00:51:51] asking for a comment on that?

Sean Conroy:

Yeah. No. No comment. I'll say I agree with you that this is a new technology
that requires some adaptation.

Matthew Degas:

On top of that...

Casey:

Just wait for a question.

Sean Conroy:

That was a comment. He did it too, so we're even. So, ou didn't activate or begin
operating your body-worn camera when you were approaching Mr.
did you put it out on the radio that you would be making an enforcement
contact? Did you advise dispatch?

Matthew Degas:

I did not because that's not something that we do.

Sean Conroy:

You don't advise dispatch when you're making an enforcement stop?
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Matthew Degas:

Dispatch had already known that we were there for the actual enforcement
detail. We do not put out our individual stops or individual contacts at that time.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. Even when you're separated from the group the way you were?

Matthew Degas:

That's correct. It's not something that any officer would do. We're actually
discouraged during those times to be putting out additional air traffic that's
unnecessary.

Brock Avery:

Okay. We're going to move into, we have your body-worn camera video. We
have other officer's body-worn camera video. We have other video. Matt, we
have a minute of your contacting Mr.
that was captured on the video,
that we need to fill in the blanks. Your body cam video wasn't on, as you can
probably assume and even guess, there's a lot of MTS video available. We've
viewed that. We see that you're interacting with Mr.
for a minute, 56
seconds or so before you activated body cam video. We really want to drill
down and find out how do you fill in the blanks on that?
Okay. When you first contacted Mr.

what did you say to him?

Matthew Degas:

I believe I asked him how he was doing and if he lived in the apartments above.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. As you already told us, he gave you a reply that first he said he lived
there?

Matthew Degas:

That's correct.

Sean Conroy:

And on further questioning, he said that he didn't live there.

Matthew Degas:

He said he did not live there. Yes, correct.

Sean Conroy:

Did not live there, okay. Did you tell him that you had seen him smoking?

Matthew Degas:

Yes, I did.

Sean Conroy:

At what point did you tell him that you had seen him smoking? Was that before
the, "Do you live here?" Or was that after the, "Do you live here?"

Matthew Degas:

After the, "Do you live here?" And after he had changed his story and told me
that he did not live there. I advised him that I saw him smoking and that he is
not allowed to smoke on this property.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. What'd he say?

Matthew Degas:

We'd have to refer to my report if I put a direct quote in there or not.

Sean Conroy:

Sure. Okay.
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Matthew Degas:

I didn't put a quote, but he had told me that he wasn't smoking.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. To the best of your recollection?

Matthew Degas:

Correct.

Sean Conroy:

Did he tell you that he was waiting for friends?

Matthew Degas:

Yes. He told me he was waiting for a ride.

Sean Conroy:

A ride. Okay. You asked him for identification?

Matthew Degas:

No, at that point I then asked if he had a trolley or a bus fare.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. And the result of that was he did not have a trolley or bus fare?

Matthew Degas:

He advised me that he did not have one and that he was not going to give me
anything.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. Did he state that he was waiting for friends? Waiting for a ride, that's
what you said?

Matthew Degas:

Yes.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. He did give you hist name at some point. Was that when he was sitting
down? We're still at the wall right? You haven't moved from the wall at this
point where you contacted him?

Matthew Degas:

Either right before he sat down the first time voluntarily, or without me
touching him. Either right before he sat down or right as he sat down, he said.
"My name's
There you go. You got it."

Sean Conroy:

Okay. Did you perform a pat down search when you first contacted him?

Matthew Degas:

I did not.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. Did you touch him at all?

Matthew Degas:

I did not.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. During this initial contact at some point, you direct or tell him to walk to
the end of the driveway?

Matthew Degas:

No, I did not.

Sean Conroy:

What did you say him? Refresh my recollection there.
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Matthew Degas:

He began to walk away from me and I told him that he was not free to leave and
he was detained. He continued to walk away from me. I continued to maneuver
to try to get in front of him and then tell him to sit down. He continued to walk
along that cement blocks until he finally sat at the end of that last one.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. Did you tell Mr.
claimed to be waiting for?

Matthew Degas:

I believe he told me that he was going to call them, because he wanted to try to
prove to me that he was waiting for friends. And I told him that he's free to do
so.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. What happened when Mr
black Volkswagen.

Matthew Degas:

At that point, he immediately stood up and tried to walk towards them to get
into the vehicle.

Sean Conroy:

Okay.

Brock Avery:

So, Mr.

Matthew Degas:

He did.

Brock Avery:

Was he holding it in his hand? Was it in his pocket? On his belt? Do you know
where he...

Matthew Degas:

It was in his hand.

Brock Avery:

The entire contact?

Matthew Degas:

I don't recall. When he was sitting down on the concrete pillar it was in his hand.

Sean Conroy:

When he saw his friends, I'm trying to think of how to say this because I can't
put his thoughts out there, but it appeared that when his friends came, that he
thought that the reason for the detention was over, he stood up to leave. Is that
correct? He said, "There are my friends. I'm leaving."

Matthew Degas:

I made it very clear to him he was not free to leave at any point.

Sean Conroy:

And that was based on the smoking and the fair evasion.

Matthew Degas:

And the fair evasion.

Sean Conroy:

And the fair evasion. He was not being detained for loitering?

Matthew Degas:

No.

to use his cell phone to call his friends that he

saw his friends approaching him? It's a

had his cell phone?
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Brock Avery:

Did he make any statements about his friends arriving?

Matthew Degas:

No.

Casey:

Meaning at that point?

Brock Avery:

Yeah, at that point. So, from my understanding, he's sitting down on the blocks,
you're talking to him, he's got a cell phone in his hand, we know the friends
pulled up in a Volkswagen. Did he point to him or indicate that those were his
friends when they pulled up?

Matthew Degas:

When they pulled up, he pointed to them. He said, "They're they are. I'm out of
here," or something to that nature and that's when I stepped in front of him.

Brock Avery:

Did you see the car pull up?

Matthew Degas:

I thought out of my peripheral and then I heard the two friends yelling.

Brock Avery:

Using the map that we put on the table in front of you that has the one for the
driveway, where did you see the Volkswagen in your peripheral?

Matthew Degas:

They initially stopped here in the roadway.

Sean Conroy:

Actually physical, the car stopped?

Matthew Degas:

The car stopped in the roadway. And then they, either one or both, initially got
out of the car or were leaning out of the window, and then eventually the car
pulled into the driveway.

Brock Avery:

For the purpose of the map, you're pointing on, I think this is Bus Court or Bus
Lane is the name of the street?

Matthew Degas:

Bus Court.

Brock Avery:

And the car stopped adjacent to the one that's hand written on the map?
Stopped in the street?

Matthew Degas:

Yeah, the vehicle almost stopped behind me. I was facing Mr.
towards
the apartments, and the vehicle, I heard it, saw them yelling, and then they
actually stopped the vehicle initially behind me.

Brock Avery:

Got it.

Sean Conroy:

And, when he saw his friends, he stood up? He stood up, this is the second time
that he stood?

Matthew Degas:

That would be the first time.
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Sean Conroy:

The first time. Okay. I guess I'm thinking the first time that he sat down without
you touching him, so this is the first time he stood up. What did you do when he
stood up?

Matthew Degas:

I maneuvered my body in front of him, told him again, gave him very clear
orders to take a seat and that he was not free to leave. I also, with my left hand,
had grabbed ahold of the fabric of the front of his shirt very loosely, but I
grabbed ahold of his shirt.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. But, this was not a forceful action on your part?

Matthew Degas:

No, it was not.

Sean Conroy:

If I describe it as you guided him back down into a seated position, would that
be correct?

Matthew Degas:

That's correct.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. Because you really weren't using force. You were just put your hands on
him and he sat down.

Matthew Degas:

My intention was to do everything I could to avoid any type of physical contact
with him.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. Very good. And at that time he didn't try to hit or brush your hand aside?

Matthew Degas:

That is when he did hit my hand.

Sean Conroy:

Oh, that is? Okay. That first time?

Matthew Degas:

That first time.

Sean Conroy:

Was that with enough force to knock your hand loose?

Matthew Degas:

Yes, it was.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. What was the next thing that happened?

Matthew Degas:

I would have to refer to my report.

Sean Conroy:

Well, let me try to save us some time.

Matthew Degas:

Okay.

Sean Conroy:

Did Mr.

Matthew Degas:

Yes, he did.

stand up again?
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Sean Conroy:

This would be for the second time?

Matthew Degas:

Yes.

Sean Conroy:

This time he was more aggressive.

Matthew Degas:

Correct.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. I guess I should say, was he more aggressive huh Casey? Then did he hit
your arm again on this occasion?

Matthew Degas:

Not on that occasion, no.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. Explain to me what happened when he stands up aggressively. We've all
heard it. We know it was going on verbally and that it was very tense, and we
know the language that was being used. We're looking at this coldly of your
actions, but we understand what was happening. When he stood up and he was
more aggressive with you, what happened?

Matthew Degas:

[crosstalk 01:04:21].

Sean Conroy:

Yeah. Feel free.

Brock Avery:

At any time we don't want to restrict you from looking at your reports. So, when
you want to do it, just let us know so I can make a notation.

Matthew Degas:

Okay. I believe after he struck my hand, like I said, I was pretty shocked. I still
did not want to take it into the realm of being additionally more physical with
him. Previously, like I said in the beginning, I was able to get him to cooperate
and sit down verbally. Once he struck my hand, I then made that determination
that, okay, this is now leaving the realm of an educational contact. I grabbed
ahold of him with my left hand, like I said, I believe my tablet phone was in my
right hand, so I grabbed ahold of him with my left hand and sternly told him to
take a seat, to go back into a seated position. To which, at that point, Mr.
became even more agitated and irate.

Sean Conroy:

Is this when you made your first transmission to the dispatch?

Matthew Degas:

Yeah. I believe I attempted to get out on the radio. I'm not sure that the
transmission got out.

Sean Conroy:

What was that transmission? Your first one?

Brock Avery:

What'd you say on the radio?

Matthew Degas:

I believe I tried to put out my call sign and advise them that I was contacting
someone. I was trying to just get out what was going on. And in those tense
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situations where you know that something is going to evolve into something
more dangerous, or it's a very loud situation around you, sometimes just putting
out any type of traffic on the air, of maybe even what's going on, can alert
nearby officers.
Brock Avery:

Okay.

Sean Conroy:

Did you make a second radio transmission after that?

Matthew Degas:

I do believe I made a second transmission that went out after that. Although, I
don't recall specifically what was said.

Brock Avery:

Okay. But it was you asking for a cover officer? I'm not sure what verbiage you
use up at Mesa Police Department, did you ask for a backup or a cover?

Matthew Degas:

Yeah. I believe I asked for an additional officer.

Brock Avery:

Additional officer, okay.

Matthew Degas:

My intention was, after making the first contact on the air, that the officers who
were at the trolley station, that were nearby, would be alerted and come over
to assist.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. But, you hadn't advised them of where you were.

Matthew Degas:

Hadn't advised who?

Sean Conroy:

Your officers that were at the trolley station. So, now that you're over with
Mr.
they don't know where you're at.

Matthew Degas:

Yeah. I did not actually verbally advise them, but the area is somewhat of a large
area, but we always try to keep each other in eye contact. I wasn't going to
leave the eye contact of the other three officers that were there.

Brock Avery:

Well, what if it went to the ground? Then how are they going to know where
you are?

Matthew Degas:

Is that a question?

Brock Avery:

Yes sir.

Matthew Degas:

If the contact [crosstalk 01:08:22].

Brock Avery:

If there's physical contact and now you're fighting on the ground, how are they
going to know where you are? You're 270 some feet away.

Casey:

Do you understand his question?
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Matthew Degas:

I don't.

Brock Avery:

Okay. What I'm saying is you're saying, to my understanding is, "I was within
visual range," and I'm saying at that distance visual range would be iffy. You
didn't say, "I'm going East over here on Bus Way." You didn't say, "I'm gong
west." You didn't say, "I'm going into a parking structure." You didn't tell them.
PART 3 OF 4 ENDS [01:09:04]

Sean Conroy:

... I am going into a parking structure. You didn't tell them where you were at.
So now it's a physical confrontation. If this is physical, you are physically
restraining him. And they don't know where you're at because you didn't tell
them. Is that correct?

Matthew Degas:

I believe that's correct. I mean, we all knew that we were at the trolley station,
and I was next to a bus stop at the trolley station.

Sean Conroy:

Yeah, but valuable time could be lost in hunting.

Matthew Degas:

Yeah. I mean, just looking at the map, it's pretty much a clear area. It doesn't
take much hunting to see where I was. I wasn't concealed behind anything. I
wasn't in a parking structure. I was in a wide open space, basically in the
roadway.

Brock Avery:

I'll just editorialize a little bit. We've talked to a lot of people. They heard your
radio traffic. They heard yelling in the background. They were really concerned
for you, and they didn't know where you were. So we have to ask-

Sean Conroy:

Yeah, hence those questions.

Brock Avery:

Why didn't the radio traffic go out at where you were?

Matthew Degas:

And is that specifically... Are you stating that that's coming from officers that
were on scene, or officers that were working on patrol?

Brock Avery:

Officers on scene. Officers who were on the trolley detail with you.

Matthew Degas:

Gotcha.

Brock Avery:

We're really concerned about your safety based on what they heard happening
in the background on the radio. We just want to try to understand why that
radio traffic didn't go out.

Casey:

So I guess, is the follow-up question did you intentionally not put out your
location?

Matthew Degas:

No, I did not.
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Brock Avery:

Okay. Thank you, Casey.

Casey:

Here to help.

Sean Conroy:

So you were successful in getting Mr.

Matthew Degas:

Yes, I was.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. Do you feel like you used appropriate force at the time to do that?

Matthew Degas:

Yes, I do.

Sean Conroy:

Brock, do you want to ask some questions on the use of force there?

Brock Avery:

A little background, first. Where did you receive your pre-service academy
training?

Matthew Degas:

At the San Diego Regional Academy.

Brock Avery:

And do they follow the post curriculum, as best as you know, for arrest and
control techniques?

Matthew Degas:

Correct.

Brock Avery:

Do those differ from techniques or training you received at La Mesa PD for
arrest and control?

Matthew Degas:

No, they do not.

Brock Avery:

Did you or have you received arrest and control training from La Mesa Police
Department?

Matthew Degas:

Yes, I have.

Brock Avery:

When was the last time you received that training? And I don't need an exact
date, but-

Matthew Degas:

Yeah, I believe it was either the end of 2019 or the beginning of 2020.

Brock Avery:

Yeah, there's some dates in November, 1st to 18, you have four hours. Is that
consistent?

Matthew Degas:

That sounds correct. Yeah.

Brock Avery:

And additionally, you had that two hours on the same date with tactical
communication?
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Matthew Degas:

Correct.

Brock Avery:

Both perishable skills by post?

Matthew Degas:

Yes.

Brock Avery:

Okay. Did you have to participate in any testing, or did someone evaluate your
arrest control techniques as part of any of the training you received at La Mesa
PD?

Matthew Degas:

There was no testing, no.

Brock Avery:

Was it classroom? Was there any hands-on demonstration of the different
curriculum?

Matthew Degas:

Yeah, so there was both classroom and demonstration, which we did pair up in
pairs and work on techniques.

Brock Avery:

And did you successfully demonstrate proficiency in that portion of the training?

Matthew Degas:

Yes, I did.

Brock Avery:

No remediation?

Matthew Degas:

No.

Brock Avery:

So the resistance Mr.
the pushback you got from Mr.
for lack
of a better term, is not cooperation. Was it passive resistance or active
resistance?

Matthew Degas:

I mean, it was passive until the point that he put his hands on me and became
active.

Brock Avery:

Got it. Want to run the video? Is that okay?

Sean Conroy:

Sure.

Brock Avery:

I'm going to run video from your body cam video. We'll view it in its entirety. If
you want to stop and point something out, go ahead, but I don't want to get in
the way of just what the video says.

Matthew Degas:

That's fine.

Brock Avery:

Before we start the video, Mr.
is standing up. I'll just give a description.
I want to describe the scene that's visible behind Mr.
I have the
[inaudible 01:13:57] pointed to a sign, says "Enter." Is this the driveway or
garage that you were referring to on the map?
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Matthew Degas:

Yes.

Brock Avery:

On this image, where did you first see Mr.
trolley stop?

Matthew Degas:

Right in the beginning of the shaded area.

Brock Avery:

So there's a shade line from the overhead apartment building in the video right
where I put my cursor?

Matthew Degas:

Yeah. Correct.

Brock Avery:

Did he remain in that position up into when you contacted him? Was that where
he was standing the entire time?

Matthew Degas:

I believe so.

Sean Conroy:

He didn't disappear into the garage while you were walking toward him.

Brock Avery:

Did you ever lose sight of him between the time you left the trolley station to
the contacting at the garage door?

Matthew Degas:

There's the palm trees that are around. I lost sight of him behind, or I guess
behind one of those palm trees, but that was only for probably a couple of
seconds. So he did not go, as far as I know, he did not go into the garage.

Brock Avery:

All right, I'm going to push play. I will narrate because there's no... I'm going to
stop it, better yet. There's no audio. Talk me through the working of the camera
and what you understand, how the camera works, and why there wouldn't be
any audio on the video.

Matthew Degas:

So there's a constant loop on the BWC, plays for 30 seconds, just continuously
rolls. So once we hit our BWC to activate it, it goes back 30 seconds. For the first
30 seconds there's no audio, just video. At that point it kicks in, both audio and
video.

Brock Avery:

As far as you know, was your camera operating and functioning the day you
were wearing it, on this video that we're watching?

Matthew Degas:

Yes.

Brock Avery:

Have you had any problems with your camera or reported some malfunction of
your camera to anyone at the department?

Matthew Degas:

I've had to get a replacement camera before.

Brock Avery:

What was the problem with it?
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Matthew Degas:

It wasn't working, or it wasn't recording properly.

Sean Conroy:

Have you ever been counseled by a supervisor regarding your body-worn
camera, its operation, using it?

Matthew Degas:

I've been notified by the body-worn camera sergeant if I forget to tag the actual
individual recordings. So after each contact, we're supposed to go into our
phone, notate each contact, put the case number, our names, and then also
specific drop downs that can categorize that specific video.

Sean Conroy:

Wow. Times have changed.

Brock Avery:

It's fuzzy. I want to get rid of the graininess. Perfect. I'm going to push pause. So
again, go back near... This is where you saw Mr.
smoking, where the
cursor is, and he's now seated on... What do we want to call it? The block wall
or the concrete wall?

Sean Conroy:

The cement block is [crosstalk 01:17:22] referring to it. Of sitting height.

Brock Avery:

So fill me in on what happened here in the shade, and then Mr.
to the block.

Matthew Degas:

So as I stated, I approached him, asked him if he lived there. I asked him how he
was doing. He told me that he was doing fine, said he lives there up in the
apartments. I asked him, again, which apartment he lives in. He said, "Oh, I
actually don't live there." He changed his mind. At that point I advised him of
the smoking ordinances. He told me he was not smoking. I asked him to see his
trolley fare MTS pass. He told me he wasn't going to provide it and that he did
not need to provide it because he wasn't using the trolley. And then he began to
walk away from me.

Brock Avery:

Yeah, so he walked from the shade out to the block on his own. You didn't tell
him to go out there and sit down?

Matthew Degas:

No, I did not.

Brock Avery:

Okay. Refresh my background. So which point did you tell him he wasn't free to
leave?

Matthew Degas:

After immediately from when he started to walk away. So I would say within his
first five feet I told him to stop.

Brock Avery:

Got it. What'd he say?

Matthew Degas:

He was very aggressive, verbally. As I notated in my report, he told me to fuck
off. He mumbled a couple of other things, but then he just kept on walking.
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Brock Avery:

All right. I'm going to push play. We're running video with no audio. Okay, Mr.
just stood up from the block wall. What'd you say? What'd he say?

Matthew Degas:

You could see on the video he's pointing to the car, and that's the car that
arrived with his friends in it. And he said, "There they are."

Brock Avery:

Okay. So based on your earlier description, you're facing Mr.
court's behind you, and the car's behind you somewhere.

Matthew Degas:

Correct.

Brock Avery:

And you hear the occupants of the car saying something to you?

Matthew Degas:

Yeah, they were very aggressive in telling me that I need to let him go.

Brock Avery:

All right. I'll push play again. That stop was at 21:23:31. Okay, I'll narrate a little
bit. And Mr.
turns to the left, walking towards the driveway. Is that
accurate on the video?

Matthew Degas:

Turns towards my left?

Brock Avery:

Yeah, turns towards your left, and he's actually headed right, away from you.

Matthew Degas:

Correct, yes.

Brock Avery:

Accurate on the video?

Matthew Degas:

Yes.

Brock Avery:

And what did you do in response to Mr.
you?

Matthew Degas:

I immediately tried to maneuver my body over to stop him from walking. And
then I actually reached out, and that's when I grabbed the front of his shirt.

Brock Avery:

I'll push play. I stopped it at 21:23:35. What happened?

Matthew Degas:

That's when he had just struck me and pushed me off of him. And I think he
said, "Get the fuck up off me."

Brock Avery:

So your attempt to stop him didn't work.

Matthew Degas:

No.

Brock Avery:

The grab that you did when you reached out and grabbed his shirt, is there any
training for that or have you received training on a technique to get someone to
stop when they're walking away?
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Matthew Degas:

No, like I said, it was specifically trying to use the least amount of force possible.
I was really just trying to maneuver myself to get in front of him so that he
could... Hopefully hoping that my physical presence would deter him from trying
to walk away.

Brock Avery:

As part of ACT, is there a time and distance that's recommended to stay away
from a contact when you're making contact?

Matthew Degas:

Can you tell me what ACT is?

Brock Avery:

I'm sorry. Arrest control techniques.

Matthew Degas:

Oh, okay.

Brock Avery:

And even officer safety. What's the safe distance to be away from somebody?

Matthew Degas:

Well, I guess that varies, but I mean, obviously like an arms length.

Brock Avery:

An arms length. You think that's an arm's length that you're away from Mr.
in the video we've stopped?

Matthew Degas:

No, it's not.

Brock Avery:

Closer or further?

Matthew Degas:

Closer.

Brock Avery:

I'll push play. Looks like we've closed the distance. Was that you getting closer
to him, or Mr.
getting closer to you?

Matthew Degas:

That was me getting closer to him.

Brock Avery:

Anything spark your memory on why you closed the distance?

Matthew Degas:

At that point I felt like since he had just struck me and been assaultive towards
me, I was uncertain what his next action was going to be. So I just wanted to
maintain control of him the best that I could.

Brock Avery:

I'm sorry, had he already struck you in this?

Matthew Degas:

Yes.

Brock Avery:

Yes. Okay. It looks like Mr.
looking towards the driveway. Do you
know where the car is at this point?

Matthew Degas:

I don't. I think that at that point they were pulling into the driveway.
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Brock Avery:

Are they talking? Are they continuing to say things to you?

Matthew Degas:

Yeah, they were loud and very verbally aggressive throughout the entire
contact.

Brock Avery:

Did the car and the occupants of the car concern you?

Matthew Degas:

Very much so.

Brock Avery:

Tell me more.

Matthew Degas:

So the second that the car pulled up and they began to yell at me from behind
me, my focus was now split between Mr.
who was in front of me, and
then these two people in the car that I do not know behind me. I was doing
everything I could to basically try to deescalate that whole entire situation
because of the fact that it was a very quickly evolving.

Brock Avery:

So in arrest control training are friends and associates a consideration for your
safety when you evaluate a situation?

Matthew Degas:

Yeah, so a number of a number of people versus number of officers there is very
much a consideration when you decide to go hands-on with someone.

Brock Avery:

Push play. All right, 21:23:39. Is that your hand that's grabbing the front of Mr.
shirt.

Matthew Degas:

Yes, it is.

Brock Avery:

The purpose of that grab?

Matthew Degas:

So as I stated, I was trying to move my body in front of him to prevent him from
walking away. I got closer to him to close the distance, and as you could see, my
right hand, which is not free, it has my tablet in it, I was trying to move Mr.
backwards back into that seated position without having to use any
force really, just besides guiding him backwards.

Brock Avery:

Again, we still don't have the audio. What's he saying?

Matthew Degas:

He's being very verbally aggressive, yelling at me, telling me to fuck off, telling
me I need to let him go, that I have no right to stop him. I'm telling him that he
needs to take a seat. At this point, as I stated earlier, my tone changed where I
was trying to give him every opportunity to just cooperate, give me his ID, and
move along from there. Once he struck me, my tone changed and I became
concerned for my own safety, and I was giving him very clear commands that he
needs to sit down, he needs to calm down. It was just a back and forth. He
wasn't very receptive.
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Brock Avery:

Earlier you said you thought you made two radio transmissions and maybe one
wasn't... You weren't successful.

Matthew Degas:

Yeah. I know for a fact that one got out, and I'm not sure if another one got out.
If I had got a... We call it getting honked on the air, so if there's other people on
the air, only one person can get out at a time. So if two people are trying to get
out, you get a standby notification, so you can't get out.

Brock Avery:

You guys call it honked.

Matthew Degas:

Yeah, because it's a sound that sounds like a honk on your radio.

Brock Avery:

Got it. I like it.

Matthew Degas:

The feedback.

Brock Avery:

I like that. [inaudible 01:26:21] covered and no one ever knew if they got
covered.

Matthew Degas:

Yeah.

Brock Avery:

I like the honk. That's good. So we're at 24 seconds into your body cam video,
no audio. Let me know when you thought you made those broadcasts. Have you
made a broadcast yet that you were out on one?

Matthew Degas:

I don't recall. So, like I said, I have my left hand on him and my right hand's
occupied so I wasn't able to get out, even to make a transmission at that point.

Brock Avery:

And when the video started, Mr.
was standing up. Is that when he first
arrived to the block? I mean, he walked from the shade to the sun, and he's
standing when we started the video.

Matthew Degas:

Yeah. That's when he first arrives to that end part, and he actually was willing to
listen and cooperate when I told him to take a seat.

Brock Avery:

Okay. Any radio traffic between the time you got to the scene and Mr.
visible on your body cam videos standing up?

Matthew Degas:

No, not that I know of.

Brock Avery:

Push play again. I stopped at 29 seconds into your video because it looks like
there's dialogue going on. Fill us in. What's that dialogue?

Matthew Degas:

Like I said, I'm just telling him to calm down. I'm trying my best to use verbal
judo with him to get him to calm down. I know that he's very agitated, telling
him to take a seat repeatedly. He's very aggressive, in my face, did not want to
listen to any commands. I made it very clear to him that he was not free to
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leave, that he was being detained. And then I needed his full name and date of
birth.
Brock Avery:

And we're stopped at 21:23:45. Back to that arms distance. Looks like you guys
were really close.

Matthew Degas:

Yeah. At that point he is probably only several inches from my face.

Brock Avery:

Push play. I'll pause it just so... We had it muted. I want to capture the dialogue,
so let me back up a little bit, soon as that goes away. Rewound it to 25 seconds
of your body cam video.

Speaker 1:

Get the fuck up off me, bro. Fuck is you grabbing me for-

Matthew Degas:

Wait, can you pause it real quick?

Brock Avery:

Sure, sure.

Matthew Degas:

So I'm trying to get out on the air right there.

Brock Avery:

Was that the honk, the beeping?

Matthew Degas:

No, that beeping is what the Axon... Whenever the audio kicks in it does that
beep, but you can see my hand after I hit the BWC. I then go up to my mic,
which I have up here on my collar, and I'm trying to get air traffic out.

Brock Avery:

Is that when you got honked?

Matthew Degas:

Like I said, I'm not sure that that transmission made it out, or if it was just Mr.
and his friends that made it out, or if my air traffic got out or not.

Brock Avery:

Got it. Got it.

Casey:

At some point, since we've been going for about an hour and a half, can we take
a break?

Brock Avery:

Whenever you want.

Casey:

No rush, but-

Brock Avery:

We can take it now, if you'd like.

Casey:

Is that good?

Matthew Degas:

Yeah.

Casey:

Okay.
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Brock Avery:

Time is 11:38. Pause the tape.

Sean Conroy:

Okay. We are pausing the tape.

Brock Avery:

That'sPART 4 OF 4 ENDS [01:30:11]
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Inv. Conroy:

Investigator Sean Conroy with Investigator Brock Avery, Casey Castillo and Matt
Dages. Continuing the interview at 11:50 hours.

Inv. Avery:

Let's go around the room, just so the typist recognizes us if we don't get the
same transcriber. Brock Avery, B-R-O-C-K A-V-E-R-Y. Casey?

Rep. Castillo:

Casey Castillo.

Ofc. Dages:

Matt Dages.

Inv. Conroy:

Sean Conroy, S-E-A-N C-O-N-R-O-Y.

Inv. Avery:

All right. We took a break. Any questions after the break that you want to talk
about or anything you want to add? Okay. We'll go back to the video we were
on, the video from your arrest of
On the screen when we took
the break and we're looking at the video and-

Video:

... [crosstalk 00:00:48].

Inv. Avery:

Earlier we talked about the horn honked.

Ofc. Dages:

Yeah.

Inv. Avery:

Honked radio traffic. It sounds like-

Ofc. Dages:

... Covering radio traffic.

Inv. Avery:

It sounds like you were making radio transmission there simultaneous to Mr.
trying to walk away from you. A lot going on.

Ofc. Dages:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

Do you think you had Mr.

Ofc. Dages:

At that time.

Inv. Avery:

Right. I'll push play from 21:23:51.

Video:

You look goofy as hell, bro. Stop touching me, bro. Obviously, you don't-

Inv. Avery:

... Okay. Describe what you see at 21:23:53.

Ofc. Dages:

I'm still holding onto Mr.
shirt with my left hand. I'm uncertain if my
right hand is... I know at this time I was trying to put my phone back into my
cargo pocket. And Mr.
very agitated. You can see he's moving around
from left to right, forward and backwards. He's moving actually closer to me.
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And both of his hands, which are free are swinging around. He's feeling in a very
agitated state.
Inv. Avery:

With the hindsight of a little video, earlier you said you thought you had control
of Mr.
at this point. What do you think about this two seconds we just
watched between that last statement and this statement?

Ofc. Dages:

I mean, at that point I was confident that I could handle the situation.

Inv. Avery:

Okay. I'll push play.

Video:

I ain't going nowhere. Hey, hey, hey, what I tell you? I told you I'm waiting for
someone to come here. They right-

Inv. Avery:

... I'm going to back it up a little bit, because there's one point I want to address.
In that brief moment, tell me what happened with your grasp of Mr.
shirt and the control that you're applying at this point.

Ofc. Dages:

I now have my right hand available and I have grabbed a hold of Mr.
left arm with my right hand. I'm pretty sure I have his... My left hand still on the
front of his shirt.

Inv. Avery:

And describe the purpose of this hands on control of Mr.
doing this?

Ofc. Dages:

To maintain control of him. Like I said earlier, he was very much so moving his
arms back and forth, and because he'd already hit me once. I wasn't sure if he
was going to try to or be assaultive again. So I just wanted to maintain as much
control of him as I could. I'm pretty sure that I was unable to get... I would have
either grabbed a hold of his wrist or his left arm, if I had the ability to, with my
other arm. Although, I wasn't able to, because he was moving too much.

Inv. Avery:

Back to the radio piece. Do you wear an piece?

Ofc. Dages:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

Did you hear a response from your request in your ear?

Ofc. Dages:

No, I couldn't hear anything.

Inv. Avery:

Okay.

Video:

Come here. They right here, bro. Sit down.

Inv. Avery:

All right. I advanced the video and stopped it to 21:23:59. Did you see enough to
walk me through what just happened?
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Ofc. Dages:

Yeah. So as I said, just previously, Mr.
he at this point kind of almost
taken a bladed stance, was very aggressive verbally. And then was also
continuing to move closer to me. As I told him to sit down. I gave him very clear
commands to take a seat, to settle down. At which point he moved even closer
to my face. So in order to separate myself from him and to put him back into
that seated position, which he was previously, I pushed him backwards into that
seated position.

Inv. Avery:

What part of the body did the push occur on Mr.

Ofc. Dages:

On his chest.

Inv. Avery:

Was that your intent to push him on his chest?

Ofc. Dages:

It was just to push him backwards.

Inv. Avery:

Was the chest your target?

Ofc. Dages:

Correct. Yes.

Inv. Avery:

I'll push play.

Video:

Oh my God.

Inv. Avery:

Okay. I stopped it at 21:24 in the video. Talk me through your actions.

Ofc. Dages:

So now you can see the vehicle with his friends alongside of me. So I'm trying to
maintain visual on them as well, because they were also very agitated and
aggressive. I did not know what was in the vehicle, what their intentions were.
At this time after I pushed him down, I grabbed his left wrist with my left hand
and was going to attempt to place him into handcuffs, because as much as I had
tried resisting using any force, I felt like I had to just put him into handcuffs as
quickly as possible. So even though I was waiting for backup to arrive, I was
going to try to. But you could already see in this freeze frame, immediately
when I did grab control of his left arm, he was already tensing up and trying to
pull away from me.

Inv. Avery:

So your right hands on his tricep, your left hands on his right wrist.

Ofc. Dages:

His left wrist.

Inv. Avery:

Correct. I'm sorry. You were correct. His left wrist.

Ofc. Dages:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

Is this a precursor to a handcuffing technique that you would use based on the
training you have?
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Ofc. Dages:

Yes, it is.

Inv. Avery:

Is this a control hold that you're taught?

Ofc. Dages:

Yes, it is.

Inv. Avery:

Do you know what it's named?

Ofc. Dages:

Off the top of my head, I do not.

Inv. Avery:

No problem. I'll push play.

Video:

Shut the fuck up. Hey, you tough as fuck.

Inv. Avery:

Okay. Did you see enough to talk me through that?

Ofc. Dages:

Yeah.

Inv. Avery:

I stopped at 21:24:02.

Ofc. Dages:

So Mr.
like I said, as I tried to place his hands behind his back, his left
hand behind his back, he stood up on his own to try to, from what I could
interpret, abate me from putting him into handcuffs.

Inv. Avery:

When you write reports, do you apply resistance levels of the person in your
report? For example, terms like we talked about passive resistance, active
resistance. Are those terms that you've heard before?

Ofc. Dages:

Yes, they are.

Inv. Avery:

Define this resistance for me.

Ofc. Dages:

That's active resistance.

Inv. Avery:

Tell me about your position and the control hold that you're trying to apply
here.

Ofc. Dages:

I'm trying to move his left hand behind his back. By having that grip, that C grip
on his upper left arm to slide back, putting pressure on his tricep and elbow, and
kind of just guide his arm behind his back. At the same time, Mr.
is
being very resistant and pulling away from me.

Inv. Avery:

Based on your training and experience, how can these control holds be
defeated? How can a suspect overcome your attempts to control them?

Ofc. Dages:

Most commonly people will try to bring their hands to the front of their body.
They can also try to turn their bodies or tense up their muscles, tense up their
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bodies from the officer actually moving their arm from backwards towards the
back of their body.
Inv. Avery:

Is Mr.
attempt?

engaging in any of that behavior during this control hold

Ofc. Dages:

So currently he's tensed up to the point where I'm having to use increased
pressure on him in order to bring his hand behind his back. And he's actually
pulling his hand towards the front of his body. And then after this, you'll see he
actually turns his body.

Inv. Avery:

Going to push play. I'll push play.

Video:

Stop. Stop.

Inv. Avery:

I stopped it at 21:24:05. And it looks like what happened there is what you
described. He pulled his left hand.

Ofc. Dages:

Correct.

Inv. Avery:

Left arm behind his back.

Ofc. Dages:

I'm trying to pull his arm behind his back. He's continuing to resist.

Inv. Avery:

Yeah. I'll push play.

Video:

Bruh, you goofy as hell. Hey, Mr. Dages, you making-

Inv. Avery:

... What'd you see?

Ofc. Dages:

Mr.
continuing to resist. I'm also, I think simultaneously trying to get
out on the air, because the last thing I want to do is to... He's obviously not
going to go with the program. He's not going to comply. He's not going to allow
me to put him in handcuffs voluntarily. I'm confident that I can apply handcuffs
to him. I'm confident that if I needed to, I could escalate my use of force,
although I was doing everything possible to not do that. And you can also see in
the background, his friend in the driver's seat has now exited the car and is
yelling at me.

Inv. Avery:

So to test my understanding, you talked about escalating force is an option that
could have occurred.

Ofc. Dages:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

What would that have been if you had escalated your force?
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Ofc. Dages:

So, just based on our the force continuum that we're kind of instructed. I started
with my verbal, my use of words, tactical communication, my command
presence. At this point, we've gone to me being hands on with him. I'm trying to
use the least amount of force possible. I'm trying to get him to comply with me,
to put his hands on his back. He's clearly not going to, I mean, at this point I
could have easily taken him to the ground if I needed to. I also have tools on my
belt too. I have an OC pepper spray. We also carry tasers, if need be. But I mean,
what would be the most practical for me would be probably taking them to the
ground if I needed to.

Inv. Avery:

And you have training and maybe experience in take downs?

Ofc. Dages:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

Did that thought cross your mind during this interaction that take down was the
next step in escalation?

Ofc. Dages:

It crossed my mind that that could happen. Although, it was not what I wanted
to do. Like I said, I wanted to use the least amount of force possible here in this
situation. And also given the fact that things were escalating around me. I did
not want to really turn my back on the people that he was friends with, that I do
not know what they have.

Inv. Avery:

Sure. All right, I'll push play.

Video:

Make a big ass deal out of nothing, bro. You're making a big ass deal out of
nothing, bro.

Inv. Avery:

Did you see enough?

Ofc. Dages:

Yeah. So at that point he's continuing-

Rep. Castillo:

... Just for the record, it's 21:24:12.

Inv. Avery:

Thank you, Casey.

Ofc. Dages:

Mr.
completely twisted away from me. I decided that me applying
more force was not the way to go at that point. So I again, pushed him
backwards into that seated position, because I thought that that would be a way
to potentially deescalate the situation, get him to calm down, take a breath. I
told him continuously to stop. I changed my tone. Try to slow it down a little bit.
Try to lower my voice. He's still obviously very agitated.

Inv. Avery:

Earlier you said that your intention of the control hold was to transition to
handcuffing.

Ofc. Dages:

Correct.
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Inv. Avery:

So you abandoned that plan?

Ofc. Dages:

I did.

Inv. Avery:

With the idea that getting him back on the bench, talking to him would calm
him down.

Ofc. Dages:

Yeah. I was confident that something on the air and had gone out, that the
officers at the trolley station were going to be there within seconds. There was
no need for me to take someone to the ground, or to use any more force than
necessary, or to use any more force than I had already done so, until the other
officers arrived.

Inv. Avery:

I'll push play from 21:24:12.

Video:

Get down. You making a big ass deal out of nothing. You real big though, huh?
You real big. You real big. Sit down. You real tough. Thank you, bro.

Inv. Avery:

Let me rewind this. We had a really fuzzy picture. It wasn't loading correctly.
Let's see if it'll reload a little smoother transit.

Video:

You making a big ass deal out of nothing, bro. Sit down. You making a big ass
deal out of nothing. You real big though, huh?You real big. You real big. Sit
down. You real tough. Thank you, bro. Thank you. Where was I at? Where was I
at? Right there. I told you, bro. The people came. I'm finna dip. I have no reason
to be detained by you, bruh.

Inv. Avery:

Okay. I stopped at 21:24:30. I'm going to speed things up. Lots of dialogue
continuing.

Ofc. Dages:

Yeah, he's obviously very agitated. Mr.
very agitated. His friends are
becoming more involved. I'm trying to control both of the two parties and
maintain my focus, split my focus between the two of them. At which point Mr.
decides that he's going to stand up again after being seated.

Inv. Avery:

What'd you think when he stood up? What was your thought?

Ofc. Dages:

Given his level of agitation, the fact that he'd already shown assaultive behavior
towards me, I was pretty confident that he was either going to try to strike me,
try to escape, do whatever was necessary, considering the fact that he was
completely acting unreasonable throughout the entire contact. But, as I had told
him multiple times, I just wanted his identification.

Inv. Avery:

So I see one hand visible at the top of the frame. It looks like a thumb. Is that
your thumb?

Ofc. Dages:

I think so.
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Inv. Avery:

And then at the bottom of the frame, an image of an arm, or a hand or
something.

Ofc. Dages:

It was like my forearm.

Inv. Avery:

Forearm. What was your next step to respond to Mr.
What'd you do?

Ofc. Dages:

So I'm pretty sure that I noted it in my report, but my right hands on the top of
his left shoulder. With my left hand, I'm trying to grab ahold of his left arm, at
which point he pushes it away.

Inv. Avery:

I'll push play and that might help us a little bit.

Video:

Sit down.

Inv. Avery:

I stopped it at 21:24:31. Tell me what you did.

Ofc. Dages:

After he pushed my arm away. I felt that I had exhausted all my options to do
anything to deescalate the situation verbally. The little amount of force that I
had used up to this point was not effective. And I felt that if Mr.
was
not in a seated position, that things could or were going to further escalate. So I
kept my right hand on top of his shoulder and then quickly moved my left hand
to his other shoulder chest area. And just pushed him downwards back into that
seated position.

Inv. Avery:

In your description, you said he struck your arm. Did he strike your arm a second
time in that little that we just saw?

Ofc. Dages:

I believe he was, when I was trying to grab his left wrist or forearm area, he just
pushed away. Pushed it away. Didn't forcibly strike it, but was trying to push me
away or evade my attempt to grab him.

Inv. Avery:

Did he push your torso or did he push your hand that was trying to grab-

Ofc. Dages:

... Pushed my hand.

Inv. Avery:

Okay. I see your right hand and thumb appear to be up on his traps, top of his
shoulder.

Ofc. Dages:

Correct.

Inv. Avery:

Your left hand, tell me where that is.

Ofc. Dages:

I was trying to maneuver it as quick as I could to get on top of him, on the top of
his other shoulder to push him downwards, because we were so close to that
bench. I wanted to get him back into a seated position. It wasn't my intention, I
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didn't want to push him backwards and onto his back. So I was trying to get him
just to go straight down. So that's where my left hand is.
Inv. Avery:

What was your target spot for your left hand on Mr.

Ofc. Dages:

His right shoulder trap area.

Inv. Avery:

Your intent wasn't to grab him around the throat?

Ofc. Dages:

No. Absolutely not.

Inv. Avery:

Grab him around the neck?

Ofc. Dages:

No.

Inv. Avery:

Is that a technique that you would've been trained to use in a situation like this
to grab somebody around their throat?

Ofc. Dages:

No, that is not.

Inv. Avery:

I'll push play.

Video:

Sit down. Bro, you [crosstalk 00:19:59].

Inv. Avery:

I think I stopped it in time for us to talk about what happened. What are you
doing now?

Rep. Castillo:

21:24-

Inv. Avery:

... 21:24:33. Thanks, Casey.

Ofc. Dages:

So like I said, I think you could hear it. If you listen closely, when I pushed him
down the last final time. You hear Officer Jensen, I believe, yell in the
background. So I had heard her. So I knew that she was right there. So at that
point I immediately transitioned into that control hold to just, whatever I
needed to do at that point to get him into handcuffs. And at that point I moved
his arm behind his back. He was no longer trying to stand up. I'm assuming,
because he saw the other officers in front of him. And then myself and Officer
Georgie placed him in handcuffs.

Inv. Avery:

In this frame that's stopped here. What's Mr.
your efforts to put his hand behind his back?

Ofc. Dages:

He's still actively resisting. He was still tensing up and trying to pull away from
me.
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No. Back up out of here, bro.
Ofc. Dages:

Listen to me.
You all look hella' goofy, bro.

Ofc. Dages:

I'm talking to you and you smacked me.
Bro, nobody smacked you, bro. Why I smack you?

Ofc. Dages:

You didn't?
Why I smack you?

Ofc. Dages:

You didn't? You didn't? You didn't hit my arm?
Why I smacked you? Why I smacked you? All right. But why you got me,
though? Why are you grabbing me?

Ofc. Jorgie:

Because you keep trying to [crosstalk 00:24:03].

Ofc. Dages:

Because you keep trying to stand up.
No. Shut the fuck up. Quit talking to me, bro. I ain't got nothing to say to you,
bro.

Ofc. Dages:

That's fine.
All right. Straight up.

Inv. Avery:

I have a question for you. What's your sense of the containment and control of
the scene at this point?

Ofc. Dages:

I mean, it was pretty tense. Obviously, there was a lot of commotion so there
was increased amount of people coming over to see what was going on. I felt
like the scene was contained and then there was other officers there that were
kind of watching who was approaching and what was going on, and I know that
there was eyes on the people in the car.

Inv. Avery:

Focus on the right frame of the picture. There's a guy standing by a palm tree.
Did you see him, or did you know him?

Ofc. Dages:

I don't know him. No.

Inv. Avery:

Did you know it was there?

Ofc. Dages:

I knew that there was people around. I didn't see anyone in particular.
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Inv. Avery:

Push play.
... goofy as hell, bro.

Speaker 1:

Hey. No, dog. [crosstalk 00:25:07].
I'm good, bro. I already know I'm good.

Speaker 1:

[inaudible 00:25:09], bro.
Hey. If they trying to shoot me or do some weird shit out here right now, bro,
[inaudible 00:25:12] be straight. Bro, dumb as fuck.

Inv. Avery:

I'm trying to capture... you have something... you're manipulating some in your
hand. What are you doing?

Ofc. Dages:

That's my department issued tablet. We use it to run people. We have the
option to run people over the air or we can run people on the tablet.

Inv. Avery:

Got it. Do you recall what you were doing at that point with the tablet?

Ofc. Dages:

Pulling up the application that we use to identify people.

Ofc. Jorgie:

Just take a deep breath. Okay?
Bro, you see what's going on, though, right?

Ofc. Jorgie:

[inaudible 00:25:50] be quiet. Okay?

Speaker 1:

He just came over to hang out.
Bro, for real. I'm waiting over here for my friends. I told you that.

Ofc. Dages:

Can you stop?

Inv. Avery:

Sure.

Ofc. Dages:

Just to clarify on the tablet, I was using the tablet throughout the contact, or
from this point on, and I was using it to either look up his information or I was
also looking up the penal code specifically for the 241 that I cited him for.

Inv. Avery:

And that's the same tablet you had in your hand right when the video started?

Ofc. Dages:

Correct.
Hey, did you look at my neck [inaudible 00:00:26:24], bro? Hey, what 24 stand
for, too?
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Ofc. Jorgie:

We're going to [crosstalk 00:26:27].
Hey, what that stand for? Is that a gang? Is that a gang thing? Hey, you got 24
on your shit, too?

Ofc. Jorgie:

We're going to talk to you...

Inv. Avery:

Yeah. So he referred to this 24 a couple times. Tell me what...

Ofc. Dages:

Yeah. I work patrol at night. My normal call-sign is 201. I was adjusted, like I
said, to work days that day and I was working a different beat. I was working
beat four and my specific call-sign was 124, so I write it on my hand so that way
I see it because this is the hand I use my radio with, and I don't go on the radio
and say, "201," every time I get on the air because then I sound like an idiot not
knowing who I am or what call-sign [inaudible 00:04:05]. So just to clarify and
remind me that that's my call-sign for the day.

Speaker 2:

Genius, by the way.

Inv. Avery:

Yeah.

Ofc. Dages:

Yeah.

Speaker 2:

I wish I would've thought of that.

Inv. Avery:

Me, too.

Speaker 2:

Instead, I say the wrong call-sign 10 times.

Ofc. Dages:

Well, yeah. It only takes once or twice and then you're like, "Don't want to
sound like an idiot on the air."

Speaker 2:

Right? Genius.
All right. Talk to me, then. Get me out of your fucking cuffs.

Ofc. Jorgie:

I need you to take a deep breath. Okay?
Talking about I'm detaining... bro, ain't no deep breath. Ain't no calming down.
Bro, you all got six cops for no reason over here, bro. You all goofy as hell. Bro,
over here talking about, "Are you smoking weed," and shit, bro. Suck my dick,
nigga.

Ofc. Dages:

I never said [crosstalk 00:27:39].
Suck my fucking dick, nigga. You bitch ass [inaudible 00:27:42]. You a hoe, nigga.
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Speaker 3:

I'm an attorney. [crosstalk 00:27:45].
Bro, fuck...

Inv. Avery:

His comment about smoking weed...

Ofc. Dages:

Never once mentioned smoking weed to him.

Inv. Avery:

He phrased it as an, "Are you," question. Right? "Are you smoking weed?" Did
you phrase that to him, "Are you smoking?"

Ofc. Dages:

I believe when I approached him I asked if he was smoking in my initial
conversation with him.

Inv. Avery:

Push play. For [Casey 00:05:28], that was at 21:26:16.

Casey:

Thanks.

Inv. Avery:

Sure.
... pussies.

Ofc. Dages:

[crosstalk 00:28:36]...
Hey, [inaudible 00:28:37] all these niggas. I'll beat your ass. [inaudible 00:28:40].

Speaker 4:

You're going to get into trouble. Just be quiet.

Speaker 3:

Yeah. Do not threaten him in any way.

Speaker 4:

You're going to get yourself in trouble.

Speaker 3:

Like I said, I'm an attorney. Don't say [inaudible 00:28:49].

Speaker 4:

You're going to get yourself [crosstalk 00:28:50].

Speaker 3:

[crosstalk 00:28:51].
I'm good, bro.

Speaker 3:

Okay?
I'm good. I'm just happy you all got a show, you know what I'm saying? It's real
nice.

Speaker 3:

You're on film right now.
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It's great.
Speaker 3:

Don't worry. We got everything...

Speaker 1:

No. Bro, you straight. Look at me. Bro, [crosstalk 00:29:02].
Oh, I know I'm straight. I ain't do shit but stand right there.

Speaker 1:

[inaudible 00:29:05].
[crosstalk 00:29:06].

Speaker 1:

I can see it in his eyes when I pulled up, bro. [crosstalk 00:29:08].
I know, bro. Dumb as fuck. Like, "Oh, shit... "

Speaker 1:

[crosstalk 00:29:11] put his hands on people.
Bro, exactly.

Inv. Avery:

What are you doing in this time period? What were you doing?

Ofc. Dages:

So, immediately, once Mr.
became verbally aggressive in my face, I just
tried to move. I moved back behind him to try and deescalate. I know that my
presence is going to just infuriate him. So, again, that's just my attempt to
deescalate him. I moved behind him and I'm on my tablet running his name. I
believe I had his name at that point. There's some information on our tablet
that we can access. Most of it's county locals. So I can check his contact history,
his field interview history, his arrest history. But then I also run him over the air
because they can run him all different ways.

Inv. Avery:

Had you made the determination yet that he was under arrest?

Ofc. Dages:

Yes.
[inaudible 00:30:17], huh?

Speaker 1:

[crosstalk 00:30:19], bro.
[inaudible 00:30:19].

Speaker 1:

[inaudible 00:30:07] a fucking dumbass.
Bro, you are hella' dumb, bro. Bro, oh my god. What's his name? M Dages? D-AG-E-S? Bro, I swear to god, I'm going straight to wherever your supervisor
[inaudible 00:30:30], nigga. I'm telling, bro. Straight up, nigga. You got me
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fucked up, bro. Hey, you want to grab on folks and shit, bro? You think you
hella' tough, huh?
Ofc. Dages:

124, I [crosstalk 00:30:38] run by a name when you're ready. Last of
common spelling, first of
It's
[inaudible 00:07:50].

Inv. Avery:

So, just to clarify, did you get that information off your tablet?

Ofc. Dages:

Yes, I did.

Inv. Avery:

And you ran a full clearance on his name? And that was you on the radio doing
it?

Ofc. Dages:

Correct?

Speaker 1:

So, obviously, as we pulled up, he's already questioning him like he's [inaudible
00:31:23]. But that's what [crosstalk 00:31:30]. Instead of him just being like,
"Okay. [inaudible 00:31:34]." What is he [inaudible 00:31:37]? He put his hands
on him. He put his hands [crosstalk 00:31:38].

Ofc. Jorgie:

[crosstalk 00:31:40].

Speaker 1:

Who the fuck does that, bro? Come on. [crosstalk 00:08:45]. You guys want to
say shit like this, though? [crosstalk 00:31:54] are a coward. That's just fucked
up, bro.
Some dumb shit. Hey, you all part of the problem, too. You all just let niggas like
that do shit like that, too.

Speaker 1:

Yeah. No. I totally get that. [crosstalk 00:32:01]. There's no reason to [crosstalk
00:32:02].
I already know what it is. Hey, I'm black as fuck out here. That's what the issue
is. It's all good. I get it. You let nigga do shit like that, abuse they power like that,
you know what I'm saying, who knows who next? That's what I'm saying. I'm
just standing here, you know what I'm saying? I told him my homies are coming
when he pulled up and he still want to beef up on me. For what?

Ofc. Jorgie:

Okay. Well, we're just [crosstalk 00:32:23].
Where's my [inaudible 00:32:23]? He looked at my name 30 minutes ago, bro.
Why am I still here? I don't got nothing on me. I'm doing nothing wrong. I being
a citizen.

Ofc. Jorgie:

We're waiting for [crosstalk 00:32:30].
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So, you know what I'm saying? That's why I'm frustrated. It's hot as hell. I'm
sitting outside for no reason. You know what I'm saying?
Ofc. Jorgie:

I get it. I understand.
You really don't get it, though. You don't [inaudible 00:32:34] get it.

Ofc. Jorgie:

I understand that you're frustrated. [crosstalk 00:32:40].
I understand you're being empathetic, and I appreciate that. You know what I'm
saying? But you don't get it, bro. You don't.

Ofc. Jorgie:

I'm not trying to say that I know exactly what [crosstalk 00:32:46].

Ofc. Dages:

Okay.
I know.

Ofc. Jorgie:

But I'm just saying that I understand that you're frustrated.

Ofc. Dages:

So, listen to me. You're getting placed under arrest for a 241(c). Okay?
Yep.

Ofc. Dages:

All right.
What's a 241(c)?

Ofc. Dages:

Assault on a police officer.
Assault on a officer?

Speaker 1:

[crosstalk 00:32:57] so fucked up, bro.
Hey, [inaudible 00:32:58]. Matt? Hey.

Ofc. Dages:

Come on.
Hey, Matt?

Inv. Avery:

How did you come up with that charge... violation?

Ofc. Dages:

Well, I just didn't know the specific penal code section, so I had looked it up on
my tablet.

Inv. Avery:

And was that going on in that...
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Bro, I didn't hit you, bro. You started grabbing me, bro. I told you to stop
touching me, bro. You know what I'm saying? Assaulting a police officer... you
know it's on film, right? How far you think this is going to go? You're just wasting
my time and your time. But it's good, though.
Ofc. Dages:

All right. That's fine.
It's good. I hope you don't kill me in the back of your car, though. That's what I
hope. Hope he don't shoot me in the back of his back of his car or some shit.
That's what I hope, bro.

Ofc. Dages:

How would that happen?
Because you guys are fucking corrupt officers. You're, for sure, are corrupt as
fuck. Because I'm not supposed to be in the back of the car in the first place.
Straight up.

Ofc. Dages:

Okay.
[inaudible 00:34:54], you know what I'm saying? And we can play this game all
day.

Ofc. Dages:

[inaudible 00:34:57].
Hey, remember, there's a attorney right there.

Ofc. Dages:

That's fine.

Inv. Avery:

Okay. The video stopped at 21:29:56. I'll just narrate and add what you'd like if
you can. You and officer Jorgie...

Ofc. Dages:

Correct.

Inv. Avery:

.... have escorted him from the location where the arrest occurred in the
driveway to a marked police unit in front of the trolley station. And that's your
car?

Ofc. Dages:

Yes, that is my car.

Inv. Avery:

Or SUV now, right?

Ofc. Dages:

Yeah.

Inv. Avery:

Yeah. And you're standing next to the left front fender area, hood area of your
unit with Mr.
Mr.
is facing...

Ofc. Dages:

You want to get in this car?
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Bro, I [inaudible 00:35:37].
Ofc. Dages:

[inaudible 00:35:38].
Bro, don't [inaudible 00:35:39] and all that.

Speaker 1:

[crosstalk 00:35:40] that extra shit, bro.

Ofc. Dages:

No one is doing anything extra.
All right, bro.

Ofc. Dages:

If anyone's being extra, it's you and your friends.
All right, bro. Extra is me being [crosstalk 00:35:47] right now. You know what
I'm saying? Because you saw me just standing there. And you know why...

Inv. Avery:

Looks like you talked on your radio again. Did you get a return?

Ofc. Dages:

I wasn't certain if I did or not.

Inv. Avery:

Okay. Were you sure you talked to the radio?

Ofc. Dages:

I'm not sure. I'm not certain.
... pushed your hand off of me because you grabbed me. So, you know what I'm
saying? It's all good. And I didn't try to run or nothing. If you all want to take it
to the steps, it's cool. I understand. [crosstalk 00:36:13].

Ofc. Dages:

Copy. [inaudible 00:36:14] 16 for a 241(c).
This is funny as fuck, yo.

Inv. Avery:

Okay. And you put it over the radio traffic, 241(c)?

Ofc. Dages:

Mm-hmm (affirmative).

Inv. Avery:

You said copy, so...

Ofc. Dages:

Yeah. There was probably his return on his name at that point or something.

Inv. Avery:

A good view of the handcuffs that you used on Mr.
handcuffs or are those department provided handcuffs?

Ofc. Dages:

My own.
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Inv. Avery:

Those are your own?

Ofc. Dages:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

And they meet the specifications and are authorized for use by the department?

Ofc. Dages:

Yes.
... funny as hell, bro.

Ofc. Dages:

[inaudible 00:13:57]. Do you have anything on you that's going to poke me, stick
me, stun me?
Nope. Nothing.

Inv. Avery:

[inaudible 00:37:08].

Ofc. Dages:

And your friend...
All right, bro. Extra is me being...
And you know why I pushed your hand off of me. Because you grabbed me. So,
you know what I'm saying? It's all good. And I didn't try to run or nothing.

Inv. Avery:

What he say to you?

Ofc. Dages:

He just admitted to assaulting me.

Inv. Avery:

I stopped it at 21:30:14.
If you all want to take it to the steps, it's cool. I understand. I don't [inaudible
00:37:45].

Ofc. Dages:

Copy. [crosstalk 00:37:45] 16 for a 241(c).
This is funny as fuck, yo. Funny as hell, bro.

Inv. Avery:

Wow. I apologize for the graininess of this and the...

Ofc. Dages:

Do you have anything on you that's going to poke me, stick me, stun me?
Nope. Nothing.

Inv. Avery:

I'll stop it at 21:30:38. Do you remember what you pulled out of Mr.
left front pocket.
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Ofc. Dages:

I believe it was a set of keys.

Speaker 2:

Was it car keys?

Ofc. Dages:

I'm not certain.

Inv. Avery:

Push play.

Ofc. Dages:

Lift up your hands.
I got cuffs on, bro. Come on now.

Ofc. Dages:

You can lift up your hands.
Bro, how? How, man? Come on now.

Ofc. Dages:

How? See how your arms go up and down? Just like that.
Yeah. You [crosstalk 00:38:38]. They don't go up much, bro. They don't go up
much.

Ofc. Dages:

They go up.
You know what I'm saying? Just check my fucking pant. Do your job.

Ofc. Dages:

Come on.
[crosstalk 00:38:46] fucking nerd, bro.

Inv. Avery:

I see a cell phone on the hood of your unit. Do you remember taking that from
Mr.

Ofc. Dages:

Yeah. That was in his right front pants pocket.

Inv. Avery:

And you moved from the left side of Mr.
to continue your custody search?

Ofc. Dages:

Yes.

to the right side of Mr.

If you would've acted like a normal person, you wouldn't be [inaudible
00:39:18].
Bro, I was acting normal as fuck. [inaudible 00:39:19] lie to you [inaudible
00:39:20] the whole time. I said my friend was coming and then he was. So,
what are we doing here? What are we doing?
Ofc. Dages:

And you put your hands on me.
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I didn't... when did I put your hands on you, bro? You put your hands on me.
When would I put my hands on you? I [inaudible 00:39:31] get you off [inaudible
00:39:33] because you were grabbing me. And it's on film. It's whatever,
though.
Ofc. Dages:

All right. Come on.

Inv. Avery:

Stop the video at 21:31:22. Do you remember all the property you took out of
Mr.
pockets?

Ofc. Dages:

I believe it was just the cell phone and the set of keys.

Inv. Avery:

And the technique that you utilized to search Mr.
before you put him in
the car, is that a procedure that you've learned at the department as part of
your training?

Ofc. Dages:

That we learned in the academy, yes.

Inv. Avery:

Okay. And what's the purpose of taking everything out of his pockets?

Ofc. Dages:

Well, we need to, number one, take inventory of everything that... property...
inventory of whatever they have, and then, also, we cannot let anybody in the
back of the vehicle with anything that may be dangerous that they may be able
to utilize any weapons, any drugs, any paraphernalia, anything like that.

Inv. Avery:

So, if you remember, on the video we saw keys and a cell phone on the hood of
the car. Is that your practice, just to lay property on the hood of your car like
that?

Ofc. Dages:

Mm-hmm (affirmative). Yes.

Inv. Avery:

Okay.

Casey:

Can you rewind it a little bit at that point?

Inv. Avery:

I'll try.

Casey:

He said something and I want to make sure I write it down.

Inv. Avery:

Sure. I'll go over it. Let me know when you want to...

Casey:

Thank you.

Ofc. Dages:

If you would've acted like a normal person, you wouldn't be [crosstalk
00:40:53].
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Bro, I was acting normal as fuck. [inaudible 00:40:55] lie to you [inaudible
00:40:56] the whole because I said my friend was coming and then we was. So,
what are we doing here? What are we doing?
Ofc. Dages:

And you put your hands on me.
When did I put your hands on you, bro? You put your hand on me. When would
I put my hands on you? I [inaudible 00:41:06] try to get you off of me because
you were grabbing me. And it's [inaudible 00:41:09]...

Casey:

Okay.

Inv. Avery:

He said, "I tried to get you off of me because you were grabbing me."

Casey:

Right. Okay. That's what I was writing.

Inv. Avery:

Yeah. Again, [inaudible 00:41:16] keys and stuff. Did you leave anything in his
pockets?

Ofc. Dages:

No. Not that I... I did not.

Inv. Avery:

So, everything that's on the hood is everything he had?

Ofc. Dages:

That's correct.
... it's on film. It's whatever, though.

Ofc. Dages:

All right. Come on.
[inaudible 00:41:35] my stuff.

Ofc. Dages:

Just take a seat in the car real quick.
Why are we doing all this, man?

Ofc. Dages:

Can you just unlock it for me? Take a seat.
I am. [inaudible 00:41:47] please get my stuff? [inaudible 00:41:49].

Ofc. Dages:

[inaudible 00:41:53].

Inv. Avery:

Okay. I'm going to pause it at 21:31:52. You did something with your camera.
What'd you do?

Ofc. Dages:

Muted it.

Inv. Avery:

And the purpose of the mute was for what?
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Ofc. Dages:

I was going to officer [Jensen 00:42:26] for a tactical communication, so we
were just discussing what had happened.

Inv. Avery:

And did the officer present... officer Jorgie, officer Jensen and officer [Rascone
00:19:40]?

Casey:

You have to say yes for that.

Ofc. Dages:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

So. You guys had this tactical discussion, tactical debriefing. Is it a normal
practice and permissible to turn the audio off during a tactical debriefing?

Ofc. Dages:

Yes, it is.

Inv. Avery:

Do you know if everybody else turned their audio off?

Ofc. Dages:

I'm not certain.

Inv. Avery:

Okay. What did you guys talk about?

Ofc. Dages:

Like I said, I was just talking about, with officer Jensen, what led up to the... not
only the contact but the incident between us as far as Mr.
striking me
and then everything that led up after that until she got there.

Inv. Avery:

Did you tell them why you contacted Mr.

Ofc. Dages:

I do not recall if I did or not.

Inv. Avery:

Did anybody ask you why you contacted Mr.

Ofc. Dages:

I'm not certain. I believe that... I can't tell you what the discussion was between
us, to be honest.

Inv. Avery:

Push play. We're stopped at 21:31:52.

Speaker 2:

Anything coming back to your mind on what was discussed here as you're
watching the video?

Ofc. Dages:

No, not specifically. I couldn't tell you the exact details. I know we were just
talking about the entire incident.

Inv. Avery:

I'm going to back up just a little bit because [inaudible 00:45:49] was perfect.
Officer Jensen is holding something in her hand, in her left hand. Can you see
that?

Ofc. Dages:

I see that she has something. I don't know what it is.
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Inv. Avery:

I'll push play. Maybe it comes in clearer.
PART 2 OF 4 ENDS [00:46:04]

Inv. Avery:

... that becomes clear. Then she hands it to you.

Ofc. Dages:

Mr.

Inv. Avery:

Got it. Keys, cell phone.

Ofc. Dages:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

So the segment goes through and I'll just fill in the gaps. You're in silent because
you tactically debrief. You get into the car. What's Mr.
doing or saying
at this point?

Ofc. Dages:

Specifically, I don't know what he was saying, but he was just still very agitated,
very much, yelling, aggressive, upset. Same kind of expressive behavior that he
had been already exhibiting.

Inv. Avery:

When you were doing your tactical debriefing without sound, was he yelling at
you from inside car?

Ofc. Dages:

Not that I heard.

Inv. Avery:

How loud was the conversation going on between you and the other officers
during the tactical debriefing?

Ofc. Dages:

Not very loud. I mean, it was casual conversation, same level that we're
speaking at now.

Inv. Avery:

I'll ask you to speculate. Do you think Mr.
would have been able to hear
your conversations from the backseat of the police car?

Ofc. Dages:

No, absolutely not.

Inv. Avery:

Was the car on?

Ofc. Dages:

Car was on, air conditioning was on, windows were rolled up.

Inv. Avery:

Okay. Radio one.

Ofc. Dages:

Yep, I believe so.

Inv. Avery:

Entertainment radio.

Ofc. Dages:

Yeah, the entertainment radio.

stuff that was on the front of the car.
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Inv. Avery:

Okay. And then it ends, so we won't look at this anymore. Anything you'd like to
add or bring up in the body worn video piece we just viewed?

Rep. Castillo:

The entire one?

Inv. Avery:

Yes.

Rep. Castillo:

Can we go back to 21:30? I want to make sure I have [inaudible 00:49:11].

Inv. Avery:

That's pretty close.

Rep. Castillo:

Yeah, that's pretty close. I just want to hear what Mr.

Mr.

Shit, bro.

Ofc. Dages:

No one's doing anything extra.

Mr.

All right, bro.

Ofc. Dages:

If anyone's being extra, it's you.

Mr.

Okay.

Ofc. Dages:

And your friends.

Mr.

Actually, it's me doing this right now. You know what I'm saying? Because you
saw me just standing there. And you know why I pushed your hand off me,
because you grabbed me. So you know what I'm saying? It's all good.

Rep. Castillo:

That wasn't ... maybe I wrote the time wrong. I thought it was 21:21.

Inv. Avery:

21:21.

Rep. Castillo:

21:21:30.

Speaker 5:

I don't know if there is a 21:21.

Inv. Avery:

I don't think there is.

Rep. Castillo:

Maybe it was 21:24.

Inv. Avery:

What do your notes say?

Rep. Castillo:

I have 21:21:30, but right before it is 21:24:31.

Inv. Avery:

Okay.
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Rep. Castillo:

Sorry about that.

Inv. Avery:

That's okay.

Rep. Castillo:

Okay. So right before that, 21:24:30. Okay.

Mr.

I told you I have the right to detain, bro. [inaudible 00:50:42].

Ofc. Dages:

Okay.

Mr.

I have no reason to be detained by you, bro.

Ofc. Dages:

Sit down.

Rep. Castillo:

That's what, no reason to be detained.

Inv. Avery:

Okay. At 21:24:30. Got it. Matt, anything else you want to say about the video
we just viewed?

Ofc. Dages:

No.

Inv. Avery:

Do you think your actions in the contact, detain and arrest of Mr.
reasonable?

Ofc. Dages:

Very much so.

Inv. Avery:

If you don't mind, I'm going to transition to another video. Do you want to take
another break?

Rep. Castillo:

I'm fine.

Inv. Avery:

Power through?

Rep. Castillo:

Yeah, if you want to.

Inv. Avery:

Okay. Sean, any questions?

Speaker 5:

No.

Inv. Avery:

Okay. I'm going to bring up your body cam video that looks like it resumes, you
got in the car getting ready to do something in the car. And it turned off the
video. Looks like our next video is a continuation or next segment of that. So
we'll watch that.

Ofc. Dages:

I believe I just turned it off and then turned it right back on.
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Inv. Avery:

Okay. The video starts and we have our 30 seconds of buffering. So you're, it's
like you're sitting in the driver's seat of your, the police unit. Then you leave the
scene. What'd you tell the station?

Ofc. Dages:

That I was in route with Mr.

Inv. Avery:

Put it on your small screen of your computer. I'm going to pause it just for a
minute. We're having some really buffering issues. I'm taking a look on my
computer if it's smoother. Looks like the Apple product works a little better. If
you wouldn't mind, would you guys say, is that okay for you?

Rep. Castillo:

That's fine.

Inv. Avery:

I can throw it up there if you want.

Rep. Castillo:

No, I'm good.

Inv. Avery:

Okay. We transitioned from the TV view to my computer view.

Ofc. Dages:

What's that? Are you talking to yourself?

Inv. Avery:

Do you remember what he was saying?

Ofc. Dages:

I couldn't understand him.

Inv. Avery:

Yeah. By practice, do you listen to the entertainment radio?

Ofc. Dages:

Pretty regularly and especially if somebody in the back is loud, it's just a way to
calm everyone down.

Inv. Avery:

Do you recall the route you drove from the trolley stop to the station?

Ofc. Dages:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

That was your destination, right, to the station?

Ofc. Dages:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

How'd you get to the station?

Ofc. Dages:

Got on Fletcher Parkway at the 8,600 block. When it westbound up to Fletcher
and Baltimore. Then went, was it southbound on Baltimore? All the way to
where that intersects with, it intersects with the police station right near where
the Sally port gate is, very direct.

Inv. Avery:

Quickest route, direct route.
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Ofc. Dages:

Yeah, it's the most direct route.

Inv. Avery:

No stops between there and the station?

Ofc. Dages:

No. You Good? Do you need a tissue or what? Okay.

Inv. Avery:

Remember when he told you that caused you to ask him if he needed a tissue?

Ofc. Dages:

It sounded like he was like snotting his nose on the car or something like that.

Inv. Avery:

Got it.

Ofc. Dages:

Dude, I was out talking to you and then you put your hands on me.

Mr.

Okay, it's me and you in the car right now, bro. Come on. We both did, all right.

Ofc. Dages:

I don't know. I don't put my hands on other people.

Mr.

I know, but okay. You said I put my hands on you.

Ofc. Dages:

You did.

Mr.

What did I do?

Ofc. Dages:

Was that subconsciously that you just slapped me and pushed me to the side
when your boys rolled up?

Mr.

[inaudible 00:57:10].

Ofc. Dages:

Okay. All right. So I'll just, I'll ask you some questions then. You have the right to
remain silent. Do you understand?

Mr.

Yeah.

Ofc. Dages:

Okay. Anything you say may be used against you in court. Do you understand?

Mr.

Yep.

Ofc. Dages:

If you cannot afford an attorney, one will be appointed for you free of charge.
Do you understand?

Mr.

Yeah. Am I being tried for assaulting an officer?

Ofc. Dages:

And you have the right to request somebody ...

Mr.

You're reading my rights off your phone, bro. What' is that?
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Ofc. Dages:

That's what we're supposed ...

Mr.

You can't read it yourself?

Ofc. Dages:

That's what we're supposed to do.

Mr.

Okay.

Ofc. Dages:

It's per policy that we have to read them. Okay. So you have the right to the
presence of an attorney before any questioning if you want. Do you
understand? How old are you?

Mr.

How old are you? You're like around my age.

Ofc. Dages:

Okay.

Mr.

Are you from here?

Ofc. Dages:

Are you?

Mr.

What's going on? So you know how to ask questions, but you don't know how to
answer them. You ain't shit, man.

Ofc. Dages:

Okay. Man, the whole man thing went away real quick.

Mr.

No, I mean, I was going to talk to you. I was going to talk to you like a man real
quick. If you cry like a bitch, I'm going to treat you like one.

Ofc. Dages:

Well, if I'm going to ask you a questions, I'm going to have to read you your
Miranda rights.

Mr.

I mean, bro. I wasn't saying you ask me questions. You know what I'm saying. I
asked you one.

Ofc. Dages:

So what questions do you have for me?

Mr.

I'm just saying, that you feel threatened when I put my hands on you. Were you
touching me first or not?

Ofc. Dages:

Do I feel-

Inv. Avery:

Do you remember what he said? It was kind of grainy.

Ofc. Dages:

He just said, "Did you feel threatened when I put my hands on you?" Right?

Mr.

Did you feel threatened?
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Ofc. Dages:

Did I feel threatened when you put your hands on me?

Mr.

Does this warrant me being in the back of a car? You know what I'm saying? The
whole time when you ...

Ofc. Dages:

Did I feel ...

Mr.

Did I even try to ...

Ofc. Dages:

Did I feel threatened when you put your hands on me? No, because I'm not
scared of you at all, but you're not going to put your hands on me.

Mr.

Okay. I didn't, you put your hands on me. I was getting your hands off of me.
You know what I'm saying?

Ofc. Dages:

Okay.

Inv. Avery:

21:37:43, you have discussions about hands and whose hands were doing what.
What'd he say?

Ofc. Dages:

He just stated that he put his, he wanted to know if I was threatened by him
putting his hands on me.

Mr.

I was getting you from not touching me because you were holding me and stuff
like that. And I never tried to resist or anything like that whole time. And you
were treating me like I was going to run or leave. All I was telling you the whole
time was my friend was coming and I was going to go to his house where he
lived there in the district. And then he pulled up acting like he did.

Ofc. Dages:

That's fine.

Mr.

And then you wanted to act like, what's your name and all that. I didn't
understand what the reason ...

Ofc. Dages:

Because what I, do you remember what I first told you when I walked up to
you?

Mr.

You needed to check on my trolley pass to be here.

Ofc. Dages:

No, not-

Inv. Avery:

Did you hear his response?

Ofc. Dages:

Yeah. He asked, he said that when I asked him what was the first thing I asked
you and he said that do you have a trolley pass, you can't be here.

Inv. Avery:

And that's not the first thing you asked him?
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Ofc. Dages:

No. As my report states, I asked him about the smoking first.

Inv. Avery:

Right.

Ofc. Dages:

The first thing I told you?

Mr.

The first thing you told me was you can't smoke weed here.

Ofc. Dages:

I never said weed, actually. I never said weed.

Mr.

No, you said you can't smoke here. Did you not?

Ofc. Dages:

Okay. Yes, you cannot smoke.

Mr.

You know you have a camera on you and something that's recording you.

Ofc. Dages:

I do.

Mr.

Everything that we said or talk about, it's on camera.

Ofc. Dages:

Yes, it is, a hundred percent.

Mr.

So don't try to bullshit or lie to me right now, because it's going to come to light
later.

Ofc. Dages:

Okay.

Inv. Avery:

So this has come up a couple of times where he said you said he was smoking.

Ofc. Dages:

Smoking weed.

Inv. Avery:

Well, then he said, sounded like he corrected that the second time and said, you
said, are you smoking? Or I wasn't smoking. Or did he ever say that he wasn't?
Did he ever deny smoking?

Ofc. Dages:

When I initially contacted him?

Inv. Avery:

At any time.

Ofc. Dages:

When I initially contacted him, he denied smoking.

Inv. Avery:

Was that his only denial? That one time.

Ofc. Dages:

Yeah. I mean, beyond that, it went from the smoking to then, okay, if you say
you're not smoking, do you have your trolley pass? To which point he became
evasive and then everything kind of unraveled from that point.
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Inv. Avery:

Got it. Push play again. I stopped at 21:38:33. I think that that was during the
weed question.

Ofc. Dages:

That's fine, dude. All right. I'm not going to answer or go back and forth with
you, so that's totally fine.

Mr.

That's what I'm saying. And you're going to need to justify this whole thing.
That's good. You know what I'm saying? Because I'll see you. I'll see you in court,
straight up.

Ofc. Dages:

All right. I'll be there.

Mr.

That's what I'm saying. That's where you want to take it, that's where we're
going to go.

Ofc. Dages:

I will be there and I will be getting paid over-

Mr.

You don't have to say anything else to me.

Ofc. Dages:

All right.

Mr.

Shut the fuck-

Inv. Avery:

Okay. Stopped at 21:38:54. What was your response to Mr.
court appearance?

Ofc. Dages:

I said, I'll be there.

Inv. Avery:

What else?

Ofc. Dages:

That was it.

Inv. Avery:

I heard, I'll be getting paid over. And then Mr.
cut you off and you
didn't finish what you were going to say. What were you going to tell him?

Ofc. Dages:

I probably was going to say I was getting, going to be getting paid.

Inv. Avery:

Were you going to say I was going to be getting paid overtime? Because over
overcame out but the time part didn't. Mr.
interrupted you.

Ofc. Dages:

Yeah. I don't know what I was, what the entire sentence was. I know I was going
to say I'll be there. I'll be getting paid over. I'm not exactly sure where it was
going from there.

Inv. Avery:

Were you going to say over time?
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Ofc. Dages:

Possibly, but I can't tell you exactly. Like I said, what the remainder of the
sentence was, he continued to speak over me throughout any conversation that
we had.

Inv. Avery:

Yeah. I'm just trying to fill in the holes. What over would be. Over shift, over
day, over ... I mean. Yeah. And if in fact overtime was what you meant to say, do
you think that's an appropriate comment to make to someone who's in
custody?

Ofc. Dages:

I mean, we were casually, he was talking to me, he was, we were going back and
forth. I didn't say anything that was derogatory or something that would
necessarily offend somebody.

Inv. Avery:

You think that's a deescalating comment or do you think the comment, if true,
would raise tensions a little bit?

Ofc. Dages:

Raise tensions? Well, I mean, he's already in the back of the car. My intention
throughout this entire contact has been to just make this as easy as possible.
Mr.
has made it as difficult as possible throughout entire contact.

Inv. Avery:

Do you think telling someone I'm going to be getting paid overtime is a
damaging statement?

Rep. Castillo:

What's your opinion?

Inv. Avery:

What's your opinion?

Ofc. Dages:

Yes, it would be.

Inv. Avery:

Yeah. Why?

Ofc. Dages:

Some people could see that as an insult, I guess. All right, bet. Are you mad,
bro?

Mr.

Are you mad, bro, is like a 12 year old slang term. Are you 12?

Ofc. Dages:

I bet.

Mr.

Or are you like 30? Where'd you graduate from?

Ofc. Dages:

Did you graduate?

Mr.

Looks like you graduated from Compton Catholic College or some shit like that.
Is that where they hire you n****s from now?

Ofc. Dages:

Where'd you graduate from?
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Mr.

Hey bro, I went to probably more school than you.

Ofc. Dages:

Yeah. What grade did you graduate?

Mr.

What grade did I graduate? What grade does everybody graduate, dumb ass?

Ofc. Dages:

I don't know. Tell me what's your highest level of education.

Mr.

Bro, higher than you.

Ofc. Dages:

Which is?

Mr.

I mean, you're a cop. You can look it up. I'm pretty sure all my information is
there. Is it not?

Ofc. Dages:

How would I have access to your school, your education records?

Mr.

I already told you I'm not answering no more questions for you. You can suck
my dick.

Ofc. Dages:

Okay. Should I put that in the report?

Mr.

You can if you want to.

Ofc. Dages:

All right. I will. And I'll also add the part where you told me that you asked me if
I felt threatened when you put your hands on me.

Mr.

Yeah, I asked you how you felt threatened when I put your hands, when I
touched you. You know what I'm saying?

Ofc. Dages:

Yeah.

Inv. Avery:

Again, dialogue, back and forth. 21:39:50, I think it's another statement he
makes about that touching, who touched first. So what'd you hear him say?

Ofc. Dages:

Just that he put his hands on me again. Okay. That's ... FYI, that's assault. That's
assault.

Mr.

Okay. Hey, it's on film.

Ofc. Dages:

I told you-

Mr.

Hey, hey, hey, it's on film.

Ofc. Dages:

That's fine.

Mr.

It's on film. It's on film, man. What are you talking about assault?
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Ofc. Dages:

You were legally detained.

Mr.

I assaulted you, you assaulted me. You're talking goofy.

Ofc. Dages:

You were legally detained.

Mr.

You sound dumb as hell, bro.

Ofc. Dages:

Okay.

Mr.

Because I only touched you because you were touching me. If you were never
touching-

Ofc. Dages:

Because you're fucking dumb.

Mr.

I'm not fucking stupid, man.

Ofc. Dages:

All right.

Inv. Avery:

21:40:15, what'd you tell him?

Ofc. Dages:

That he was detained. That he put his hands on me and that's why we're in this
situation.

Inv. Avery:

I think you said, because you're fucking dumb. Did you hear that?

Ofc. Dages:

I did.

Inv. Avery:

Do you think that was an appropriate comment to make to him?

Ofc. Dages:

Probably not.

Inv. Avery:

Why not?

Ofc. Dages:

Insulting anyone's intelligence is derogatory.

Inv. Avery:

Go ahead, John. I'm sorry.

Mr.

I'm not stupid n****a.

Ofc. Dages:

You're in handcuffs.

Mr.

I'm in the back of this fucking car. You're a fucking idiot who don't know how to
say they're fucking wrong.

Ofc. Dages:

Okay.
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Mr.

It's all good though.

Ofc. Dages:

Great.

Mr.

Now, turn the music back up. I like that shit.

Ofc. Dages:

And you're adding, you're getting another charge by the way.

Mr.

Awesome. Bro, you're childish as fuck. Hey man, I'm going to make bail, bro. So
it's all good. I'm not tripping.

Ofc. Dages:

That's fine. You're getting a ticket and getting released. You're not going to jail.

Mr.

Fight the ticket too.

Ofc. Dages:

That's fine.

Mr.

I ain't worried. I'm going to tell you. Hey, I told that bitch ass dude to suck my
dick.

Ofc. Dages:

124, you can add 148.

Inv. Avery:

Let me pause it. Why did you pick that time to add the 148 charge?

Ofc. Dages:

I had already, I was always going to charge him for 148. It was in the forefront of
my mind because we, La Mesa wants us to advise dispatch on all the charges. So
given the fact of the heightened, intense situation that we were at, I was just
trying to move us out of there. So, once I remembered to advise dispatch of
148. I was always going to write in the report for 148.

Inv. Avery:

Okay. Given your engagement with him in the car, when this kind of language
and these comments are going back and forth, would you say that your piece, as
far as the insulting language he's using and the other comments he's making
that your piece as a peace officer cannot be disturbed. Is that the standard that
you go by?

Ofc. Dages:

No, absolutely not.

Inv. Avery:

Okay. Do people, do your fellow officers say it doesn't matter what they say to
you? In other words, if they curse, if they call you names, if they call ...
PART 3 OF 4 ENDS [01:09:04]

Speaker 8:

In other words, if they curse, if they call you names, if they call you a fucker, if
they call you this or that, is that a crime?
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Ofc. Dages:

No. It doesn't... It matters what someone can say up to a certain extent. If
you're threatening an officer or threatening to harm them or produce violence
on them or their family or whatever it may be, then there's a criminal
implication as far as a 71 PC goes.

Speaker 8:

Well, there's criminal implications, and there's running your mouth. And what
would you say that he was doing?

Ofc. Dages:

Oh, he was running his mouth the entire time.

Speaker 8:

Okay. Did you engage with him by saying "dumb fuck," and were you going to
his level, so to speak, and engage? Do you understand what the question is?

Ofc. Dages:

Yeah. I mean, we were engaged in a conversation back and forth, but that's
about as far as it went.

Speaker 8:

Okay, because when you add the charge at that point, it looks like you're
reacting to the conversation that was going on there, that you decided to add
another charge at that time. I'm just telling you how it appears, and I'm not
going to be the only one that's watching this, okay?

Ofc. Dages:

No, I understand. I'd always had the intention of doing 148. The 148 was going
to be on his ticket. The 148 was going to be in the report. And if it wasn't on the
ticket, the sergeant would have made me put 148 on the report. One way or
another, he was going to be 148.

Speaker 8:

Sure. Sure.

Speaker 7:

Can I [inaudible 01:10:33] question?

Speaker 8:

Yeah.

Speaker 7:

Earlier, when you advised him of the charge, did you only advise him of the
assault?

Ofc. Dages:

I believe so.

Speaker 7:

Okay. So if he was cited, you would have, at some point, advised him that he
was also being arrested on the-

Ofc. Dages:

Correct.

Speaker 7:

... PC 148?

Ofc. Dages:

So when we do cite and release just for any type of citation, whether it's a
misdemeanor in the field, whether it's a traffic ticket, I'm going to go over the
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entire citation with them, explain all the violations. So I would have explained to
him the 241C and the 148.
Speaker 6:

If you humor me a little bit, we'll get to that point on the release, and we can
probably just blast through it because-

Speaker 7:

That was my only question.

Speaker 6:

Yeah. And in the end, 148 and 241C were both the charging offenses.
Come on.

Speaker 8:

There you go.

Speaker 6:

Thanks.

Ofc. Dages:

I put on a show? Well, you're the one hollering and screaming.

Mr.

Yeah, bro, because I got cuffed for no reason, bro, and somebody just got killed
yesterday by a punk ass cop like you, bro.

Ofc. Dages:

Okay.

Mr.

I'm not finna let that shit happen to me, bro. For real.

Ofc. Dages:

No one was going to kill you.

Mr.

Okay.

Ofc. Dages:

I was having a conversation with you.

Mr.

All right, bro. All right.

Ofc. Dages:

I gave you clear instructions that you were detained, and you wanted to walk
off.

Mr.

You're a greedy ass cop, bro. I can see it from a mile away, bro, so why the fuck
are you even talking to me, bro? You know what I'm saying? You obviously give
off an aura you are a "shoot a black person" ass cop, bro. You know what I'm
saying? You're fucking weird, bro. You're fucking mean, and I hope that badge
make you feel strong, bro, because you's a bitch. Calm down. I'm glad it makes
you laugh, bro, because fucking reality is funny.

Ofc. Dages:

Reality is funny?

Mr.

It is.
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Ofc. Dages:

You're in the back of a cop car.

Mr.

Cool. In the front of the cop car is a bitch ass cop.

Speaker 6:

Again, back to the conversation piece. What do you think of the statement
about him being in the back of a police car?

Ofc. Dages:

It's factual. In fact, his actions led him to be in that position.

Speaker 6:

Was there any time you thought just to disengage and just drive to the station
and not say a word?

Ofc. Dages:

Yeah. I think throughout the entire contact, I showed a lot of restraint from
beginning to end.

Speaker 6:

Okay.

Ofc. Dages:

Buddy, you're at the very top of my list of opinions.

Mr.

Okay. Where do you think you're at on mine?
[inaudible 01:13:15].

Ofc. Dages:

No, I couldn't, because you wanted to act like a fool, so you can walk back to
your friend's apartment.

Speaker 6:

Was that a responsive comment you made to him about acting like a fool?

Ofc. Dages:

I don't know what he said that prompted that, but he was upset that he didn't...
I think he said he was upset that he didn't just get a ticket for smoking or fare
evasion or whatever it was. But from the point that we made an arrest on him,
I'm no longer allowed to cite and release in the field, so we have to bring them
back to the station.

Speaker 6:

What do you think about the comment directed to him, he's acting like a fool?

Ofc. Dages:

What do I think about it?

Speaker 6:

Yeah.

Ofc. Dages:

Can you elaborate for me?

Speaker 6:

Sure. Is that a demeaning comment?

Ofc. Dages:

A fool? No, not necessarily.

Speaker 6:

Okay.
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Ofc. Dages:

If I could take you to jail, I would. Unfortunately, coronavirus doesn't allow me
to.

Mr.

[inaudible 01:14:35], bro.

Speaker 6:

Is 241C a bookable offense? Would the jail accept somebody for that?

Ofc. Dages:

I don't think so.

Speaker 6:

What about 148?

Ofc. Dages:

148, not for La Mesa PD, it's not. We would have been able to get a
discretionary booking, probably, from watch commander, but due to
coronavirus, can't really get even parolees in jail.

Speaker 6:

Right. You said you would have liked to have him go to jail.

Ofc. Dages:

Sure. Anyone that puts their hands on someone, that type of conduct in general
is unacceptable. Like I said, his actions made it extremely difficult for me to just
do my job.

Ofc. Dages:

Do you have an ID in any other state?

Mr.

Fuck you. [inaudible 01:15:34]

Ofc. Dages:

So when you plead the fifth but the rest of the talking and admitting to what
you did wrong was what? Because you already told me that you put your hands
on me.

Mr.

Well, it's on film, so [inaudible 01:15:45]. Everything else [inaudible 01:15:46].

Ofc. Dages:

But that's like-

Mr.

[inaudible 01:15:50]. Bro, you're not running shit, bro. The fuck is you talking
about, bro?

Ofc. Dages:

What is it that you're running?

Mr.

[inaudible 01:16:12] fucking trash program if I want to, bro. [inaudible
01:16:19].

Speaker 6:

What did he say? Do you know?

Ofc. Dages:

I don't even understand what he's saying.

Speaker 6:

Yeah.
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Ofc. Dages:

Okay. That's totally fine. Do whatever you want to do.

Mr.

Just make sure you [inaudible 01:16:34] with my fucking wallet.

Ofc. Dages:

I don't have a wallet. You didn't have a wallet.

Mr.

I said my wallet, bro. My keys, bro. All that good shit, bro. What a fucking dick.
You're goofy as fuck. You sent me over here to give me a ticket, bro? Oh, my
God. You're a fucking nerd, bro. Oh, my God. Hey, you are Example A of fucking
people who should not be cops. I hope you have a great life, bro. Get a fucking
[inaudible 01:17:08] and shit, man. This shit ain't working. Bro, what's your first
name, Dages? And what precinct you in? Write that shit down for me, too. Hey,
write that shit down for me, too. M. Dages, precinct, badge number, and what
that 24 stand for, because I know it don't mean that you working 24 [inaudible
00:08:29]. You on your ass, you know what I'm saying? Not doing a damn thing.
What do you do for a living?

Ofc. Dages:

I probably do more than you, bro. Hey, I do a lot. I know [inaudible 00:08:37].
Nah, shit. [inaudible 01:17:38] Hey, yeah, check the keys out. It's a Camry, you
know what I'm saying? It's not a cop car.

Speaker 7:

Did he just say Camry?

Speaker 6:

Yeah.

Mr.

Hey, you remind me of Will Ferrell in Other Guys. That's who you remind me of.
[inaudible 01:17:52], bitch. [inaudible 00:08:56], bitch. I know you watched
Other Guys. Hey, I'm sorry if I'm getting on your nerves. I'm just trying to fuck up
your day like you did mine.

Speaker 6:

Hear what he said to you?

Ofc. Dages:

He's just trying to fuck up my day.

Speaker 6:

I think he said, "I was just trying to fuck with you."

Ofc. Dages:

No, he said, "I'm trying to fuck up your day like you did mine."

Speaker 6:

Did he? Okay. All right. That's at 21:45:26.

Mr.

Hey, I'll go buy you some tampons, too. Hear me, fool? I'm just treating you how
I was treated.

Ofc. Dages:

[inaudible 01:18:59].

Mr.

Obviously I'm [inaudible 01:19:02].
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Ofc. Dages:

Are you projecting that, or is that the truth?

Mr.

Obviously, obviously. You know what I'm saying? Because it seems like
whenever I say something like that, you eat it up, huh? You love that shit, huh?
That's what you love, huh? You like snarkily saying shit like that. Shit like that.
You're just a great person. You're so smart. Nah, you went to a good school, live
in a nice house, great parents, all that good shit. Great neighborhood.

Ofc. Dages:

I live in a great house now.

Mr.

You probably killed it in police school too, huh? Cum laude, all that good shit,
huh? You're like that. You're like that. You're top of your class. On the top ring,
huh? Fucking police. [inaudible 01:19:40].
[inaudible 00:11:02], bro. Because the funny part is some of your coworkers,
bro, seem [inaudible 01:20:06].

Ofc. Dages:

How would you know between all the screaming?

Mr.

Bro, I mean, I actually got to talk to one while your bitch ass was sitting there
building a case on somebody. [inaudible 01:20:20] She actually seemed kind of
nice. Actually kind of seemed like she felt bad, bro. Just a little bit.

Ofc. Dages:

Nah, she doesn't feel bad.

Mr.

Awesome.

Ofc. Dages:

Feel bad for you?

Mr.

No, no, bro. Just about the cop situation, bro, like punk ass cops out there like
you. [inaudible 01:20:29] and bullshit. She's probably lower ranking than you.
There's nothing really she can do about it. She sees the fuckery, you know what
I'm saying? It's all good, though. This life we live, bro, at some point it's going to
change. I hope you realize that, too. You're going to be a whole fucking state of
mind. [inaudible 01:20:49]. It's cool. [inaudible 01:20:56] right now. [inaudible
01:21:01]

Speaker 6:

Big sigh.

Ofc. Dages:

Yeah.

Speaker 6:

Tell me more.

Ofc. Dages:

Just relieving some stress. You know, like I said, I did everything. I felt like I
showed a lot of restraint from beginning to end. Last thing I want to do is put
my hands on someone. Last thing I want to do is to get into a fight with
someone. And the last thing I wanted to do in that situation was to arrest him. I
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did not want to arrest him. That was not the goal of my going up and talking to
him. So that turned into obviously unwinding to just a stressful time.
Speaker 6:

That was at 21:48:02.

Ofc. Dages:

Hi. I'm going to release him, so if you can just hang tight, because he's still super
415.

Speaker 6:

Just define "super 415" for us.

Ofc. Dages:

Well, 415 is just a code for creating a disturbance, and he's obviously agitated,
so it's just a police lingo, just that he's amped up still, and I wanted to have
another officer in the sally port with me since I was going to take him out of
handcuffs, have him sign the cite, just to have someone there with me.

Speaker 6:

Did you call another officer to meet you there?

Ofc. Dages:

No, I did not. She was arriving, either probably on lunch or just coming in to do
some paperwork.

Speaker 6:

And who was that officer?

Ofc. Dages:

I believe it's Officer Hannah Rost, R-O-S-T.

Speaker 6:

Thanks.

Speaker 7:

Oh, could you pause that back?

Speaker 6:

Sure.

Speaker 7:

Did you tell Officer Rost the reason for your contact with Mr.

Ofc. Dages:

I don't believe so.

Speaker 7:

Okay. Maybe later on?

Ofc. Dages:

Maybe. Maybe, yeah, I did. I can't tell you if I did or did not. I don't remember
what we discussed. She had, I know, come to me and asked me what... That it
sounded chaotic on the radio, but she was tied up, I think, on another call at the
time.

Speaker 7:

Okay.

Ofc. Dages:

All right. Is there any other statements that you want to add to put on the
report?
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Mr.

Well, not if you're going to let me go, bro. Just go ahead and I'll end this right
here. Let's get out.

Ofc. Dages:

But I just want to confirm. Was there a reason that you put your hands on me?

Mr.

Is there a reason that you put your hands on me?

Ofc. Dages:

Yeah, because you were detained and you were walking away.

Mr.

Okay. All right. Are you going to let me out now?

Ofc. Dages:

No, I'm asking. I had a question.

Mr.

Oh, okay. Is this a part of the detaining process? Is it part of detainment? Am I
free to be let go now?

Ofc. Dages:

No.

Mr.

Am I free to go?

Ofc. Dages:

No.

Mr.

I'm not free to go? Okay. Well, I don't have anything to say.

Ofc. Dages:

Okay, great. You've already said it. I'll put it in the report.

Mr.

Okay, well, put it in the report real quickly. Am I allowed to step foot out the
car?

Ofc. Dages:

Yep, step out.

Mr.

Okay, thank you.

Ofc. Dages:

Face over here. All right, come over to the front of the car. All right, so here's
what's going to happen. You're going to be getting two citations today, so you
are being placed under arrest. They're both misdemeanors. One's for assault on
a police officer, and the other one is for resisting or delaying. It's 148 PC.

Speaker 6:

So you pick up some keys and the cell phone from the hood of your car?

Ofc. Dages:

Yes.

Speaker 6:

Were those the same keys and cell phone that came out of Mr.
pocket, his property?

Ofc. Dages:

Yes.
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Speaker 6:

Anything else?

Ofc. Dages:

Nope.

Ofc. Dages:

On the bottom there, I put a court date for September 23rd.

Mr.

Uh-huh (affirmative).

Ofc. Dages:

So once the court's reopened, you can go ahead and check back in on that.

Mr.

Uh-huh (affirmative).

Ofc. Dages:

Go ahead and face over here. Cool.

Mr.

Bro, stop touching me. [crosstalk 01:24:37].

Ofc. Dages:

You're still detained.

Mr.

All right. That's awesome. Stop touching me. Stop touching me.

Ofc. Dages:

Okay, great. Okay.

Mr.

All right, [crosstalk 01:24:40].

Speaker 6:

Again, Mr.
complaint is you're touching him at 21:49:39. What did he
do for you to reach out and grab a hold of him?

Ofc. Dages:

He completely spun around again, just not going with the program and not
listening.

Speaker 6:

Did you have any officer safety concerns about him turning away from you?

Ofc. Dages:

Well, he's in handcuffs. I had another officer there with me. Anyone can still be
violent in handcuffs, so that's why I just again instructed him, like again... Again,
I'm doing everything I can to do the least amount of physical touching on him,
so I instruct him verbally. And then I think you can see on the video, I have
maybe two or three fingers on him and I'm just trying to guide him back to the
front, to face the front of the patrol car.

Ofc. Dages:

Okay, so [crosstalk 01:25:33].

Mr.

Are you going to stop touching me? Is that me touching you again? Is that me
assaulting you? Okay, I understand citations.

Ofc. Dages:

I know your feelings are hurt.
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Mr.

No, I'm not hurt, bro. All right? I'm going to go to court on 9/23/20. I'm going to
see you there. I'm going to fight it and good luck, all right? Shut the fuck up
talking to me.

Ofc. Dages:

What you want to do is check on the back. There's information.

Mr.

Okay. All right.

Ofc. Dages:

You've got to go in and get your assigned court date and all that stuff.

Mr.

Okay. Awesome.

Ofc. Dages:

If you have any questions, you can check [crosstalk 01:25:51]-

Mr.

Okay. All right. Just make sure you're there.

Ofc. Dages:

All right, so I'm going to take you out of the handcuffs. If you do anything dumb
back here, you're going to get thrown on the ground.

Mr.

All right.

Ofc. Dages:

You're going to get hurt.

Mr.

Okay.

Ofc. Dages:

Okay? So I need you to sign the citation.

Mr.

Uh-huh (affirmative).

Ofc. Dages:

It's not an admission of guilt.

Speaker 6:

You provided a statement of expected behavior from him, and what did you tell
him at 21:50:11?

Ofc. Dages:

I just want to make it very clear to him that I'm going to be taking the handcuffs
off and that if he does anything other than listen to... Other than bring his hands
to the front of the car and sign the ticket, that there will be force that he's met
with, whether that's him getting thrown down to the ground or whatever it was.
I just wanted to make sure that he was very clear that we're in the back of the
police station. I'm not playing any more games. I'm not going to go back and
forth with him anymore.

Speaker 6:

But specifically, you told him he was going to be thrown on the ground and he
was going to be hurt.

Ofc. Dages:

I think I meant that he could be hurt.
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Speaker 6:

You made that statement, in this instance, in reaction to Mr.
and conduct. Is that dialogue you use frequently with arrestees?

Ofc. Dages:

So everyone that comes into the sally port and we're going to take them out of
handcuffs for whatever reason, they're given a very clear notice that... Especially
in Mr.
case or other people that are agitated or have been agitated or
have been assaultive, that if they do come out of the handcuffs and show more
assaultive signs or do not listen to commands, then there will be a use of force
used.

Ofc. Dages:

I promise to take care of the ticket, and I promise to appear.

Mr.

Yep. Uh-huh (affirmative). Yep. Uh-huh (affirmative).

Ofc. Dages:

All right. When you check in, you do have to get your photograph taken and
booked, so you have to get printed, and your prints are taken because you
haven't done this before.

Mr.

Yep. Uh-huh (affirmative). Yep. Uh-huh (affirmative). Yep.

Ofc. Dages:

Okay?

Mr.

Yep.

Ofc. Dages:

And if you don't sign the citation, you'll be booked into jail.

Mr.

Uh-huh (affirmative). Uh-huh (affirmative). Yeah. Yep. Okay. All right.

Ofc. Dages:

Are you okay to, like... Are you okay?

Mr.

Are you okay? I'm fine, bro. Are you going to undo these cuffs or not?

Ofc. Dages:

I need to make sure that you're-

Speaker 6:

What was your take? What were you thinking about Mr.

Ofc. Dages:

He's just... It was a very weird interaction with him. Obviously, he's continuing
to be a smart aleck, but I had a moment where I was wondering, "Is there more
going on here than... Is he maybe under the influence of something, whether
that be alcohol or narcotics?" I couldn't smell any alcohol, didn't do any type of
field sobriety tests on him or anything like that, but just based on his responses,
wasn't acting like a... Has not been acting like a reasonable person throughout
the entire contact. He seemed disassociated a little bit. Normally when you're
arrested and an officer's explaining a ticket, you are going to pay attention and
take it very seriously.

Speaker 6:

Pushing play.
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Ofc. Dages:

... Believe.

Mr.

Man, okay. You've been trying to get me on little things this whole time, little
discrepancies.

Ofc. Dages:

Have you had anything to drink today?

Mr.

Do you want to smell my breath, bro?

Ofc. Dages:

I don't want to smell your breath.

Mr.

You want to give me a Breathalyzer? There's a way you can solve that, all right?

Ofc. Dages:

Have you used any drugs today?

Mr.

No. Hey, bro-

Ofc. Dages:

Okay. The way you're acting, though, isn't typical of a normal person.

Mr.

I am frustrated, obviously, okay? I'm a little perturbed.

Ofc. Dages:

Take a deep breath.

Mr.

All right, and you've annoyed me. I would like you to take my cuffs off if I'm not
being detained anymore. Can you do that or no?

Ofc. Dages:

Well, right now you're still... You're being detained-

Mr.

Okay. All right. Well, I don't have anything else to say to you, bro, until you undo
my cuffs, so if you're going to arrest me, arrest me. If you're not, then let my
cuffs go.

Ofc. Dages:

Well, I've already arrested you.

Mr.

All right?

Ofc. Dages:

Okay.

Mr.

Okay.

Ofc. Dages:

So once you sign this citation, I'll give you your copy. You can take your stuff,
and you're going to walk-

Mr.

All right. I will.

Ofc. Dages:

All right. All right. Great. Just want to make sure we're on the same page.
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Mr.

We are on the same page. Now take the fucking cuffs off.

Ofc. Dages:

Go ahead and put your right hand on the front of the car. Put your right hand on
the front of the car. Great.
The cuffs are tight, right? But you can twist around all the way you want. All
right, put your left hand on the car.

Mr.

Why did you talk to me about cuffs?

Ofc. Dages:

All right. Here's a pen for you. [crosstalk 01:29:58] Don't touch that.

Mr.

All right, touch what?

Ofc. Dages:

Just sign on that red box.

Mr.

You going to fucking give me assaulting an officer again?

Ofc. Dages:

If you put your hands on another police officer, I'm sure that they won't have
any problem doing that.

Mr.

Yeah, bro. I'm going to charge you with assault too, then. Fuck you. I've got it on
video camera. Suck my dick. Have a great day, bro. What's that 24 for? I don't
know, bro. Probably some gang shit. That's what it looks like.

Ofc. Dages:

Do you want your phone and your keys?

Mr.

Oh, yeah, give me my phone and my shit.

Ofc. Dages:

Go ahead and walk over to the gate and I'll let you out. If you keep pulling on it,
if you continue to pull on it, you're going to be placed under arrest for
vandalism.

Mr.

Can you open it?

Ofc. Dages:

If you continue to pull on it, you're going to be placed under arrest for
vandalism.

Mr.

Open up.

Ofc. Dages:

Give me a second.

Mr.

Open it up.

Ofc. Dages:

124, can you open the sally port gate for my 1016, please?

Mr.

[inaudible 01:30:52], bro? Fucking cruelty, bro.
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Ofc. Dages:

All right.

Mr.

Hey, have a great day. Fuck you very much, bitch.

Speaker 6:

At the end of segment two, anything you'd like to add or comment to on what
we just reviewed?

Ofc. Dages:

No.

Speaker 8:

Okay. I have a little bit more to go. Does anybody need to take a break?

Speaker 7:

Yeah, I think it's a good time.

Speaker 8:

Me too.

Ofc. Dages:

Yeah.

Speaker 8:

All right. I didn't want to be the wimp and say me too. It's 1:21 PM.

Speaker 6:

We're pausing at 1:21 PM.
PART 4 OF 4 ENDS [01:31:34]
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Inv. Conroy:

Hello, this is investigator Sean Conroy. We're continuing with part three of the
interview with officer Degas. The people in the room will say... The date is 6/25
of 20, and it is 1:40. The people in the room will state their names and spell
them for the transcriber. I'm Sean S-E-A-N, Conroy, C-O-N-R-O-Y.

Inv. Avery:

Brock Avery, B-R-O-C-K, A-V-E-R-Y.

Rep. Castillo:

Kasey Castillo, Kasey, with a K. K-A-S-E-Y, C-A-S-T-I-L-L-O.

Ofc. Dages:

Matt Degas, last name, D-A-G-E-S.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. All right, Matt, we're in the final stretch here. And I don't know what to
say. I'm sorry that you have to go through this. An administrative investigation is
a difficult thing to go through, but I want to make sure you understand what
you're faced with. And we're going to put our cards on the table with you. We're
going to tell you what we got. So you will know the most difficult thing for a lot
of people to understand about an administrative investigation, particularly
when you're in law enforcement, is that our standard of proof is a
preponderance of evidence. That's the civil standard. Am I right now, Kasey?

Rep. Castillo:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. So the simple standard is more likely than not, 51%. You're nodding your
head like you're aware of the civil standard.

Ofc. Dages:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

You've-

Ofc. Dages:

I've heard of it before.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Some people say it is 50% plus a feather, and while I don't agree with that
assessment, I think things have to be clear. That's what we're working with.
That's the law.

Rep. Castillo:

The only caveat I would say, when you asked me that question is I believe that
there are different standards for different charges.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay.

Rep. Castillo:

Such as if they're criminal charges or dishonesty charges, based on other things,
so I will say generally that is the accepted.

Inv. Conroy:

Yeah, understood, yeah. Thanks for clearing that up. Thank you. And feel free to
make comments from your perspective at any time.

Rep. Castillo:

Okay.
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Inv. Conroy:

Okay, Matt, you may think that this case is about your use of force there. It isn't.
Your use of force, to me, looked appropriate and reasonable, like what you've
said, Brock is an expert in use of force. It looks reasonable to him. Your
department use of force person, Stoney, Lieutenant Stoney, He did not see any
violations of departmental policy. It's not about that. This whole situation comes
down to one thing, and it's your detention. Did you have a valid detention? And
if you're basing your detention on Mr.
smoking, we have some serious
issues with that.

Inv. Conroy:

So, we have a witness that saw Mr.
before you contacted him and
stated that he was not smoking. This same witness, who's the bus driver who
was filming, the girl in the shorts and the reflective vest that you saw on the
video. The same bus driver was walking away from the bathroom, which is
about 25 or 30 feet away from that wall. There's a little MTS bathroom in an
alcove there. Have you ever used that bathroom?

Ofc. Dages:

Yes, I have.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Do you know the code to the door?

Ofc. Dages:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

What is it?

Ofc. Dages:

, I think.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Now we know it.

Inv. Conroy:

So she had been in the bathroom and she was coming out and she passed right
by you. You didn't see her. You don't remember seeing her reflective vest at all?

Ofc. Dages:

I don't. I don't recall.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. So her statement is, as I pass the officer, she was assuming that you were
going to the bathroom and that you probably didn't know the code, because
some officers aren't there as often. And they don't know the code to enter the
door. So she turned around and watched you because she was going to give you
the code when you got to the door and so she was kind of waiting for you to ask
her what the code is. So she watched your initial contact with Mr.
So
on her way to the bathroom, she was very close to him. She did not see him
smoking. She saw his cell phone in his hand. She'd not seen anything in his other
hand. When she left the bathroom, passed you, turned around and was
observing your contact with him. Mr.
didn't have anything in his hand.
When you did your inventory search, there were no smoking materials taken
from his person. Is that correct?

Ofc. Dages:

That's correct.
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Inv. Conroy:

Okay. What is your explanation for that?

Rep. Castillo:

Which part? Are you asking about the explanation of no smoking materials or
the entirety of the...

Inv. Conroy:

My question is when you did your inventory search, you did not recover any
cigarettes, matches, smoking materials. Is there an explanation for that?

Ofc. Dages:

No, I mean, when observed him from a distance, like I stated, I observed from
what I saw someone smoking, it's the hand to mouth motion multiple times. It's
not uncommon for people to bum cigarettes off of someone or to borrow
cigarettes off of someone. You don't need to have a pack of cigarettes and a
lighter on you to be smoking and then to be-

Inv. Conroy:

No. No. And to be sure, when we're dealing with the preponderance of
evidence, probably none of these would stand on their own, it's the totality of
the circumstances, that's going to be the problem for you. I'm telling you that
right now. It's going to be the totality of everything that it has occurred.

Inv. Avery:

Can I say one thing? We have Mr.
showing up on video. We have him
parking his car. We have him getting out of his car. You have him walking in the
area of the garage and there's just no smoking. Mr.
isn't smoking. We
have another video, MTS video, of Mr.
on the street side of the garage.

Ofc. Dages:

I'm sorry, what's the street side?

Inv. Avery:

Well, it's-

Inv. Conroy:

Out of the garage.

Inv. Avery:

... It's a camera from the trolley station that goes towards the AAA building.

Ofc. Dages:

Okay. Still on the property? Gotcha.

Inv. Avery:

Yeah. So we have the combination of two underground cameras in the garage,
that capture different angles of Mr.
and a video camera from the
trolley station, and there's no smoking. I mean, Mr.
isn't visible
smoking in any of those videos.

Ofc. Dages:

Okay.

Inv. Avery:

We're just, again, trying to fill in those holes on your confidence he was
smoking. Could it have been his cell phone? Could he have been reading,
bringing his cell phone up to his ear?

Ofc. Dages:

So I gave Mr.
the benefit of the doubt, and he told me he wasn't
smoking. My detention was based on the fact, not only that from what I
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witnessed was it appeared to be him smoking, but the fact that he did not have
a valid trolley fair to be on the MTS property. And you can not be on that
property at all without having a trolley pass. So I'm not sure what garage he was
utilizing.
Ofc. Dages:

That garage underneath is for MTS, for the trolley. You cannot be on the
property whatsoever without pass, which is why when I approached him and
after he said he wasn't smoking, I moved on and asked, "Okay, do you have a
trolley pass or a bus pass?" And he said, "Fuck you, I'm not giving you anything. I
told you, I'm not using the trolley." And as I explained to him, it doesn't matter
that you're not using it as that is for a lot of people, you can not be in that area
at all, without having a pass.

Inv. Avery:

You know, we understand all that. The piece that is concerning is in your report,
you start the report by saying you contact, you thought he was smoking.

Ofc. Dages:

Yeah.

Inv. Avery:

And then you go into the next paragraph and said he was smoking.

Ofc. Dages:

I determined that from the distance that I saw him, that that's what it appeared
to me. And that's what I told you earlier. When I approached him, I did not see
anything in his hands. Like I said, I wasn't sure if he had been smoking a
cigarette, smoking an e-cigarette, whatever it was, I didn't have access to the
inside of his pockets or anything like that to see through. So that's why I asked
him if he was smoking. And that's why I posed that question. Once he said,
"No", I gave him the benefit of the doubt and moved forward with the other PC
for the stop, which was what I detained him for, which was not having that
trolley fair, which is what I listed on my report.

Inv. Avery:

Okay.

Rep. Castillo:

Can I ask a question? As part of the saturation detail, are you supposed to
contact people in that area?

Ofc. Dages:

Yes. Everyone in the area we are supposed to contact. That includes people
directly next to the trolley stop on the platform, and that includes the
surrounding area, which is where Mr.
was, which is right next to a bus
stop. So we were supposed to contact anyone and everyone in the area. And
basically if we see a violation, we would address that violation through
education or through enforcement, or generally we just approach people and
ask, "Can I see your trolley pass?" They are required to present their trolley
pass. If they cannot present the trolley pass or an MTS pass, then it is assumed
that they do not have one and they're in violation, and therefore they are
detained.
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Inv. Avery:

In this, you got really close to Mr.
Have you ever smelled someone
who smokes and what they smell like? Is there an odor?

Ofc. Dages:

Sometimes, I guess if you're like a habitual smoker or you smoke a lot.

Inv. Avery:

Anything like that on Mr.
been smoking?

Ofc. Dages:

I mean, I didn't smell any smoke, but like I said, if he was using an e-cigarette
there's no scent to those.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Using those e-cigarettes people exhale. There's like a plume of vapor
when they're using the e-cigarettes. Did you see anything like that?

Ofc. Dages:

That's not always the case, but yeah, in some cases there's-

Inv. Conroy:

It's not always the case, you're right. You're right.

Ofc. Dages:

Yeah, so that's the-

Inv. Conroy:

So that's not always the case.

Ofc. Dages:

No, it's not always the case. So again, like if you have the little, the Juul ones
that everyone uses, they're like the size of that little black thing on the papers?

Inv. Conroy:

Right.

Rep. Castillo:

Which for the record, is a cap to a...

Ofc. Dages:

USB drive or something?

Rep. Castillo:

Yeah.

Inv. Avery:

Okay, maybe a little bit larger.

Inv. Conroy:

A little bigger but, yeah.

Ofc. Dages:

But, yeah, they're pretty small.

Inv. Conroy:

They're small, yeah.

Ofc. Dages:

I mean, there's not like a big, big reservoir on that.

Inv. Avery:

And we hear what you're saying, but-

Ofc. Dages:

What I had focused in on, really quick, what I had focused in on when I
witnessed Mr.
and the only reason that I contacted him was because I
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believed he was smoking because of what I witnessed was the hand to mouth
movement. So from a distance, it appeared to me that he was smoking. And
that's why I approached him and asked him if he was smoking.
Inv. Avery:

Well, help me out. Is that a definite statement in your report that he was
smoking or are we still speculating?

Rep. Castillo:

Can we refer to the report?

Inv. Avery:

You bet.

Rep. Castillo:

And then address that? Where is it? Investigation.

Inv. Avery:

It appears in two places, two. So on the first page and then it appears again on
the second page.

Rep. Castillo:

So the synopsis? You want to hand me that?And we'll address them in turn.

Rep. Castillo:

Okay. So read this and then...

Ofc. Dages:

So I observed
smoking as he stood on MTS property. And then also in
the investigation portion, I determined that
was smoking. Well, I guess
here, I observed a male later determined to be
leaning against
the wall and raising to what appeared to be a lid object or smoking device to his
mouth. He was standing along the North curb line between two signs, which
clearly stayed no loitering and no smoking on the West side of the transit
center. MTS has posted signage also advising that you are entering a paid fare
zone.

Ofc. Dages:

It's my understanding that this MTS property is paid fair zone, including where
was standing. I determined that
was smoking and I made that
determination from where I was standing on that platform. Which is why I said
at that time I went up and asked him. So, that determination wasn't made until I
walked up and asked him if he was smoking. Excuse me, that determined was
made prior to me asking him if he was, and then once he told me he wasn't and
I had no, nothing in front of me and he wasn't smoking in my face, I then asked
about his trolley fair.

Inv. Conroy:

Making a determination means conducting an investigation, essentially.

Inv. Conroy:

What did you other than- [crosstalk 00:13:40]

Ofc. Dages:

I had a reasonable suspicion.

Inv. Conroy:

... other than asking him-

Rep. Castillo:

Let him finish.
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Ofc. Dages:

Okay.

Inv. Conroy:

Yeah, thank you.

Rep. Castillo:

I just want to make sure the record's clear.

Inv. Conroy:

Thank you. Other than asking him, did you conduct any further investigation?

Ofc. Dages:

What other further investigation could be conducted of someone? Could we
have spoken?

Inv. Conroy:

Was there a lit object? Was there not a lit object? Was there something on the
ground? Did he throw something to the side atPART 1 OF 4 ENDS [00:14:04]

Speaker 1:

Something on the ground. Did he throw something to the side as you
approached him?

Ofc. Dages:

I didn't see him throw anything down to the ground. I didn't have access to the
inside of his pockets if he did put something away. As far as there being
cigarette butts on the ground, there's plenty of cigarette butts on the ground.
It's a highly trafficked area.

Speaker 1:

Yes, we noticed. But he didn't dump anything out of his pocket from the time he
walked away from you in the shade to the block at the end of the sidewalk.

Ofc. Dages:

No.

Speaker 1:

And you didn't inspect the ground around him to see if there was any evidence
of smoking?

Ofc. Dages:

So judging from the video that we all just watched, there was no time or ability
for us to go and collect evidence or try to collect evidence, and that's not
something that we would ever try to do for someone that... My purpose of
being there on a detail is to go there and potentially either educate or enforce
on an infraction. I was going up to further investigate what I believed was an
infraction, him smoking on the platform, or smoking in public in general, in La
Mesa.

Speaker 1:

Okay. And we have the MTS video of you walking all the way from the trolley
station to where Mr.
was in the shade, and there's no signs of smoking
between that video start at the trolley station to when you contacted him. So
we're just trying to fill in that gap. There's no signs of smoking. Mr.
parks his car. Walks to the door. Hangs out for a little bit. Comes back to his car.
Then walks back to the door. There's no signs, of two different camera angles, of
him smoking. And then we have a witness that says-
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Ofc. Dages:

Which is why I gave him the benefit of the doubt.

Speaker 1:

I understand. But in your report, you said you determined he was smoking.

Ofc. Dages:

Okay. Maybe I should have been more clear that from where I was on the
trolley platform, I determined he was smoking. So that was where my
determination was made, and that's why I approached him.

Speaker 1:

Okay.

Speaker 2:

Can I ask a follow up question now?

Speaker 1:

Sure.

Speaker 2:

Had you not seen him smoking, or what you believed to be smoking, would you
have contacted him to ask about his trolley fare?

Ofc. Dages:

Yes. I would have contacted him one way or another.

Speaker 1:

And one way or another, what does that exactly mean, that you were going to
contact him regardless of anything...

Ofc. Dages:

I would have contacted him regardless. And I would have, had not observed
what I thought was smoking, had asked him about his trolley fair because that's
what we are there to do. Everyone that is on the platform, we watch come off
the trolley, we watch arrive to the trolley station. Most people have passes
already. They have to scan them or they go purchase a pass. If I don't observe
that, we'll ask where your pass is. Sometimes we can check the validity of the
passes to see if they're still valid, but it is required that they must present a
pass.

Ofc. Dages:

And like I said, had Mr.
given me any opportunity to speak to him and
not been so unreasonable throughout the entire contact, and he told me,
reasonably, sat down and gave me his I.D. Said, "I'm waiting for my friends. I just
parked in the garage," which I didn't see. I didn't even know what he was doing
there. I would have had the opportunity to educate him on, "Hey, can't park in
that garage it's an MTS garage. And just FYI, if you're going to be here, you need
a trolley pass. Maybe you should wait for your friend somewhere else. Or
maybe you should have your friends let you into the building." I was never given
that opportunity. All I wanted to do was... I was never even given that chance
due to Mr.
behavior. He was the one that continually escalated at
every single step of the way.

Speaker 1:

It is that the case though, or were you reacting to what he did to his verbal
attitude toward you? So if you're going to detain him for smoking and that
didn't work out, and you told them you were going to detain him for smoking,
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then did you say, "Okay, smoking investigation's done. Now, I'm going to detain
you for a trolley fare violation."
Ofc. Dages:

No, that's not what happened. I just told you I detained it for the fare violation.

Speaker 1:

No, you detained him for the smoking initially.

Ofc. Dages:

No, I did not. It's in my report [crosstalk 00:18:27] and it's very clearly stated.

Speaker 2:

Well, okay. Let him finish. And then can you please make sure you're asking a
question though, so he can respond to it? I don't know if you want him to
respond to your comments, because I want him to answer questions.

Speaker 1:

I'll ask the questions. I'll make sure I do that. Thank you.

Speaker 2:

Okay. You were referencing your report.

Ofc. Dages:

Correct. So in the first paragraph, I make it very clear that the area is... First
paragraph of my investigation on page four. I make it very clear that the area's a
paid fare zone. I asked Mr.
the first thing I asked him, was if he lived in
the apartment building. He said he was... Continued on with his lie about living
there. I then advised him about the smoking. He told me that he was not
smoking. I said, "Okay." Then I asked if he had a trolley ticket. Then he told me
to fuck off or whatever he said, and he said that he's waiting for a ride. He
doesn't need a trolley pass. And then he began to walk away from me, which is
when I told him that he was detained and he could no longer leave.

Speaker 1:

Okay.

Speaker 2:

Can I ask a follow up question to that?

Speaker 1:

Yes.

Speaker 2:

If he had presented you with a trolley pass or a valid pass, what would have
happened?

Ofc. Dages:

If I had asked for trolley pass and he had shown me his pass, that's probably as
far as it would have gone. Depending on the officer or whatever, it's our
determination. We can ask for an I.D. and at that point I don't have any legal
authority to force them to I.D. We also have the ability to, like I said, check the
validity of those passes. So I have the ability to take his pass, walk over to the
pass checker and see if it is valid or not. Because if it's an invalid pass, then
they're still in violation of the authority 640C for fare evasion.

Speaker 1:

Okay. The witness never hears you ask about a trolley fare. She doesn't hear you
ask about the smoking either, but she does hear you question him about his
purpose for being there, which he states that, I guess, first you asked him if he
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lives there. Then later he says, "I'm waiting for friends." That's what she hears
you say. So did you go from the smoking to questioning him about why he was
staying there? What he was doing in that area?
Ofc. Dages:

Is this the MTS worker that I didn't see?

Speaker 1:

Yes.

Ofc. Dages:

That heard me from, how far away was she when she heard my conversation
with him?

Speaker 1:

Well, she followed you back there to tell you what the code was going to be to
open the bathroom door. So she was close enough to hear your... She was much
closer than you were at the elevator when you observed the smoking.

Ofc. Dages:

Yes. Yes.

Speaker 1:

And it was supported on the MTS platform video. She's visible. She's within
[crosstalk 00:07:37].

Ofc. Dages:

How far... I'm just wondering how close she was.

Speaker 2:

Matt, I want the record to be clear. So please don't talk over him.

Speaker 1:

So we have a time and space area. So there's nothing in her statement,
corroborated with the video, that would lead us to believe she didn't hear this
conversation and that she was close enough.

Speaker 2:

Just based on what you said, just so I have a mental picture, are we talking
about when we're in the shade line or closer to the end of the block?

Speaker 1:

She heard both conversations.

Speaker 2:

No, but when you're talking about this, we're talking about the initial contact,
right?

Speaker 1:

Correct.

Speaker 2:

So did she move?

Speaker 1:

She was walking back.

Ofc. Dages:

Can you show me where she was on the map because I have no idea. Because
where she's listening to my conversation, as I'm speaking to someone...

Speaker 1:

You guys passed right about here in this line in the pavement that was
identified, that's when you passed each other because she was walking from the
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bathroom and like [Sean 00:22:37] said, she thought you weren't going to ask
her for the code. Because a lot of people ask for the code, police officers, other
workers. So she actually slowed down and stopped and waited for you to ask.
She thought you were going to continue to go to the bathroom with the idea
that you didn't have the code. So she turned around to be ready to give you the
code when you didn't have the code. And that was her intent to turn around.
But then, so she followed a little bit behind you as you walked, and then heard
the conversations that you had with Mr.
[crosstalk 00:09:07].
Ofc. Dages:

Yeah. My question was not where she passed me. Where was she when I was
having the conversation with Mr.
[crosstalk 00:23:13] Because how
unaware am I that someone is standing directly behind me.

Speaker 1:

No, no, no. She was not directly behind you. She was up in the area of the curb
line and sidewalk probably equal to the breezeway for the bathroom where the
bathroom is.

Ofc. Dages:

So as, I guess, we stated earlier about 30 to 35 feet away?

Speaker 1:

Yeah. Maybe. Maybe.

Speaker 3:

Probably.

Ofc. Dages:

Okay.

Speaker 1:

And again, back to this conversation, we're just trying to fill in those holes from
the video that we have and the audio that wasn't captured. Back to the original
question, certainly we would like to have the body cam video of your approach
and initial contact with Mr.
and we probably wouldn't have any of
these questions. We'd get those answered. But what we do know is you wrote
in your report, "He was smoking. I observed
smoking." I just want to
focus in on one, two, three, four words.

Speaker 3:

And where, I'm sorry...

Speaker 1:

On page three.

Speaker 3:

Okay. In your synopsis.

Ofc. Dages:

Yeah. So my overview in my synopsis on the second paragraph.

Speaker 1:

"I observed
smoking." Our witness says she didn't observe the smoking.
Our video analysis, from three different angles, saw no signs of smoking with
Mr.
and...

Ofc. Dages:

Which is what I gave him the benefit of the doubt.
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Speaker 1:

I understand.

Ofc. Dages:

Yeah.

Speaker 1:

I understand.

Speaker 2:

Can I ask a followup question?

Speaker 1:

Sure.

Speaker 2:

Did you believe that you observed that when you wrote that?

Ofc. Dages:

Yes, I did.

Speaker 1:

Confident?

Ofc. Dages:

100%.

Speaker 1:

Any, sorry, [inaudible 00:24:47] go.

Speaker 2:

Would you have written that you did not believe that's what you saw?

Ofc. Dages:

Absolutely not. And I would have contacted him and if he was not smoking, I
would have contacted him and asked for his fare. And then the same thing likely
would have occurred.

Speaker 1:

Matt, in your investigation on paragraph two, you basically write what
corroborates what the bus driver heard you conversing with Mr.
that
you questioned about why he was there and you write, "Yeah. I live up there.
Oh, I don't actually live here. I'm just waiting for some friends to pick me up." Is
that an accurate statement?

Ofc. Dages:

Is the statement that I wrote here accurate?

Speaker 1:

Yes.

Ofc. Dages:

Yes, it is.

Speaker 1:

Okay, so...

Ofc. Dages:

Can I ask you a question really fast?

Speaker 1:

Okay. He's going to interrogate us. Sure. No, no problem. [crosstalk 00:25:45]

Ofc. Dages:

Because I know that the MTS driver's stating that she overheard this
conversation, but then this is the things that he was yelling about, and his
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friends were yelling about, as she's standing there for the 10 minutes that we
were there.
Speaker 1:

Yeah. She's saying she heard...

Ofc. Dages:

Yeah.

Speaker 1:

That conversation.

Ofc. Dages:

Gotcha.

Speaker 1:

And we broke it down with her because we had the same concerns. A lot of
people say, "I saw it," but did they really see it? But we broke it down bit by bit
for her so we were clear. And my point here is, it is clear from what Mr.
was yelling and the statements that he was making, is he was, repeatedly,
saying that my friends are here. You don't have a reason to detain me any
longer. So clearly in his mind, he thought he was being detained for the
conversation regarding him living in the apartment, that you were checking up
on his statement. Did you tell him to call his friends?

Ofc. Dages:

I don't remember if I told him, like I said. I think that's the second time I've been
asked that question. I think I told him that... He had asked me that he was going
to call his friends, and I told him to go ahead.

Speaker 1:

Okay.

Ofc. Dages:

But Mr.
I made it very clear to him that because he did not have the
trolley pass was another reason that he was being detained.

Speaker 1:

Okay. All right. You made that clear to him. Okay. The bus driver didn't hear
that. Okay. Mr.
never said, "For this bullshit reason of a trolley pass."
How many people park in that...

Ofc. Dages:

He-

Speaker 1:

So I'm saying [crosstalk 00:13:34].

Speaker 2:

What's the question? Sorry, I'm talking to him. [crosstalk 00:27:36].

Speaker 1:

[crosstalk 00:27:36] ...what he was saying. He didn't say anything to the effect of
"I'm being detained" and putting it in Mr.
vernacular of a blank, blank,
blank, trolley pass reason. Okay, am I clear? Mr.
he's focused on his
friends coming to pick him up. He never mentions a trolley pass. Any
conversation...
PART 2 OF 4 ENDS [00:28:04]
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Inv. Avery:

He never mentions a trolley pass, any conversation about a trolley pass. Matter
of fact, in the drive, does
mention anything about a trolley pass from-

Inv. Conroy:

No.

Inv. Avery:

Okay. All right. So that was not the reason he was being detained.

Inv. Conroy:

What's that? I don't understand it.

Ofc. Dages:

I don't understand.

Inv. Avery:

The reason you were detaining Mr.
didn't have anything to do with the
loitering, with him saying one thing about living there and another thing about
his friends coming and to validate his story? He wasn't being detained for that
reason?

Rep. Castillo:

Are you asking him that?

Inv. Avery:

Yes.

Rep. Castillo:

Okay. Do you understand that that's a question? [crosstalk 00:28:52].

Inv. Avery:

All right.

Rep. Castillo:

I'm sorry.

Inv. Avery:

I know what I want to say. It's just not coming out the mouth. Okay. Did you
detain him to establish the reason he was in that area and to check out his story
of his friends coming to pick him up?

Ofc. Dages:

No.

Inv. Avery:

Okay. Is it common for people to park in the trolley garage area and then do
other things there?

Ofc. Dages:

No, there's no reason. The people that park there are using the transit system.
So they park there, and then they commute on the trolley or the bus to
wherever they need to go. There's a separate parking lot. And I'm not sure
where it's broken up, but there's also a second parking lot under the garage for
residents that live in the apartment complex.

Inv. Avery:

Okay. So would it be reasonable for somebody to park under there to visit
somebody who does live in those apartments?

Ofc. Dages:

Would it be reasonable? Sure. Yeah.
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Inv. Avery:

Okay. Would it be reasonable for a person who lives there to park in that same
parking lot to access their apartment.

Ofc. Dages:

If they're in their assigned space or in the parking spaces for the apartment
complex, yeah.

Inv. Avery:

Okay. Would you issue somebody a trolley ticket fare evasion, a ticket for ferry
evasion, if they parked under there to visit a friend?

Ofc. Dages:

Probably not. Although, with Mr.
I was never even able to determine
that he had a car there. This is the first time that I've ever heard that he even
had a car there. He never told me he had a car there. I know he had keys on
him, but that can mean a lot of things.

Inv. Avery:

Well, that goes two ways, though. You never asked.

Ofc. Dages:

Well, but I was never given the opportunity. My point being is that when I
contacted Mr.
and asked for his trolley fare, he told me to fuck off. He
walked away. He was unreasonable. He wouldn't provide his ID. He wouldn't
listen to any commands. He was legally detained as I advised him multiple
times. And the route that contact his unreasonableness was what escalated the
entire situation.

Inv. Avery:

Can you compare Mr.
dialogue that you just described that we don't
have on video to what we've seen on video? Was it comparable to what we
saw?

Ofc. Dages:

Very much so. The second that I contacted him, he was agitated. He was upset
that I was talking to him. I could see that he didn't want to be necessarily
speaking with me.

Inv. Avery:

Okay. Back to that level of anxiousness that Mr.
displayed or even
verbal combativeness, would that have been a trigger to put on your body cam
video?

Ofc. Dages:

He wasn't yelling. I could tell that he seemed annoyed. And then immediately
when I started to ask about the trolley fare, that's when he started to walk away
from me.

Inv. Avery:

And how many times in your career have you had someone when you've asked
something, like your ID, they've said to you, "Fuck off"?

Ofc. Dages:

Well, it depends. Is it a consensual contact?

Inv. Avery:

Okay. Let's say detention.

Ofc. Dages:

It happens.
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Inv. Avery:

Frequent or infrequent?

Ofc. Dages:

I would say infrequent.

Inv. Avery:

Do you think that'd be something important to capture on your body worn
video, if someone is obstructing and resisting your lawful contact?

Ofc. Dages:

Yeah, it would be. And that's why the second that I realized that my camera was
off, I activated it.

Inv. Avery:

We still have 50 seconds of contact where there's no video.

Ofc. Dages:

Well, my camera goes back 30, right?

Inv. Avery:

Correct.

Ofc. Dages:

So that's 20 seconds.

Inv. Avery:

No, we have the time that Mr.
was contacted in the alcove in the shade
to when you activated the body camera when he's sitting down onto the block.
We don't have body cam video. And your statement is that as soon as you
approached him, his anxiousness and his verbal combativeness was equal to
what we saw in the video.

Ofc. Dages:

Not to that level. What I am saying is that I could tell that he did not want to be
speaking with me and that he was annoyed that I was approaching him. He was
not verbally in my face yelling, cussing. It wasn't to that level, but I could tell by
his demeanor, his body language, his tone, that he was annoyed with my
presence and the fact that I even approached him.

Inv. Avery:

So back to that environment, we had the should and the shall discussion earlier
about when you should turn on your body camera and when you shall turn on
your body camera. Any of those triggers about resistiveness or questioning your
authority, does that change at all from should to shall to you?

Ofc. Dages:

The policy doesn't change, does it?

Inv. Avery:

Well, it does.

Ofc. Dages:

Okay.

Inv. Avery:

It does.

Rep. Castillo:

He doesn't have the policy [crosstalk 00:00:34:37]-

Inv. Avery:

I understand.
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Rep. Castillo:

... for the record.

Inv. Avery:

But I'm just saying when trusting cops without there with body cameras, we're
letting them make decisions on what they think is important. My question to
you is, his reaction to your questions seemed to me to be a key indicator of,
hey, I should capture some body camera. This is a shall moment to our policy.
And I just trying to see if you feel the same way.

Ofc. Dages:

Like I said previously, I should have activated it earlier. And the second that I
realized that it was not on, I activated it.

Inv. Avery:

Okay.

Inv. Conroy:

It's concerning to me that you didn't take a cover officer with you when
somebody is 230 feet away from the group. We've already discussed this to a
degree. You said in the trolley platform areas that this is often the practice of
officers. But absent taking a cover partner with you, would you agree the
minimum you should have done was check out on your radio when you
approached Mr.

Ofc. Dages:

No, I don't agree.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay.

Inv. Avery:

I'd like to refer to your report in one area. Give me a second to find it.

Rep. Castillo:

Do you want to know why he feels that way?

Inv. Conroy:

Oh, sure.

Inv. Avery:

Yeah, answer that question. Why?

Ofc. Dages:

During these trolley enforcement details, like I said, it's a maximum saturation.
We talked to as many people as we can. I felt very confident in my ability to
walk up to Mr.
ask for his fare, address the smoking, whatever the
violation may be, just the various other people on the platform and for and him
to be reasonable and either present whatever he needed to present or to give
me his ID and for him to allow me the opportunity to either make a decision as
far as an education or enforcement contact goes. Second to that, it's logged in
our computer system that we're there. And we are discouraged to put out
additional traffic when we were on those contacts. We are told that it is too
much air traffic, and we're not supposed to put out every single contact that we
make.

Inv. Avery:

Okay. Does that supersede officer safety practices?

Ofc. Dages:

I do not believe so.
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Inv. Avery:

So if you're approaching a young male and you're doing an enforcement stop
where you're going to be performing a detention, could that escalate quick? I'll
finish my question. Could that escalate quickly?

Ofc. Dages:

Yes, it can escalate quickly.

Inv. Avery:

As opposed to a person who's on the trolley that's 70-year-old woman. I'm
trying to put some context. Approaching a young male as opposed to somebody
else, that changes the context of the contact, doesn't it?

Ofc. Dages:

Yeah. You're going to judge each contact individually, so you're not going to
contact grandma the same way that you would contact somebody that's bigger
than you or younger than you or looks stronger than you. But at the same time,
I'm confident in my abilities, confident in my training, my techniques, confident
in myself, my ability to deescalate, to communicate with people, to talk to
people. That's my job, to talk to people. And I have every confidence in myself
to be able to do that effectively. So I did not feel like it would have been an
officer safety issue. But like I said, given when we're not doing these specific
details with multiple officers, at this specific time, there was four of us, if we
stop at the trolley station and get out on the platform to talk to someone, we
notify dispatch.

Inv. Avery:

Okay, for the whole group you notify dispatch. We're all here at the trolley
station.

Ofc. Dages:

If I'm on patrol, like I said, we're encouraged throughout our patrol shift day and
night, 24 hours a day to go to the trolley stations to stop people, to ask for fares,
to provide enforcement, education, whatever it is.

Inv. Avery:

Okay, right. So if you weren't part of a trolley operation at that time and you're
driving by there at, let's just say, 10:00 at night and no other officers are there
and you see somebody that you're going to make an enforcement contact,
would you put that out on the radio?

Ofc. Dages:

Yes, 100%.

Inv. Avery:

Okay. So I don't mean to cut hairs with you, but officer safety is the paramount
issue. We always say we want to go home safe at night to our families. You were
putting yourself out there quite a bit to where being aware of your
environment, your situational awareness of contacting somebody who there
could have been a greater chance, like I've said, based on age, physical fitness
condition, cooperation with the initial contact where it's better to have two
than one. It's better to advise dispatch that you're in contact with one
immediately. Is that not true?
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Ofc. Dages:

Generally speaking? Of course, yeah, it is. But overall, that's not a common
practice at this department. And it's never has been a common practice for
these situations.

Inv. Avery:

Well, while you're on a operation with numerous other officers, it is not
encouraged is what you're saying.

Ofc. Dages:

Correct. Yeah.

Inv. Avery:

Okay. And by your prior statement, you had separated yourself a distance from
your fellow officers without telling them where you're going or alerting them. Is
that not the case?

Ofc. Dages:

Yep. And I felt very confident as to where I was that, if you look at the map, we
were in a very open area. Like you had previously said, there wasn't a ton of
people on the platform. I was fairly confident that the other officers were just as
aware as I would be at any other officer that I work with, that they were looking
around and keeping an eye on the entire area.

Inv. Avery:

Well, I've had this experience in [inaudible 00:41:43] too where you make
contacts with people that you are certain that everything is going to go fine, and
for some reason, any reason, unknown mental health issues, drug issues, that
suddenly you are in a violent fight. SoPART 3 OF 4 ENDS [00:42:04]

Inv. Conroy:

... You are in a violent fight. So when you separate for, again, speaking of your
situational awareness, I just don't get this. It goes against my training
experience of not putting it out. Number one, notifying your fellow officers, "I'm
going over there." And number two, failing that to put it out on the radio. I'm
contacting somebody, just common officer's safety practice. You didn't do that.
Okay.

Rep. Castillo:

So is there a question?

Ofc. Dages:

Is that an opinion or a question?

Inv. Conroy:

You did not put that out on the radio.

Ofc. Dages:

Gotcha.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Can I refer to page three? I'm still trying to test some knowledge here too.
Look down at fourth paragraph.

Ofc. Dages:

Okay.
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Inv. Conroy:

After Mr.
pushed your arm to the side, you pushed
back into a
seated position, into the seat where he was previously.
became irate
and balled his fists. Tell me more about the balled fist comment and what you
observed.

Ofc. Dages:

So this is in my synopsis, I mean, I go further in detail in my actual investigation.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay.

Ofc. Dages:

So do you want me to go into the actual investigation?

Inv. Conroy:

Sure.

Ofc. Dages:

So on page five, second to last paragraph. I state, "
yelled, get the fuck
off me. What did I tell you?" He then took a bladed stance, took a step forward
inching towards my face, began moving both his arms back and forth. He
pushed his chest outward and yelled into my face. That's when I saw that is... He
was taking those, showing those pre assaultive cues, which goes along with
your... Which is what I said.

Inv. Conroy:

Right.

Ofc. Dages:

As far as him balling his fist.

Inv. Conroy:

And this was when he was sitting down?

Ofc. Dages:

No, that's when he was standing. Like I said right here, "When he's inching
towards my face and moving both arms back and forth."

Inv. Conroy:

Yes. So to test my understanding, the synopsis is just like the 30,000 foot
description of what happened. And then in your investigation, you drill down
and be specific about who, what, when, where, how, why?

Ofc. Dages:

Yes, sir. Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. On page five, did you say balled fist?

Ofc. Dages:

No. I did not specifically state that he had balled fists on page five.

Inv. Conroy:

Again in general, did the balled fist continue through the contact or where could
we put that into page five? And then the subsequent video piece when he
balled his fist, if you can remember?

Ofc. Dages:

From what I saw, it was right in this, on page five, what I referenced. That he
took a bladed stance, stepped forward inching towards my face and began
moving both his arms back and forth.
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Inv. Conroy:

Got it.

Ofc. Dages:

And from my view, when he was moving both of his arms back and forth.
Actually, it does say it on there.
then lifted both his arms up towards
his chest, began to ball his fist, and suddenly leaned his body towards me.

Inv. Conroy:

Good. Thank you.

Inv. Avery:

Can I just finish the radio contact, what dispatch thought and then we'll move
on from that? You didn't put it out on the radio when you made the initial
contact with Mr.
is that correct?

Ofc. Dages:

Yes, that's correct.

Inv. Avery:

Okay. So when you did put it up, you were in a physical confrontation with him.
You had your hands on him?

Ofc. Dages:

Correct.

Inv. Avery:

Okay. Incidentally, you had one hand holding him and one hand... And you're
holding your tablet. Do you feel like that left you at that particular point in time
in a very vulnerable position?

Ofc. Dages:

Yes, I did.

Inv. Avery:

If he would've produced a weapon at that point, were you in a position to as
readily defend yourself if you didn't have to put it out on the radio that, "I'm out
on one. My tablets in his hand, I got him with that hand."

Ofc. Dages:

If he produced a weapon, hypothetically, I'm confident that due to my training
and experience, I could have handled the situation appropriately.

Inv. Avery:

That doesn't mean anything to me. What I'm saying is, is that now you've put
yourself in a position that you're trying to put it out on the radio now that
you're in a physical confrontation and you have him in one hand, he's becoming
physically aggressive. You have your tablet in the other, is that the proper time
to put it out on the radio that you're out on one?

Ofc. Dages:

I mean, at that time, all I was trying to do was to get any type of assistance that I
could, because I knew that-

Inv. Avery:

... I understand that.

Ofc. Dages:

Yeah.

Inv. Avery:

But that is exactly why you would put that radio transmission out as you were
making that contact, which is the normal procedure, with the caveat of a trolley
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operation, which I don't believe supersedes your officer. I'm presenting to you.
Well, that's not a question. I'm just saying by not doing that, you put yourself
in... By not putting that out on the radio, you did put yourself in a vulnerable
position. Is that correct?
Rep. Castillo:

And as you sit here today, looking back, how you feel.

Inv. Avery:

Right.

Ofc. Dages:

Looking back in hindsight. Yes, that does.

Inv. Avery:

Right. Okay. And would you apply the same answer to activating your body
camera video sooner?

Ofc. Dages:

Looking at the situation in hindsight, yes.

Inv. Avery:

For you, this is another one. How about the two comments you made to Mr.
One, "You're a fucking dumb ass." Two, "I'll be there on overtime."

Rep. Castillo:

Address those individually.

Ofc. Dages:

Yeah. So the court comment-

Rep. Castillo:

... The overtime.

Ofc. Dages:

The overtime court comment was something that I probably was going to say
and finish. Although, I stopped myself from finishing it as it shows on the video,
just because I did not want to... I knew it was inappropriate to say that. And
probably not the best situation. Not the best thing I could do to deescalate that
situation. Or it wasn't worth getting down to that level. And then the remark,
when I reacted to something that he said, and I called him fucking dumb was
inappropriate and out of line.

Inv. Avery:

Thanks for clearing that up. It wasn't dumb ass. It was fucking dumb.

Ofc. Dages:

Yeah.

Inv. Avery:

Thanks.

Ofc. Dages:

Well, it's something that should not have been said and was inappropriate.

Inv. Avery:

Let me just check over my notes because I think that may have wrapped it up. I
have no further questions for you, Matt. I thank you for your cooperation.

Rep. Castillo:

I have some clarifying questions, if you don't mind.

Inv. Avery:

Very good. Go ahead.
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Rep. Castillo:

Historically in these details, I know that you said there's a couple of officers
present. The goal is to contact everyone on this platform to figure out if they
have their pass or a valid pass. Are those contacts made together? Do you travel
in packs to make contacts?

Ofc. Dages:

No. We do not.

Rep. Castillo:

Along the lines with the officer safety concerns holding the tablet, up until that
point, you still had the tablet in your hand. What was the point of having the
tablet?

Ofc. Dages:

So up until that point, even though Mr.
was clearly annoyed with my
presence being there, he was being cooperative to a certain degree. He began
to walk away from me, yes. But then I was able to get him to sit down by
verbally telling him, giving the command to him that he needs to sit down, and
he cooperated. So at that point, I took my tablet out of my pocket to run his
information. And that's around the time when he said, "My name is
You got it. There you go." So my intent was to run him very quickly and
potentially get him on his way with an advisement. Although, within mere
seconds, that's when his friend showed up. That's when he stood up. And my
first reaction was to move in front of his body to get him, to stop him from
leaving. And while doing that, I secured my phone back in my pocket and then
grabbed a hold of his bicep, his left bicep.

Rep. Castillo:

You were asked some questions about your situational awareness and how you
assess different people in the manner in which you contact them. Do you
remember those questions?

Ofc. Dages:

Yes.

Rep. Castillo:

Okay. And Mr. Conroy kind of talked about his opinion based on his training
experience, which is granted much more than yours. How long have you been a
police officer for?

Ofc. Dages:

It's been sworn for almost two years.

Rep. Castillo:

So your experience is less than his?

Ofc. Dages:

Much.

Rep. Castillo:

Okay. Have you been trained that despite how people appear that you should
contact them in a different way? Or do you go into a contact trying to contact
everyone the same?

Ofc. Dages:

I think that we're all going to, depending on maybe certain factors involved,
someone's size, and their relative strength, and what their age is or their
appearance. That determines a lot as to how we conduct a contact. So, yes. We
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do. You're going to be a little bit more relaxed contacting grandma versus
someone that's a 20 to 25-year-old male. There's no doubt about that.
Rep. Castillo:

Did you contact Mr.
uncooperative with you?

assuming that he was going to be argumentative or

Ofc. Dages:

Never.

Inv. Conroy:

But you always have to be prepared for that situation.

Ofc. Dages:

Of course.

Inv. Avery:

It does sound like you were prepared for that response when you approached
Mr.

Ofc. Dages:

I was not.

Rep. Castillo:

Earlier you used the word shocked. Can you go over a little bit about why?

Ofc. Dages:

Well, it's not unusual for people to be evasive when talking to police officers. It's
not unusual for people to lie when talking to police officers. Those occurrences
happen all the time. Every day. People lie about their names. People lie about
what they're doing there. People lie all day upside down. So even when
someone is trying to walk away from me, usually I possess the ability, given that
I'm a bigger person, that I can influence someone through my command
presence, or my verbal judo or tackle communication to get them to comply.
Once Mr.
was not complying and he actually put his hands on me, I was
very shocked, because I was not anticipating that interaction at all.

Rep. Castillo:

I think that's all I had.

Inv. Avery:

I don't have anything else, Sean.

Inv. Conroy:

Investigator Sean Conroy ending the interview with Matt Dages at 2:35.
PART 4 OF 4 ENDS [00:55:12]
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Inv. Conroy:

Hello, this is investigator Sean Conroy, S-E-A-N C-O-N-R-O-Y. Today's date is June
18th, 2020 at 7:15 PM. I'm conducting an administrative investigation for the
City of La Mesa. I'm here with my partner Brock Avery. Brock, will you say and
spell your name?

Inv. Avery:

Brock Avery, B-R-O-C-K A-V-E-R-Y.

Inv. Conroy:

Today we are interviewing Amanda Georgi. Amanda, can you say and spell your
name? So the transcriber will recognize your voice?

Ofc. Georgi:

Yes, Amanda Georgi, A-M-A-N-D-A, Georgi, G-E-O-R-G-I.

Inv. Conroy:

Thank you. Before we went on tape, we gave you an advisement that contained
the Peace Officer Bill of Rights information, and also stated that we would be
recording the interview today. Do we have your permission to record this
interview?

Ofc. Georgi:

Yes, you do.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. All right, Amanda, how long have you been employed at La Mesa Police
Department?

Ofc. Georgi:

I was a dispatcher. I started in August of 2016 and did that for two and a half
years, and then came a police officer. Graduated the police Academy in August
of 2019 and have been a police officer since that date. So I think coming up on
four years here, almost four years.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. It's perfectly acceptable to count on your fingers.

Ofc. Georgi:

Yeah.

Inv. Avery:

And it's also perfectly acceptable if we go along and we ask you a question and
you don't know the answer, to say I don't know.

Ofc. Georgi:

Okay.

Inv. Conroy:

Yeah don't try to fill in blanks if you don't know.

Ofc. Georgi:

Okay.

Inv. Conroy:

You're a patrol officer assigned to the patrol division operations?

Ofc. Georgi:

Correct.

Inv. Avery:

Just let me get this right again. So I want to get these numbers right. That was a
lot of math in my head, four years total law in law enforcement service. How
many is as sworn police officer? How many months?
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Ofc. Georgi:

10 months. I believe. Yeah, because August will be a year since I graduated the
Academy. But a year and three months since-

Inv. Avery:

When were you sworn in?

Ofc. Georgi:

The graduation. Yeah. So August 22nd will be one year.

Inv. Avery:

Got it.

Inv. Conroy:

Were you participating in operation at the Grossmont Trolley Station on May
27th, 2020?

Ofc. Georgi:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Who was the supervisor or officer in charge of that?

Ofc. Georgi:

Officer Jensen had arranged it. It was part of her goals for this quarter, I believe,
or however often they do that new. So I don't know how often they do those,
but it was part of her goals that she had to meet before her time was up. Her
goal was to do like a special operation and make it a little ops plan. That was
what she decided to do that day and asked if I would participate in, I said, yeah.

Inv. Conroy:

Very good. What is the purpose of a trolley operation?

Ofc. Georgi:

To the best of my knowledge, since it was my first one and I was trying to learn
everything I could from Officer Jensen, it was ... Basically you're enforcing.
You're checking for fares when people get on and off the trolley platform
because they have to have a fare in their possession within a certain amount of
time. But then with that, you're also enforcing any other municipal code
violations or any penal code violations.

Inv. Conroy:

But most of the context you make on a trolley station operation are municipal
transit service codes?

Ofc. Georgi:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. What are those codes? I'm not asking for the numbers I'm asking just
generally-

Ofc. Georgi:

Like just the general, like what is it an [MTS 00:04:02] code?

Inv. Conroy:

Well, which ones are you contacting people about there-

Ofc. Georgi:

Typically like smoking, no smoking, no loitering, if they have a fare in their
possession, a valid trolley fare. The fare is like the biggest one that you checked
for, but then no smoking. That was kind of one of the first things that I learned
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as a trainee, was you can't smoke on a trolley platform or any MTS property and
loitering. Those are the big ones that I know.
Inv. Conroy:

Okay. So kind of the advantage, I guess we would say, in there being a nonsmoking, although I realize there is a city ordinance that's going to be taking
effect and for no smoking in the near future, but for the municipal transit
service, you can use that code as probable cause to make contacts with people
if they're in violation.

Ofc. Georgi:

Correct.

Inv. Conroy:

Then you're on solid footing to make the contact if you observe those
behaviors?

Ofc. Georgi:

Correct.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Did you have your body worn camera operating?

Ofc. Georgi:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

Why?

Ofc. Georgi:

So it was on, a part of policy. So it had to in the on position. So it was on
standby, but I didn't have it on until I contacted someone because by policy, we
don't have to have it on unless you're going to make an enforcement, any
enforcement action. So when I contacted someone, I would turn it on. When I
was done talking to them, I would turn it off. I know, I think my partner said she
just kind of going the whole time as I was talking to her there. But I didn't feel
the need to have it on while I was asking her training things and trying to learn.
So when I contacted someone, I turned it on and then I turned it off when I was
done with that enforcement contact.

Inv. Avery:

Sean can I can question before we get too far away from the enforcement piece,
and the trolley operation? Have you ever cited someone for smoking in public or
smoking on the trolley area?

Ofc. Georgi:

No, I have not personally. No.

Inv. Avery:

Do you know of anybody who has? Have you witnessed other officers cite
someone-

Ofc. Georgi:

Not that I can remember, no. But it was definitely one of the first things I was
taught as a trainee by my FTO, is like, "That's something you can use to talk to
someone, like that's PC to stop and talk with that person. That's a good
detention." So it was something that I was taught earlier on, but never like
cited.
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Inv. Avery:

Why would you go to the trolley station to do that kind of operation?

Ofc. Georgi:

Just based on my training and experience, including my dispatch time, there are
many, many people who are contacted at the trolley. We are often contacted by
MTS trolley officers for contacts that they make, who ended up being felon. Do
they have felony warrants or misdemeanor warrants that are bookable? So it
often does lead to that, and just based on my training experience, again, when
people commit crimes at the mall or anywhere nearby, the first place we check
is the trolley because they typically run to the trolley. So there's a lot of ... I
guess, it's kind of like a honeywell almost like-

Inv. Conroy:

Shooting fish in a barrel?

Ofc. Georgi:

Yeah. I mean, it's kind of just known based off of our training and experience
that that's commonly where criminals go.

Inv. Avery:

Would you park your personal vehicle down there for a couple of days?

Ofc. Georgi:

Never. I wouldn't even leave it there unattended for 30 minutes. I would be ...
Yeah, no. That would not be-

Inv. Conroy:

So are there a lot of vehicle break-ins? Or?

Ofc. Georgi:

Not that particular trolley, but the Amaya Trolley Station and the ones that have
the large parking lots-

Inv. Conroy:

I'm sorry, what was the name of the first one?

Ofc. Georgi:

The Amaya Trolley.

Inv. Conroy:

Do you mind spelling it?

Ofc. Georgi:

Yeah, A-M-A-Y-A.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay, thank you.

Inv. Avery:

So then again, proactive policing to reduce crime or the fear of crime?

Ofc. Georgi:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

Was any briefing given before the trolley operation began to say, "Okay, you're
going to be partnered with you and this is what we're going to do?"

Ofc. Georgi:

No, not until we had already separated. I was asking Officer Jensen, because she
had her trainee with her, but I was kind of like sticking by her, like, "Okay, how
can I learn? What exactly do we do on these ops?" And I wanted to learn, and
then it wasn't until we were kind of like, "Oh, where did Officer Dages go?" And
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then she's like, "Yeah, I should have talked to you because before originally, I
wanted you guys to be partnered, and me and [Roscan 00:08:45] would work
together." So, and then it all kind of happened.
Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Okay. We'll get to that part of it. I just want to go back a little bit to the
body cam. What is your understanding of the policy? That you should have an
operating when you make contacts, are developing reasonable suspicion, is that
your understanding?

Ofc. Georgi:

So my understanding is that when you leave the station, you turn it on standby.
So it's on standby, it's ready to go for any enforcement contact that you may
come upon, and any contact that you make that you believe would become an
enforcement contact, you should be turning it to the on position so that it starts
recording, and then it goes back 30 seconds prior.

Inv. Conroy:

So is it mandatory that you turn it on during those kinds of contacts? Or is it
permissive, like should? Now, we're not talking about, is it a good idea? We all
know it's a good idea, but-

Ofc. Georgi:

Right. It's my understanding, I believe it says shall. I haven't read it too recently
that I remember verbatim, but I believe it is a shall, when you have an
enforcement contact, you shall have it on.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. All right. So you do operate yours when you make a contact?

Ofc. Georgi:

Yes. I do. I try to, but I'm also human and sometimes things happen very quickly
and ... I often find myself paranoyingly like looking down to make sure that I see
a red light, and if I don't I double tap it real quick because obviously things
happen very quickly. Sometimes people jump out from nowhere left field or
human error.

Inv. Avery:

So you operated the shall, and do it all the time?

Ofc. Georgi:

Yes, I do.

Inv. Conroy:

Probably a good idea. You mentioned that ... Was it you that was going to be
teamed up with Officer Dages?

Ofc. Georgi:

I learned that after he had already walked away. Okay.

Inv. Conroy:

Would that be unusual? For him to kind of walk away before everything gets
organized?

Ofc. Georgi:

I actually showed up a little bit late. So I was like on call or I think I was using the
restroom or something. Then I drove over there and they were already in the
motion of things, contacting people, asking for fares. So we didn't really like
meet before as a group. I don't remember at what point it was, honestly, I could
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be like flipping things up. Like I don't remember it was before or after the
incident, but I know Officer Jensen has said, like, "I wanted to have you guys
paired up," and her and Roscom paired up. So I don't remember exactly what
point it was that she said that to me. But yeah, I showed up a little bit late and
they were already doing their thing.
Inv. Conroy:

Already kind of doing their thing?

Ofc. Georgi:

Yeah.

Inv. Conroy:

So on a normal operation, would officers be paired together on that kind of a
detail?

Ofc. Georgi:

To be honest, I don't because it was my first time ever doing something like
that, so.

Inv. Conroy:

All right. So when you got there, Officer Dages was not, because you got there
late. He was not with the other officers?

Ofc. Georgi:

He was with them then, and I had walked up and I was like, "Okay, what are we
doing?" Like, and I remember Officer Jensen telling me what we were doing,
but, and so then I just kind of like watched her do one and her trainee and then I
started walking up to people and-

Inv. Conroy:

Okay, so you weren't aware of what Officer Dages was doing at that time?

Ofc. Georgi:

No.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Were you aware that he left the group of officers to do something on his
own?

Ofc. Georgi:

I thought he walked back to his car because our we were on the westbound
platform. There's an elevator there, which is kind of a big, almost like that wall
where you can't see on the other side, and our cars were parked on the other
side. So I just had thought like, "Oh, he must be walking back to his car to get
something," when he disappeared around the corner.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay.

Inv. Avery:

Did you see him disappear around the corner?

Ofc. Georgi:

I know he walked over there. I saw him walk on the other side of the elevators
towards our vehicles. So I thought, "Oh, he must just be going to his car."

Inv. Conroy:

I'm going to like these questions because you're a dispatcher and you have a
trained ear. So officer, did you hear Officer Dages advise dispatch that he was
contacting a subject or in contact with a subject?
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Ofc. Georgi:

Yes. I heard him say, "I'll be out with one," or something like that, and that
peaked my ears, like, "Where is he?" I started to look around for him because I
thought he was at his car. I wasn't expecting him to be with someone.

Inv. Conroy:

How long was it before he said I'll be out at one until you heard his next
transmission, that I believe I'm not sure if you did ... But what was the next
transmission you heard from Dages?

Ofc. Georgi:

Mmm ...

Inv. Conroy:

For the transcriber that's D-A-G-E-S.

Ofc. Georgi:

I know I heard him say like, "I'll be out with one," meaning he's out with one
person. Then I started to look around for him on the other side of the elevators
because that's the last direction I saw him. I remember walking out, I looked to
the West and I didn't see him. I looked to the East ... Or maybe I look East and
he didn't see anything, and looked West. Then I looked back East and then
Officer Jensen had said, "Oh, there he is," and I looked over again, and saw him
on the other side of a car.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. What color was her car? Do you recall?

Ofc. Georgi:

It was like dark gray or dark blue, like blue gray.

Inv. Conroy:

A dark color?

Ofc. Georgi:

Yeah, like charcoal gray or something like that.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Did you hear Officer Dages make a radio transition for assistance?

Ofc. Georgi:

think he said 1087, something like that? Then dispatch said something in
between there and then it definitely wasn't like a 1088. It wasn't like a cover
now call, but I think he asked for an 87-

Inv. Conroy:

And a 87 is a?

Ofc. Georgi:

Just a unit to cover.

Inv. Conroy:

A back up?

Ofc. Georgi:

Yeah. Yeah. Non-urgent cover.

Inv. Avery:

Can you put an estimate on the time that you heard him say he's out with one
and your left right left look, seeing him, and then ask him for an 87?

Ofc. Georgi:

I would say it was no longer than like 30 seconds, maybe less than that, like 20
seconds because I literally just walked to the other side, looked around and they
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were talking in my ear when I was looking, I just don't remember what was said.
I was focused on finding him. I didn't really care what they were saying to be
honest because my number one thing was his safety at this point because to me
it was odd, number one, that he even put out that he was out with one because
we're just out checking fares. We weren't going on the radio every single time
we contacted someone. So it automatically peaked my interest that he felt the
need to put it out on the radio that he was out with someone.
Inv. Avery:

Because you guys had already checked out individually at the trolley?

Ofc. Georgi:

What do you mean by that?

Inv. Conroy:

You were on an operation there so you don't need to say, "I'm on every time
you contact somebody [crosstalk 00:16:28] because I'm one, I'm one." They
know you're going to be checking.

Ofc. Georgi:

Yeah, if you're just checking for a trolley fare, and unless you're going to run
someone by name or number, like by their driver's license ... or if it turns into
something more, there's no need for you to put it out or unless they're being
uncooperative, or unless there was an actual urgent need for you to put it out
on the air, in this case he was alone. So that peaked my interest, I was like,
"Where is he?"

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. So he had seen something of interest and he had left the group to
apparently make a contact with someone and maybe he had that presence of
mind to realize that he was far enough away from the group at the trolley
platform to advise dispatch that he was out with one. Is that, just based on your
experiences, is that a tactically sound action that took?

Ofc. Georgi:

To ask for cover you mean?

Inv. Conroy:

No, to go off without ... I mean, you're standing in really a group, right? All he
had to really do was say, "Hey, I'm going to go check this guy out over here. I'll
be over here."

Ofc. Georgi:

Yeah, more is always better for a team environment for sure. But again, things
happen quickly, you notice things.

Inv. Conroy:

They do, but there was no emergency situation right there at the time.

Ofc. Georgi:

Yeah. I can't say that I would have personally done that, but-

Inv. Conroy:

Yeah. I'm asking just based on your experience and what you do because I can't
ask you what he was thinking. You don't know. It's an unfair question.

Ofc. Georgi:

Yeah. I don't think I would, but if I did, if something did catch my eye and I did
walk over, I would put it out on the radio and ask for an 87 and say where I was.
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I do remember now dispatch saying ... When I was looking, I remember them
saying like my call sign. I think I was 104 that day. I think they said like, "104 can
you cover him or something?" And I said, "In route," I remember saying, "In
route," and then I saw him and ...
Inv. Conroy:

Okay. You already answered some of these questions. You haven't worked any
of these details before? This was your first one?

Ofc. Georgi:

Correct.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Do you work with Officer Dages?

Ofc. Georgi:

I do not. He was working overtime that day. Or I think he was adjusted because
of SRT training, something like that. It's not his normal shift.

Inv. Conroy:

So he does put out a call for a cover, and you head on over there. What were
your observations in route there and when you arrived?

Ofc. Georgi:

So like I said, I had left the westbound trolley platform, went to the North side
of the elevator, looked East, didn't see him look West, didn't see him. Looked
East again, and then Officer Jensen was behind me and she said, "Oh, there he
is." Then I saw the dark colored car. I saw Officer Dages standing on the East
side of the car. I saw the driver of the car standing up outside the car with the
door open, leaning over with something in his hand. I don't know what it is. I'm
imagining it was a cell phone. Once I got closer, it was his cell phone. But right
off the bat, I'm like, "What is he pointing at Officer Dages?" Then I remember
seeing the 1016, who must've been seated at the time stand up within like a
foot of Officer Dages' face-

Inv. Conroy:

So we're going to call it the 1016, Mr.

Ofc. Georgi:

Mr.
Mr.
shot up like from seated, stood up about ... He was
like a foot from Officer Dages, in his face. I started running at that point because
I feared that he was going to hit Officer Dages because who gets that close to
someone's face, shoots up that quickly from seated position. It just looked
aggressive to me. So I ran over and then Officer Jensen and officer Roscan, were
behind me.
As I ran over, Officer Dages was trying to have him seated by pushing down on
his shoulders. Then once he got him seated, I just grabbed his right arm and
helped him get him into cuffs. Then I heard Officer Jensen talking to the driver
and the passenger trying to calm them down. Like, so I knew she had them
handled. So I was just focused on helping Officer Dages. I think Officer Roscan
came up to my right side as we were getting him in handcuffs. Then I just did
whatever I could to try to deescalate the situation, try to calm Mr.
down because he was very-
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Inv. Conroy:

Yeah. Describe his state.

Ofc. Georgi:

He was irate. He was very, very frustrated with the situation. I don't even know
what happened before. So Obviously they were arguing. He was very focused on
yelling at Officer Dages. He was very emotional.

Inv. Conroy:

I'm sorry. You said Officer Dages was very emotional?

Ofc. Georgi:

No, Mr.
was very emotional and upset, frustrated and was just very
focused on yelling at Officer Dages.

Inv. Conroy:

So let me stop you there. When you saw Officer Dages use both of his hands to
push Mr.
down into a seated position, you hadn't seen any other of
those kinds of actions, Mr.
standing, or the officer pushing him down
before that? That was-

Ofc. Georgi:

No, not before I looked over and then he stood up and was standing in Officer
Dages' face. I ran over and as I ran over there, Officer Dages pushed him down
by his shoulders onto the bench there. Then when I got there, he kept trying to
stand up too, and I just set my hand on his shoulder, like, "Just have a seat,"
tried to deescalate the situation. But I never saw anything before that. I couldn't
see anything else.

Inv. Conroy:

Did you see Officer Dages kind of grab Mr.
by his shirt and kind of like a
pinching motion like this? Not like a, "I'm going to ..." But a-

Ofc. Georgi:

I know what you're talking about because I've watched the VWC video on
YouTube and whatever. So I didn't see that with my own eyes that day of the
incident. I did not see that. So I just didn't see it, but I saw it in the video.

Inv. Conroy:

So the action of Officer Dages placing his hands on his shoulders, kind of forcing
him into a seated position. Did that to you seem appropriate for the
circumstance?

Ofc. Georgi:

To place his hands on his shoulders and just have him sit down? If you have a
valid detention, then yes. I absolutely feel that that is appropriate. If you've told
someone that they've been detained, which I'm just showing up as a cover
officer, as far as I know, he has a good detention. This is his contact. I'm going to
just help him defuse it, get him detained. So if I had a good detention and
someone was trying to stand up on me, I've done it before, I would place my
hands on their shoulders, "Nope sit down, have a seat. You're detained." Get
them in cuffs, explain it. You know? So I feel that that would be appropriate if
you have a good detention, you know, PC.

Inv. Avery:

You've said a couple of times, if you have a good detention. Do you have some
doubt on the detention of Mr.
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Ofc. Georgi:

I'm not doubting his at all. I'm just saying generally speaking, I wouldn't do that
to someone that I didn't have in detention because that shouldn't be putting my
hands on them. You know? So I'm not trying to speak to because I don't know. I
have no idea what happened before.

Inv. Avery:

You addressed it a couple of times, I just wanted to-

Ofc. Georgi:

Sorry.

Inv. Avery:

It's all good.

Inv. Conroy:

So Mr.
was very verbally abusive to Officer Dages, but how should any
officer react to just Verbal abuse from?

Ofc. Georgi:

Me personally. I mean verbal, I don't ... You can say what you want.

Inv. Conroy:

Did Officer Dages appeared to be reacting to Mr.

Ofc. Georgi:

I would say that he could have responded more professionally and not allow Mr.
words to get under his skin. I would certainly say that.

Inv. Conroy:

When you arrived there and you helped handcuff Mr.
appeared to try to flee at any time?

Ofc. Georgi:

He kept trying to stand up.

Inv. Conroy:

But flee standing up?

Ofc. Georgi:

He definitely tried to stand up. He kept saying, "I'm going to go." He kept
verbally saying like, "No, I'm fitting to leave," or, "I'm going to go. My friends are
here, I'm leaving."

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. That's why he was saying that? "My friends are here. I'm leaving?"

Ofc. Georgi:

Yeah. He kept saying, like, "I told you my friends were coming, they're here, I'm
leaving." Like, "I told you I was going to leave. Like they were coming to pick me
up."

Inv. Conroy:

Does that mean anything to you? Those statements he's making to Officer
Dages?

Ofc. Georgi:

Well, I mean, if you're detained, you can't leave, like-

Inv. Conroy:

Right. But let's just say for example, that your detention of a subject is loitering,
and the person says, "I'm waiting for somebody," and that person shows up, is
your detention still valid?
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Ofc. Georgi:

I personally wouldn't push this issue. Me personally. That's my personal thing, I
be like, "Okay. Whatever. See you later." That's me personally, but I can't speak
for another officer.

Inv. Conroy:

Officer Dages stepped to the side and was consulting his ... What do you guys
call your-

Ofc. Georgi:

The tablet.

Inv. Conroy:

The tablet?

Ofc. Georgi:

Yeah.

Inv. Conroy:

What do you call your big cell phone? The tablet. Okay.

Ofc. Georgi:

Yeah. I have no idea what he was doing on it, but once he walked back over, I
realized, I think he was researching whatever penal code or whatever he was
going to use. I had no idea still. I was never briefed on what the detention was
for. I had no idea. I didn't know what he was being detained for.

Inv. Conroy:

Was the situation continuing to escalate while he was standing over there on his
tablet?

Ofc. Georgi:

Yeah because the driver and passenger of the vehicle are still yelling, they're still
saying, and I think the other bystanders saying things, and Mr.
still
saying things, which I tried to calm him down as best I could. I allowed my
partners to just handle the driver and passenger and try to deescalate the
situation.

Inv. Conroy:

I don't want to armchair quarterback and second guess, but it just seems like a
little bit of common sense that you would want to get somebody out of that
situation where he has friends and associates so close by, as quickly as possible.

Ofc. Georgi:

Right. Looking back on it, like after the incident, I was like, "Yeah, if he knew he
was going to arrest him, then yeah, it would have been much better had ..." We
would have just removed him more quickly from his friends and bystanders just
to help diffuse the situation.

Inv. Conroy:

So did you assist Officer Dages in taking Mr.

Ofc. Georgi:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

Were you there when Officer Dages did an inventory search of Mr.

Ofc. Georgi:

Yes, before he put him in the back of the vehicle.

Inv. Conroy:

Before he put him in the back of the car, which is standard procedure, right?
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Ofc. Georgi:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

A good thorough search because you don't want them to leave any contraband
or anything in your car, or police unit. Do you recall what came out of that?

Ofc. Georgi:

I have no idea.

Inv. Conroy:

You didn't see him take what he took out of his pockets?

Ofc. Georgi:

I was not paying attention to that. My job as a cover officer is to make sure that
he doesn't fight with him or try to flee, or harm my partner. So I wasn't
watching what exactly he was taking out of his pockets or anything.

Inv. Conroy:

Did you participate in the technical debriefing after Mr.
the back of the police unit?

Ofc. Georgi:

Like on-scene?

Inv. Conroy:

Yes.

Ofc. Georgi:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

So in that tactical debriefing, and that's within policy that you mute your-

Ofc. Georgi:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

And you have a discussion?

Ofc. Georgi:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

What was said in that discussion?

Ofc. Georgi:

What did he say? Because we were like, "Oh, what, like what happened?" He
just said that he ... I think he just told us that ... To be honest, now I can't even
think of what exactly was said. I remember him saying ... I think I told him, like,
"I had no idea where you were," like, "I thought you went to your car." He said,
"Oh, I saw him over here smoking or something." Then he told us that think ... I
can't remember.

Inv. Avery:

If you can really dig, dig, dig deep, deep, deep in your memory.

Ofc. Georgi:

I'm trying, but I honestly ... Give me a minute because that's really hard to
remember.

Inv. Conroy:

Well just think about it too.
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Ofc. Georgi:

I don't want to make up stuff [crosstalk 00:00:30:22]. That's why I'm like, "I
don't want to ..." because I'll just spit out-

Inv. Conroy:

Did Officer Degas, during that debriefing, give you, the group, a reason for his
contact or detention?

Ofc. Georgi:

I can't remember specifically.

Inv. Conroy:

You recall him saying something-

Ofc. Georgi:

Something about what happened and why he stopped him and then what
happened. But I cannot remember specifically what was said.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. We're just going to go over your statement that was in your report. So
you assisted in the handcuffing of Mr.
you assisted escorting Mr.
to Officer Dages' unit, you witnessed the custody search of Dages and-

Inv. Avery:

Of

Inv. Conroy:

I'm sorry,

Inv. Avery:

A couple of questions. So you gave a really good description of distance and
space between Officer Dages and Mr.
Did that concerned you?

Ofc. Georgi:

Yes. It concerned me. I mean, I honestly ... I started running at that point. When
I looked over and I saw him standing there, and Mr.
was seated, as
soon as Mr.
shot up and was that close within his face, I started running
because I figured he was about to hit him, swing on him. Like, I don't know
what's going to happen. So I ran over there to assist him.

Inv. Conroy:

He didn't have handcuffs on or anything at that point?

Ofc. Georgi:

No.

Inv. Avery:

Did Mr.

Ofc. Georgi:

I couldn't see him. I couldn't see his hands on the other side of the car in that
moment. I could barely see him seated on the other side of the car because you
know, sitting level, a sedan.

Inv. Avery:

Sedan. So I understand you have standardized arrest and control techniques?

Ofc. Georgi:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

Techniques for handcuffing?

Ofc. Georgi:

Yes.

See, now you got me doing it. I did good all day long. Brock?

ball up his fists?
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Inv. Avery:

Did you use those techniques or did you just get them done?

Ofc. Georgi:

I went in and tried to do like a rear bent wrist lock, but it didn't work too well to
be honest, he was a little bit stiff. He was very rigid when I ... He was tensing his
muscles. So it was kind of challenging to move his arm. So I just held his arm in
the back. So that Officer Dages could put the cuff on his right arm.

Inv. Avery:

Well, from outside looking in, it looked like you did pretty good, for somebody
who's stiffed up and-

Ofc. Georgi:

I like watched it, and I was like, "It doesn't look good."

Inv. Avery:

Yeah, sometimes you just got to get it done, you know?

Ofc. Georgi:

Yeah, but I was trying to get the rear bent wrist lock.

Inv. Conroy:

What did you say to Mr.

Ofc. Georgi:

I tried to sympathize with him and let him know, "I'm trying to hear you. I will
listen to you. I understand that you're frustrated." At one point he told me, "I
get that you're trying to like empathize with me"-

Inv. Conroy:

Be empathetic.

Ofc. Georgi:

Yeah be empathetic, but like, "Shut up." You know, like, "I get it, but stop. Like
you're ruining this whole vibe," but I still just ... and I just tried to keep my
mouth shut. Like I mean, I do my best to deescalate and let you know that I'm
going to ... I am empathetic. Like I did understand that he was frustrated. I could
see it. Like, "I get it, but we were going to do our job, and I'm here to listen to
you, but let's just take breaths. Like we can talk about it and I'll listen," but he
didn't want to hear any of that. So there was no talking to him. So I just stopped
talking. I didn't say another word to him.

Inv. Avery:

So the actions that you witnessed or that you saw Officer Dages take in
response to Mr.
standing up, Mr.
closing the distance, do you
think Officer Dages' reactions to that were reasonable?

Ofc. Georgi:

I do. I mean, if someone was that close to me, I would tell them, "Take a step
back and if they don't, I'm going to shove them back or push them by their
shoulders to the ground." Like, I would feel threatened. I would feel, especially
as a female, someone gets that close to me. I'm going to feel threatened. I don't
want you that close that you could take any of my weapons off of my belt, like
to me that's a threatening posture. No one should be that close to you in
general, officer or not. You know? So to me I would feel threatened. So when I
looked over and saw that, it was threatening to me, so.

Inv. Avery:

Thought that was reasonable? The officer's reaction to that situation?
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Ofc. Georgi:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

Did you see ... You said he pushed him down on his shoulders?

Ofc. Georgi:

From what I remember seeing.

Inv. Avery:

Top down, what you're demonstrating for the recording is you're pushing
down?

Ofc. Georgi:

Yeah. Two hands on top of the shoulders is what I remember seeing.

Inv. Avery:

Did you see Officer Dages' hands go around Mr.

Ofc. Georgi:

I did not see that. I've seen the video. So that's different. That view is different.
After I've watched his VWC, that's a much different view than what I actually
witnessed. So what I witnessed, I don't believe that's what ... I didn't see that. I
don't remember seeing that.

Inv. Avery:

How many times have you watched video related to this event?

Ofc. Georgi:

I watched each of our VWCs once. I've been trying not to watch anything. I just
turn on the news too much, to be honest, because it's just very overwhelming
and stressful. My husband keeps telling me to, "Turn it off," for good reason. It's
just too much to take in, you know? And your mind starts running. So I've really
been trying not to read any comments or watch anything.

Inv. Conroy:

He's probably right.

Ofc. Georgi:

Yeah, he's right.

Inv. Avery:

I agree.

Ofc. Georgi:

He's usually right, don't tell him.

Inv. Conroy:

I'll never tell him. Safe with me.

Inv. Avery:

Did you hear, when you were looking for Officer Dages, did you hear any
conversation from the area where you were at the trolley station to where Mr.
and Mr. Dages were? Did you hear elevated voices? Did you hear
screaming?

Ofc. Georgi:

No, no because I couldn't even see him. I was looking around, like I couldn't see
him.

Inv. Avery:

Then you focused on him is when the other officer said, "He's over there."
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Ofc. Georgi:

Yeah, "There he is." And when I looked back that way, then I could see him.
Then I started to ... Now your focus is there. So now you're hearing, now you're
seeing. Taking it all in. But I had no idea that it was like another ... I only saw the
one bystander that was filming that was like directly behind them. I didn't see
the female who I had heard, but I never even looked over to see her because I
was focused on Mr.

Inv. Avery:

Sure. I don't have anything else.

Inv. Conroy:

Amanda. Is there anything that we haven't asked you that you think we should
know about this entire investigation? Anything that comes to mind?

Ofc. Georgi:

I think so. I think you guys went through it very methodically, like it's your job.

Inv. Conroy:

All right. Investigator Conroy concluding the interview of Amanda Georgi at 7:53
PM.
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Sean Conroy (00:01):
Hello, this is Investigator Sean Conroy, S-E-A-N C-O-N-R-O-Y. I'm conducting an administrative
investigation for the City of La Mesa. Today's date is June 22nd, 2020 at about 1:05 PM. I'm here with
fellow Investigator Brock Avery. Brock, will you say and spell your name?
Brock Avery (00:29):
Brock, B-R-O-C-K, Avery, A-V-E-R-Y.
Sean Conroy (00:33):
Okay. Today we are conducting an interview with Patrick Goddard. Patrick, will you say and spell your
name?
Patrick Goddard (00:40):
Sure. It's, first name Patrick, P-A-T-R-I-C-K. Last name Goddard, G-O-D-D-A-R-D.
Sean Conroy (00:50):
Thank you. All right. The city gave you an advisement that you're going to be going through an
administrative interview today at this time, did they not?
Patrick Goddard (01:04):
That is correct. They did.
Sean Conroy (01:06):
Okay. Did that advisement say that this interview would be recorded today?
Patrick Goddard (01:11):
I believe so.
Sean Conroy (01:12):
Okay.
Patrick Goddard (01:12):
I don't recall, but I assume so.
Sean Conroy (01:15):
Okay. Do we have your permission to record this interview today?
Patrick Goddard (01:19):
Yes.
Sean Conroy (01:20):
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Okay. Thank you. All right. If you need to stop for any reason, if you need to take a break or whatever,
just let us know. I don't think you'll need to do that because I don't think it's going to be that long, but
we're easy to work with so anything you need, just let us know.
Patrick Goddard (01:37):
Thank you gentlemen.
Sean Conroy (01:38):
Okay.
Brock Avery (01:39):
No, you're welcome.
Sean Conroy (01:41):
All right. How long have you been employed?
Patrick Goddard (01:43):
I've been employed with the city for almost five years. I've been a sworn police officer for about four
and a half years.
Sean Conroy (01:50):
Okay, very good. What is your current rank and position?
Patrick Goddard (01:55):
I'm a police officer with the City of La Mesa.
Sean Conroy (01:58):
Okay. And your current assignment is?
Patrick Goddard (02:01):
Patrol.
Sean Conroy (02:02):
Okay.
Patrick Goddard (02:02):
I'm assigned to the patrol division.
Sean Conroy (02:05):
Okay. Were you on duty on May 27th of this year?
Patrick Goddard (02:09):
Yes, I was.
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Sean Conroy (02:09):
Okay. Can you kind of walk Brock and I through what happened? We know, we'll start with you were on
a stop with, apparently, a bicyclist at a different location than the Grossmont Trolley platform. Can you
kind of walk us through what happened from there?
Patrick Goddard (02:33):
So this is correct. On May 27th, when I was on duty, I was riding in a two man car with officer Stanley.
He was the driver, I was the passenger of the vehicle. That day we are conducting high proactive
enforcement in the city. We were directed to do a high proactive enforcement context down at the
Grossmont Trolley Station, reason being is that the Grossmont Trolley Station is a high crime area for the
city. So on our way, we were actually driving to the Grossmont Trolley Station when I observed the
bicyclists commit a La Mesa municipal code violation. So prior to heading to the Grossmont Trolley
Station because we were only a few blocks away at Grossmont center drive and center drive, we
decided to contact the bicyclist prior to going to the Trolley station.
Sean Conroy (03:39):
Okay. When you were on your way to the Grossmont station, were you part of the operation that was
being planned by patrol officer Jensen?
Patrick Goddard (03:52):
Yes. We were going to go assist with the patrol operation at the Trolley station, but we broke prior to
arriving there to contact this other person who had committed an infraction in the city. Our plan was to
complete that contact and then proceed back to the Trolley station.
Sean Conroy (04:15):
Okay. Just to be clear in my mind, was your assignment that day patrol, or was your assignment to
conduct enforcement at the Grossmont Trolley Station?
Patrick Goddard (04:29):
So that particular day, officer Stanley and I, our assignment was to conduct high proactive enforcement
throughout the entire citySean Conroy (04:40):
Okay.
Patrick Goddard (04:40):
For 12 hours.
Sean Conroy (04:42):
Okay.
Patrick Goddard (04:42):
We were not answering radio calls, we were not primarily responsible for the radio calls. The patrol
officers working who were under schedule patrol shifts were responsible to respond to the call for
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service. We were simply an added resource to conduct high proactive enforcement that day. Obviously
we can assist with patrol calls should the occasion arise, but that was not our primary function that day.
Sean Conroy (05:07):
Okay. So what happens that alerts you to go to the Grossmont center from your traffic stop?
Patrick Goddard (05:15):
So while we were on the stop, I heard loud screaming or yelling kind of muffled via the police radio as
still I wear an ear piece, so it all funnels directly into my ear. Also, Stanley and I decided to break early
from our initial contact to head to the Trolley station, to assist with what was going on. The reason why I
left my camera rolling the entire time is because based on my training and experience and what I was
hearing through my police radio, I believe that something bad was occurring because I've worked
alongside officer Dages and he is a composed officer, he's on our SRT team, and I believe that something
bad was happening. So I left my camera rolling because I didn't want to fumble with my camera, trying
to turn it back on, kind of in higher stress moments because I can lose dexteritySean Conroy (06:30):
Right, right.
Patrick Goddard (06:31):
In moments of under pressure. So we jumped back into the car, we went lights and sirens throughout
the several blocks until we drove down to the Grossmont Trolley platform area.
Sean Conroy (06:44):
Okay. Let me stop you there for just one second, but you're on a roll, okay? You're doing good. So let's
just talk about your body-worn camera policy for just a minute. What is your understanding of when you
are to operate your body-worn camera?
Patrick Goddard (06:58):
We are to operate the body-worn camera during the enforcement context, it's when it's supposed to be
activated.
Sean Conroy (07:06):
Okay. So an enforcement contact would include municipal code violations, obviously. Would it include
MTS codes that are enforceable really only on the Trolley platform and MTS property area around the
Grossmont Trolley center?
Patrick Goddard (07:28):
Yes. This is correct, it would include that.
Sean Conroy (07:30):
Okay.
Patrick Goddard (07:31):
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It includes all [inaudible 00:07:32]
Sean Conroy (07:32):
So when you do that high profile enforcement stops, part of the reason you contact people would be if
they are in violation of the MTS codes?
Patrick Goddard (07:46):
This is correct. Yes.
Sean Conroy (07:47):
Okay. And if you see somebody that's in violation of the MTS code, would that be the type of situation
where you are to operate your body camera?
Patrick Goddard (07:57):
Yes, I would.
Sean Conroy (07:58):
Okay. But is it, I don't want to parse words or you're not prepared to sure, if you're anything like I was
when I was in your position to quote your policies, but what is your policy to your understanding? Is it
mandatory to start operating your body camera prior to making an enforcement contact? Or is it
permissive?
Patrick Goddard (08:26):
Obviously it's the expectation that the cameras are going to be activated. But to my understanding,
there are moments during the high spreads, which I myself have been involved in throughout the course
of my career, where initially because of the high stress, we forget to turn on our body cameras. And the
policy allows that during those situations, it's permissible if we don't, but obviously we're expected to,
there are expectations to turn it on, but there's also acceptance such as during a high stress situation.
Sean Conroy (09:03):
Right. But absent of high stress situation, let's just say it's a normal contact and you have quite a
distance to cover before contacting that person. Would that be sufficient time and circumstances where
you would operate your body-worn camera?
Patrick Goddard (09:27):
Yes. If I'm able to, absolutely. Yes.
Sean Conroy (09:29):
Okay. Then continue. So you guys are rolling a code to back up officer Dages, and for the transcriber
that's D-A-G-E-S.
Patrick Goddard (09:38):
Once we arrived, officers Frescon, Georgie, Jennison were already on scene. So officer Stanley and I
simply spit back more so because it wasn't our contact. I don't know what the context was. I don't know
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what the initial reason for the stop. I assume, because officer Dages, he's a very smart officer. I assume
that there is a lawful detention and there's a reason why Mr.
was cuts, but I didn't know the
details. So that being said, I stood back to get an overall picture because there was a vehicle in the area
with one person apparently taking a video, that's what it appeared that passenger. And then the driver
of that vehicle was standing outside of the car and confronting the officers. So I took a position of where
I can kind of get like a full you just in the event, any officer safety problem or any kind of emergency
arose from the two other individuals that were there with the vehicle.
Sean Conroy (11:05):
Okay. So Mr.

was already in handcuffs when you arrived?

Patrick Goddard (11:08):
Yes.
Sean Conroy (11:09):
Okay. And you did not escort

to the police vehicle?

Patrick Goddard (11:15):
I did not.
Sean Conroy (11:15):
He was transported in?
Patrick Goddard (11:17):
Yes.
Sean Conroy (11:18):
Okay. So what happened next?
Patrick Goddard (11:21):
So I didn't really say much to the individuals as they were there expressing their frustration, venting to
the officers. Officer Dages proceeded to place Mr.
under arrest and started to block him off. I
simply stayed there to make sure that these people that were there, went and tried to hurt an officer, or
try to free Mr.
or anything of such matter, which did not happen. But obviously I was there for
the safety of fellow officers. They proceeded to drive off and then officer Stanley and I stayed there for a
little bit longer. I was talking to, I believe that she was an MTS bus driverSean Conroy (12:10):
Okay.
Patrick Goddard (12:11):
I believe so. And then the two gentlemen that were in the vehicle came back to us and I engaged them
in a brief conversation.
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Sean Conroy (12:25):
Okay. The bus driver that spoke to you, did she kind of lay out the circumstances from indicating that
she was there from the beginning of the incident?
Patrick Goddard (12:42):
To the best of my recollection, she did.
Sean Conroy (12:43):
Okay. Did you consider taking her statement and writing a report?
Patrick Goddard (12:50):
I did not.
Sean Conroy (12:51):
Okay. Is there a reason that you didn't?
Patrick Goddard (12:59):
At hindsight, it would have been best for me to do that, but I did not mainly because I didn't know the
situation, I didn't know what was going on. I at the time believed that my main purpose there was to be
another officer for safety reasons toSean Conroy (13:21):
Right.
Patrick Goddard (13:21):
Keep my fellow officers safe. So I didn't think about jumping into an investigative role because I was not
the primary officer. I was not there on scene. I really didn't witness what happened or what led up to
Mr.
being sent to arrest.
Sean Conroy (13:39):
We're not trying to armchair quarterback this, and we get that part of it. Both Brock and I have been in
that situation, believe me, many times where sergeants have asked us, did you do this? We're like, no. It
just didn't seem like it was the important thing to do at the time. Did you consider viewing your body
camera footage at a later time to review her statement? I know you guys are busy. I know you guys were
through the ringer.
Patrick Goddard (14:11):
So I actually did not view my body camera footage at the department. What I did do is I viewed my body
camera footage, I believe once, maybe twice at most, but I think it was only once when it got placed on
YouTube. So I did see the footage on YouTube. However, it was the redacted virgin as opposed to our
internal system.
Sean Conroy (14:40):
Okay. All right. I'm just going to review my notes for a second here.
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Patrick Goddard (14:58):
Sure.
Brock Avery (14:58):
And I wouldn't mess with the screen to try to get rid of [inaudible 00:15:00].
Sean Conroy (15:02):
Hey wait, I like [inaudible 00:15:03]
Patrick Goddard (15:03):
That's pretty cool.
Sean Conroy (15:17):
Okay. So officer Dages was occupied there. He never mentioned to anyone there that you heard the
reason for his contact?
Patrick Goddard (15:30):
That's correct.
Sean Conroy (15:31):
Did you hear anything after the fact, did you talk to officer Dages after the fact?
Patrick Goddard (15:35):
I did. I saw him at the end of the shift and when we were unloading our patrol vehicles and placing our
gear back, our walkers, and out of simple curiosity, I asked officer Dages what had transpired through
that context, and then he proceeded to tell me that he had initially detained Mr.
for smoking in
the area, which is a violation. And then whenSean Conroy (16:03):
Did he specify if it was smoking cigarettes or marijuana or weed?
Patrick Goddard (16:09):
Not that I recall. I don't believe he stated or that I asked that's mySean Conroy (16:16):
Okay. So he said, detained him for smoking and on the MTS property, which would be a valid detention.
Patrick Goddard (16:21):
Yeah, it would be in that area not to mention that the City of La Mesa counsel had recently passed a no
smoke before this as well. But specifically for that area, there's the MTS violations on MTS property.
Sean Conroy (16:39):
Did officer Dages say anything else to you?
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Patrick Goddard (16:42):
Well, he told me during the detainment that Mr.
had squatted his arm away from him and that
Mr. Dages was trying to keep control and situation ... Excuse me, he was trying to keep control of the
situation. Mr. Dages told me he was a little bit frustrated with the other fellow officers that were near
the platform because he felt like they didn't respond quick enough to assist him and detain Mr.
fast enough. And he felt like he was alone with Mr.
for a little bit too long. And then once the
other officers arrived, they were able to detain him in handcuffs.
Sean Conroy (17:27):
Did officer Dages mention to you that he told the other officers at the platform that he was going to
contact a subject who was a fair distance away?
Patrick Goddard (17:37):
No, he didn't tell me that. I didn't ask.
Sean Conroy (17:42):
Okay.
Patrick Goddard (17:44):
I wasn't at the platformSean Conroy (17:46):
No, you weren't. No, you weren't. And that's clear. All right, Brock.
Brock Avery (17:54):
Did you have any conversation with officer Dages? Did you guys talk about the operation of his bodyworn video?
Patrick Goddard (18:01):
He did not mention that conversation.
Brock Avery (18:13):
All right. I don't have anything else.
Sean Conroy (18:14):
I don't have anything else. I just hate to let Patrick off the hook so easy here.
Brock Avery (18:18):
One question, have you ever detained anybody for smoking at the Trolley stop?
Patrick Goddard (18:23):
Oh, absolutely. My detainments for smoking on the platforms have led two felony arrests, misdemeanor
arrests, felony warrant arrests. So yes, absolutely. I think I even told the two gentlemen on that video
that, specifically that platform, is a high crime area-
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Sean Conroy (18:45):
Right.
Patrick Goddard (18:46):
Because we see a lot of drugs that come in and out of that platform. In addition, because that platform
is so close to the mallSean Conroy (18:54):
Right.
Patrick Goddard (18:54):
You see a lot of Feds at the mall and that have occurred due to people coming and going from that
platform, we do not even reside in City of La Mesa. And all of those Feds set at the mall also include, I
don't know what the right word is, but it's coupled also with drug offenses. So that's why that particular
area is one of the places where we conduct high practice enforcement to [inaudible 00:19:26]
Sean Conroy (19:26):
Well, let me ask you this, Patrick, you've made numerous contacts there and detentions based on
smoking, how many actual citations have you written there for the violation of smoking?
Patrick Goddard (19:42):
For the violation of smoking, I don't believe I've really done citation there.
Sean Conroy (19:46):
Okay, so it's really a reason to ... And it's a good reason, if the license plate light is out on a car, you can
stop the car, right?
Patrick Goddard (19:56):
Correct. I'll be honest, my prerogative as a police officer, I hardly write citations. Look, I let like 99%
people off with warnings because I am a true believer of spirit of the law versus letter of the law,
because I get that people don't necessarily like to be stopped by the police, I don't like to be stopped by
a police when I'm off, not in the police. So I understand people, I understand people, I understand
society, and some of the things in today's day and age with economics and, I actually grew up in this city
so I try to be very fair, honestly. And to even further that, when I arrest the people, I don't always arrest
them for all the offenses I could, I try to be just what I do. I, I think it's only fair for us to do that.
Sean Conroy (20:57):
Well, if we're on that subject, and I'm not going to put your thoughts into another officer's actions, but if
you were going to detain somebody and you had some contact with them that was more or less
incidental, how many times have you charged the 241(c) battery assault on a police officer?
Patrick Goddard (21:30):
To be quite honest, I've never charged anybody with that, not that I can recall. I typically only charge
people with 69 PC or with 148 PC, but I've never charged anybody with assault or battering a police
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officer. I'm not saying that I wouldn't, I just don't believe I've been put in the situation where it truly
merits that. In my opinion, the situations that I've been throughout my career, I've always been either
69, was developing battery on a police officer.
Sean Conroy (22:02):
Right.
Patrick Goddard (22:02):
Or the 148, which is obstruct the [inaudible 00:22:05] and resist.
Sean Conroy (22:08):
Right.
Patrick Goddard (22:08):
So everything is so circumstantial. Like I said, to be honest, I've had people run from me. I've had people
that committed, in my opinion, righteous 148 where probable cause does exist arrest, and I've left them
off the hook because there's been other charges and I'm not trying to compound problems on our
citizens. ButSean Conroy (22:28):
What you're telling us is that you take a reasonable approach.
Patrick Goddard (22:31):
Yes.
Sean Conroy (22:32):
If the crime is there, you charge it. If really is kind of shaky there, you go with the other crimes that you
have solid proper cause for.
Patrick Goddard (22:42):
Correct. But that's not to say that in the future that I won't charge somebody withBrock Avery (22:47):
Sure, we get it.
Sean Conroy (22:48):
We get it.
Patrick Goddard (22:48):
Battery, it's just I haven't been put in a situation where I felt that was applicable or were necessary, but
each officer has their own discretion, I just haven't been put in that situation, my situationSean Conroy (23:03):
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And you're right, each officer does have their own discretion. That's absolutely true. But I like the way
that you're describing the way you operate out there.
Patrick Goddard (23:12):
Oh, I'm pretty sure ... I have a lot of respect for the city. My entire family lived in the city, at one point I
grew up here, so I have a tremendous amount of respect for the city and for the city's citizens, my family
still lives here in the city.
Sean Conroy (23:32):
Very good.
Brock Avery (23:33):
Is it the practice of the department, for example, the situation we're discussing, the detention was from
a media code or a MTS code violation, smoking. Do you include that on a citation or a booking sheet if
there're other offenses? Like in this case, it went from smoking to 241 to 148, do you include the
smoking on your citations?
Patrick Goddard (24:02):
Yes [inaudible 00:24:03] wanted to also charge an individual with that violation, and yes, they've been
added to either the citation orSean Conroy (24:14):
But you have never personally done that out of all the contacts you've made regarding smoking at the
Trolley stations, you've never added that section on the citation?
Patrick Goddard (24:27):
Correct.
Sean Conroy (24:27):
Is that my understanding?
Patrick Goddard (24:28):
Not that I recall. I don't think I've ever done that.
Brock Avery (24:29):
Okay. All right.
Sean Conroy (24:29):
All right.
Patrick Goddard (24:34):
Yeah, not that I recall. I'm trying to think, but no, I don't believe I've ever put that in a citation.
Brock Avery (24:39):
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I don't have anything, Sean.
Sean Conroy (24:44):
I don't either. Okay. Investigator Sean Conroy, we're concluding the interview with officer Patrick
Goddard. I said it right this time.
Patrick Goddard (24:54):
Yes, sir.
Sean Conroy (24:54):
At 1:31.
Brock Avery (24:57):
Thank you, Patrick.
Patrick Goddard (24:58):
Thank you gentlemen. Try and get ...
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Inv. Avery:

Okay. It's June 16th, 2020 at 1:00 PM in the afternoon in the craft room at the
La Mesa Adult Enrichment Center. I'm Brock Avery. B-R-O-C-K A-V-E-R-Y. Also
present is?

Inv. Conroy:

Sean Conroy. Spelling S-E-A-N C-O-N-R-O-Y. I'm a private investigator working
with Mr. Avery.

James Huggins:

And James Huggins, H-U-G-G-I-N-S, sergeant of La Mesa Police Department,
Body-worn Camera Program Administrator.

Inv. Avery:

First of all, are you okay with recording today's conversation?

James Huggins:

Oh, yeah. Sure.

Inv. Avery:

If you ever need anything, want to take a break, need to take a phone call, want
to clear your head, no problem.

James Huggins:

Okay.

Inv. Avery:

We'll stop the tape, and move forward. How long have you worked for La Mesa
PD?

James Huggins:

Well, almost 18 years now.

Inv. Avery:

And I understand your current role is you're the program administrator. You
oversee the body-worn video camera program.

James Huggins:

Correct.

Inv. Avery:

Who's the manufacturer of your cameras?

James Huggins:

That would be Axon, formerly known as Taser. Got to put that in there.

Inv. Avery:

Right. How long has La Mesa PD utilized Axon as their body-worn camera?

James Huggins:

Our go live date would have been officially on January 23rd of 2019. So we're
still new in the game.

Inv. Avery:

Got it, got it. And just to open narrative, can you describe to me the functions of
the camera at the officer, or patrol level, when they activate the camera. Talk
me through how that gets captured on it.

James Huggins:

Okay. The process, well, I'll start off by saying that our intent is to record all law
enforcement related contacts. That's pretty much verbatim, straight out of the
policy. Officers are supposed to, at the beginning of their shift, retrieve their
body camera from the docking station. Typically that's in our patrol lineup room.
They're going to check their camera to make sure that it's functioning properly,
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that their camera and their phone are synced together so that they have the
ability to tag videos for review video in the field, if need be.
And then we don't activate the cameras, or let me make a distinction here
between activating and recording. Activating our camera would be turning the
power switch on. That initiates the buffering mode, which is that internal 30
second loop where video is constantly being recorded over so that there's some
lead in, if you will, into an actual event that gets recorded by the officer. So we
keep our cameras off while we're inside the station. We activate them once we
exit the station, or drive out of the parking garage in our patrol vehicles. And
then when we actually get to a call, or we're engaging in some type of law
enforcement related contact, that's when the officer is supposed to activate the
recording by the event button that's on the face of the camera. And for us, we
use the Body 2. So it's not the new, latest and greatest, but it's not that original
Taser camera, either. So it's been in production, I would say, probably for about
five, six years.
Inv. Avery:

Do you have the ability to adjust the buffering time that exists from record to
capture?

James Huggins:

There is a process that can be done to adjust that buffering time, but I don't
even think that I can adjust it. It's been set at the factory. The factory default, if
you will, is 30 seconds. I think it's able to go out to two minutes, and I hear some
agencies are using that now, but I wouldn't even tell you, couldn't even tell you
how to change that.

Inv. Conroy:

So an officer can't change it?

James Huggins:

No, no. And I have... Axon, they say that my privileges inside of evidence.com
are what they call elite privileges. So I'm like the God guy, I guess you could call
it, for our account, but I can't even change it. So they're pretty much set 30
seconds.

Inv. Avery:

And has there been any discussions in the department to change that buffering?

James Huggins:

No, not at this point. Not at this point.

Inv. Avery:

Back to the issue, are officers assigned a specific camera?

James Huggins:

Yes, they are.

Inv. Avery:

So they use the same camera every day, or every time they go out-

James Huggins:

As long as that camera is functioning, there should be no reason for them to
change cameras. When we made our purchase, we bought enough cameras
where all sergeants and below would have their own assigned camera. The only
time that we run into issues with someone not using their assigned camera is if
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Speaker 1:

You just answered my next question, thank you.

James Huggins:

I'm going blank, because we went back and forth with this so much, and it's a 14
page policy. So, I have to go back and refresh my recollection on individual
words a lot.

Inv. Conroy:

It's unfair for us to expect you to recite, but let's just say if the officer's going to
something that, or if a situation becomes confrontational?

James Huggins:

Yes. If it becomes confrontational, then they should activate their camera as
soon as possible, as soon as practical.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay.

James Huggins:

And if they're going to contact someone for any enforcement purposes, then
they should be turning their camera on before they even make contact.

Inv. Conroy:

Right, that's the should versus the shall.

James Huggins:

Right.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay.

James Huggins:

Yeah.

Inv. Conroy:

Have officers been disciplined at your agency for not turning on a camera?

James Huggins:

No, not that I'm aware of, because we've had pretty good, actually very good
compliance at the officer level on using their cameras. I mean, we have
anywhere between 115 to 130 videos that we upload a day, and that's been
pretty consistent throughout the life of our program from the very beginning.
We do spot checks.

Inv. Conroy:

[inaudible 00:03:07].

James Huggins:

Right. I will go in and I'll pull out of CAD, the calls for a particular unit one day,
for instance, unit 101 is one of our patrol units for beat one during day shift.
And I'll look to see how many calls that they were dispatched to, where they
actually arrived on scene. And then I'll compare that with the number of videos
that they have uploaded in the system for that day, just to make sure that the
numbers match. And then I'll also go in and I'll pick a couple of videos per
officer, per quarter, or per month, and just check to make sure that they are
turning it on when it's appropriate to turn the camera on.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay.
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James Huggins:

And then just fast forward through, or skip through the video to the end where
they actually shut the camera off to make sure that they're turning the camera
off at an appropriate time.

Inv. Conroy:

Very good. So, when you're doing these checks or audits, have you encountered
anything in reviewing that footage where you send an email to an officer or told
an officer, "You need to improve, or you need to do something different?"

James Huggins:

Usually if I find something like that, I will incorporate that person's supervisor in
on the conversation, and we'll meet with them, him or her, and say, "Hey, can
you explain what happened here? Why didn't you turn it on?" Or, "Why you
turned it on at this point, versus that point?" Things of that nature and try and
get some kind of feedback from the officer and see where that takes us from a
supervisor's perspective.
And if the supervisor is satisfied that his person is doing what they should be
doing, or they had a lapse in their judgment, when they should have turned it
on, or it was an isolated incident based on that person's supervisor. I leave it up
to them as to tell me whether we need to proceed forward or not based on
their experiences with their troop, and more often than not a counseling is
sufficient.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Because the point is compliance.

James Huggins:

Exactly. And, excuse me, that's what we're trying to do is we're just trying to
gain volunteer compliance. And with this batch of officers being as techno
oriented as they are, I mean, you see them on their phones all the time. I mean,
I feel like I'm the luckiest guy in the world in the sense that they've caught onto
the concept of using body cameras very quickly, and our usage charts are pretty
steady and consistent all the way across the board.

Inv. Conroy:

Well generally, is it viewed by your officers that this is for their protection-

James Huggins:

Absolutely.

Inv. Conroy:

... as well as to record what's happening is to their benefit?

James Huggins:

Absolutely. From the very beginning, when we did training, when we were doing
field trials and put field trials ahead of training, that came first, was the field
trials. And then the actual purchase of the equipment, the initial user training,
follow up line up trainings, things like that, is this is their opportunity to tell their
story now. And I've even brought in, excuse me, I brought in my counterpart at
the DA's office in El Cajon, Deputy District Attorney by the name of Shane
Waller, and he's come in and been involved in my training sessions where he
tells them, "Hey, look guys, your report, yeah, you have to write a report. But
jury credibility these days is a real thing."
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It's not 12 registered voters anymore. It's 12 licensed drivers. They want to see
the video. They don't really want to hear what you have written in the report so
much as they want to see what's on that video. And if you're an asshole, you're
an asshole.
Inv. Conroy:

It's a very good point. That's a very good point.

James Huggins:

And that's kind of how we packaged that theme with our training. Is this is your
opportunity to tell your story from start to finish.

Inv. Conroy:

Have you had any kind of repeat offenders of officers that aren't buying into
that program?

James Huggins:

No, actually, like I said, I've had, again, feel like the luckiest guy in the world. I
mean, we've had really good success at officer's buying into that theme and
using their cameras. I mean, they use them all the time. I've had officers take
their camera off their chest and, "I'm towing this vehicle," and documenting
what's going on with this vehicle that's being impounded or towed.

Inv. Conroy:

See how savvy they are, I would never think of that. Take it off my chest and
start...

Speaker 1:

Right.

Inv. Conroy:

Get license plate numbers and-

James Huggins:

I get questions all the time, "Hey Serge, are you okay with me taking my camera
off and pointed at my 10-16 in the back?" Sure. 10-16 is the radio code for a
prisoner. "Hey, however you want to position it, as long as you get your prisoner
in the back, that shows accurately how they're being transported, how they're
being handled during transport." And not only that, what they're saying, if
you've got a 69 PC or a 71 PC case where they're threatening to blow up your
house and all that kind of stuff, that's being documented.

Inv. Conroy:

Right. Right.

James Huggins:

So they have provided me feedback on how we can even improve the program
from their perspectives and their experiences in the field. So, it's been a very
good relationship. Again, I can't overemphasize the fact that IPART 2 OF 4 ENDS [00:18:04]

James Huggins:

Very good relationship. Again, I can't overemphasize the fact that I feel like I'm a
pretty lucky guy with the system.
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Inv. Conroy:

I can tell. Since you've only been doing it since the beginning of 2019, about
how many of these counseling sessions have you had, per year, or per month,
per year. Just how would you describe it?

James Huggins:

It's been sporadic, maybe half a dozen. Most recently, I had a trainee, a brand
new trainee, that just started where he had used his camera, but he had not
been tagging videos. That's where I typically run into issues, is when people
don't tag their video. One of the very first things that I do in the morning when I
come in every day is I'll log into the system, and I'll throw none in the case ID
box, for the system, which if no one has tagged a video, they've got a recording,
but there's no tag associated with it. For this purpose, case ID refers to the case
incident. If it doesn't generate an arrest report, or a crime report, it's just the
incident number.

Inv. Avery:

Right.

James Huggins:

However, that incident number then becomes a case number. It's the same
number. That way we can easily track things, and that's supposed to, at least, be
in the case ID. If that's not there, it defaults to none in the system. So that's
what I throw in there to see who hasn't been tagging videos.

Inv. Avery:

Did Axon abandon their CAD interface? Don't they have, or-

James Huggins:

No, they do. They do. I think when we looked at the purchase price for that, I
think it was another $15 a camera, per month. But that's one of the things that I
do, and getting back to the story that I'm relating about this trainee, he had an
entire shift where he didn't tag anything, and my first thought is, okay, what the
hell is going on with this guy out in the field?

Inv. Conroy:

So you would have to go through his entire day to find something if he doesn't
tag it?

James Huggins:

If he doesn't tag it, I'm going to have to go looking for every single instance that
he turned on his camera, and compare the time with the time on the video, and
confirm that that is the location where that video is being taken. So I pulled this
training officer, and I said, "Hey, just so you know your guy, I know he's phase
one, he just started, but he's got to tag his videos."

Inv. Conroy:

Ways to annoy a sergeant.

Inv. Avery:

Because I'm not doing it.

James Huggins:

Yeah, no, I'm not going to sit there and redo your work for you. I send out all
kinds of nastygrams. That's the majority of my work, as supervision comes in
with regard to compliance. I spend a lot of time getting on people about
tagging. So it's not so much that they don't turn their camera on. They're
turning their camera on, for sure, because I've got almost 100,000 pieces of
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evidence in there right now. They're doing that. It's very clear that they're
recording their interactions based on what I'm seeing.
It's the tagging that I spend a lot of time fixing. If I could just tell them take an
extra 15, 20 seconds. If I could be standing over their shoulder, smacking them
upside the head, hey, you need to tag that every time out in the field, that
would be great. But even that, I mean, we go through cycles where, like the
riots that we had a couple of weeks ago, I've got 86 videos sitting there waiting
that haven't been tagged yet.
So I've got to go back and track down all 86 of these videos, and who owns
them, and send out the nastygram and say, "Hey, the riot's over with now.
Everybody's had a chance to breathe. [crosstalk 00:22:15] You've had a day off
or two. Let's get back in here and tighten this up and clean up our act with that.
Inv. Conroy:

Have you ever had to send an email, or a nastygram to Officer Dages?

James Huggins:

I have spoken with him and his supervisor on at least one occasion prior to this
where I said, "Hey, what's going on here? Why is your video turning on so late in
the contact?" Kind of thing. And it was an instance where he provided an excuse
to me, and his supervisor. His supervisor was Sergeant Tim Purdy at the time,

Inv. Conroy:

How do you spell that?

James Huggins:

P-U-R-D-Y. And he said, "Yeah, my bad. I'm sorry. I didn't realize that I was
getting into, or whatever it was that he related at that particular moment. But
he said, "It won't happen again. I'll take care of it. I'll fix it."

Inv. Conroy:

Okay.

Inv. Avery:

That was Sergeant Purdy's comment, or that was officer Dages?

James Huggins:

Dages. So I do recall that one specific interaction that I had with him and his
Sergeant, but that was probably a year ago.

Inv. Avery:

When you were tasked with putting together the policy, did you write that from
scratch, or did you get something from Axon?

James Huggins:

Oh, are you kidding me?

Inv. Avery:

Did you call your associates at different departments? How did that...

James Huggins:

Just like anything else. I mean, you take... You guys you've been around long
enough to know. You don't reinvent the wheel.

Inv. Avery:

You don't reinvent the wheel.
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James Huggins:

You go in.

Inv. Conroy:

No, you should never.

James Huggins:

"Hey, can copy of your policy? Can I get a copy of your policy?" And so on and so
forth throughout the county, and this is what IECP recommends. This is what
Axon says that they recommend from the manufacturer's perspective. So a lot
of those, in fact, all of those documents were taken into consideration when we
... I mean, wrote-

Inv. Conroy:

Due diligence.

Inv. Avery:

When you what?

Inv. Conroy:

You're doing due diligence for-

Inv. Avery:

You collaborated.

James Huggins:

Yeah, there you go. Collaborated.

Inv. Avery:

Are you the only administrator of the department, or do you have an assistant?

James Huggins:

I am the only administrator. However, the sergeants have the same level of
permissions, almost all of the same level of permissions that I do. So I've kind of
spread the wealth out when it comes to doing audits. They are tasked, also, with
auditing their people. Periodic spot checks just to make sure, hey, my people
are doing what they're supposed to do.

Inv. Avery:

One of the exceptions for no video is a tactical debrief?

James Huggins:

Tactical debrief in the sense of?

Inv. Avery:

Well, in your policy talks about tactical debrief is exempt from being recorded.
Now, define that tactical debrief for me, as you would understand that.

James Huggins:

Okay. So for a scene walkthrough, or shooting scene walkthrough, or-

Inv. Avery:

If those are considered tactical debrief, that's kind of...

James Huggins:

Well, we don't record those types of instances where we're walking through a
major crime scene, like a homicide scene, or an officer involved shooting scene,
or something like that.

Inv. Conroy:

Let's protect the integrity of the evidence?

James Huggins:

Correct.
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Inv. Conroy:

Not let that get out.

James Huggins:

Right.

Inv. Conroy:

What about an incident where something happens there may not even be
major, but the four or five officers gathered around to kind of discuss.

James Huggins:

Oh, I see what you're getting at. Okay. Okay. I'm tracking you now. Yeah. And
this, you may have run across this already or may not have, I don't know. But
where they need to discuss case details, or talk with a supervisor, [inaudible
00:26:17] talk to a trainee.

Inv. Avery:

Correct.

James Huggins:

We leave the recording going, but we mute the audio. And that's one of the
things that we cover specifically in training. I go through the process of muting
and unmuting the audio, and according to the policy, they're supposed to give
some annotation on the recording before they mute that states why. I'll be
talking to my supervisor, talking to my training officer, discussing tactics or
training, and then mute the audio from there. But the recording is still going so
that there's continuity in the flow of the video. It's not starting and stopping,
which, again, going back to that whole theme
PART 3 OF 4 ENDS [00:27:04]

James Huggins:

Which again, going back to that whole theme in training of telling your story,
there's continuity all the way through the recording even though the audio may
be shut down for tactical reasons or debrief reasons.

Inv. Avery:

In the course of your duties, of looking at videos, have you heard officers use
the term "I'm muting for a tactical debrief." Have you heard that?

James Huggins:

I have heard that. I've heard "speaking with supervisor," "talking to my trainee,"
"talking to my training officer," things of that nature. Just something that clues
people and there's no standard script or anything like that, that people need to
follow. Just a real quick clue as to why the audio is about to go silent in your
recording.

Inv. Avery:

What factors or considerations do you think is important to allow an officer to
do that, to turn off the audio switch, he can't be heard?

James Huggins:

Well, from being a training officer myself and having a trainee that you're
guiding in the field, a jury just doesn't need to hear you directing or redirecting
or counseling, or what have you with a trainee who's learning the job.

Inv. Avery:

Right. Yeah. They shouldn't, that should be protected, right?
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James Huggins:

And that should be-

Inv. Avery:

Like a personnel matter, almost.

James Huggins:

Exactly. So they don't really need to hear those kinds of conversations or being
supervisory-level, you've got officers out there in the field, "Hey Sarge, I don't
know if I should take him to jail or her to jail, or both of them to jail, because
they did A, B and C or D. And this is what I know, this is what they're telling me,
this is what they're not telling me." That kind of stuff really doesn't need to be,
those kind of confidential case conversations don't need to be shared with the
jury either. So that's why we would use the muting.
Or if we're talking about tactics, how we're going to approach a home, how
we're going to clear a room or how we're going to deploy certain personnel or
equipment, things like that. Again, we don't need to disclose that on a [BWC
00:29:17] recording.

Inv. Avery:

Is that a frequent occurrence on body worn cameras, to have this advisement or
muting of officers talking?

James Huggins:

I mean, it happens. Yeah, sure. It happens. I'm sure quite more frequently than
what I had been exposed to-

Inv. Avery:

Sure.

James Huggins:

... in my audits and things like that. It could happen a handful of times a day.
What I look for though, is I look for, when I start seeing big blocks of time on a
recording where there's no audio, "Well okay, what the heck's going on here
with this? Did he just forget?" And I've had that happen. I've had an officer who
went to talk to his partner on a 647 [inaudible 00:30:02] arrest at three o'clock
in the morning, he was trying to stay awake. And he mutes his audio and then
gets in the car and starts driving away to the station and forgets to turn the
audio back on. It just happens. I mean, we're people, we're not perfect. Right?

Inv. Avery:

So that really a reader understands muting. Video is captured.

James Huggins:

Correct.

Inv. Avery:

No audio.

James Huggins:

Yeah. And again, that just goes back to what I was talking about earlier with the
whole continuity of the evidence from start to finish. Yes, there is a video
recording that is occurring for, let's say it's an hour-long video, but there may be
a four or five minute break in the audio at some point in that one-hour video
where the officer has manually selected the mute function to hold that
conversation that we already talked about before.
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Inv. Avery:

And that records the entire shift.

James Huggins:

But it records the entire contact, not the whole shift.

Inv. Avery:

Oh, once it's activated.

James Huggins:

Yeah.

Inv. Avery:

Yes, that's what I want to clear up. Muting is a function the officer can elect to
do when a video's running.

James Huggins:

Right.

Inv. Avery:

That's different than the activation push that begins with a rewind of 30
seconds.

James Huggins:

Correct.

Inv. Avery:

Absent audio.

James Huggins:

Correct.

Inv. Avery:

That can't be controlled by the officer?

James Huggins:

No, they cannot control that. And again, I don't even know that I can control
that. I'd probably have to send the thing off to [Axon 00:31:33] or something
like that for that to happen.
But just to be clear, when they power on the camera, turn the power on, they
are actively initiating a recording. It's just that 30 second buffer that sits there
and loops over itself. And that's just to give context. I mean, I'm sure you guys in
your experience have probably had uses of force or shootings that have
occurred during that 30 second buffer.

Inv. Avery:

Right.

James Huggins:

And then the officer realizes, "Oh crap, I forgot to turn my camera on." They hit
that "event" button, the recording starts, that buffer gets attached to that
recording file. And then when the incident's over, they turn their camera off.
And in that recording and the whole process starts all over again.

Inv. Avery:

Right. And my example I would use is an officer sitting at a red traffic light, the
other traffic light's red, and the car goes in front of them, red. You could push
that and it would actually capture the violation on video if the camera caught it.

James Huggins:

Hopefully.
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Inv. Avery:

Yeah.

James Huggins:

Hopefully.

Inv. Avery:

If it's quick enough.

James Huggins:

If it's quick enough. Or I went to the Academy 20-some odd years ago and I was
a little thinner than what I am now. I've been loved pretty good over the years.
My camera tends to point up a little higher.

Inv. Avery:

And again, just an example of how that could be used.

James Huggins:

Yeah.

Inv. Avery:

So to understand the sequence of events, an officer is in a contact, he says to
himself, "Okay, I need to record this." He activates them, pushes the circle in the
middle of the camera.

James Huggins:

Yeah. The event button.

Inv. Avery:

He gets an audible beep that it turned on.

James Huggins:

Correct, audible beep. The camera should vibrate as well. And he should be able
to look down and see the red light flashing. So the three sensory things that we
cover in training,

Inv. Avery:

And then if he choose to mute it, then he has to push the mute button, to mute
that audio.

James Huggins:

On the side.

Inv. Avery:

On the side.

James Huggins:

Right. And he'll get the same feedback too. He or she will get the same feedback
too, that they have muted. The beep, it'll be a different sequence of beeps, the
vibration from the camera itself. And then it goes from a flashing red, I believe,
flashing red and blue on the top.

Inv. Avery:

For mute mode?

James Huggins:

For mute mode, correct.

Inv. Avery:

Correct. So the default setup is push "audio and video."

James Huggins:

Correct, yep. When you activate the event button, the two quick presses on the
circle, like you said, in the middle, that activates the audio and the video
recording, and also grabs that 30 second buffer. So you've got all three
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components together in that evidence recording. They stay together all the way
through to the end when they shut the recording off.
Inv. Avery:

So a specific question. In the arrest of Mr.
00:00:34:40].

by Officer [Degas

James Huggins:

Mm-hmm (affirmative).

Inv. Avery:

The video that was produced as a result of that contact with 30 seconds of nonaudio is normal function?

James Huggins:

It appeared to me to be normal function, yes.

Inv. Avery:

I don't have anything else.
Well, thank you.

James Huggins:

Sure.

Inv. Avery:

Anything we're missing? Anything you want to add?

James Huggins:

No, I don't think so.

Inv. Avery:

1:35 PM.
PART 4 OF 4 ENDS [00:35:14]
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Inv. Conroy:

Hello. This is Investigator Sean Conroy, S-E-A-N C-O-N-R-O-Y. I'm conducting an
administrative investigation for the city of La Mesa. I am with my partner, Brock
Avery. Brock, will you say and spell your name?

Inv. Avery:

Brock Avery, B-R-O-C-K A-V-E-R-Y.

Inv. Conroy:

The date is June 18, 2020, and it is 1:13. We are interviewing Officer Julie
Jensen. Julie, can you say and spell your name so that our transcriber will
recognize your voice?

Ofc. Jensen:

Julie Jensen, J-U-L-I-E, Jensen J-E-N-S-E-N.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Julie, before we went onto recording, we gave you an advisement. That
advisement said that we'd be recording this interview today. Do we have your
permission to record the interview?

Ofc. Jensen:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

Thank you. As Brock said, if you need to take a break at any time, we can turn
off the tape and if you need to do anything else, just let us know.

Ofc. Jensen:

Sure.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. So how long have you been employed by the La Mesa Police Department?

Ofc. Jensen:

Just over five years.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. What's your current rank and assignment.

Ofc. Jensen:

I'm on patrol as a patrol officer and I'm a field training officer, as well, train
[inaudible 00:01:35].

Inv. Avery:

Can I ask, do you have any experience in law enforcement besides the La Mesa
Police?

Ofc. Jensen:

Yes. In Snohomish County, Washington, I was a Deputy Sheriff and Detective
with that agency for over 13 years and then a year with King County Sheriff's
office, less than a year.

Inv. Avery:

So 19 years.

Ofc. Jensen:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

Okay, law enforcement.

Ofc. Jensen:

[inaudible 00:02:00].
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Inv. Conroy:

On May 27th, were you participating in an operation at the Grossmont Trolley
Station?

Ofc. Jensen:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Who was in charge of that operation?

Ofc. Jensen:

I was running the operation that I had put together for just go out and check
people at the trolley. I don't know if you'd say I was in charge of it, but I wrote
up the operation for that.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Is that something that an officer does or were you instructed by a
supervisor, hey do this?

Ofc. Jensen:

In particular ... not in particular, but I was instructed to put together an ops plan
for my evaluation and that's basically writing up our form for an ops plan getting
people together, stating what our objective is and what we're going to be doing.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. And you did write up an ops plan for this operation. Did you retain a copy
of that?

Ofc. Jensen:

Probably. It might be in my computer still.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. We're going to give you our business cards and will you send that to
either Brock or I?

Inv. Avery:

You mentioned that this operation plan was part of your evaluation process.

Ofc. Jensen:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

Is that you or everyone in the department?

Ofc. Jensen:

Each year when we have our annual evaluation, we pick out three goals for the
year and that was one of mine, so I was just trying to get that done. It's
something we do all the time which is going down to the trolley, so I'm like,
"Well, that sounds reasonable. I'll go down there with a few people and do it for
a little bit."

Inv. Conroy:

So it's a low-key kind of operation.

Ofc. Jensen:

Yes. It was just four of us, my trainees. Officer Georgi and Officer Dages were
available to go at the time that we ended up going.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. So it wasn't like they were notified three days in advance or a week in
advance that we're going to do this.
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Ofc. Jensen:

No. This was very impromptu and low-key. Just basically, I wrote up an
operation plan for something that we do all the time like going out to talk to
people. I just had a plan.

Inv. Conroy:

So explain to me the goal of this operation.

Ofc. Jensen:

So we go down there and check people for any violations, MTS violations. We
were checking fairs and other things like skateboarding, smoking, riding their
bikes, just any other violations that are fairly small compared to a lot of things,
so contacting people in order to talk to them and just get more information. A
lot of times, we end up talking with people on parole, probation and then just
go from there.

Inv. Conroy:

So I imagine that you guys use field interview cards, FI cards?

Ofc. Jensen:

Yeah. We either ... A lot of the guys are doing it on their phone now. We have
you can just do it digitally as you're talking to the person. I fill mine out on the
computer when I do them, which is I find it simpler than standing there for a
long time. I just write all my information down and then put it in the computer
later.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. How many of these operations have you put together in the past?

Ofc. Jensen:

I think that's only the second one that I've done.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. And aside from you, are they done on a regular basis? Other officers are
putting these operations together?

Ofc. Jensen:

Yeah, various things. Sometimes they're overtime that we'll go. We'll plan for
the whole crew to come together on a day off and do something very similar to
this with Grossmont Center and the trolleys and look for violations and go out
and talk to people. Obviously, the different operations range from needing
more people and needing more resources and stuff, but this was just pretty lowkey.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. So when you do these for MTS violations and that's the Metropolitan
Transport System?

Ofc. Jensen:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

Is that ... okay. When you do these operations, how often do you really issue
citations?

Ofc. Jensen:

We try to center up with the MTS workers themselves because they usually
write the tickets when we have no fare, people are riding without a fare.

Inv. Conroy:

So they have their own security.
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Ofc. Jensen:

They also have ...

Inv. Conroy:

Are they sworn or are they security?

Ofc. Jensen:

There's two. There's Code Enforcement and there's the MTS. And I don't think
the MTS are sworn, but they can write citations. It's been confusing to me since
I've been here exactly how each of those work. But they can write citations that
are [crosstalk 00:07:17].

Inv. Conroy:

Do they mostly issue ... You guys make the contacts and say, "Hey," you know,
"I've got a hot one here. No fare."

Ofc. Jensen:

Yeah. No fare. If they're working with us, unfortunately the couple contacts that
two of my co-workers had, they weren't able to get a hold of them, so we didn't
have any MTS workers there at the time.

Inv. Conroy:

On that day?

Ofc. Jensen:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

May 27th.

Ofc. Jensen:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay.

Inv. Avery:

Could I ask a question Sean?

Inv. Conroy:

Yes, please.

Inv. Avery:

Absent the MTS employees or security or their police, do you write citations for
the violations that occur on those platforms or these operations?

Ofc. Jensen:

I guess it depends on what it turns out to be. A lot of times, it's just our contact
for having probable cause to make a contact for somebody. We issue a lot of
warnings and that's just generally how we do things anyhow. I'm trying to think
back if I've written specific citations for that, but I can't remember if I have or
not for the fare.

Inv. Conroy:

Well let ... I'm sorry. Did I interrupt you?

Ofc. Jensen:

Just for the fare stuff.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay, the fare stuff. Okay. So if we're going to talk about citations issued, is it
fair to say that the MTS codes are used more for probable cause to contact
people than actual citations are written?
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Ofc. Jensen:

I'd say that's probably one of the main reasons when we see a violation and we
know it's a violation that we can contact them. Generally at least two more
people on probation and parole, [inaudible 00:09:07] waivers and things like
that.

Inv. Conroy:

Yeah. So then that results in searches and arrests and all that good stuff.

Ofc. Jensen:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

One more question. What ... Is the trolley station and that area around the
trolley station a high call-for-service area?

Ofc. Jensen:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

What would cause you to have to do an operation to contact people?

Ofc. Jensen:

That's the closest one to the mall, so we get a lot of people who ride the trolley
to the mall, to that area and it's caddie-corner to the Grossmont Mall. Go to the
mall, we have a lot of crime that happens there. Half the time or more than half
when they say the person is running out that stole the stuff, headed towards
the trolley. Headed towards the trolley. So it's a transportation for crime,
criminals and we get a lot of calls down there, either people calling in or people
having issues whatever it might be. We get called down there quite a bit.

Inv. Avery:

Got it. And I don't want to put words in your mouth, but is that the idea of the
proactive operation, to contact you people to help reduce calls for service?

Ofc. Jensen:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

Help people feel safe.

Ofc. Jensen:

Yes. All of that. A big bunch of reasons.

Inv. Avery:

Sure.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. So the fact that the trolley area that is MTS property, that gives you an
advantage as far as contacting people because of the enforceable codes that
they have that are really only on their property.

Ofc. Jensen:

Right.

Inv. Conroy:

So if you saw somebody smoking off their property ...

Ofc. Jensen:

Right. And there's certain areas or thresholds where I've asked before and
they're like, "The guy smoking way down there, he's okay." And then people
smoking over here, that's not okay. So yeah, it's the platform, across from the
platform.
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Inv. Conroy:

Brock, can you dig out one of your maps and maybe we could determine some
of those areas?

Inv. Avery:

Yes, Sean.

Inv. Conroy:

Sorry.

Inv. Avery:

Is smoking prohibited?

Ofc. Jensen:

Actually, right now it's smoking is prohibited in public in La Mesa. We are not ...

Inv. Conroy:

Right. It's a city ordinance.

Ofc. Jensen:

It's a city ordinance that we are telling people and stuff we're not citing until ... I
think the city wanted to wait until after July or beginning of July or something
for actual cites because get the word out about it.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. And what about loitering? Is it the same deal?

Ofc. Jensen:

Yeah. Basically, you have to have a ticket to be on the platform area or the MTS
area or in the process of walking over to buy one. If you have an all day or
unlimited, those people have to tap it every two hours. So we can take their
card and we'll tap it on the machine. It'll say already been tapped or scanned or
whatever. And then it reads their card like a reader so then it'll say credit,
whatever.

Inv. Conroy:

It sounds a bit awkward to me because there is a lot of apartments that are
directly across the street. Is that still MTS property, those apartments?

Ofc. Jensen:

There's bus lines that come through there, as well. Those extend down a little
bit further on the east end. The buses basically arrive on the east and stop on
the east end of the where the road is underneath the bridge.

Inv. Conroy:

Yeah. Bus Way I think it was thoughtfully named.

Ofc. Jensen:

Trolley Court and Bus Way.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay.

Inv. Avery:

Sean, I got the aerial picture up.

Inv. Conroy:

Yeah because my question is, people that live there, would they be contacted
for essentially hanging out in front of their own apartment, that they have to
show ID that they do, in fact, live there?

Ofc. Jensen:

They could be stopped and talked to. I suppose if they live there, then they have
a reason to be in that area. I actually don't know how well that it's ...
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Inv. Avery:

So I'm showing an aerial view. Let's get our bearings a little bit. Do you see
enough of that to recognize where that is?

Ofc. Jensen:

Yeah.

Inv. Avery:

So it's an aerial view of the trolley station and then Bus Court and then
residential in and around the Bus Court area.

Inv. Conroy:

Just based on this aerial view, where does the MTS property begin and start? Is
it encompassing everything or is there a certain border?

Inv. Avery:

And I want you to know, if you don't know, that's okay to say I don't know.
We're not going to ...

Ofc. Jensen:

I don't know how far it goes, but I know buses come to here and here and they
pull up right here.

Inv. Avery:

So for the purposes of the map, you're pointing, your first two points were on
the north curb line.

Ofc. Jensen:

North curb line.

Inv. Avery:

A couple stops along Bus Court in front of the apartment buildings.

Ofc. Jensen:

Yeah, where the palm trees are.

Inv. Avery:

And your third point was south curb line in front of the trolley station.

Ofc. Jensen:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

Got it.

Ofc. Jensen:

I don't think there's stops up here. Sometimes the buses are there, but the
actual stop for this side of the south curb is by these, just east of the elevator.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay.

Ofc. Jensen:

That's the elevator.

Inv. Conroy:

Is the sidewalk area enforceable all in here north of this curb line?

Ofc. Jensen:

Yes. I believe so because of this ... the buses, the bus stops being there. So that
would be, those areas would be encompassing that.

Inv. Avery:

And for the purposes of the recording, both of you indicated the curb or the
sidewalk that is on the north side of Bus Court and south of the apartment
building complex.
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Ofc. Jensen:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Did you have your body-worn camera operating at the time?

Ofc. Jensen:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

Why?

Ofc. Jensen:

Because we were contacting people.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay, so your policy is?

Ofc. Jensen:

As we're out and contacting people, we just turn it on. So mine had been
running from some other contacts where it had been on, I guess it would be the
north side of the trolley, right by the tracks, north side of the tracks. Sometimes
if we've cleared a contact and we're not contacting somebody, we can turn it off
and if we're going in to start to talk to somebody, we turn it back on.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. In your operation plan, did it say anything about body cameras when you
make your contacts?

Ofc. Jensen:

I actually don't remember because it's a given that we have them.

Inv. Conroy:

Yeah. It's part of your policy.

Ofc. Jensen:

Yeah.

Inv. Conroy:

So do you know ... Let me ask you this. What is your understanding of your
policy as to when it's permissive to operate your body camera when it's
mandatory, meaning shall operate your body camera?

Ofc. Jensen:

Well it's very drawn-out policy. For instance, if we're going code 3 to a call, of
we're driving code 3, we turn it on and you've got a picture of our steering
wheel for two minutes while we go to our call. Usually once we get to a call,
depending on how far we are, we might have turned it on as soon as we get out
of the car. You usually start it before the contact. Obviously I don't start it if I'm
at the store and start talking to a citizen I don't turn it on. But for enforcement
stuff, we try to turn it on before we get to a house.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. And enforcement stuff, would that include operations at the Grossmont
Trolley Center?

Ofc. Jensen:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay.
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Inv. Avery:

Let me talk about your statement about really how you would use a body
camera. Do you always turn it on?

Ofc. Jensen:

I have forgotten. I accidentally left it at the station once. Mostly do, yeah. It's
still fairly new and I've spent a lot of years as a cop not wearing one, so oh ...

Inv. Conroy:

Little hard to ... yeah.

Ofc. Jensen:

Yeah. And I think we've had a learning curve for a lot of people, so it happens.

Inv. Conroy:

It would be one for me.

Inv. Avery:

Yeah I know. It does.

Inv. Conroy:

In your operation, did you pair up officers or did they have partners while they
work?

Ofc. Jensen:

The way the operation was written up was I was going to bring a lot more
people, but it was just a really busy day, so the four of us ended up to be me
and my trainee, a different trainee and then Officer Georgi and Officer Dages.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay.

Ofc. Jensen:

I don't know that I made very [crosstalk 00:19:19].

Inv. Conroy:

So you are partnered with your trainee at the hip?

Ofc. Jensen:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

But would it be common sense that Officer Georgi and Officer Dages would
partner up for something like that?

Ofc. Jensen:

Yeah. It wasn't like you guys have to stay together like I did with my trainee
because that's just how [inaudible 00:19:39].

Inv. Avery:

But your operation wasn't written yourself and your trainee, Officer Dages,
Officer Georgi.

Ofc. Jensen:

I don't think so. I was setting people up because it was going to be bigger and
then we decided to do a little change on the fly just the four of us.

Inv. Avery:

Yeah. I'll ...

Ofc. Jensen:

So I don't remember how I did a pairing of people.

Inv. Avery:

In gathering the documents for this investigation, I saw some MDC logs, some
mobile computer logs and the talking back and forth. Is that accurate that you
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sent a message to everybody on the MDC saying, "Hey, who wants to do a
trolley op?"
Ofc. Jensen:

Yes. If I remember correctly.

Inv. Avery:

I have those logs. So does that refresh your recollection perhaps on what
happened that you sent out an MDC message to everybody and whoever, any
takers you [inaudible 00:20:35].

Ofc. Jensen:

Yeah. I knew Officer Georgi and Dages were going to come, that they were free
to come. I honestly don't remember what was said. Just one of those.

Inv. Conroy:

Things of the thousands of things that you do during your shift, yeah. We get it.

Ofc. Jensen:

I can't tell you what I wrote, except that we're going to go.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. When did you become aware that Officer Dages had contacted or
detained a subject?

Ofc. Jensen:

We heard, the three of us were still on the platform on the west side of the
elevator, which is in that picture you showed me. So we were right there and we
heard him get on the radio and I don't even remember what he said, but I could
tell he just sounded either he wanted another unit. But I perked up and I told
Amanda to go because my trainee and I were talking to somebody still about
their fare. And then when I realized she came back, she was like, "I don't know
where he is." And then we saw that he was down further with somebody. So
something didn't seem right. He got on the air again and said something and
then I just told my trainee let's go, so we all went down to where he was.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. So he didn't say hey, I see somebody down there. It's a heads up. I'm
heading down there?

Ofc. Jensen:

No. He didn't tell me.

Inv. Conroy:

He didn't tell anybody. So you had no clue.

Ofc. Jensen:

I saw that he walked around the elevator from the east side, but I didn't say hey,
where are you going? I didn't tell him what to do or anything. But I did see that
he walked. I did see where he went to after he went around [inaudible
00:22:28].

Inv. Conroy:

Right. But you can't read his mind, so it's kind of if he's going to leave the area
and the other officers, would it be just common practice for him to say I'm
heading over there? If he's close enough, he doesn't have to radio. Hey guys.
Hey, I see a subject over there. He didn't say anything like that.
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Ofc. Jensen:

He didn't. I can't say one way or another. I've worked with Officer Dages a
handful of times, but as we saw different people, we didn't go, "Hey, I'm going
to walk [crosstalk 00:23:08]."

Inv. Conroy:

No. I think you're misunderstanding my question a little bit. If you're all working
a fare thing, check together, I don't expect you to go, "Hey, I got this guy." But if
you're going to leave a substantial distance away and you see a subject down at
the other end, would it be ... I'm not trying to put you thinking what's in his
mind, but I'm just saying would you walk down to another area away from the
other officers without at least saying I'll be over there. I see somebody?

Ofc. Jensen:

I would call it in because I would probably still take somebody.

Inv. Conroy:

Yeah. You'd probably still take somebody. And what was the result of that is
when he went on the radio, you didn't know where he was.

Ofc. Jensen:

Yeah. I knew he was in that direction. I just didn't know how far he was. I think
there was a police car right there, so when I came around further, I could see
that he was down by the MTS bus stop.

Inv. Avery:

So I want to [inaudible 00:24:13] so he asked for cover on his stop?

Ofc. Jensen:

I don't know what he said. I just heard his voice and I said, "Amanda, go cover
him." And I know he said something else again. I don't know what he said, so I
guess I can't say what he said over the radio. I could just tell there was
something wrong.

Inv. Conroy:

Yeah, by the tone.

Ofc. Jensen:

By the tone of his voice.

Inv. Conroy:

His voice.

Ofc. Jensen:

Yeah.

Inv. Avery:

Absent the overhearing his voice on the radio, did you hear elevated voices
coming from the area where he was?

Ofc. Jensen:

No.

Inv. Avery:

Okay.

Inv. Conroy:

Did you hear Officer Dages advise Dispatch that he was contacting a subject?

Ofc. Jensen:

Prior to hearing his voice?

Inv. Conroy:

Prior to hearing the stressful transmission that he ...
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Ofc. Jensen:

Yeah. No, I don't remember. I don't remember hearing that.

Inv. Conroy:

Do you think you would have heard it if he would have said it? Do you have a
trained ear?

Ofc. Jensen:

Probably, but with conversations going on and stuff, I don't know. I'm not
perfect. I don't catch everything, but I don't remember hearing him saying I'm
going out with somebody.

Inv. Conroy:

Is it a normal practice to contact a subject without advising dispatch?

Ofc. Jensen:

When we're doing these kinds of things, we don't go out with every single
person that we talk to. If I were to get there just to do a regular check on patrol,
I would say I'm at the trolley with an 1151, which is out with a person. And
because that's a unique single situation, but when we're contacting a lot of
people all at once, we're not going to get on the radio over and over and over.

Inv. Conroy:

Let me ask it to you this way. I understand completely what you're saying, that
there's no need to say I'm out with 10 people who are on the trolley platform. I
get that. But if you were to walk away from the group and now you're
essentially by yourself, how would you contact a subject?

Ofc. Jensen:

Generally in that situation, if I was that far away, then I probably would get on
and say I'm out with one and where I was. That way other people knew who I
was with and radio knew.

Inv. Conroy:

Exactly. Okay, thank you.

Ofc. Jensen:

So that's what I would do, I guess.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay.

Inv. Avery:

Have you seen other officers in the department practice that same practice?

Ofc. Jensen:

I see a variety. I've heard people get on the radio and say, I'm on traffic, this
location, check one by number. All under one ... Obviously you've already
stopped the car, you're already there. Sometimes it happens because you've got
to hurry up and stop somebody and other times, it's ... What was in his mind
obviously I can't say, but I'm a little over-cautious about things because I want
to go home every night.

Inv. Conroy:

I was going to say, you're going to live longer that way. As far as the tactics that
you instruct your trainee and are practiced at the La Mesa Police Department, is
that a tactically safe practice to contact somebody without going out on the
radio when you're away from your partners and you're really, radio thinks that
or Dispatch thinks you're at the trolley station proper.
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Ofc. Jensen:

Is that usual practice? I'm sorry.

Inv. Conroy:

Safe practice, tactically safe.

Ofc. Jensen:

Being within visual shot, I guess that ... Some people have different
interpretation. For me, I am more if I'm going to go 50 yards away, however far
it was, I'm either going to take somebody or say I'm out with somebody down
here. Like I said, though, not every time somebody talks to somebody do they
get on the air and say so. When I train my trainees, I say if you're going to go out
with somebody, let Dispatch know where you are and what you're doing. And
then when you get a name, check the name. Because like I said, I'm going home
every night and anybody I train, I am responsible for and want them to go
home.

Inv. Conroy:

It's a big responsibility.

Ofc. Jensen:

Yeah.

Inv. Conroy:

Training people. Yeah.

Ofc. Jensen:

There are just variances of everything. They'll ask me black-and-white questions
and I'm like, "This job is not black and white." Way out on the edges there is
some black and white and the rest is gray and it's going to be different every
time.

Inv. Conroy:

We know. We've been there.

Ofc. Jensen:

So it blows their mind.

Inv. Conroy:

You said you've only worked with Officer Dages a few times.

Ofc. Jensen:

Yeah. I've done overtime on his side of the week and he's done overtime on our
crew. But we haven't been on a crew together. I think he might have been on
FTO for a little bit on my crew, but I can't remember. I'm trying to remember
who he would have been with because I'm the only FTO on the crew. So that
would have been early on then, I guess.

Inv. Avery:

You know you're busy when you can't remember the last person you trained
[inaudible 00:30:22].

Ofc. Jensen:

I know I didn't train him, but I was thinking maybe he was on training for a little
bit on our crew.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Have you seen him make similar contacts like that away from the group in
the past in your experience? Something that would just raise your eyebrows. I'm
not talking about the general ... We're really trying not to ask black-and-white
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questions. We understand the nature of the job. But something that would raise
your eyebrows.
Ofc. Jensen:

I don't think I've been with him. Him and I didn't go to the trolley and he just
disappeared or anything like that. Usually, what I recall with him is just he's out
there and he says he's out with 1151, so he's out talking to somebody. We do
that all the time. We see somebody we want to talk to, we go up with them and
start talking and if we decide that we need somebody else to come out, then
we'll ask for another officer to come by. I don't think that I was ever with him in
a scenario like this. I can't recall him doing that before because I don't think we
were in a scenario together where that could have happened if that makes
sense. He's already been out, he's out on patrol by himself just like we all are
when we don't have trainees and you see somebody and you go talk to them.
And if there's something weird, then you ask for another officer.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. So you didn't really hear what his regular transmission was, but as you
previously stated, you heard a transmission from him and you recognized by the
tone of his voice that he needed assistance. What was your next response?
What did you do?

Ofc. Jensen:

I first sent Amanda or Officer Georgi to go and go cover him, but then whatever
else he said on the radio was we're all going and so I just grabbed my trainee
and we all ran down there.

Inv. Conroy:

Is your trainee, was that Officer Razcom.

Ofc. Jensen:

Razcom.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. So when you got on scene, describe to us what happened.

Ofc. Jensen:

I could see he had sat Mr.
down because he was up right in his face, but
there was a car parked next to them and they were on the other side of the car.
So I could just see their upper bodies. They were very close, face-to-face. And
then I saw him push him back to sit him down and then Officer Razcom and
Georgi went up to assist him and I came around to the side. There was a lady
filming and then there was two people in the car. So I tried to make it more
safe. I asked her to step back a little bit, tried to talk to the driver to find out
what because he's screaming and yelling and so I'm trying to deescalate the
situation.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. What you witnessed, how many times did you see Officer Dages push
down Mr.

Ofc. Jensen:

I believe just the last time because as we were arriving on foot is when I saw
him push him down and then Officer Georgi and Razcom were with him, got
with him on the other side of the car.
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Inv. Conroy:

Okay and based on ...

Inv. Avery:

Can I ask a question?

Inv. Conroy:

Sure.

Inv. Avery:

Have you viewed the videos related to the arrest of Mr.
interview?

Ofc. Jensen:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

How many times have you viewed the videos and which videos have you
reviewed?

Ofc. Jensen:

I saw mine. I saw some of Razcom's, but I don't know if I watched all of his. I
watched the ones that the citizens posted and I watched Officer Dages'. I don't
think I watched Georgi's. And those were all posted on the internet.

Inv. Avery:

So the La Mesa PD videos that you viewed of your co-workers were ones that
were released by the department?

Ofc. Jensen:

Yes, put on the internet.

Inv. Avery:

[inaudible 00:35:04]. Okay.

Ofc. Jensen:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

From your observations at the scene and from viewing these videos, based on
your experience do you feel like officer Dages was using the appropriate
amount of force with the situation he was faced with?

Ofc. Jensen:

I do. He was sat down originally and obviously, getting there after the fact, I
don't know what happened or didn't know at the time what happened. So but
sitting him down when he kept getting in his face was totally appropriate. I think
sitting somebody down is a lot different than tossing him on the ground.

Inv. Conroy:

So Mr.

Ofc. Jensen:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Did you walk back to the police unit with them?

Ofc. Jensen:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

Or did you stay behind to interview somebody?

outside this

was taken into custody by Officer Dages and Officer Georgi.
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Ofc. Jensen:

I did talk to the driver because he kept going on and on and so I offered that if
he has got an issue that he could give me his name and stuff and he wouldn't.
He was like, "I don't want to get involved." And I'm like, "Okay, well as an
investigator and a whatever," I'm just like, "If you're screaming about all this
stuff and you want to talk to me about it, then here's your opportunity. I don't
know what happened. I wasn't here yet." And he refused, so he walked off or
they ended up driving off.

Inv. Conroy:

Did you participate in the officer tactical debriefing that was held near the
police unit?

Ofc. Jensen:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. What was said?

Ofc. Jensen:

Officer Dages said he had walked over. He thought maybe the kid was smoking
or something. As he was talking to him, he asked the guy if he lived there. And
at first he said, the guy said yeah, Mr.
said, "Yes. I live here." And he
asked, "Well, what number to you live in?" And he goes, "Well actually, my
friends live here." And he goes, "Oh, so you don't live here." And then I don't
know exactly when the friends rolled up, but he said when his friends rolled up,
Mr.
pushed past Dages, so pushed his arm away or something and then
that's when he made him sit down after
had pushed his hand. So he sat
him down and then I see in the video that he stood up a couple times. But he
just said, "He had pushed my hand away and you can't push the police."

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Did you see Mr.

Ofc. Jensen:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

Before we get too far away from ... to test my understanding. So in the tactile
debriefing, Officer Dages tells you he thought the guy was smoking.

Ofc. Jensen:

I think that's why he originally contacted him because he thought that he was
smoking down there. And I don't know. Only he could tell. Does he mean when
he was over by us or when he was down there?

Inv. Avery:

Right.

Ofc. Jensen:

It was ... not a lot of information.

Inv. Avery:

Did he mention, did he say that one time, Officer Dages, about the reason for
the stop and the reason he thought he was smoking.

Ofc. Jensen:

Yeah. That's what he had told me when we did our debrief.

Inv. Avery:

Got it. Sorry to interrupt, Sean.

searched, inventory searched?
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Inv. Conroy:

No, no. Any time. So you saw the inventory search.

Ofc. Jensen:

Mm-hmm (affirmative).

Inv. Conroy:

Do you recall what was removed from Mr. Dages?

Ofc. Jensen:

From Mr.

Inv. Conroy:

I'm sorry. Thank you.

Inv. Avery:

Thank you.

Inv. Conroy:

You should be doing the interview.

Ofc. Jensen:

I went and picked up the items and it was I think phone and keys.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Were there any implements of smoking?

Ofc. Jensen:

Not that I saw.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. If you're going to contact somebody for smoking and it turns into a
situation like this where you have to put hands on them and they're arrested,
would you include that in your citation, the MTS code, the 148 PC code and I
guess it's a 241-C PC code? How would you do it?

Ofc. Jensen:

Usually if I contacted somebody for the same thing. Would I cite him for the
smoking? Probably not because there's other crimes that ended up happening.
It's minute.

Inv. Conroy:

It is, but it's the basis for your probable cause.

Ofc. Jensen:

But it ... and it's ...

Inv. Avery:

And that might be department practice. Do you know of anybody who does
that, where they cite?

Ofc. Jensen:

It's not uncommon, yeah.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay.

Ofc. Jensen:

It's the totality of it. Sometimes people add into the bottom of their case he also
had meth and a pipe, but he was only booked for 148 or not booked but ...

Inv. Avery:

Sure, charged.

Ofc. Jensen:

Yeah. So not uncommon. You stop somebody for speeding, I don't always write
them a speeding ticket if it turns out that they have a felony warrant. I book
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them for the warrant and warn them about the speed. But I also, I don't write a
lot of tickets because a lot of what I do, also, is educating the public. People are
like, "Oh, I didn't know I could smoke here." And it's okay, let's check your
name, make sure you're good to go," and it's a warning. That's very common.
Inv. Conroy:

Right. You said Officer Dages based his contact with Mr.
on the fact
that he thought he was smoking. Did he expound on that to give any reason why
he thought?

Ofc. Jensen:

No.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. He didn't give any description of seeing him bring a lighted object toward
his face?

Ofc. Jensen:

No. He didn't go into any of that.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay.

Ofc. Jensen:

With me.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. I'm glad all these are for you. They're just ... Okay. So we're just going to
go over your statement a little bit. You asked the driver of the black car. He was
identified later, but you asked him to identify himself and asked if he wanted to
give a statement. Is that correct?

Ofc. Jensen:

Yeah.

Inv. Conroy:

Yes?

Ofc. Jensen:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

Thank you.

Ofc. Jensen:

Sorry.

Inv. Conroy:

She's shaking her head up and down.

Inv. Avery:

[inaudible 00:42:16] shaking your head.

Ofc. Jensen:

[inaudible 00:42:16].

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. And he refused to give a statement or identify himself.

Ofc. Jensen:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

He went into the garage? Did he drive into the garage when you were there or
had you left by that time?
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Ofc. Jensen:

I had already left, so I remember looking down there and seeing the car was
either in the area or in the same spot, but then was back with Officer Dages.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay.

Ofc. Jensen:

So I'm not sure exactly where they went.

Inv. Conroy:

And then you witnessed the inventory search and all you saw removed from his
person was keys and a cell phone?

Ofc. Jensen:

For sure cell phone. It was either keys or a wallet or something else. It wasn't ...

Inv. Conroy:

Do you recall any identification?

Ofc. Jensen:

Unless that was in his wallet. I'm not sure. I just picked up the stuff on the hood
and made sure it didn't get left behind.

Inv. Conroy:

Do you remember holding the cell phone and the keys or any other property
during the tactical debriefing that you were holding those in your hand?

Ofc. Jensen:

I think I had already picked them up by then.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay.

Ofc. Jensen:

If I hadn't given them to Officer Dages. I don't remember that part.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. All right, Julie. Thank you for speaking with us. Is there anything that you
think would be important for us to know in this investigation?

Ofc. Jensen:

I don't think so. I think you were thorough and pretty much covered the bases.

Inv. Conroy:

That's what we try to do. Brock, do you have anything else?

Inv. Avery:

Back to the guy, the driver of that car that was ... that pulled up. Were you
concerned about his behavior and do you have any safety concerns that he
caused?

Ofc. Jensen:

Yeah. He was very elevated and agitated. That's the main reason I stood over on
his side of the car with him. I didn't feel necessarily that I needed to control
everything about him, but I needed to watch him and people get to yell. I don't
get to tell people to shut up and be quiet. People can yell. If he were to be
interfering, coming around and interfering, then it would be different, but he
was staying at his door. He was being loud. I was trying to calm him down. And
then just watching, too, because he had his car door open, just making sure. I
don't know these people, so just making sure, keeping it safe.
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Inv. Avery:

So you asked him if he would identify himself. We saw it on the video. He said
no, F- you know.

Ofc. Jensen:

Yeah.

Inv. Avery:

An exaggerated no.

Ofc. Jensen:

Yeah.

Inv. Avery:

Did you have any reason to stop or detain him or prevent him leaving?

Ofc. Jensen:

No. I didn't feel like I did. I gave him an opportunity to provide his name and be
a witness if he thought ... they way he was yelling, you know. He was there, I
guess, when whatever happened and like I said, in my thoroughness, I'm not
going to leave an opportunity for somebody to be involved if they are interested
and then have them say that I just ignored him.

Inv. Avery:

And I want to test my understanding. So the custody search had occurred at
Officer Dages' unit. Was that Officer Dages' unit?

Ofc. Jensen:

Yeah, I believe so.

Inv. Avery:

Did you say you saw that search?

Ofc. Jensen:

Yeah. I think it's on my camera. I was standing behind. They were facing the car
and I was standing a little bit to the side and behind.

Inv. Avery:

How far behind Officer Dages were you when they went from the location of
the arrest to the car across the street?

Ofc. Jensen:

I trailed them probably by, I don't know 10 feet if I remember correctly, five, 10
feet. Just walked behind them.

Inv. Avery:

Did you hear any conversations occurring between Officer Dages and Mr.
during that transport?

Ofc. Jensen:

I heard Officer Dages say, "You put your hands on me" or "hit me" or "slapped
my hand." I can't remember exactly what he said. And he was like, "Yeah, but
you put your hands on me more." And he said that. I believe he said that, I don't
know if I heard that now or it's just because I've seen the video, at the car and
then I heard him say it during the search when he was, he was like, "Why are we
here? You see, my friend showed up." And then he said, basically admitted
putting his hands on Officer Dages by saying something like that's because you
put your hands on me or whatever.

Inv. Conroy:

Did you hear Mr.

say anything about smoking? Denying or ...
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Ofc. Jensen:

I don't remember ...

Inv. Avery:

Weed?

Ofc. Jensen:

... if he did.

Inv. Avery:

Do you remember a comment I'm not smoking weed or anything related to
weed?

Ofc. Jensen:

I don't remember that. Huh-uh (negative). I don't know if that was said when I
wasn't there.

Inv. Avery:

Right. Thank you very much.

Ofc. Jensen:

You're welcome.

Inv. Avery:

Anything you want to add, this is your chance. You have my card. If you think of
something that we missed, call me. I would like to tell you that the important
part of this investigation is that everyone gets to give their own version of what
happened and we need to keep whatever is discussed in the room and expect
that you not talk to anyone. Actually, I think you were ordered not to talk to
anybody about this.

Ofc. Jensen:

Right.

Inv. Avery:

And the same thing, if you hear others talking about what questions were asked
of you, you have the obligation to let somebody know because we really can't
have that happen until everything's finished.

Ofc. Jensen:

All right.

Inv. Avery:

All right.

Ofc. Jensen:

Cool.

Inv. Avery:

Thank you very much.

Inv. Conroy:

Investigator Conroy concluding the interview with Julie Jensen at 2:02.
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Well, I'd have to refer to our real estate guys for specifically the spaces or areas
specifically in that parking lot that are MTS or belong to the apartment.
However, our people generally do not do fair enforcement in the parking
garage.
Inv. Conroy:

Okay. So, it seems to me that if the parking garage is 75 yards from the
platform, does that sound reasonable that it would be within the paid fair zone?
You might have to refer that, yeah.
Again, that's not where we would typically do... Can consider enforcement in a
fair paid zone. No. Does that answer your question?

Inv. Conroy:

Yeah. And just walking around the area, my partner and I, we did notice that
there were signs indicating "paid fair zone" on the South side of the street near
the parking or the trolley platform and the tracks. We didn't notice any posted
on the other side of the street, which would be the North side of the street
where the apartments are.
I'm just referring to the news reports that I saw in the general public news
reports where, I think, La Mesa police contacted the person in question here
that you're doing the investigation. I believe that was not part of a fair paid
zone.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. All right.
And that's just based on what I saw from the news reports.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Very good. Thank you. If I were to ask, if you couldAs a matter of fact, I don't even believe if I can go one better shot. I don't even
think that's our property at all.

Inv. Conroy:

Ah, okay. But it is a facility of MTS where the garage exists underneath those
apartments.
I'm sorry. Are you asking me to confirm that? You'd have to refer to the real
estate for that.

Inv. Conroy:

Yeah. Okay. Yeah. I'm just saying that it may not be your property where the
apartment buildings are, but there is a parking facility for MTS patrons located
there.
That is correct.

Inv. Conroy:

It looks like it could be a little confusing, I guess, would be the word.
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Well, the parking spaces, I mean, there's signage there that says, "These are
MTS parking spaces." They're located around there. I don't know. I mean, if you
ask me if it's confusing, to me, no, it's not confusing, but I work here.
Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Okay. If I were to ask you, if you had some kind of a map that would
indicate where the paid fair zone is at the Grossmont trolley center, could you
refer to somebody that has that?
Yeah, I can refer to probably one of our real estate people. They can tell you
exactly what's our property, what isn't our property, and how the parking
garage is broken up or divided, I guess.

Inv. Conroy:

Very good. Could you contact that person or provide me with a number to
contact that person? You can text me that stuff if you... if it were more
convenient.
Sure. Yeah. Let me find out exactly who you should speak to, and then I'll get
the information to you. How's that sound?

Inv. Conroy:

That sounds great. That sounds great. And
thanks for taking the time out to
speak with me. It sounds like a minor issue, but it's an important piece in a
rather complicated overall situation.
Well, I wish you the best of luck. Yeah. It's a complicated situation, I guess, at
the least said, yes.

Inv. Conroy:

Yeah. It's at least that, but we're getting to the bottom of it. So, it's all good. All
right.
All right. Anything else I can do for you today?

Inv. Conroy:

No. That'd be great if you can refer me to one of your real estate people that
has that information, that'd be great. Thank you.
I'll try to get you a name and a number today.

Inv. Conroy:

Very good. Thanks again,
Okay, Sean. Take care.

Inv. Conroy:

Bye.
Bye.

Inv. Conroy:

Investigator Sean Conroy ending the interview with
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Inv. Sean Conro...:

Hello, this is investigator Sean Conroy, S-E-A-N C-O-N-R-O-Y. I am a investigator
conducting an administrative investigation for the City of La Mesa. With me is
my partner Brock Avery. Brock, will you say and spell your name?

Inv. Brock Aver...:

Brock Avery, B-R-O-C-K A-V-E-R-Y.

Inv. Sean Conro...:

Today is June 18th, 2020 at 1036 hours. We are conducting an interview with
Officer Daniel Paugh. Daniel, will you say and spell your name for the
transcriber?

Ofc. Paugh:

My name is Daniel Paugh. Last name is P like Peter, A-U-G-H. You need a first
name spelling too?

Inv. Sean Conro...:

Yes.

Ofc. Paugh:

Okay. D-A-N-I-E-L.

Inv. Sean Conro...:

Thank you.
Before we went on tape, you were provided with an advisement?

Ofc. Paugh:

Yes I was.

Inv. Sean Conro...:

Did you read that advisement?

Ofc. Paugh:

I did.

Inv. Sean Conro...:

Okay. Thank you. That advisement stated that we'd be recording this interview
today?

Ofc. Paugh:

Yes, it did.

Inv. Sean Conro...:

Do we have your permission to record it?

Ofc. Paugh:

Yes.

Inv. Sean Conro...:

Okay. So on May 27th of 2020, there was an incident that occurred at the
Grossmont Trolley Station. We have reviewed the call history and your name
appears on that call history. Were you at the trolley station for this call?

Ofc. Paugh:

No, I was not.

Inv. Sean Conro...:

Where were you?

Ofc. Paugh:

I was on a separate call at Grossmont Center, which is nearby, handling a
missing person that needed to be returned to the hospital.
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Inv. Sean Conro...:

Okay. Did you hear the radio traffic that went out on this call?

Ofc. Paugh:

I did not. I was on the telephone with nurses and getting people from the
hospital to take care of the gentleman that was missing.

Inv. Sean Conro...:

Okay. And you brought a copy of the call history that you were on?

Ofc. Paugh:

I did.

Inv. Sean Conro...:

Showing that you weren't involved in this call?

Ofc. Paugh:

Correct.

Inv. Sean Conro...:

Very good. Is there anything you'd like to add?

Ofc. Paugh:

Nope.

Inv. Sean Conro...:

Brock?

Inv. Brock Aver...:

Would you provide us with that call for the case file?

Ofc. Paugh:

Yeah, this is your copy.

Inv. Brock Aver...:

Thank you. Which hospital was the person missing from?

Ofc. Paugh:

Grossmont Hospital.

Inv. Brock Aver...:

So really close by Grossmont Center, Grossmont Hospital close by?

Ofc. Paugh:

Correct, yes.

Inv. Brock Aver...:

You said officer, off the record before we went on the recording, you described
Officer George.

Ofc. Paugh:

Georgie.

Inv. Brock Aver...:

Georgie was on the call with you?

Ofc. Paugh:

Uh huh, and Sergeant Purdy.

Inv. Brock Aver...:

Sergeant Purdy?

Ofc. Paugh:

Yes. On my call, not the other call.

Inv. Brock Aver...:

Okay, got it.
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Ofc. Paugh:

Oh, I think the letter telling me to be here is that last page, that's fine.

Speaker 4:

I don't have any questions.

Inv. Sean Conro...:

Investigator Conroy concluding the interview with Officer Paugh at 1038. Thank
you.
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Inv. Conroy:

Hi, this is investigator Sean Conroy, S-E-A-N C-O-N-R-O-Y. I am conducting an
administrative interview for the city of La Mesa. The investigators in this
interview are myself and Brock Avery. Brock, can you say and spell your name?

Inv. Avery:

Brock Avery, B-R-O-C-K A-V-E-R-Y.

Inv. Conroy:

Today's date is June 16th, 2020 at 4:46 PM. Today, we are interviewing Ricardo
Razcon. Ricardo, can you say and spell your name? So, the transcriber will
recognize your voice.

Ofc. Razcon:

My name is Ricardo Razcon. Ricardo, R-I-C-A-R-D-O. Razcon, R-A-Z-C-O-N.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Before we went on tape with you to record this interview, you read an
advisement that investigator Avery gave you.

Ofc. Razcon:

Yes, sir.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. And that advisement stated that we're going to be recording this
conversation today. Do we have your permission to record it?

Ofc. Razcon:

Yes, sir.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay, thank you. Do you have any questions before we get started?

Ofc. Razcon:

No, sir.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. So, tell me who you are employed by.

Ofc. Razcon:

I am employed by the La Mesa Police Department as a police officer.

Inv. Conroy:

And how long have you been employed by them?

Ofc. Razcon:

For approximately three months. My start date was March 24th, 2020.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. So you are in the field training officer program?

Ofc. Razcon:

Yes, sir. Mm-hmm (affirmative).

Inv. Conroy:

And you are with an experienced officer? So, who is your training officer?

Ofc. Razcon:

At the time, it was Police Officer Jules Jensen. Julie Jensen.

Inv. Conroy:

Julie Jensen?

Ofc. Razcon:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Have you changed FTOs since then?
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Ofc. Razcon:

Yes, sir. Actually, today was my first day with a new FTO. His name's Officer
Wilson.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Very good. All right. So, were you at the Trolley station on May 27th of
this year?

Ofc. Razcon:

Yes, sir.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. What were you doing there?

Ofc. Razcon:

We were conducting, it was an operation to see who had trolley fairs. Who did
and didn't have any. And at that time we were just looking for, like I said,
whoever had their trolley pass and if they didn't, then we would just obtain
their name and information because they were in violation of a MTS trolley
violation. That day I was pretty much conducting that operation and I was
obtaining individual's name and information and I had my FTO call me over. I did
notice that there was something going on over the radio, but being new and
being a trainee, sometimes you don't catch everything and she called me over
to assist her. As I was pretty much following her, so-

Inv. Conroy:

Hang on just one sec. I want to just ask you a few questions to try to get you
there.

Ofc. Razcon:

Okay.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. When you encounter people that didn't have their fairs or a ticket, then
they don't have really a reason to be on the trolley platform. So, did you fill out
a field interrogation card on them or field interview card?

Ofc. Razcon:

At the time we were probably like, I want to say not too long into the operation,
I want to say approximately 10-15 minutes into the op. So, we didn't really come
across too many individuals. In fact, the individual that I did obtain his ID, that's
when everything started happening as far as the incident.

Inv. Conroy:

Oh, okay.

Ofc. Razcon:

So, we didn't really take-

Inv. Conroy:

So, how many officers were participating in this?

Ofc. Razcon:

Let me see. At the top of my head, me, officer Jackson, Dages, Georgie. So, I
want to say approximately four.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Was one of the participating officers, Officer Dages?

Ofc. Razcon:

Yes, sir.
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Inv. Conroy:

For the transcriber that's D-A-G-E-S. Okay. Are you assigned a partner or when
you do these kinds of operations, you're with a partner because you have a
training officer.

Ofc. Razcon:

Yes, sir.

Inv. Conroy:

Do the other officers partner up and do this or they act on their own? How do
they do it? You tell me.

Ofc. Razcon:

They were just doing their own separate thing. They were in and around the
station and I was just mainly on the trolley platform, just contacting individuals
that were either waiting for the trolley or coming off the trolley. As far as the
other officers, they were just doing their own individual thing within the
operation.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Did you see where Officer Dages went?

Ofc. Razcon:

When I arrived, I just went straight to the trolley platform and that's when I
began doing the op.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay.

Ofc. Razcon:

And as far as Officer Degas, I didn't have an idea where he was at. I knew he was
around the area, but I didn't know exactly where.

Inv. Conroy:

Yeah. You knew he was participating, you didn't know where he was
specifically?

Ofc. Razcon:

Yes, sir.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. So, at some point you noticed something going on, on your police radio,
your portable radio.

Ofc. Razcon:

Yes, sir. I heard something going on. You can hear ... I can catch his call sign and I
can hear, it sounded like commotion in the background, but sometimes it's just,
you got the wind or something's going on. And I was busy taking individual's
information so I didn't really catch it. My FTO, she heard it and that's when she
called me over to assist her.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Do you recall what Officer Degas' call sign was that day?

Ofc. Razcon:

Oh man. I'm trying to remember.

Inv. Conroy:

If you don't, that's okay. Just a question.

Ofc. Razcon:

Yeah. Off the top of my head, no sir.
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Inv. Conroy:

And as I ask you the questions, if you don't know the answer, just say, "I don't
know."

Ofc. Razcon:

Yes, sir.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay? There's no penalty.

Inv. Avery:

Yeah. That's the easy-

Inv. Conroy:

There's no penalty.

Inv. Avery:

You don't know.

Ofc. Razcon:

I guess I'm trying to be the trainee, trying to remember. Oh, what call sign was
it?

Inv. Avery:

It's not going to be on your DOR.

Ofc. Razcon:

Okay.

Inv. Conroy:

Yeah. Okay. So, your training officer, Officer Jensen, alerted you to the fact
there was something going on and called you over?

Ofc. Razcon:

Yes, sir.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. So, tell me what happened then.

Ofc. Razcon:

She called me over and it seemed like it was something urgent. So, I actually ran
out to follow her and I took the individual's ID on accident-

Inv. Avery:

Oh gosh.

Ofc. Razcon:

... Just because of that. Yeah. So, then I pretty much followed her and she was
running into the direction of the apartment building. And so, was Officer
Georgie, another officer that was involved. And I followed Officer Georgie
because she was running in the direction of the vehicle that was involved in the
whole situation. And I could see what was going on as I was running towards
there.

Inv. Conroy:

So, you could see Officer Degas as you were running toward him?

Ofc. Razcon:

Yeah. I could get a look at him as I was running towards him. I was mainly
concerned with the individual, the driver of the vehicle because he got out of
the car and he was pretty much yelling and he was pointing his phone.

Inv. Conroy:

What did you notice about the car as you approached?
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Ofc. Razcon:

To Officer Degas and

Inv. Conroy:

So you went around?

Ofc. Razcon:

Yeah.

Inv. Conroy:

Because you were going to toward the driver of the...

Ofc. Razcon:

Yeah, I was going towards the driver, but I was still...

Inv. Conroy:

Okay.

Ofc. Razcon:

I wanted to stay near the rear passenger area of the vehicle. So I was able to just
come around and...

Inv. Conroy:

Did you engage the driver of the vehicle in any conversation?

Ofc. Razcon:

No, I didn't say anything. I just saw
fearing something was going to happen.

Inv. Conroy:

When you say that, he stood up abruptly, something going to happen.

Ofc. Razcon:

Yeah, just the way he stood up.

Inv. Conroy:

Was it aggressive?

Ofc. Razcon:

It was an abrupt stance where he just got up out of nowhere. And I saw that it
kind of got Officer Degas off guard. So I just rushed over there to assist in
whatever way I could.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. And what did you see?

Ofc. Razcon:

He stood up abruptly and Officer Degas assisted him back to the seated
position.

Inv. Conroy:

Oh, see, now you're using cop jargon. We're going to break you of this habit
right now. So when you say assist to the ground, that could mean anything.
Think of people that aren't in police work. I know exactly what you're talking
about. But assisted, what did he do? Tell me what you saw the officer do. How
did he assist him back to a seated position?

Ofc. Razcon:

I guess he kind of, I don't want to say the word forced him back into the seated
position, but well, I guess he forced him back into the seated position just
because of the manner that he got up and it seemed like something was going
to happen.

Inv. Conroy:

How did he?
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Ofc. Razcon:

From what I recall, he grabbed him by the shoulders and just seated him down.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. That's what we're after.

Speaker 1:

Yeah. That's a good description. And I want to tie in some other things that you
talked about. You said you thought something was going to happen.

Ofc. Razcon:

Yeah.

Speaker 1:

Good or bad?

Ofc. Razcon:

I'd say bad. I guess I go back to my previous job where, when I'd see something
like that happen where somebody would just stand up abruptly.

Inv. Conroy:

And you were a probation officer.

Ofc. Razcon:

I was a probation officer.

Inv. Conroy:

So you're in an environment where there could be conflict between...

Ofc. Razcon:

Youth and stuff.

Inv. Conroy:

Youth, yeah, okay.

Ofc. Razcon:

So just the way he got up really fast and just with the commotion of everything
going on. I went over there to try to assist in any way I could, as far as thinking
something might happen, but nothing necessarily came out of it.

Speaker 1:

So let's focus in on when you saw Officer Degas push him back on to the bench.
Don't use the word forced him back on to the bench.

Ofc. Razcon:

I'd say more of a push. Forced just sounds...

Speaker 1:

Was the push reasonable?

Ofc. Razcon:

I'd say it was reasonable, yes sir.

Speaker 1:

Wasn't too light, wasn't too hard?

Ofc. Razcon:

No, I wouldn't think so.

Speaker 1:

Was it excessive?

Ofc. Razcon:

No. Because there wasn't anything afterward that was, as far as I would say,
excessive in the use of force.

Speaker 1:

Okay.
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Inv. Conroy:

All right. So now Mr
is seated on the bench again after standing
abruptly. What was the next thing that you observed?

Ofc. Razcon:

Kind of like I mentioned, I kind of rushed over and Officer Georgie got there
before me and she assisted Officer Degas in placing him in handcuffs, grabbed
his right arm and assisted him in putting him in handcuffs.

Inv. Conroy:

Did you see Mr

Ofc. Razcon:

From what saw I only saw him stand up, I want to say once, during the initial
contact and stuff, when I got there.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Did you turn on your body cam at some point?

Ofc. Razcon:

Yes, sir.

Inv. Conroy:

When did you turn that on?

Ofc. Razcon:

I had it on during the entire op, so it was probably even before the whole event
started, I'd say approximately 10 minutes.

Inv. Conroy:

So why did you turn on your body cam for this operation? This fair check
operation.

Ofc. Razcon:

Just as far as anytime you come in contact with the public, or you're conducting
something like that, I felt it was warranted for me to turn it on. As far as per
policy and stuff.

Inv. Conroy:

Very good. Yes. Very good. Okay. So your body cam is operating from the time
you're doing the fair checks and the time that you steal, I mean, accidentally
take the poor guy's license and you run over to the car. Was the next thing you
saw, I don't want to put words in your mouth. Did you see Mr
be
arrested? Handcuffed?

Ofc. Razcon:

Yeah. So once he got up and I rushed over there, he was pretty much put back in
the seated position.

Inv. Conroy:

Officer Degas.

Ofc. Razcon:

Officer Degas put him back into the seated position, grabbed his arm and put it
behind his back. And Officer Georgie was already there assisting him putting his
right hand behind his back and they handcuffed him at that moment.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Does your department use any kind of specific arrest control techniques?

Ofc. Razcon:

Yes, sir.
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Inv. Conroy:

How would you describe the techniques that were being used to handcuff Mr

Ofc. Razcon:

Man, that's a...

Inv. Conroy:

Does the system have a name? Is it called ACT or COGA or?

Ofc. Razcon:

The manner which they used? It was more like, I'm trying to think of the actual
name here. It was just grabbed his arm from, I'm trying to remember what the
name, technical name of that is. I can't recall.

Speaker 1:

Is it a technique that you see used frequently or is it a technique that the
department expects officers to use when handcuffing someone?

Ofc. Razcon:

Yes, sir. Definitely. It was just grabbing his arm, placing it behind his back. And
Officer Georgie did the same thing on the opposite side. And that's when they
handcuffed him.

Inv. Conroy:

Mr

Ofc. Razcon:

No, he didn't appear to be resisting. He was just mouthing off a lot, I guess is the
appropriate term.

Speaker 1:

Did you say anything to Mr

Ofc. Razcon:

When I approached them? I don't recall. I think I said something along the lines
of "Get on the ground," but that's

did he appear to be resisting?

as you approached the [crosstalk 00:17:57].

PART 2 OF 4 ENDS [00:18:04]
Ofc. Razcon:

Okay. I said something like along the lines of, "Get on the ground." But that's
because, I just went back to, like I said, my previous experiences dealing with
youth and stuff. And I think a week prior to that I was involved in a foot pursuit
where I yelled at a guy, "Hey, get on the ground." So I think all that just came
back and I said, "Hey, get on the ground." And then I was like, "Oh, put your
hand behind your back."

Inv. Conroy:

All right. Did you see Officer Dages, grab ahold of Mr.
time?

Ofc. Razcon:

After he was handcuffed?

Inv. Conroy:

At any time?

Ofc. Razcon:

No, not from my recollection. Far as my memory serves me right, I didn't see
him grab his clothing. Because once he was put in handcuffs, he was seated. I
walked around back to the driver's side because I already saw there was two
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officers there with him. So I walked over just in case the driver decided to come
around or do something or assist Mr.
So, I was just trying to be more
aware of what was going on around me. So I came back around to the driver's
side and that's when I started talking to the driver.
Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Tell us about your verbal exchange with the driver.

Ofc. Razcon:

He kept, I guess, saying a bunch of cuss words and stuff and I was just trying to
get him to calm down. And I asked him like, "Hey, do you have an ID?" And he
was like, "Nah, F them. I'm not going to give you my ID." I was like, "Okay."
Because I was trying to attempt to get some information from him and if he
wanted to be a witness or something like that, but he didn't want to, I guess,
cooperate.

Inv. Conroy:

So what did the driver end up doing?

Ofc. Razcon:

He stood there. Kept mouthing off, cussing and I just stood back just to get an
overall, I guess, view of the situation. And from what I remember, he just kept
cussing and stuff.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. At some point, did he drive away?

Ofc. Razcon:

I didn't see him drive off.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay, well you tell me what, the next thing that you saw was?

Ofc. Razcon:

So once there, he kept cussing and doing his thing and then Officer Georgie and
Officer Dages walked Mr.
back to the patrol car and they remained
there in that area. I didn't see them drive away because I walked back over to
Officer Dages and Officer Georgie pretty much try to assist and [crosstalk
00:03:08].

Inv. Conroy:

So what did they do?

Ofc. Razcon:

They walked him back to the patrol car. Officer Dages conducted a search on
Mr.

Inv. Conroy:

Did you observe this search?

Ofc. Razcon:

Yes. I was standing by, just watching him do the search just with me being a
trainee, trying to get to know what a proper search looks like. And from what I
remember, they put him in the patrol vehicle and then...

Inv. Conroy:

Did you see if they removed anything from his person?

Ofc. Razcon:

To my recollection, I don't remember that.
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Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Take things out of his pockets?

Ofc. Razcon:

Yeah. I don't remember sir, to be honest with you.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay.

Ofc. Razcon:

I don't remember them seeing that.

Speaker 2:

Anything jump out at you because you said that your intent was to watch the
search to make sure it was proper.

Ofc. Razcon:

Yeah.

Speaker 2:

Was it was proper?

Ofc. Razcon:

From what it looked like, I mean, to me it looked like a proper search. But as far
as I, I'm trying to remember if he pulled something out. But yeah, I don't
remember.

Speaker 2:

No problem.

Ofc. Razcon:

I guess I have a million things going on in my head at the time. I'm trying to
listen to the radio and try not to mess up in front of my FTO.

Speaker 2:

Sure. A lot of pressure.

Inv. Conroy:

Understandable. Okay. What happened then?

Ofc. Razcon:

Afterward, everyone muted their mic for a tactical debrief.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay.

Ofc. Razcon:

And I muted mine as well. And then, he was just, Officer Dages was just
discussing what happened. From what I could hear, he just said that he smacked
him and that's pretty much all I got out of it. He said that the guy smacked him
and then he was like, [inaudible 00:23:15].

Inv. Conroy:

Okay, by smack him, the officer meant he hit him or struck him?

Ofc. Razcon:

Yeah. He struck him. I wasn't sure exactly on as far as the details, I mean...

Inv. Conroy:

He didn't say where?

Ofc. Razcon:

No, from what I could recall, I think he said he smacked his hand or something
like that.

Inv. Conroy:

I'm sorry, his?
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Ofc. Razcon:

His hand.

Inv. Conroy:

Hand. Okay.

Ofc. Razcon:

Yeah. And yeah, that's all I can recall as far as that. Yeah. I'm trying to remember
but...

Inv. Conroy:

Did anybody else say anything in that tactical debriefing?

Ofc. Razcon:

From what I can remember, no. I can't remember, sir to be honest.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay.

Ofc. Razcon:

I've just had a lot of things happen since then.

Inv. Conroy:

Yeah. I know. Did Officer Dages talk about what he was going to charge Mr.
with?

Ofc. Razcon:

I mean, from the exactly with it [crosstalk 00:00:24:13].

Inv. Conroy:

Was that discussed in the group? Like, "I'm going to charge him with this or
what should I charge him with?" I mean, was that a discussion?

Ofc. Razcon:

From what I can remember, I mean, I'm not trying to say that you're putting
words in my mouth as far as like, because...

Inv. Conroy:

And don't let me do that.

Ofc. Razcon:

I think that was something that was being discussed, but I don't just don't
remember, sir. I know that he just mentioned that, "Oh, he smacked my hand."
Yeah.

Inv. Conroy:

Did Officer Dages give the reason why he had contacted Mr.

Ofc. Razcon:

He said he thought he was smoking. That's what I do remember. He thought he
was smoking and then that's when he approached him. And it was kind of
vague, I guess, the explanation.

Inv. Conroy:

Why do you say that?

Ofc. Razcon:

It wasn't like vague it was more like, he was like, "Yeah, I thought he was
smoking and then I walked up, I approached him and then he got up and then
he smacked my hand." Or something like that, along those lines. Like I said, I
don't remember like a hundred percent, but I do remember he said, he
mentioned like he smacked his hand or something even I was unsure. And I've
had friends that seen what happened and they saw me in the video that came
out on the news and then they asked me, "Hey man, what happened?" And I'm
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like, "I don't even know. I don't remember too many of the details because I
honestly didn't think too much was going to come out of it."
Inv. Conroy:

It didn't seem important at the time?

Ofc. Razcon:

It didn't really seem important to me at the time. And like I said, I mean me
being in training, I have like a million things going on in my head and I'm trying
to pay attention to this officer and then that officer and I'm trying to see what's
going on.
But then at the same time, it's almost like a good example I can give is or what
I've told training officers, I've been so in the moment, like let's say somebody is
telling me their statement and I'm thinking about what's going to happen next?
What's going to happen next? What's going to happen next?
And then they'll tell me their statement and then I'll completely forget, like, I'm
sorry, so go ahead and repeat that one more time, sir?

Inv. Conroy:

Sure, sure.

Ofc. Razcon:

So I guess I attribute it to that in a sense.

Speaker 2:

Are you single or married?

Ofc. Razcon:

I'm single.

Speaker 2:

Okay, so it's like listening to your wife.

Ofc. Razcon:

Yeah. It's kind of like she's telling you what's going on and then you're trying to
think of like all these other things and you're paying attention, but at the same
time, you're not. From what I've been told, I need to practice on my active
listening.

Inv. Conroy:

Well, and that's true, but you'll get the knack for it and...
PART 3 OF 4 ENDS [00:27:04]

Inv. Conroy:

Well, and that's true, but you'll get the knack for it and when there are certain
times to pay attention to something specific and when somebody's giving you a
statement.

Ofc. Razcon:

Yeah.

Inv. Conroy:

That's what it's all about.

Ofc. Razcon:

Yeah. I mean I-
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Inv. Avery:

Can I test my understanding? When you went over to the car, when you
responded to this call, were things moving fast? Were things moving slow?
Were...

Ofc. Razcon:

Just by everyone running towards the vehicle. It was kind of moving pretty fast.

Inv. Avery:

Well even the process [inaudible 00:27:32]. Everything you had to process, was
it in slow motion? Was it normal speed or fast?

Ofc. Razcon:

For me, it was moving pretty fast as far as a lot of things going on. That's why it's
kind of hard for me to recall as far as like, I guess, the details. I'm not trying to
admit anything or trying to hide anything. I kind of attribute it to that. I mean, I
don't want to say that my excuse is I'm just a dumb trainee.

Inv. Conroy:

It takes a while for the pieces to fall together.

Ofc. Razcon:

Exactly.

Inv. Conroy:

I can tell you that.

Ofc. Razcon:

Yeah. Yeah. I don't want to use that as a crutch or as an excuse, but I mean from
what I remember, that's honestly all I can recall from this whole situation.

Inv. Avery:

No, it's a challenging profession. So we get that.

Ofc. Razcon:

Yeah.

Inv. Conroy:

Yeah. We do. After the tactical briefing, what happened?

Ofc. Razcon:

We stayed there for a little bit from what I recall, but then we just ended up
leaving and going 10-8 again and just drove around after that. I believe Officer
[Degas 00:28:47] took him back to the station and went about the procedure of
citing him and all that stuff.

Inv. Conroy:

Did you hear Officer Degas make any other statements? Did you run into him at
the station or changing your uniform out at the end of shift? Or did you hear
him make any other statements after that?

Ofc. Razcon:

No. In fact, I didn't really have any contact with him. I haven't had any contact
with him, better said, since then. Because I was kind of... Once it started getting
to the point where it's at now, I was kind of interested to know what had
happened even before or after because even I'm not sure what happened as far
as the nature of why he contacted him. Me being a trainee, I like to know the
difference between a consensual encounter or a detention. I mean, even I
wanted to talk to him just to kind of poke his brain on what was his reasoning
behind it?
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Inv. Conroy:

Yeah. Those things that you just mentioned are the basics of law enforcement.
Everything that you do is based on that.

Ofc. Razcon:

Yes, sir.

Inv. Conroy:

So to have a clear understanding of what a consensual encounter is, what a
detention is and what an arrest is is critical.

Ofc. Razcon:

Yes. Yes, sir.

Inv. Conroy:

For you. Yeah, make sure your training that you get that clear in your mind.

Inv. Avery:

Did something come up that would pique your interest into the basis for that
content?

Ofc. Razcon:

What do you mean, sir?

Inv. Avery:

I mean, are you inquisitive about consensual contacts?

Ofc. Razcon:

Oh yeah.

Inv. Avery:

Detentions with him or everybody in general?

Ofc. Razcon:

Oh, just everyone. Like if I see somebody conduct a consensual encounter or
something like that, I always like to ask questions as far as, what was your
premise behind talking to them or doing the consensual encounter or
detention? Unfortunately, I haven't really practiced that too much during my
training just because of the whole COVID situation. I don't think I've even done
any consensual encounters with anyone for that matter. That's primarily the
reason why I'm so interested in trying to learn about it.

Inv. Conroy:

I'm going to consult my notes for a moment here.

Inv. Avery:

I have a couple questions [inaudible 00:31:19].

Inv. Conroy:

Oh, go ahead, Brock.

Inv. Avery:

Do you enforce no smoking on your ticket sweep you do? Is smoking one of the
items that you cover with people if in fact they're smoking?

Ofc. Razcon:

I know that... Well, the city of Lamesa just passed a ordinance against smoking
at public, but I remember before we went out to that trolley, I remember
looking at all the different trolley violations because my FTO provided me with a
sort of list of different penal codes and that sort of thing. Specifically, I
remember looking at the trolley violations and to my knowledge, I'm pretty sure
there's a sort of MTS code against smoking near trolley area. But yeah. I mean
his reasoning behind it or what happened, I mean, I'm not sure.
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Inv. Avery:

Have you witnessed officers enforce that regulation?

Ofc. Razcon:

No. I've seen officers educate the public as far as that's concerned. But as far as
handing out a ticket or a citation, no. No, sir.

Inv. Avery:

But you've seen officers stop and approach someone for smoking.

Ofc. Razcon:

Just like casually. I remember up here by Lake Marie, there was like a female
smoking, it's one of those vape things and she was blowing a whole bunch of
smoke. Then casually, we were like, "Hey, you can't smoke in Lamesa no more."
She's like, "Oh man, no, really?" We're like, "Yeah. No, you're okay. Don't worry
about it." Kind of thing. It was more casual type of thing.

Inv. Avery:

How about across the street at that district department complex? Have you
seen anybody contact people in that area for smoking?

Ofc. Razcon:

No.

Inv. Avery:

How about trolley tickets?

Ofc. Razcon:

Trolley tickets. No, that'd be my first time doing [inaudible 00:33:36] like that.

Inv. Avery:

Okay.

Ofc. Razcon:

Yeah. The whole premise behind it was because my FCO had to conduct... She
was hitting her five year mark or something like that and she had to conduct an
operation as part of her, I don't know what it was, but she had to conduct an op
and she was the one that organized that op. She asked the officer-

Inv. Conroy:

And that was Miss Officer [Jansen 00:00:34:00]?

Ofc. Razcon:

Yes, sir.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Okay.

Inv. Avery:

Did you talk to any of the bystanders? You talked to the driver. Did you talk to
the passenger in the car?

Ofc. Razcon:

No. It was only the driver.

Inv. Avery:

Did you notice anybody else standing around watching this contact?

Ofc. Razcon:

Actually, now that you mentioned that, the person whose ID I stole, no I'm just
kidding, the guy's ID that I took, he approached him. Then he was like, "Oh, hey,
my ID." And I was like, "Oh here, sorry, sir. Next time pay your fair." Yeah. He
came back on scene and then I was lucky enough to... Actually, I was fortunate
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enough for him to come and find me. Or else I would've had a found property I
would have had to have done.
Inv. Conroy:

Yep. All right. I'm going to conclude the interview with Officer Razcon at 5:20
PM.
PART 4 OF 4 ENDS [00:35:11]
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Inv. Conroy:

Hello, this is investigator Sean Conroy, spelling S-E-A-N C-O-N-R-O-Y. I'm
conducting an administrative investigation for the city of La Mesa. Today's date
is June 18th, 2020 at 2:36 PM. I am with my partner, Brock Avery. Brock, will you
say and spell your name?

Inv. Avery:

Brock Avery, B-R-O-C-K A-V-E-R-Y.

Inv. Conroy:

And we are interviewing Hannah Rost, is that the correct pronunciation?

Ofc. Rost:

Yes, sir.

Inv. Conroy:

Will you say and spell your name, so the transcriber will recognize your voice?

Ofc. Rost:

Yes. Hannah Rost, H-A-N-N-A-H R-O-S-T.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay, Hannah, before we went on tape, we gave you an advisement. In that
advisement, it stated what your Police Officer Bill Of Rights are, and it also
stated that we'd be recording this interview today. Do we have your permission
to record?

Ofc. Rost:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

Thank you. Okay, is there anything else before we get started?

Inv. Avery:

How long have you worked for La Mesa police?

Ofc. Rost:

About three years.

Inv. Avery:

Do you have any law enforcement experience before you came to work here?

Ofc. Rost:

As sworn, no.

Inv. Avery:

Tell me more.

Ofc. Rost:

I was doing an internship with the U.S. Marshals before I came over here, so
technically no.

Inv. Avery:

Right, so your first job was La Mesa police?

Ofc. Rost:

Yeah.

Inv. Conroy:

But she made the right choice and went for local law enforcement over those
federal jobs, the retirement's better.

Ofc. Rost:

I've heard that, I have.
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Inv. Conroy:

You'll appreciate it at some point, believe me. Okay. And what is your current
rank and assignment?

Ofc. Rost:

Patrol.

Inv. Conroy:

Patrol?

Ofc. Rost:

Yeah, just patrolling the streets.

Inv. Conroy:

As a police officer?

Ofc. Rost:

Yes, sir.

Inv. Avery:

It's not just patrol, it's the best assignment you'll ever have.

Ofc. Rost:

I like it.

Inv. Avery:

Yeah.

Inv. Conroy:

Yeah. Okay. Were you on duty on May 27, 2020?

Ofc. Rost:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. And you were working patrol?

Ofc. Rost:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

All right. Are you aware of a call that occurred at the Grossmont Trolley station?
Not a call, but I'm sorry, it was an operation?

Ofc. Rost:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

An operation.

Ofc. Rost:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

I guess checking fares and doing something [crosstalk 00:02:13]?

Ofc. Rost:

Yeah, they were doing a trolley detail.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Have you done those details in the past?

Ofc. Rost:

I have not.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay.
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Inv. Avery:

Have you taken any enforcement action related to MTS at trolley stations?

Ofc. Rost:

You're talking citation wise?

Inv. Avery:

Sure.

Ofc. Rost:

Just in general?

Inv. Avery:

Yeah.

Ofc. Rost:

Yes. Yeah. Yes.

Inv. Avery:

Part of your duties do you every go to the trolley station and do foot patrols?

Ofc. Rost:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

What do you do when you're there?

Ofc. Rost:

Depending on if it's a radio call of people loitering or if there's arguments
outside, things like that, just go in there and doing our patrol duties, but also
having the MTS ordinances in mind as well.

Inv. Conroy:

Have you written citations there regarding MTS violations of MTS codes?

Ofc. Rost:

It's possible. Honestly, I'm not sure. That's not my area that I necessarily patrol. I
patrol the further so maybe when I was on phase training possibly, but it's not a
reoccurring thing. I'm never really over in that general area.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. But on May 27th, you did not participate in that fair check operation that
was there?

Ofc. Rost:

I did not.

Inv. Conroy:

But you did have a brief encounter with Officer Degas who was transporting a
prisoner identified as Mr.
to the station where he issued him a citation.

Ofc. Rost:

Correct. I was there when he was giving him the citation.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Walk me through that. So, you encountered him, tell me what happened?

Ofc. Rost:

I was pulling into the sally port to go to my lunch. Out of common courtesy I
always ask, "Hey, do you need anything? I'm going to go inside." He said, "Yeah,
you mind hanging out? I'm going to give him a citation and cut him loose."
"Okay." So I backed into my spot, got out of my car, activated my body worn
camera, walked over to where they were and then, do you want me just to tell
what happened then?
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Inv. Conroy:

Sure.

Inv. Avery:

Sure.

Ofc. Rost:

Okay. Officer Degas is getting ready to release him on a cite. Typically, I can't
speak for other officers but I like to have the conversation, "Hey, I'm going to
take off the cuffs. This is what's going to happen. I need you sign on the
citation." I immediately noticed they were tripping back and forth at each other,
not necessarily being the nicest people in the world to each other.
I watched as Officer Degas kept trying to tell him to stop moving. He kept trying
to move left and right with him, take off cuffs. It's typically easier when
someone stands straight up, depending on where, sometimes if you put the key
link on the top or the bottom, whatever it is. The only interaction that I had was
when Mr.
went to go walk out the gate prior to Officer Davis opening
the gate, he started yanking on the gate and all I said was, "Sir, please don't
yank on the gate you're going to break it and then we'll all be stuck in here."
And then the gate opened.

Inv. Avery:

By using logic.

Ofc. Rost:

Yeah. So then gate opened and he walked out the back. He started coming back
up the sally port ramp and said he wanted Degas's named and badge number. I
said, "It's on the bottom of your citation." He said, "Thank you ma'am." I said,
"You're welcome, sir." And that was it.

Inv. Conroy:

At what point did you disengage your body camera or stop the recording?

Ofc. Rost:

When he was gone. When he was done.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. So why did you turn on your body cam?

Ofc. Rost:

It's our policy. Anytime we go to contact anybody.

Inv. Avery:

Good answer.

Ofc. Rost:

Yeah. Anytime we go to contact somebody, I think certain people have different
opinions on it. Even if it's a citizen's contact for me, I activate it. They typically
say to activate it when it's an enforcement action. I abide by that aspect but if
its assistant contact or something that I'm meeting with somebody or
something that could go sideways, I always have it on just in case something
does happen for safety reasons.

Inv. Conroy:

What is your understanding of your policy as to when you should put on your
body worn camera or when you shall?

Ofc. Rost:

In regards to different situations?
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Inv. Conroy:

Yes.

Ofc. Rost:

So it's our policy if we're driving code, we have to have it on. If we get out and
contact somebody, we have to have it on. There are things where, when you're
doing like a mental health eval, you can have it on, but having muted. You can
turn it off when you're done with whatever enforcement action you're taking.
When you take someone to jail, when they go through the last sally port
instance, when they're going into Sheriff's custody, I leave it on until the door
closes. My understanding is you turn it on and you leave it on the entire time
someone is there, as long as they're not there, then it can be off. That is the
most general way I can describe it.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay.

Inv. Avery:

And to test my understanding, you told us you always turn it on.

Ofc. Rost:

Yeah. Anytime I go out and contact somebody, I always have mine on.

Inv. Avery:

So this should, shall, doesn't really matter to you, it's just always on?

Ofc. Rost:

No, not necessarily.

Inv. Avery:

Okay.

Ofc. Rost:

Not that it doesn't matter.

Inv. Avery:

What I'm saying is, you turn it on all the time, not having the camera doesn't
matter.

Ofc. Rost:

Oh, yeah.

Inv. Avery:

Your practices is, I'm out of the car, turn it on.

Ofc. Rost:

Yes. I have a theory of when I get out the car, I hit my lock button on my door
and pat my chest and that's how it goes. Kind of have a routine. That's my way
of doing things.

Inv. Conroy:

That's the best way to have a routine.

Ofc. Rost:

Mm-hmm (affirmative).

Inv. Conroy:

Yeah.

Ofc. Rost:

And depending on the types of calls, if it's a possibility that there could be some
force involved, if there's excited delirium, if there's something going on, the way
my seat belt goes because I'm short, it typically covers this part but if it's
something that I need to be aware of, that something that's going on, I would
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typically move it down so when it comes off, it just slides right off and it's there,
rather than being covered in black. That's just kind of my thing.
Inv. Conroy:

Okay. All right. When you said they were tripping at each other, I guess your
body cam captured it, but to your recollection, what kind of things were being
said?

Ofc. Rost:

I don't know, I couldn't tell you verbatim quotes. I haven't watched my body
cam. I couldn't tell you verbatim, but I know a lot of it was saying basically
somewhere along the lines of are you going to sign the cite or something along
the lines of just release me, just release me, let me go. My understanding was
that he was ready to receive a cite and leave. That was my general
understanding. I wasn't there, I don't know what happened. I don't know what
Officer Degas was doing. I don't know if he had a cite done. I just was doing the,
"Hey, do you need anything?" He said, "Yeah." He came to cover him just in case
something does happen because it's awkward, it's a small area, but there's a lot
of things in that area that could potentially cause an issue for either a civilian,
dispatchers, officers so just having another body around is always beneficial.

Inv. Conroy:

At any time after this contact, did Officer Degas tell you the reason that he had
contacted Mr.

Ofc. Rost:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

What'd he tell you?

Ofc. Rost:

He said that he was smoking in the MTS area.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Did he give any more detail about that?

Inv. Avery:

You're wondering how much more detail is required?

Ofc. Rost:

Well, he may have, but honestly I didn't really pay attention. I'm more of a, it's
not my business so you don't have to justify to me what you did and what
happened because I wasn't there. I don't know really anything. I mean, I heard
him put out the offense in which he placed him under arrest for. That was it. I
was patrolling the other side of the city. I know that, I'm trying to think. I
remember where we were. I remember he was at the front of his car on the
right side by the trashcan, and his back was to the PD so he was facing the sally
port. I couldn't give you a for sure answer.

Inv. Conroy:

Do you work with the Officer Degas?

Ofc. Rost:

Not often, no. He's not on our squad.

Inv. Avery:

Okay.
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Inv. Conroy:

Okay.

Inv. Avery:

Back to the tripping part.

Ofc. Rost:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

I've seen the video.

Ofc. Rost:

Okay.

Inv. Avery:

Was it elevated voices in your opinion?

Ofc. Rost:

Yeah. I mean, I would say so, but I like to keep things very calm and low and
level things out. For me that would have been an elevated situation. I probably
wouldn't have gone back to the station without somebody else, that's just me.

Inv. Avery:

So Mr.

Ofc. Rost:

Correct. Correct. But that could be just how Mr.

Inv. Avery:

Sure. Sure.

Ofc. Rost:

I've never met him. I have no idea. I don't really talk to Officer Degas. I see him
every now and then when it works an OT shift with us, he's not somebody I
hang out with outside of work so I would say a handful of times he's worked
with us.

Inv. Avery:

Was the chirping on Officer Degas's behalf professional?

Ofc. Rost:

I mean, I don't think he was unprofessional and in reference to words, but at the
same time I wouldn't conduct myself in a manner that would elevate things, I
like to keep things lower so that could be how he is, I don't know, I don't really
see him on duty. So it's kind of hard for me to make that decision because I
don't really know how he is. I would say they were both elevated. I would
probably say that they both weren't helping the situation, which is why I tried to
take contact when Mr.
started coming back up the sally port.

Inv. Conroy:

Again, I mean, we're not going to go into what it says specifically, but your
department has a policy on the way you're supposed to treat the public.

Ofc. Rost:

Correct.

Inv. Conroy:

Everyone.

Ofc. Rost:

Yeah.

and Officer Degas were elevated.
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Inv. Conroy:

People you arrest, people you contact. Did you see any behavior in Officer
Degas that would violate that policy?

Ofc. Rost:

I mean, like I said, that's hard to answer to because that may be how he is. I
have no idea.

Inv. Conroy:

I just sense that in your description you had a hmm.

Ofc. Rost:

Well, I could tell something was going on because clearly we have ear pieces in
so when Officer Degas asked for another unit, I could hear in the background
something going on so I knew from the beginning there was something going
on, but they already had multiple people there. So I could tell from then, and
then when I saw them, I put two and two together and I'm like oh, this might be
an issue.

Inv. Conroy:

Got it.

Inv. Avery:

Let me ask you this. Since you were there and you were observing the
interactions between the two of them, did you feel like Mr.
behavior
was such that you would have told him, "If you do anything, I'm going to throw
you on the ground and you're going to get hurt." Do you think it had risen to
that level? I'm not saying that's wrong and that you can't do that.

Ofc. Rost:

In that specific situation, in the 30 seconds that I was there, like I said, that's still
hard for me to say because I wasn't there through the whole thing. There have
been times where you're in entire contact and you know that person just fought
you or that person's under the influence and so it's like, "Hey, if I take your hand
out the cuff, what are you going to do with this one hand? Because I'm on your
right side, looking at this cuff and this hand you could turn and swing,
whatever." I could understand a statement like that being said, I could
understand someone being hesitant like, "Hey man, everything's already amped
up are you just going to just chill out for a minute."

Inv. Avery:

Was Mr.
Degas?

Ofc. Rost:

In my personal opinion, I would say he did have physical cues and verbal cues
that showed a type of assaultive behavior. I can't specifically say what type, but
you can definitely tell.

Inv. Avery:

Okay.

Ofc. Rost:

He could have just been mad or that may be how he talks, I don't know. I mean,
I would say from what I heard earlier and to what I saw, I could associate the
two and make the assumption of, it's possible, he could fight. The one thing I did
really think about in regards to that was that every time Officer Degas moved,
Mr.
will move his head, so he would always look at him. And for me it's

given indications that he was going to fight with Officer
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a huge officer safety thing. If I'm on someone's right side, I'm like, "Hey, look to
the left." Because you don't know if they're going to headbutt you, you don't
know what they're going to do. So I did notice that and I think that's why when
he finally released him, I stepped in to be a barrier because I had no association
with what happened whatsoever.
Inv. Conroy:

Right, and that was a good deescalation move on your part I would say.

Ofc. Rost:

I try. Like I said, I like to keep things low, level, calm.

Inv. Conroy:

Well, that's how you get through a career.

Ofc. Rost:

Yeah. Hopefully it goes that far.

Inv. Avery:

As part of your instruction in handcuffing are you also instructed on the proper
way to remove handcuffs?

Ofc. Rost:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

Did you see Officer Degas removing the handcuffs from Mr.
Did you
see enough to make an evaluation of if it followed the policy or not?

Ofc. Rost:

It's hard to say on that one because I don't necessarily remember it. Like I said, I
haven't seen the video. If I would have known this was going on, I probably
would have watched my BWC to be like, okay, just like I would do for prelim. I
read it over, watch it. I don't think I saw anything that was like an immediate
step in. I mean, I've seen people squat down to go and handcuff people and like,
"No, stand up, you can't do that." So I don't think it was anything that really
stuck out, but I think for one person rather than two people, I think he did what
he could do.

Inv. Avery:

Did you see, did Mr.

Ofc. Rost:

Oh, I don't know. I think he had a phone, maybe a phone or a wallet or
something like that. I remember something being over by the hood, but I don't
remember specifically what it was.

Inv. Avery:

Okay.

Inv. Conroy:

Did Mr.
two of them?

Ofc. Rost:

I'm going to be a bad witness because I have no idea. I do not remember
anything specific. I think, for me being a cover officer, was to make sure both
people were safe. I was focusing on the physical cues of both of them so I really
don't know verbatim, even a phrase of that.

have any property?

say anything about smoking during that exchange between the
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Inv. Conroy:

Okay.

Inv. Avery:

I don't have anything.

Inv. Conroy:

Me either. Is there anything you think would be important for us to know in this
investigation?

Ofc. Rost:

From my behalf, from what I saw? Or just in general.

Inv. Avery:

Anything. Anything in general.

Ofc. Rost:

No, I don't think so.

Inv. Conroy:

How about on your behalf?

Ofc. Rost:

I mean, even on my behalf, I don't know. For my brief minute and a half, what
felt like a minute and a half, I think from what I saw, I did what I did. Normally I
do not step in on other people's calls. I did what I did because I could tell both
people were amped up and I didn't want something to, like we say, "Go south,"
so I just kind of positioned myself, and I do remember this being on body cam of
me following him out and then I remember Officer Degas being off to my right,
just because, like I said, I could feel things being amped up. So I knew I could be
a barrier between both of them, if something were to happen, not saying it
would have, but if, I was that third party that had no idea what was going on. So
that would be about it.

Inv. Conroy:

I'd like to just close by saying, thank you. Thanks for being here. And thanks for
giving what you remembered to us.

Ofc. Rost:

Yeah, absolutely.

Inv. Conroy:

This is a confidential personnel matter and it really damages the integrity
investigation of people talking about what we ask so I know you've been
ordered not to discuss anything that we've talked about in here.

Ofc. Rost:

I would say yes, but no. It's like a known thing, you don't talk about it.

Inv. Conroy:

You don't talk about it.

Ofc. Rost:

Yeah.

Inv. Conroy:

But I would also ask you that you also have the obligation if you hear others
discussing the questions that we ask of them in this interview, you got to let
somebody know.

Ofc. Rost:

Okay.
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Inv. Avery:

You've got to let somebody know.

Inv. Conroy:

You have both our numbers. If you're driving down the street and remember, oh
yeah.

Ofc. Rost:

Okay.

Inv. Conroy:

We'll take the oh yeah at home, [inaudible 00:19:33], you can call us.

Ofc. Rost:

Okay. Can I ask a general question?

Inv. Conroy:

Sure.

Inv. Avery:

Sure.

Ofc. Rost:

In situations like this, when people are witnesses to IAs, should they prepare if
time is permissible to watch footage of the quotes? Because I had a feeling this
is going to happen as soon as I was sitting out there because I don't remember
really, the quotes.

Inv. Conroy:

What's your policy on reviewing body worn video for the department?

Ofc. Rost:

If it's for court and things like that, if you have a reason, there's a little note
section, you can add it.

Inv. Conroy:

Do you have, let's say for example, a deadly force investigation, are officers
allowed to review their body worn video before they write their report.

Ofc. Rost:

Yes. I just didn't know it said write paper on it. I don't know. I mean, the only
paper that I wrote on this case was I went down to pick the video from MTSS.

Inv. Conroy:

You know what the best strategy is? Ask your Sergeant.

Ofc. Rost:

I would but my sergeants on vacation.

Inv. Avery:

Find somebody. Find somebody.

Ofc. Rost:

I mean, I wasn't worried about it, I remember what I remember.

Inv. Avery:

You did fine. You did fine.

Inv. Conroy:

Generally you want to be prepared and have your memory refreshed as best as
you can if there are reports. If there's nothing, then it would just be based on
your recollections.

Ofc. Rost:

Yeah. And I think that's why I didn't, because I didn't write a report on it.
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Inv. Avery:

Sure.

Inv. Conroy:

And would you normally write a report on standing by as a cover officer in a
situation like that?

Ofc. Rost:

No.

Inv. Avery:

Right.

Ofc. Rost:

Unless something happened, unless there was a use of force or something.

Inv. Avery:

Right.

Ofc. Rost:

No.

Inv. Avery:

Okay.

Ofc. Rost:

All right.

Inv. Conroy:

Investigator Conroy concluded the interview with Hannah Rost at 2:57 PM.
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Inv. Conroy:

Hello, this is Investigator Sean Conroy, S-E-A-N C-O-N-R-O-Y. I'm conducting an
administrative investigation for the city of La Mesa. I am here with my partner
Brock Avery. Brock, will you say and spell your name?

Inv. Avery:

Brock B-R-O-C-K, Avery A-V-E-R-Y.

Inv. Conroy:

The date is June 18th, 2020, and it is...

Inv. Avery:

8:48 PM.

Inv. Conroy:

Thank you, Brock. Today we are, this evening, we are interviewing Danny
Sandlin. Danny, can you say and spell your name so the transcriber will
recognize your voice.

Ofc. Sandlin:

Danny Sandlin, D-A-N-N-Y S-A-N-D-L-I-N.

Inv. Conroy:

All right Danny, how long have you been employed by the La Mesa Police
Department?

Ofc. Sandlin:

Since February of 2018, was my employment start date.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. So about two years.

Ofc. Sandlin:

Roughly.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. And your current rank and assignment?

Ofc. Sandlin:

Police Officer and I'm assigned to Patrol Team Four.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. On May 27th, 2020, are you aware that there was an operation going on
at the Grossmont Trolley Station?

Ofc. Sandlin:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

And that was kind of a routine fare check, they call it, where they're checking to
make sure people have money for fares or tickets and other municipal
transportation service codes.

Ofc. Sandlin:

Yes. I heard that other officers were going there to do that type of trolley check
operation.

Inv. Conroy:

But you were not involved in that?

Ofc. Sandlin:

No.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. So you were out doing your normal patrol duties?
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Ofc. Sandlin:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

How did you end up going to the Grossmont Trolley Station?

Ofc. Sandlin:

Well, I think I need to first explain where I was, geographically, as to why I
ended up at Grossmont Trolley.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay.

Ofc. Sandlin:

I was with my partner for that day, Officer Goddard, and I had just initiated a
traffic stop on a cyclist at the intersection of Grossmont Center Drive and Center
Drive, for a bicycle violation. And so, I was in the process of conducting my
traffic stop. I had not even run the cyclist's name yet over the radio, I had just
obtained his information. Everything was going well, he's being cooperative, and
just going through what I normally do on bicycle traffic stops. And I heard
Officer Dagas put out a transmission over the radio that was both muffled and
there was really a lot of background noise in the transmission, which just, it just
simply made me worried that something bad either was happening or that he
was in trouble, because I heard shouting and I couldn't really hear what he was
saying.
And I also knew they had not put out Code 4 yet at the trolley. So I immediately
started talking about it with my partner, Officer Goddard, and we both
unanimously decided that we need to go down there-

Inv. Conroy:

So you let that bicyclist off the hook.

Ofc. Sandlin:

I did. I let the bicyclists off the hook. I told him, make sure you press the button
for the walk and don't don't ride against red lights and then, or something like
that. I don't know if that's exactly what I told him, but I gave him a very quick
verbal warning, and started driving fast down to the trolley to see why I heard
shouting on the radio.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. And what happened when you arrived there?

Ofc. Sandlin:

Well, when I arrived there, I parked next to a, I don't necessarily know if this is
considered part of the trolley platform where Officer Dagas and the male that
was sitting on the block was, but it was near a vehicle entrance to a parking
garage for the apartments that were at that location, at the Grossmont Trolley.

Inv. Conroy:

For the transcriber, Degas is D-E-G-A-S, and the subject. I'm sorry, go ahead.

Ofc. Sandlin:

Yeah. It's D-A...

Inv. Conroy:

Oh, D-A-G-A-S. Okay. Well, I think it would sound better the way I had it, but
okay, we'll go with your way.
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And then the subject that he eventually arrested, we'll refer to him as Mr.
Ofc. Sandlin:

Mr.... Okay. Mr.

Inv. Conroy:

So, you saw this interaction occurring by a driveway that goes to the
apartments, or does it go to an underground garage?

Ofc. Sandlin:

The driveway goes to a parking garage where the residents of the apartment all
park their vehicles. I don't know if there is access from inside there to cars, it's
part of the apartments and-

Inv. Conroy:

Buildings.

Ofc. Sandlin:

Yeah. The buildings and it's in the same area as Grossmont Trolley. I mean, we
even consider it the same location when we put out our location if people ask
for our 10-20. When they ask for our location on the radio, often we'll just say
Grossmont Trolley, because it's adjacent to that apartment complex and they
share not share, but some of the Grossmont Trolley property, the MTS property
line, extends so far that it's, they're right next to each other, the MTS property
and the apartment property.

Inv. Conroy:

What did you observe between Officer Dagas and Mr.

Ofc. Sandlin:

So, I mean, just kind of for me to remember chronologically what I observed, as
I'm driving, as I'm driving to the location, I see a... It was, I think it was a dark
colored sedan parked in front of the driveway that I mentioned, about the
driveway that goes into the underground parking area. And I saw, that was the
first thing I saw, then I saw multiple people holding their cell phones, filming,
standing around that car. Then I saw officer Dagas standing up, and Mr.
sitting on the concrete block and it appeared he was handcuffed, because I
couldn't see while I was driving for sure that I saw handcuffs, but it appeared he
was because his arms were behind him. And then I, excuse me, put my car in
park, got out and started walking to where the officers were.

Inv. Avery:

Just to interrupt you there. Did you start operating your body-worn camera?

Ofc. Sandlin:

I, yes. I'm not sure if I activated it as soon as I stepped out of my vehicle, like I
normally do, or if I may have done it a little bit later versus like right once I stood
out of the car, but I know I did it in a very timely manner.

Inv. Avery:

Okay.

Ofc. Sandlin:

It's just, I remember not knowing if it was what we call Code 4, if everything was
okay. So I got in my car very quickly to approach Officer Dagas and the other
officers on scene and just everybody there, to see if there's any help that was
needed.
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Inv. Conroy:

So, [inaudible 00:07:52], why do you operate your body worn camera?

Ofc. Sandlin:

Because it's a part of our department policy to operate it for any kind of
enforcement action.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Is it permissive like you may do it, you may not, or is it mandatory?

Ofc. Sandlin:

I should have reviewed my policy before coming here to remember the exact
verse-

Inv. Conroy:

It's not a test, but don't [inaudible 00:08:17], but it is a test.

Ofc. Sandlin:

I think I understand, and I'm trying to remember as much as, I honestly do
remember, of the policy because for us it's not always mandatory and I'm trying
to remember exactly so I can really say what the verbiage is as to say in
situations why it's not mandatory. Gosh, I'm sorry. I can't think of it right now.

Inv. Conroy:

Don't worry about [crosstalk 00:00:08:50]. Your practice...

Ofc. Sandlin:

In my practice-

Inv. Conroy:

Your practice, you put it on.

Ofc. Sandlin:

In my practice, yes, I put it on. I don't want to say the word always because as I
stated, about the incident at the Grossmont Trolley, it was fast paced. I was
getting in my car very quickly with a sense-

Inv. Conroy:

Right, because your primary concern is the safety-

Ofc. Sandlin:

Yes-

Inv. Conroy:

Of the officers.

Ofc. Sandlin:

With a sense of urgency. So, I know at times I've either activated it late or
completely forgot all together. Although I think it's happened a very small
number of times that I forgot altogether, but there has been times where I
know I've activated it late instead of as soon as I stepped out of the car, simply
because of the urgency of getting out of my vehicle to set... An example would
be like a call where a neighbor stabbed another neighbor with a knife. And as
soon as I drive up, I see blood everywhere, and then a woman walking towards
me yelling. So, that's just one off the top of my head that I can remember of the
video doesn't start right away.

Inv. Conroy:

Right.

Ofc. Sandlin:

So just for the-
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Inv. Conroy:

Is your understanding of the department policy, that if you're willing to make a
contact with somebody, if you're going to be developing reasonable suspicion, if
you're doing enforcement that you should operate.

Ofc. Sandlin:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

And then is it your understanding that there are a few conditions where it is
shall operate, which is the mandatory meaning you better do it?

Ofc. Sandlin:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. And do you know what those are, where it's mandatory?

Ofc. Sandlin:

Again, I don't want to confirm...

Inv. Conroy:

This isn't a test, so if you know, there's going to be a confrontation, does that,
likely to be a confrontation, does that sound like a, and if you're going to roll
Code 3, does that sound like the kind of situations where would be mandatory?

Ofc. Sandlin:

Yes, the confrontation or any kind of enforcement action, or detention of an
individual, or contact an individual for, like you said probable cause, or contact
for a reasonable suspicion, but with the Code 3 driving, that's something that
I've heard mixed answers on as to my peers, other officers, activating as soon as
they start driving Code 3, or waiting until they're actually on scene stepping out
of their vehicle.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. And I can see the argument why activate too so the camera's recording a
steering wheel, but you know, I get it. And I think the intent of that policy is that
you activate it before you get to a critical scene that you'd be rolling a Code 3
too. Okay. All right. Let's move on from [crosstalk 00:11:44]. I think we beat that
dead horse.

Ofc. Sandlin:

Now I need to go read the BWC so I know the verbiage.

Inv. Conroy:

Right.
So continue with the... You arrive on scene. You see that Mr.
has
already been handcuffed, and does it appear to be still a volatile situation?

Ofc. Sandlin:

I'm not sure if volatile is the adjective that comes to mind or that I'd use. And I
only say that just because we may have different understandings of how that
word is used or what the situation was, but I can describe it in my own words. I
believed the scene, I didn't know at that time, even when I arrived and saw that
Mr.
was handcuffed, I didn't know if it was safe because of the amount
of people that were there, and the vehicle that was there with the individuals. I
don't know how many, but there was individuals inside the vehicle. And because
of the dynamics of just multiple people being on scene, I did not know and I
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wasn't sure at the time what their involvement was. I didn't even know what
the stop was for, to be honest. I didn't even see him. I had no idea why Mr.
was detained or in handcuffs.
I remember I asked a female who was recording, "Are you with him?" Or I may
have asked her, "Do you know him?" I think I just asked her, "Are you with
him?" Just because I wanted to kind of get an understanding of what was going
on. And she said, "No, I'm just recording." And then I kind of started figuring out
that I assumed the people with their phones were just simply recording to
record the police contact, and that the people in the car may have some
involvement because I heard some shouting from inside the car, and I heard Mr.
shouting. So I just stuck around just to make sure everything stayed
under control.
Inv. Conroy:

Were you there to the point that Mr., or I'm sorry, Officer Dagas, step to the
side and was looking for information on his tablet?

Ofc. Sandlin:

I don't remember him doing that because, so what I saw and what I remember,
is Officer Dagas was standing next to Mr.
who was seated on the
concrete block for, I don't even know if I can estimate, I don't know how long he
was standing next to him, but it was more than a minute. It was, Mr.
was seated on the block. Officer Dagas was standing next to him. There was, I
think, two other officers next to the vehicle, and I was standing pretty far away.
I was, at first I stayed and talked to the woman that was standing basically at the
same location I was. She was roughly 10 to 15 yards away filming the contact
between Mr.

Inv. Conroy:

Did she have a reflective vest on?

Ofc. Sandlin:

Yes, she did. I was standing pretty close to where she was and I just, I stayed in
that location, just observing. And I was mainly observing what was behind us.
I guess to give it a reference, I wasn't primarily observing Officer Dagas and Mr.
because I wasn't concerned about them, because Mr.
was
handcuffed and sitting down on a block. I was looking the complete opposite
direction and 360 degrees around us, just scanning for potential threats like I
always do with the situation-

Inv. Avery:

Good for you.

Ofc. Sandlin:

When it's dynamic and we have somebody detained, but we don't know if
there's other people involved, or someone that could come down from the
three story apartment and start becoming 4-15 with us. Four 15 for the
recording is-

Inv. Conroy:

Yeah-
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Ofc. Sandlin:

Okay.

Inv. Conroy:

No, go ahead. They need to know.

Ofc. Sandlin:

The code for disturbance, so sometimes we don't know if there're other parties
involved, such as a boyfriend or girlfriend or a friend or accomplice of the
detained person. And they may come down or get involved in a way where it
interferes with the investigation, or they may threaten other officers, or present
some type of threat or weapon. So, I was scanning for those types of threats in
general-

Inv. Conroy:

Okay.

Ofc. Sandlin:

From all directions.

Inv. Conroy:

Did you engage the female that was recording in the reflective vest, did she
appear to be a bus driver to you?

Ofc. Sandlin:

I found out later that she was a bus driver, to be honest, it didn't cross my mind
that the reflective vests signified she was a bus driver, because I just, I saw the
reflective vest and I thought to myself, okay, it's a woman with reflective vest.
Let me continue kind of scanning and getting a feel of what's going on here. And
as I said, my main concern is not the people holding the phones, filming. It's just
making sure the scene stays safe, scene security. So I stayed there solely for the
reason of scene security. That's the main reason I stayed there and didn't get
back in my car and go away, because it seemed to be somewhat under control
with the exception of shouting coming within the vehicle. But there was officers
near that so I wasn't too concerned about the vehicle because I knew at least
one other officer had eyes on the occupants inside the vehicle.

Inv. Conroy:

Did you or your partner, Goddard-

Ofc. Sandlin:

Mm-hmm (affirmative).

Inv. Conroy:

Goodard?

Ofc. Sandlin:

Goddard.

Inv. Conroy:

Goddard. Okay. Did either of you engage her in conversation?

Ofc. Sandlin:

Oh. Yes, afterwards.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay, afterwards.

Ofc. Sandlin:

After the whole scene-

Inv. Conroy:

Am I jumping ahead? Have I missed any...
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Ofc. Sandlin:

Maybe, but let me think. I mean, because it is a separate, I know it's a separate
recording because, for me at least it is, because that happened after I got back
to my vehicle. I was about to leave, but then realized my partner, Officer
Goddard was still standing outside and was an initiating or responding [crosstalk
00:17:50].
Right, right. Because I was about to, I thought we were both leaving. I thought
we were done. And then I noticed he was speaking with the lady in the
reflective vest and the white male with the arm cast, and then another male
that was there with Mr.
So then I just parked my car near them and
got out.

Inv. Conroy:

And the white male with the cast on his arm, did you see him engaging Officer
Dagas in verbal exchanges?

Ofc. Sandlin:

Yes. I don't remember what he said, but I could tell he was angry and he was
shouting things either at Officer Dagas or the other officers on scene. I don't
know for sure who he was shouting at. I just took note of him mentally, but
wasn't hyper focused on him because he was simply just shouting at either
Officer Dagas or the other officers nearby. And I was continuing to look beyond
what was currently going on right there, because it was a lot of shouting, and
people in this small spot, that driveway and the blocks. And I kind of felt like I
was the only one that was still scanning beyond, like the actual trolley platform
and things that are completely out of the scene, but could still very well become
something that becomes a threat. Because those trolleys drop off people all the
time, and there's two trolleys coming in, so I'm always like looking and just
making sure you know, that nobody jumps off that trolley with a AK-47 and
ambushes us. Not to sound silly or anything, but it's the truth. [crosstalk
00:19:34]

Inv. Avery:

It's the truth.

Ofc. Sandlin:

I'd rather be scanning for that than calmly standing with my back turned to my
partners who are on scene.

Inv. Conroy:

So, did you remain at that scene after Officer Dagas and the other Officer
Georgie, escorted Mr.
to where their police vehicles were parked?

Ofc. Sandlin:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Did you join Officer Goddard in the conversation at any time in the
conversation he was having with the female bus driver.

Ofc. Sandlin:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

Did she at some point, or did you tell her that you didn't know why Mr.
had been detained? You weren't there, you weren't a part of that?
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Ofc. Sandlin:

I don't remember if I told her that. I'm trying to remember what I told her, but I
know I had very little information at the time of the arrest of Mr.
and
the details leading up to the arrest.

Inv. Conroy:

And that's understandable.

Ofc. Sandlin:

So I, in some verbiage or some form of communication, I expressed that to her-

Inv. Conroy:

Yeah. Okay.

Ofc. Sandlin:

And was just there listening as Officer Goddard also was answering questions
for her, and the other two males.

Inv. Conroy:

Did she offer to show you the video that she had recorded prior to your arrival?

Ofc. Sandlin:

I can't remember if she, I think she, I think she offered or she said that she had it
or she offered. I, at the time, I just didn't think it was something that I needed to
probe for and say, "Let me see the video." Because I can't remember if she said,
"Do you want to see it?" Or, "I have it on video."

Inv. Conroy:

Okay.

Ofc. Sandlin:

Because at the time, my concern was not, let me watch what you have. I just, I
didn't think it was something that was relevant to my duties that day. And I
believe she said something to the effect of, "I have it on video", and I said, I
don't know what I even said to her, but...

Inv. Conroy:

Are you, were you the senior officer or is Goddard the senior officer?

Ofc. Sandlin:

I believe. Let me think. Officer Goddard, actually I think Officer Jensen. Yeah. I
think Officer Jensen would be the most senior officer.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. I mean, between you-

Ofc. Sandlin:

Oh, between... Yes. Officer Goddard would be the senior.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. So does he kind of take the lead in these...

Ofc. Sandlin:

That was the first day we've been partners. It was pretty fun, because that was
the first day we got to ride together and be partners for the day. And I haven't
really been on a lot of, we've been on different squads last year and this year, so
I haven't really got to work with him a lot, but I'd say we kind of go back and
forth. Like it was a pretty good exchange. Because before this, the Grossmont
Trolley incident, we handled or we had many more contacts prior to responding.
So it was like, you kind of go back and forth.

Inv. Conroy:

Did-
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Ofc. Sandlin:

But he was outside the car talking to the female bus driver, because as I said-

Inv. Conroy:

Who spoke to her longer?

Ofc. Sandlin:

Longer, yeah. Because I was in the car about to leave and then driving, well not
driving, I thought he was going to get in and then I saw that he was talking to
him. So I drove up to where she and Officer Goddard was to just keep the car
near us, because I like to keep it as close to us as possible.

Inv. Conroy:

You know, we don't expect you to see somebody's phone, and I know that in
hindsight, something that seemed pretty minor at the time-

Ofc. Sandlin:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

Is a little bigger now. But did you know either you or Officer Goddard just jot
down her information, if that became, what she had recorded, would it become
important later on?

Ofc. Sandlin:

We didn't or I didn't. I don't know for sure if Officer Goddard didn't. I didn't see
him write down her information, but I did not.

Inv. Conroy:

I'll bet you in the future-

Ofc. Sandlin:

In the future, I'll jump out-

Inv. Conroy:

We call it a learning moment.

Ofc. Sandlin:

It is a learning moment for me.

Inv. Conroy:

I know it is true. Brock and I have been there-

Inv. Avery:

Yeah.

Inv. Conroy:

Believe me, believe me we've been there. I hate to tell you some of the things
[crosstalk 00:23:55].

Inv. Avery:

You can't get that [inaudible 00:23:57] but you know...

Ofc. Sandlin:

Yeah. I know. That's how I feel right now. Man, at the day of, you know saying,
okay, you have the recording or whatever. I didn't think it was something that
ever was going to be asked if I watched it or obtained her information. I'm
guessing her information isn't known at this time. It's...

Inv. Conroy:

Well, we're able to track her down.

Inv. Avery:

We got the [inaudible 00:24:26].
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Ofc. Sandlin:

Okay. So I don't feel as bad for... I still, it's still a learning moment for me, but
you know, I like to do my best, best policing work I can.

Inv. Avery:

I learned something on the last day I walked out of the station on retirement
day, you know? You learn something every day.

Ofc. Sandlin:

Oh wow. Every day. Yeah. Last day you walked out.

Inv. Conroy:

Every day.

Ofc. Sandlin:

That's cool.

Inv. Conroy:

Your involvement wasn't such that you witnessed anything that would require a
report.

Ofc. Sandlin:

No.

Inv. Conroy:

And nobody asked you because this became, and this will be common in your
career, that if you're asked something that seems minor, it blows up that,
someone will ask everyone who's been there to write what they've done.

Ofc. Sandlin:

Mm-hmm (affirmative).

Inv. Conroy:

Did anybody ask you to write down just why you were there, what you did, even
if it's a paragraph?

Ofc. Sandlin:

I'm trying, I'm trying to remember. I'm sorry. It's not very clear right now. I
mean, my mind is kind of filled with the recent riot we had on the station,
because that was-

Inv. Conroy:

I bet.

Ofc. Sandlin:

Very traumatizing and just the recent events that we've had.

Inv. Conroy:

Sure. Sure.

Ofc. Sandlin:

I certainly will check. I don't remember being asked to write what is called a
supplemental report for this incident, but...

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Not a problem.

Ofc. Sandlin:

Okay.

Inv. Conroy:

All right.

Inv. Avery:

[inaudible 00:25:48].
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Ofc. Sandlin:

There's just been so many other reports and like I said, ever since the riot-

Inv. Conroy:

Yeah. No, I mean you guys, well, let's put it this way. We know that you guys
have been through the ringer. Okay. We know that as an agency, you guys went
through the ringer, and Brock and I both agree that you came out of it looking
pretty good.

Inv. Avery:

I have a couple of questions, Sean.

Inv. Conroy:

Yeah, Brock.

Inv. Avery:

Have you contacted people at the trolley station and checked for fares?

Ofc. Sandlin:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

Have you contacted or located people on the trolley station who were just
loitering without fare.

Ofc. Sandlin:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

Have you contacted people like, you can't smoke there?

Ofc. Sandlin:

Correct. You cannot smoke there.

Inv. Avery:

Have you contacted people that were smoking there?

Ofc. Sandlin:

Mm-hmm (affirmative).

Inv. Avery:

On those other issues, the no fare, the loitering and smoking. Have you ever
taken any enforcement action, like wrote somebody a ticket or, because that's
as far as you can go with that you can't-

Ofc. Sandlin:

Right.

Inv. Avery:

It's not an infraction.

Ofc. Sandlin:

Correct.
I've never written someone a ticket for fare evasion or smoking on the trolley
platform. I've made enforcement stops for those, both of those violations,
multiple times before. But I typically, once I obtain their information, run their
information, ensure there's no outstanding warrants for their arrest. I advise
them, because often they're not even aware, that there's no smoking allowed
on the trolley platform, and I just consider it an education.

Inv. Conroy:

When you made those enforcement stops, did you operate your body cam?
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Ofc. Sandlin:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay.

Inv. Avery:

I don't have anything, Sean. You nailed it.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Danny, is there anything that comes to mind that you think might be
important for us to know about? Do you work with Officer Dagas?

Ofc. Sandlin:

Normally, yes. Normally he works on Patrol Team Four with me.

Inv. Conroy:

Oh, okay. All right. Have you ever been partnered with him?

Ofc. Sandlin:

As in like a King Unit where we're in the same car? No. I've been his cover officer
multiple times on radio calls.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Do, in your calls that you've been on with Officer Dagas, does he adhere
to the same level of compliance with the body cam initiating, that it seems like
the other officers do?

Ofc. Sandlin:

You know, that's something that I'm not sure I'm able to answer simply because,
the only way to tell if it's activated is, either you see the green or the red light
flashing up from the top of the body cam. So I haven't ever looked over his body
camera to see, Oh, he didn't activate it. It's late. So, I don't know, I haven't had
to like review his body camera for anything and seeing that, Oh man, this is late
or anything like that. So it's not something I'm really able to answer, because I
just assume that he does, like I do.

Inv. Conroy:

I would do the same.

Inv. Avery:

Do your peers talk about like, "Oh shoot. I forgot to turn on my body cam." Is
that part of the nomenclature now in police work?

Ofc. Sandlin:

Yeah. I'm not claiming it happens very frequently, but I have multiple peers that
have said something like that to the effect of, "Oh shoot, I forgot to turn it on
for that contact."

Inv. Avery:

Right.

Ofc. Sandlin:

Or, we're already standing talking to somebody and then I see them look down
and double tap the button that activates the body camera, as I've been in the
situation too, and I always feel like darn it, I got to do better. It's a habit that
adhering too, it is, I don't want to say hard, but it's something that you just have
to drill into your head. Like I'm stepping out of my car and I have to double tap
this.

Inv. Avery:

Right.
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Inv. Conroy:

But would you say that as you're getting more used to wearing it, more used to
turning it on, that you are doing that more as a habit now than having to think
about, "Oh, I need to..."

Ofc. Sandlin:

Yes. More as a habit. And that's what I meant, what I was referring to were the
times where I looked down and I see that it's green, not red as, as it's supposed
to be when it's recording. It's more of a, "Oh wow. I can't believe I forgot to."
And I mean, not frequently. If I had to estimate, just estimate the amount of
times, it's not even monthly, probably like, I don't know, every three months or
so I might just, that's a really arbitrary number, but every three months I might
look down and see [crosstalk 00:30:52] waited too long.

Inv. Conroy:

Like we discussed before, you're pretty clear that you're common practice is,
when you make any kind of enforcement stop you are operating your body cam.

Ofc. Sandlin:

Yes. Yes. Which is why I said-

Inv. Conroy:

We don't need to know about that.

Ofc. Sandlin:

Very infrequent that you I-

Inv. Conroy:

You forgot, but if you're forgetting three days out of-

Ofc. Sandlin:

Not that [crosstalk 00:31:11].

Inv. Conroy:

Out of a three day work week.

Ofc. Sandlin:

Absolutely not. I can confidently say that I'm not forgetting that much. It's more
of those fluke situations or circumstances when...

Inv. Conroy:

Is there anything that we haven't asked you that you think would be important
for us to know in this investigation?

Ofc. Sandlin:

Well, I think and this is just, I guess, because we're talking about the body cams,
and I'm thinking about my own practice and activating it, when I need to
activate it. One problem, like I said, infrequently, when I forget to, is not that I
don't double tap right away. It's, I look down and it's not on standby mode like
it's supposed to be with the... because there's two things you have to do to
activate. You have to hit, you have to move switch to the position of standby
mode, and then wait until it's flashing green. And there's probably roughly five
second wait time, maybe four seconds. And then you can double tap it. So,
sometimes I can't sit in my car. I don't want to sit in my car.
We learned in the Academy, your car is your coffin, you don't just sit there.
Getting out and waiting for it to turn green, but then somebody is already
approaching me, talking to me. So, those often actually are a lot of times when I
said infrequently that I forget to, it's not, I forget to, it's like, I forgot to have it
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on standby mode while I was driving out of the station. Because we're supposed
to have it off completely inside the station.
Inv. Conroy:

Right.

Ofc. Sandlin:

So that creates an engineering issue where, remember to put it into standby.
But if you just run out of the station and it's not in standby, now you're two
steps behind to when you go 97 and you show up on scene. So, that's all I'd like
to add, I guess, is that...

Inv. Avery:

That's a great explanation-

Ofc. Sandlin:

That's something that I thought of because of my own personal experiences of
not having it on right away is, often it's because I didn't have an in standby
mode yet.

Inv. Avery:

That's a great explanation. Yeah. So the last thing I'll leave you with is that,
we're trying to put this puzzle together and you can't talk about what we talked
about.

Ofc. Sandlin:

Okay.

Inv. Avery:

It stays in the room.

Ofc. Sandlin:

Understandable.

Inv. Avery:

Kind of disjoins the puzzle if everyone knows that, so it's an order for your chief
not to talk about it. And also, we also obligated that if you hear other people
that were at the scene and you hear them asking each other and talk to them
about the questions they were asked, read them their rights, don't let them,
remain silent.

Ofc. Sandlin:

Okay.

Inv. Avery:

And don't... They can't talk about it. Thank you.

Ofc. Sandlin:

Thank you. I appreciate that.

Inv. Conroy:

At this time we're concluding the interview with Danny Sandlin at 9:21 PM.
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Inv. Conroy:

Hello. This is investigator Sean Conroy, S-E-A-N C-O-N-R-O-Y. Investigator Brock
Avery, B-R-O-C-K A-V-E-R-Y, are conducting an administrative investigation for
the City of La Mesa. Today's date is June 17th at 10:20 AM. Today we're going to
be interviewing Lieutenant Brian Stoney. Lieutenant Stoney, can you say and
spell your name for the transcriber, so they'll recognize your voice.

Lt. Stoney:

Sure. It's Brian Stoney, B-R-I-A-N S-T-O-N-E-Y.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Brian, how long have you been employed with the La Mesa Police
Department?

Lt. Stoney:

I've been with the La Mesa Police Department for just over 25 years and I have
28 years total law enforcement experience.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. And what is your current assignment?

Lt. Stoney:

I am a Lieutenant and I have a joint responsibility, primarily with the traffic unit,
but I am also a patrol watch commander.

Inv. Conroy:

And one of your, we call them collateral assignments, some people call them
ancillary assignments, is one of those assignments as a expert or instructor in
the arrest control techniques?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes, I am currently the department subject matter expert in use of force and I'm
in the process of transitioning out of being the lead defensive tactics instructor,
as I try to give it to a Sergeant who has a little more time left in his career than I
do.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Investigator Avery.

Inv. Avery:

Brock Avery B-R-O-C-K A-V-E-R-Y. First, I just want to thank you for being here
today. I want to let you know that you're a witness only in this investigation. We
have no reason to believe, or there's no evidence at all that you did anything
wrong. This is a nomenclature and understanding fact finding for us. And we're
going to go through some tactics and arrest controls that were conducted by
one of your officers from the department.

Lt. Stoney:

Okay.

Inv. Avery:

We've summoned you here because you're the subject matter expert and we
want to look at the video and talk about the circumstances of the arrest and use
your experience to evaluate that arrest. Is that all right?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes, sir.

Inv. Avery:

If you want to take a break, if you want to...
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Inv. Conroy:

The incident that we're going to be discussing will be the arrest of
spelling
That's for the transcriber.

Inv. Avery:

Perfect.

Inv. Conroy:

Go ahead.

Inv. Avery:

Perfect. Thanks Sean. If you want to take a break, want to take a phone call or
whatever...

Lt. Stoney:

Okay, I'll let you know.

Inv. Avery:

This is for us to pick your brain. So your brain gets tired let us know. So in your
role as subject matter expert for the department, do you directly train officers
in ACT or do you have a cadre of instructors?

Lt. Stoney:

Yeah, we currently have a cadre of instructors. And like I said, because of the
transition process, I am not physically doing the training anymore. I stopped
that within the past year, but up until that I had been one of the hands on
instructors for probably 15 years.

Inv. Avery:

So are you comfortable if we show you some video that you would have current
skills and experience to evaluate that arrest?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes. And, the instructor that I'm grooming to take over for me, he still runs all of
his lesson plans and everything through me before they get approved and sent
out to the department. So I certainly have firsthand knowledge of what's being
taught today.

Inv. Avery:

Great. Is training of officers in ACT documented by the department?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes, it is.

Inv. Avery:

And where would that documentation be located?

Lt. Stoney:

Our training manager and our training Sergeant will use the software program
called TMI where they will document all of the training inside that as well as the
course curriculums and course outlines. Student rosters are also sent to post so
that they will be entered into the post computer as well.

Inv. Avery:

Are you familiar with Officer Degas?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

Have you directly trained Officer Degas in arrest control?

Lt. Stoney:

No, I have not.
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Inv. Avery:

Have you observed Officer Degas in arrest control training?

Lt. Stoney:

During the last cycle of arrest and control I would poke my head in periodically
in all the different classes that were being taught for that two week period, but I
cannot remember specifically if he was in one of the classes. I would imagine
that he was.

Inv. Avery:

Talk to me about, are students or officers in training tested or evaluated during
that training?

Lt. Stoney:

They are. As each new skillset is presented to them, or a tactic is presented to
them, they have to demonstrate proficiency while the instructors are observing.
And if they're not proficient in it, they remediate until they are proficient.

Inv. Avery:

So the remediation process is continue the training and continue the work until
their successful.

Lt. Stoney:

Correct.

Inv. Avery:

In your experience, is there anyone who never remediated and what's the
consequence of not remediating arrest control?

Lt. Stoney:

I do not have any knowledge of anyone who failed to pass for arrest and
control, but ultimately the plan in place is that that person would be given
several opportunities to pass and if they did not, they would ultimately be
removed from patrol duties, put on desk duties, administrative assignments,
until which time they were able to pass.

Inv. Avery:

And in your experience has that ever been the case?

Lt. Stoney:

I have never seen it for arrest control, no.

Inv. Avery:

We'll take a break for a second for the printer to stop printing. So given the last
question, you're not aware of Officer Degas being not successful or
demonstrating proficiency in arrest control?

Lt. Stoney:

No, I am not.

Inv. Avery:

Again, I know you don't have dates and times in front of you, but can you talk
through, specifically Officer Degas if you can, what training he would have
received in arrest control pre-service, academy and then as an employee of your
department.

Lt. Stoney:

Sure. So as someone who goes through the San Diego Regional Law
Enforcement Training Center, a very big portion of that training is arrest and
control. I don't know off the top of my head the number of hours that they go
through, but I know it's a significant portion of the grand total of time they
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spent at the academy. Once they graduate from the academy, then they come
to the field training program at the La Mesa Police Department. Prior to being
certified to go out in the field and to begin training, they have to pass just a very
abbreviated course of instruction with our defensive tactics instructor where we
talk about our use of force policy, talk about deescalation. They have to show
some proficiencies in less lethal options, such as the baton and some arrest and
control options like handcuffing.
They just have to demonstrate all of that and then they begin field training with
a FTO. Then every officer on the department goes through quarterly defensive
tactics training. So, four times a year we'll present a defensive tactics course and
that course will be anywhere from two to four hours of instruction. It can vary.
It can be on just basic arrest and control principles, it can be on the force
options simulator, it could be on any number of different things that are in the
curriculum. Then on top of that, every two years per post mandate, all officers
must pass the perishable skills program which is another four hours of arrest
and control.
Inv. Avery:

I saw on a public website, a curriculum for post perishable skills program titled
Arrest and Control. Are you familiar with that curriculum?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes. I actually wrote the original course outline. It's probably been modified
since then, but I was the original author.

Inv. Avery:

Are you aware that that's available on the public website?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes, as are all of our training materials.

Inv. Avery:

I'm going to give you a 10 page document. We'll label it an exhibit later on. I
don't know what exhibit number yet. We have quite a brief case full. If you
could briefly scan this and take a look at that before we get into the weeds.

Lt. Stoney:

Okay, I've looked at it. I recognize it.

Inv. Avery:

Again, it took you less than 30 seconds so don't feel you're going to be held
accountable, and if you can remember all that then you can have a great career
ahead of you.

Lt. Stoney:

Yeah.

Inv. Avery:

So what I'd like to do is show some body cam video from an arrest that occurred
involving Mr.
and Officer Degas. Have you looked at the tactics that
were used for that arrest?

Lt. Stoney:

Mm-hmm (affirmative).

Inv. Avery:

Then we can discuss that. Is that all right?
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Lt. Stoney:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

First of all, have you viewed the body cam video of the arrest of Mr.

Lt. Stoney:

I have.

Inv. Avery:

Prior to our meeting?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

I'll drive.

Lt. Stoney:

Okay.

Inv. Avery:

All right. So if you want me to stop, let me know. You ready?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

Which video is this?

Inv. Avery:

This is body cam video obtained that Officer Degas was wearing at the time of
the arrest. There's no sound in the first 30 seconds. Is that normal?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes, it is. That's the feature set up on the Axon Body 1 cameras and it's an
industry standard to have the first 30 seconds muted.

Inv. Avery:

I stopped the video for a minute so you could answer the question, but I want to
rewind a little bit and start over. Okay, stop the video. What do you see Mr.
doing when I stopped the video?

Lt. Stoney:

He is standing up.

Inv. Avery:

Where was he before he stood up?

Lt. Stoney:

He was seated on kind of a retaining wall, bench type area in front of an
apartment complex at the Fletcher Parkway Trolley Station.

Inv. Avery:

I advanced the video approximately four frames. And Mr.
turned away
from Officer Degas, assuming he's facing and that's where his body cam is
located on the front of his shirt. So it appears as if Mr.
turned away.

Lt. Stoney:

Correct. Mr.
turns to his right and takes two or three steps kind of
advancing towards Officer Degas in an attempt to what looks like walk away
from Officer Degas.

Inv. Avery:

In your curriculum or training in arrest control is there a standard or process an
officer would use to put himself in a position of advantage in this situation?
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Lt. Stoney:

Correct. What we teach the officers is that if they have a legal and lawful
detention that they need to take control of the situation, and the best way to
take control of a situation is to maintain that position of advantage. One of the
easiest ways to keep that position of advantage is to have the person who is
being detained, seated.

Inv. Avery:

So I'm going to advance the video and what we know based on the video is Mr.
is standing, appears to have turned away from Officer Degas, and
again, we'll look at another video to look at the spacing.

Lt. Stoney:

Sure.

Inv. Avery:

But from what we know now, Officer Degas is facing Mr.
I'm going to
advance the video. I stopped the video again. What did you see related to Mr.
movements in that little segment?

Lt. Stoney:

So it would appear that as Mr.
attempts to walk past Officer Degas,
that Officer Degas reaches out with one hand in an open palm, and he puts his
hand kind in the center torso of Mr.
in an attempt to stop him from
walking away.

Inv. Avery:

How are officers trained to stop someone from walking away? Or is there a
technique in the curriculum or standardized procedures to stop someone who's
walking away?

Lt. Stoney:

Well, ordinarily we would begin with verbal commands, telling someone that
they're not free to leave, telling them to stop, telling them to sit down. If that
does not happen, the next most reasonable level of force would be an open
hand or a control to just simply stop their movements, to redirect them where
you want them to go.

Inv. Avery:

So, based on what we've viewed so far in 35 seconds of video, 45 seconds of
video, scratch that, do you believe Officer Degas's actions stopped Mr.
from leaving, or stop Mr.
from moving away?

Lt. Stoney:

He attempts to stop him at this point in the video, whether or not it's successful,
will seem to be seen once we continue with the video.

Inv. Avery:

I'm going to continue the video. Describe what you see at this portion of the
video.

Lt. Stoney:

So it looked like as Officer Degas reached out with that open hand and
attempted to stop Mr.
it appears as though Mr.
used his right
hand to slap away or push away Officer Degas's hand, and as he does this, Mr.
continues to attempt to walk past him. At that point, Officer Degas
reaches back with that same hand and grabs ahold of his t-shirt and attempts to
continue to stop him or prevent him from walking away.
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Inv. Avery:

I brought up a frame in the video, the timer's at 21:23:38. Do you see an object
on the video at all?

Lt. Stoney:

So it looks like Officer Degas's left hand is holding onto Mr.
shirt and it
appears as though he is holding onto his [Argest 00:17:33] tablet in his right
hand.

Inv. Avery:

Define that. What's an Argest tablet?

Lt. Stoney:

So it is an issued piece of equipment that all of our patrol officers have. It's
similar to, or actually, I think it is, like a cellular telephone, but it has some
applications on it that the officers can use to run a person through Argest to
check them for wants and warrants so that they do not have to use the radio,
tying up radio time, or having the police dispatcher run them. They can use it on
their handheld just to run them. They can look at their criminal histories, they
can pull up photos through the jail booking process to confirm someone's
identity. You can do a variety of different things on that handheld device.

Inv. Avery:

Given what's going on between Officer Davis and Mr.
in this instance,
what do you think about Officer Degas holding that Argest device in his right
hand?

Lt. Stoney:

It's not the best idea. I mean, at that point in time, I would drop the device and
use both hands to try to gain control of Mr.
but things happen.

Inv. Avery:

Things happen.

Lt. Stoney:

Correct.

Inv. Conroy:

But
doesn't appear to be resisting really. He's not using his arms to
break the grip the officer has on his jersey or doesn't appear to be taking any
physical action to stop what the officer's doing.

Lt. Stoney:

Not at this point in time, no. Like I said, initially it appears as though he slapped
his hand away and at this point he's just standing up and passively resisting, not
so much as overtly or aggressively resisting.

Inv. Avery:

Good, you used some terms I wanted to focus on a little bit. You're defining this
frame with Officer Degas holding the shirt as passive resistance?

Lt. Stoney:

Correct.

Inv. Avery:

Is that nomenclature that's used throughout the department?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

Can you define what makes up passive resistance?
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Lt. Stoney:

It's just when someone is not following directions, they're not following
commands. It may be that they are somewhat argumentative verbally with the
officers. If an officer is telling you to sit down, the person is standing up, an
officer tells you to stop, they're attempting to walk away. It's just they're not
doing what they're being told. However, they're not being physically aggressive
towards you in their refusal to do what they're told.

Inv. Avery:

So what's the next level of resistance that is trained?

Lt. Stoney:

Active resistance or physical resistance.

Inv. Avery:

And then does that continuum or that definition of resistance expand?

Lt. Stoney:

It could expand to assaultive behavior at that point if the suspect is then
attempting to assault, to strike the officer or to do physical harm to the officer.

Inv. Avery:

So based on those three definitions that we just discussed, this is categorized as
passive resistance?

Lt. Stoney:

Yeah. I think it's passive resistance, probably on the far end of the spectrum. It's
teetering on the next level.

Inv. Avery:

Okay. I'm going to continue to play. I'm going to pause it just for a minute. Is a
shirt grab something that would be reasonable for a police officer to use in this
situation?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

In your course curriculum, is a shirt grab something that the officers are trained
to do?

Lt. Stoney:

There is no specific technique where we talk about that, but it is one of the
many things that we've discussed. Grab a hold of someone shirt, a lot of people
are wearing backpacks, you can grab a hold of their backpack, things of that
nature, in order to redirect them or gain control of them.

Inv. Avery:

I'm going to resume the video.
Get the fuck up off me [inaudible 00:22:10]? What the fuck is you grabbing me
for? [inaudible 00:22:13]. Stop touching me bro. [inaudible 00:22:18].

Inv. Avery:

Did you see enough of that to make an evaluation of Mr.

Lt. Stoney:

Yes.
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Inv. Avery:

Because Officer Degas let go of his shirt. Mr.
began to speak because
we could hear him speaking because the 30 second buffer has opened up and
now we have audio on the video.

Lt. Stoney:

Correct.

Inv. Avery:

Did you hear some of the language that Mr.

Lt. Stoney:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

What's your take on Mr.

Lt. Stoney:

He appears to be visibly upset, frustrated with the officer. He's using profanities,
saying things like, "Get the fuck up off me, get your hand off me. What's your
problem?" Other racial slurs and profanities that he states, and it's clearly when
Officer Degas let go of him the first time, Mr.
again, continues to move
as if he's going to try to walk away. And the result is that Officer Degas reaches
out a second time and grabs a hold of the shirt in the same manner as he did the
first time.

Inv. Avery:

Is Officer Degas's response reasonable or unreasonable, given the facts and
circumstances we just witnessed?

Lt. Stoney:

Reasonable.

Inv. Avery:

I'm going to continue the video.

used?

resistance at that point?

[inaudible 00:23:47], hey, hey, hey, what I tell you? I told you I was waiting for
somebody to come here. They're right here.
Inv. Avery:

I stopped the video at 21:23:58 so we can catch our breath a little bit. A lot just
happened there.
PART 1 OF 4 ENDS [00:24:04]

Inv. Avery:

So we can catch our breath a little bit, a lot just happened there. What do you
see positioning here?

Lt. Stoney:

Mr.
and Officer Dages are much closer together than they once were.
Just prior to this portion of the video, they were at least an arm's length apart
from each other. You could see all of Mr.
torso and head. At this
point, you can only see his chest because he has gotten that much closer to
Officer Dages and where Officer Dages's body-worn camera is positioned on his
uniform, in his chest area. Officer Dages now has his right hand ... He's reached
out and grabbed a hold of Mr.
left bicep elbow area. And with his left
hand, it appears as though officer Dages is now got it in an open hand, reaching
up towards Mr.
chest and neck area.
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Inv. Avery:

In the curriculum that's taught as part of ACT, is distance a factor in officer
safety?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes, absolutely.

Inv. Avery:

What do you think of the distance here on this video?

Lt. Stoney:

This is an unsafe position for officer Dages to be in. Mr.
is too close to
him. Mr.
could easily reach out and grab a hold of Officer Dages. He has
access to Officer Dages's ... All of his weapons and tools that he has on his duty
belt, because he is well within arms reach of everything that he has.

Inv. Avery:

What are officers taught as a safe distance or a position of advantage?

Lt. Stoney:

At least greater than an arm's length away from a person.

Inv. Avery:

And based on your definition of this situation, that's too close to an arm's
reach?

Lt. Stoney:

Correct.

Inv. Avery:

What's the instruction that officers are provided to increase that distance, to
keep the arm reach safety zone?

Lt. Stoney:

We teach them to create a reactionary gap between themselves and the
suspect. And so they need to create space between themselves and the suspect.

Inv. Avery:

I'm going to push play.

Mr.

[inaudible 00:26:49].

Inv. Avery:

I showed you about two seconds. What did you see in that two seconds?

Lt. Stoney:

In that two seconds, Officer Dages continues to hold on to Mr.
It's
officer Dages's right arm, again, holding on to Officer ... Or I'm sorry, Mr.
left bicep elbow area. And with Officer Dages used what we would
call a palm heel strike with his left hand to Mr.
chest/torso area to
attempt to push him back, create that distance between the two of them, and
at the same time, he's pushing him down to the seated position to create that
position of disadvantage that we talked about.

Inv. Avery:

And I paused the tape, the video at 21:23:59. Want to push start again.

Mr.

Oh my god, you turned the fuck up.

Inv. Avery:

I'll narrate a little bit. So, what we saw on that other three seconds, or less than
three seconds, is Mr.
went from standing. The palm strike to the chest
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that you discussed forced Mr.
position. Take it from there.

backwards. Now he's in a seated

Lt. Stoney:

At this point, Officer Dages is transitioning into what we would call an arm bar.
His right hand continues to be grabbing hold of Mr.
bicepped elbow
area. And he now is using his left hand to grab Mr.
wrist of that same
arm, of that left arm, and he is pushing the elbow up, and it would appear as
though he is pushing the wrist down. So, that would be what we would ... It
looks like the beginning of either an arm bar or what we would call a rear wrist
lock as he progresses forward.

Inv. Avery:

Just to test my understanding, it hasn't occurred yet. Is this the proper position-

Lt. Stoney:

Yes-

Inv. Avery:

Set up for-

Lt. Stoney:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

Controlled-

Lt. Stoney:

Yes. In fact, when we teach this, we teach it in steps like this so that we slow it
down. We call it going at peanut butter speed. Slow it down so that the officers
can kind of take it step by step and understand what the different movements
are with their hands as well as what you could expect to see or are trying to
accomplish with the suspect's arms as well.

Inv. Avery:

I'll push play and resume.

Mr.

Hey, you tough as fuck ma-

Inv. Avery:

Two more seconds elapsed. What do you see as far as the control of Mr.

Lt. Stoney:

Mr.
has stood up once again and Officer Dages continues to maintain a
hold of his left arm and he has now rotated it to the rear of Mr.
which
would, again, at this point in time with his hand being on his bicep, Officer
Dages's right hand being on the bicep and the left hand holding to the wrist
lock, he could transition this into an arm bar takedown where he would put Mr.
in the prone position down on the ground, or he could transition it into
a rear wrist lock control hold, which would be the setup for a handcuffing
technique.

Inv. Avery:

So, the video stopped at 21:24:02. Does this give you enough information to
evaluate that Mr.
in a position or ... Scratch that. Officer Dages is in a
position of advantage of Mr.
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Lt. Stoney:

At this point, I do not believe he's in a position of advantage. He is trying to gain
control over Mr.
and based on Mr.
movements from getting
up repeatedly from the seated position. And kind of his language, his verbal
cues would indicate that his resistance and his behavior has escalated and is no
longer passive. At this point, he's actively trying to walk away from the officer
and get away from the officer.

Inv. Avery:

So far through the video of now moving from passive to active resistance, is
Officer Dages's actions ... Does it match or is the tactics he's using to overcome
Mr.
active resistance what he's trying to do?

Lt. Stoney:

His tactics appear reasonable and are in compliance with what we teach for this
level of resistance.

Inv. Avery:

I'll continue the video.

Mr.

Cop, hey you, stop!

Inv. Avery:

Again, if you didn't see enough to make an evaluation, you can tell me and I'll
rewind. It's moving really quick.

Lt. Stoney:

Sure.

Inv. Avery:

So, I stopped it at 21:24:04. And what mechanics did you see Officer Dages use?

Lt. Stoney:

So, Officer Dages completed that initial control hold and turned it into a rear
wrist lock. He now has Mr.
left arm behind his back, and he still has a
hold of his wrist. He's applying pressure on his wrist to bend it back to gain
some pain compliance from Mr.
And now Officer Dages's right hand is
free and it's up in front of the body-worn camera, so I'm not sure what he's
attempting to do at this point with his right hand.

Inv. Avery:

I want to test my understanding. You used the term pain compliance.

Lt. Stoney:

Correct.

Inv. Avery:

Define that for me. What's the purpose of pain compliance?

Lt. Stoney:

So, as you begin through the levels of force that we have, like I said, at the
beginning level would just be command presence. The officer being on scene.
The next level would be verbal commands, asking or telling the suspect to do
something. Then you have open hand, which would be again, just redirecting
the suspect's movements by putting an open hand to his person. And then you
have the control holds, which is the arm bar or the rear wrist lock.
But then the next level during those control holds to make them more effective
is to generate some sort of discomfort, a pain compliance on the suspect, in
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order for them to stop what it is they are doing. And in this case, when you bend
a wrist, either forwards or backwards towards your forearm, it creates a level of
discomfort inside their body so that they will hopefully stop resisting, which is
normally the human body's natural reaction to pain is to stop whatever it is
you're doing to make the pain go away. So, that is what he's trying to do there.
Inv. Avery:

Push play again.

Mr.

[inaudible 00:34:56].

Inv. Avery:

Going to continue.

Mr.

[inaudible 00:35:01]

Lt. Stoney:

What do you think? So, Officer Dages continues to have a hold of Mr.
left arm in that rear wrist lock position. Mr.
is still freely moving around
and attempting to walk away. And at this point, he's now turning back towards
Officer Dages in saying something to him. It looks like Officer Dages has taken
his right hand and grabbed his extended microphone on his walkie talkie. And it
looks like he is probably either calling for his partners to cover him or calling
through the dispatcher to ask for help at the scene. At this point, in my opinion,
Officer Dages does not have control over the situation.

Inv. Avery:

You made an assumption, and again, I'd made the same one. Officer Dages is
requesting assistance. Given what we've seen in time and space ... What do you
think? If in fact he is making a request for assistance, is it timely?

Lt. Stoney:

It is timely. It may even be a little late. Ideally he would have had a cover officer
with him prior to making the initial contact. That is the safest way to do it. We
teach contact and cover, but we run patrol units that are one officer to a car. So,
you don't have a partner with you immediately available. So, a lot of times, you
do have to make that initial contact by yourself.

Inv. Avery:

And we do note at this point in the video that Officer Dages is alone. There's no
one with him.

Lt. Stoney:

Correct.

Inv. Avery:

But we do know that there are other officers close by, as he was part of an
operation to do a fair compliance check at the trolley station.

Lt. Stoney:

Correct. There are additional officers in close proximity to him. Maybe 50 yards
away.

Inv. Avery:

We stopped the video 21:24:07. I'd like you to speak to what else you see in the
background during this interaction with Mr.
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Lt. Stoney:

So, there's a car in the background and there are at least two subjects in the car.
One is standing outside of the car at the driver's door. There is a second subject
that is inside seated in the right front passenger seat, and it looks like he is
holding something up to film or record what is happening.

Inv. Avery:

And that would be the passenger seated in the passenger seat.

Lt. Stoney:

Correct.

Inv. Avery:

Given this screenshot at 21:24:07, what are your thoughts about ... You've said
he didn't have control earlier of Mr.
at this point. How about the
overall 30,000 foot look at this scene? What your evaluation?

Lt. Stoney:

I think Officer Dages ... If, in fact, the two people inside the car are either related
to or friends of or just bystanders who are coming to the aid of Mr.
I
think Officer Dages is outnumbered at this point time and he is not in a safe
position.

Inv. Avery:

Now, is this situation where you're being outnumbered, is that discussed or
provided or ... Is training provided in this type of scenario?

Lt. Stoney:

We do talk about this. You always have to be aware of your surroundings. You
have to make sure that there is ... When you're engaging with someone, be
aware of who may be around. Be aware of what they may do. There have been
incidents where bystanders and or acquaintances or family members have come
to the aid of the person you're trying to detain and have actually physically
attacked the officer or tried to assist in freeing the suspect who's being
detained.

Inv. Avery:

Going to play a little bit more. Starting the video.

Mr.

Mr. Dages, you're making a big ass deal out of nothing, bro. [crosstalk 00:39:50]
You're making a big ass deal out of nothing.

Inv. Avery:

Again, did you see enough to make an evaluation?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

I'm going to turn on the air conditioner so you can talk but still capture the
recording.

Lt. Stoney:

So, at this point in time, Mr.
again turned and attempted to face Officer
Dages. Officer Dages was attempting to control him with that rear wrist lock,
but it was not successful at that point because Mr.
turned into him,
effectively releasing the pressure on the back of his arm. So, Officer Dages at
that point in time, again, reached up to Mr.
with an open hand and
pushed him into a seated position down on that bench for what is now the
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third, at least the third, time, attempting to push him into a position of
disadvantage. And he kind of create that reactionary gap, distance himself away
from Mr.
Inv. Avery:

Does it appear as if Officer Dages is physically contacting Mr.
point?

at this

Lt. Stoney:

Not from what I can see, no. It does not look like he has a hold of him. And
based on the view with the body-worn camera, it would appear as that he has
been able to create a distance of at least a few feet between Mr.
and
himself.

Inv. Avery:

So, your earlier description ... Okay. Based on what you saw, you thought that
Officer Dages was going into a rear wrist lock?

Lt. Stoney:

Correct.

Inv. Avery:

Test my understanding of it, you said a rear wrist lock is a precursor to
handcuffing.

Lt. Stoney:

Correct.

Inv. Avery:

Again, as a trainer, it appears that Officer Dages gave up the rear wrist lock.

Lt. Stoney:

He did as a result of Mr.
kind of turning or spinning back into him. That
releases the third point of contact, which creates that pressure on that rear
wrist lock, so it renders the technique ineffective.

Inv. Avery:

Right. Mr.

Lt. Stoney:

Correct.

Inv. Avery:

All right. Can we ... 21:24:11 at the video for that analysis. Push play.

Mr.

[crosstalk 00:42:43] You're making a big ass deal out of nothing. You're real big
though, huh? Yeah, you real big. Yeah, you real big.

Officer Dages:

Sit down-

Mr.

And you real tough.

Officer Dages:

Okay. Thank you, bro. Thank you.

Mr.

Hey, where was I at? Where was I at right there? I told you, brother, [inaudible
00:42:56], bro. The people came. I'm going to dip.

Officer Dages:

Okay.

turning made the rear wrist lock ineffective.
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Inv. Avery:

I'm going to stop like at 21:24:28. Going to stop. A little bit of dialogue here.
What's your take on that?

Lt. Stoney:

I could hear Officer Dages tell Mr.
to sit down several times. And Mr.
is trying to explain what it is he's doing. Trying to explain why he was in
that location and talking about ... He uses some street slang, but he's basically
talking about that he was getting ready to leave with his friends.

Inv. Avery:

Based on that little piece that we saw, did you see any evidence that Officer
Dages had a control hold or was touching Mr.

Lt. Stoney:

No, he is not touching him at this time. He appears to be standing while Mr.
is seated.

Inv. Avery:

Push play again.

Mr.

No reason to be detained by you, bro.

Officer Dages:

Sit down-

Mr.

No, stop.

Inv. Avery:

21:24:31 we stopped the video and [inaudible 00:44:05] off.

Lt. Stoney:

So, Mr.
was in the seated position and he stood up for what is now the
fourth time, I believe. He stands up, and as a result of standing up, he is now,
again, extremely close to Officer Dages. And Officer Dages appears to reach out
with both of his hands and force him back into a seated position back into that
position of disadvantage that we teach.

Inv. Avery:

I'm going to back this up a little bit, so we can take a little deeper dive into a
small portion of this video, so bear with me ... I'll try to stop it.

Mr.

By you.

Inv. Avery:

It skipped ... Sorry. I just played a little bit of clip [inaudible 00:46:13] for you.
And did you see enough to narrate where you thought Officer Dages's hands
were placed on Mr.

Lt. Stoney:

Yes. So, at this point, as Mr.
stands up, it appears as though Officer
Dages reaches out with his right hand. Again, it is an open hand and he attempts
to grab hold of Mr.
on the top of his left shoulder. Kind of in the
shoulder collarbone area. And it looks as though Officer Dages has his left hand.
He's attempting to do the same thing. And it would appear as though it's
possible that he's attempting to use his left hand on top of Mr.
right
shoulder, which would be a technique that we teach to get a hold of their
shoulders and push them back down to the seated position.
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But in the process of attempting to do that, it's very fluid. Mr.
is still
moving and twisting his body. And it looks like Officer Dages's left hand does not
completely make it to the shoulder area, but instead, it gets much closer to his
neck and throat area. But ultimately with both hands, he forces Mr.
back down into seated position. Into that position of disadvantage.
Inv. Avery:

Does your curriculum and the training that you provide ...
PART 2 OF 4 ENDS [00:48:04]

Inv. Avery:

Does your curriculum and the training that you provide officers have names for
take downs?

Lt. Stoney:

We do. Yes.

Inv. Avery:

What'd you classify this as a take down?

Lt. Stoney:

We would call this as pushing or shoving someone into a position of
disadvantage.

Inv. Avery:

I'm stopped at 21:24:31 on the video for the purposes of when you were
describing where Officer Dages' hands were located. It did happen fast, it was
really fluid-

Lt. Stoney:

Correct?

Inv. Avery:

Mr.

Lt. Stoney:

Yes. He was still attempting to overcome Mr.
resistance. The level of
force was both reasonable and necessary based on Mr.
resistance and
his actions.

Inv. Avery:

is this passive aggressive or assaultive resistance?

Lt. Stoney:

This is aggressive resistance.

Inv. Avery:

Why do you say that?

Lt. Stoney:

Because he has been repeatedly told to sit down and he's been repeatedly
placed in the seated position and he just continues to physically get up and
move about. So it's clear that he is not complying with anything that Officer
Dages tells him to do. Each time that Officer Dages elevates his use of force and
then gains compliance, IE gets them to sit back down, and then once Officer
Dages disengages, Mr.
just stands right back up again and continues
with his behavior of attempting to walk away or get away from Officer Dages.

did move quite a bit. Was Officer Dages' actions in response to Mr.
response reasonable?
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Inv. Avery:

Does Officer Dages have control of Mr.

Lt. Stoney:

He does not.

Inv. Avery:

Push play. Did you see enough? Or do I need it once more?

Lt. Stoney:

No. I saw it.

Inv. Avery:

I stopped the video at 21:24:32. What's happening?

Lt. Stoney:

So after pushing Mr.
to the ground, Officer Dages has now stepped to
the rear of Mr.
while Mr.
is still seated on that bench. Officer
Dages' right hand has transitioned around to the center of Mr.
back
between his shoulder blades. He is pushing Mr.
forward towards his
knees. With his left hand, Officer Dages has grabbed a hold of Mr.
left
arm, and he is grabbed him at the wrist, again, in what appears as though he is
trying to bring him to another rear wrist lock control hold.

Inv. Avery:

21:24:32, and I push the start again? Okay. Stop at 21:24:34. What is it?

Lt. Stoney:

Officer Dages now has both his right and left hand on Mr.
left arm. His
right hand is down at the wrist. His left hand appears to be in the elbow area as
he is attempting to bring his arm behind his back. Two additional La Mesa police
officers have arrived on scene and they are taking control of Mr.
right
arm and attempting to place it behind his back as well. It looks like both of the
additional officers have at least one hand on Mr.
just based on the fact
that one is wearing a latex glove and the other is not. So it looks like both
officers have hands on, a total of three La Mesa police officers trying to control
Mr.

Inv. Avery:

Can you evaluate the reasonableness of this response by La Mesa police officers
to this situation?

Lt. Stoney:

I think it is reasonable. Again, the way the Mr.
is positioned and the
way the officers are taking control of those arms. That again, looks like it's an
attempt to bring both his hands behind his back so that they can handcuff him
and gain better control over Mr.

Inv. Avery:

Gotcha. Is this mechanics of handcuffing consistent with the training that
officers receive in wrist control?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes, it is.

Inv. Avery:

I'll push play. All right. I stopped the video at 21:24:39. Officer Dages is taking
handcuffs off his duty belt and take it from there.
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Lt. Stoney:

Yeah. Officer Dages has control over Mr.
left arm. He has it behind his
back. He has, like you said, removed handcuffs. It looks as though he has one
handcuff securely fastened to Mr.
left hand, and he is now reaching
over towards Mr.
right arm, which is being controlled by Officer
Georgi as she is putting it behind Mr.
back and applying a wrist flex
control hold on him. Officer Dages is attempting to put that second cuff on in
order to gain complete control over his hands at that time.

Inv. Avery:

Can you still Georgi for me?

Lt. Stoney:

It is G-E-O-R-G-I

Inv. Avery:

And how did you know that this Officer Georgi was involved in the arrest?

Lt. Stoney:

I'm familiar with her and I recognized her.

Inv. Avery:

Is the action visible on the screen at 21:24:39 consistent with the training in
wrist control that officers received?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes, it is.

Inv. Avery:

Would you evaluate this response to Mr.

Lt. Stoney:

Yes, it is both reasonable and necessary.

Inv. Avery:

I'll push play. They completed the handcuffing when I stopped the video at
21:24:46, tell me what you think.

Lt. Stoney:

Correct. They were able to successfully get the handcuffs on Mr.
As
soon as they did that, both Officer Georgi and Officer Dages immediately
disengaged, let go of Mr.
and stepped back away from him and are
standing near him while he, he being Mr.
remained seated on that
bench.

Inv. Avery:

We heard some dialogue occurring. First of all, Mr.
of his response to officers at this point?

Lt. Stoney:

I didn't hear exactly what he said, but his voice is still raised. He still is
argumentative. Obviously not happy with what is going on and appears to be
upset that all of this is happening.

Inv. Avery:

So we know Mr.
is handcuffed. Mr.
being handcuffed, is he still
... I mean, are we done with him? I mean, can he still resist?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes, absolutely. Just because someone is handcuffed, in this case, Mr.
is
handcuffed, does not mean that he's no longer a threat. He still has the ability
to stand up. He still has the ability to try to escape. Someone who is handcuffed
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and no longer has use their hands or limited use of their hands, but that doesn't
mean they can't use other personal body parts as weapons. For example, he
could headbutt, but he could chest bump somebody, he could obviously kick
somebody, which could be a lot more forceful than even a strike with a hand.
Inv. Avery:

The space and distance of Officer Georgi. What do you think?

Lt. Stoney:

She's a little bit close, but there's not really anywhere for her to go because she
is kind of a trapped between the wall that Mr.
is sitting on. Then that
car that we mentioned is directly behind her. So she doesn't have much area to
work with there. She also appears to be staying close in order to reengage with
Mr.
should he attempt to stand up or further resist. Just prior to
pausing the video, you could see she had her left hand up as if she was going to
reach out and touch Mr.
in the event that he tried to stand up, she was
going to potentially try to push him back in a seated position.

Inv. Avery:

I want to go back to something you said on the previous frame we evaluated,
and you said that Officer Dages pushed Mr.
onto the ground.

Lt. Stoney:

Correct. I meant onto the bench. That seated a retaining wall bench. They were
never on the actual ground, but just on the bench.

Inv. Avery:

That's for clearing that up. Based on this screenshot, where do you think, is Mr.
on the ground? Is he on the bench? Is he standing?

Lt. Stoney:

No. He is seated on the bench at this point.

Inv. Avery:

I'll push play. All right, I stopped the frame of 21:24:59. Anything jump out at
you?

Lt. Stoney:

So yeah. Mr.
continues to challenge the officer's, asking them
questions, what's going on? What are we doing here? Officer Dages is talking to
him and mentioned something about you put your hands on me, you touched
me. Mr.
just continues to talk over both Officer Dages and Officer
Georgi who are telling him to basically calm down. Then Mr.
stands up,
again, for what I believe is now the fifth time, he stands up from that bench that
he is seated on and both Officer Dages and Officer Georgi reach out with an
open hand, one on each shoulder, and they push him back down into the seated
position on that wall.

Inv. Avery:

How would you describe the level of resistance exhibited by Mr.

Lt. Stoney:

It's still active resistance and he's being aggressive and the officers are matching
that resistance with just trying to keep him in a seated position so that they can
maintain control, and that position of advantage.
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Inv. Avery:

Do you believe the officer's actions at this point in the video at 21:24:50 are
reasonable?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

Can you talk to me about anything related to the car that we described earlier
with the two people, one passenger, one standing outside, what do you think of
that?

Lt. Stoney:

It's still parked in the same location as it was before, you cannot see either of
the occupants at this point in time, but it is very close to where Officer Georgi is
standing and I would consider that car and the occupants of that car to be a low
level threat as well, depending on, we don't know what their intentions are and
why they are there, nor do we know what's inside that car that could be used as
a weapon in an attempt to assault the officers or to help Mr.
escape.

Inv. Avery:

in your curriculum for perishable skills, there's several items for position of
advantage for an officer, considerations for an officer to take during a contact
with person, one is escape routes?

Lt. Stoney:

Correct.

Inv. Avery:

Another one's friends and associates?

Lt. Stoney:

Correct.

Inv. Avery:

Do you see escape routes and friends of associates being at issue in this frame?

Lt. Stoney:

Absolutely. Mr.
has attempted to step up and get away, walk away
from Officer Dages, and now Officer Georgi several times, and there are friends
in extreme, close proximity inside that vehicle.

Inv. Avery:

I'll push play. I'll pause it at 21:25:05. Mr.
statement, "Stop touching me."

Lt. Stoney:

Correct.

Inv. Avery:

What do you see in the video?

Lt. Stoney:

In the video, Officer Dages has, what appears to be his right hand on Mr.
left shoulder, and Officer Georgi has what appears to be her left hand
on Mr.
right shoulder. They are just simply ... The hand is just ... It's an
open hand. Both officers have their fingers wrapped over the top of the
shoulder, towards Mr.
back, and their thumbs are reaching down
towards his collarbone as if they're just simply trying to keep him in that seated
position, keep him down and not allow him to stand up.
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Inv. Avery:

Do you believe the actions of the officers reflect within this frame are
reasonable?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

Push play. Okay, I stopped it at 21:25:21 the video, narrate that for me.

Lt. Stoney:

So again, Mr.
is talking to Officer Dages and Officer Georgi. He keeps
telling them to take their hands off of him. He wants to know why they have
their hands on him. At some point in time, in that conversation, Officer Dages
says, "Because you smacked me and officer," and Mr.
kind of ignores
that and doesn't really talk about that.
Then Officer Dages and Officer Georgi can both be heard saying, "Because you
keep trying to stand up." So in response to his question is, "Why you have your
hands on me?" Then as Mr.
kind of stops talking, both Officer Georgi
and Officer Dages take their hands off of him, and again, step back away from
him and just stay in close proximity, but they are no longer touching him.

Inv. Avery:

Push play again. I'm going to stop the tape at 21:26:11, and ask you to evaluate
the scene.

Lt. Stoney:

So Mr.
is still seated on that retaining wall or that bench. Officer Georgi
and Officer Dages are standing in close proximity to him. Officer Georgi is telling
him to take deep breaths, to calm down. Mr.
is repeatedly looking
around, checking out his surroundings. He could be looking at who was there,
he could be looking at potential avenues of escape. If he were to attempt to get
up and run again. You see the car is still parked there and we can see that both
occupants are still there. There is someone standing outside the driver's door as
he was before and there is still someone seated in that right front passenger
seat.
You also saw somebody to the East of them standing in the background.
Another bystander came up and it looked like he was holding something, maybe
filming the incident as well. Then throughout this entire time, Mr.
is still
argumentative using profanities. He continues to tell officer just to suck his dick.
He repeatedly calls him racial slurs, and then he starts asking him about stuff on
his uniform and on his duty belt. I'm not sure what he's referring to. It looks as
Officer Dages, again, has that ... or just tablet in his hand as if he's still
attempting to run a criminal history check or wants and warrants on Mr.

Inv. Avery:

Your evaluation of this scene, are things under control?

Lt. Stoney:

It's not ideal. it is much more controlled than it was before. But what I would be
looking for in this situation is removing Mr.
from that area so that his
friends are not in close proximity, so that you do not have so many bystanders
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there. He's already shown repeatedly that he tries to get up and walk away from
you. So the best scenario at this point in time would be to move him to a police
car and detain him in the backseat of a police car.
Inv. Avery:

Is that part of the curriculum and training included in the training to separate an
arrestee or someone in your custody from any threats?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes, it is. Yes, absolutely. More importantly, if trying to get this person under
complete control so that they don't have an opportunity to assault you or have
an opportunity to escape, kind of which then forces you to repeatedly go hands
on with them, which is an opportunity for the officer to get hurt and/or the
suspect to get hurt. Then ultimately, it just doesn't look good for the general
public. So try to kind of separate them so that they're not on a stage in front of
their friends performing, so that they're not on a stage in front of all these other
people and get them in a car, in a secure place so that you can continue your
investigation. It's also getting them inside that car could potentially take away
any level of embarrassment that suspect is feeling by sitting in public in
handcuffs with a bunch of police officers around him.

Inv. Avery:

You mentioned the term in your description, complete control, I'd to like ask
you, is someone in police custody or under arrest, are they ever in complete
control?

Lt. Stoney:

When we teach it, we say that you never have complete control until you
actually release that subject, either on their own, or you take them down to
county jail and release them into the custody of the deputies that you ... Even
when you're in the Sally port at jail, you still do not have complete control over
them.

Inv. Avery:

I'd like to push play. [Shaun 01:10:12] any questions?

Shaun:

No, you're doing great.

Inv. Avery:

I stopped the tape at 21:27:50. We lost audio. Can you speak to that or do you
know-

Lt. Stoney:

Yeah. I don't know why it's possible that it's just a glitch in the system.

Inv. Avery:

Prior to me stopping the video, just your 30,000 foot evaluation the scene.

Lt. Stoney:

So Officer Dages has stepped away from Mr.
You could hear that
Officer Dages was talking through the police radio. It sounds like he was
attempting to run Mr.
or do some background checks on Mr.
through the police radio. Officer Georgi has kind of moved around to the ...
PART 3 OF 4 ENDS [01:12:04]
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Lt. Stoney:

Officer Georgie has moved around to the front of officer, or I'm sorry, Mr.
She continues to try to talk to him in the background. You can see
several other La Mesa police officers that are standing around the area. Mr.
remains seated on that retaining wall or bench area. He is talking to the
two people inside that car, both the subject standing outside the driver's seat,
as well as the subject sitting in the front passenger seat. And all three of them
appear to be questioning the officers, talking about the officer's actions and
voicing their concerns or displeasure with what the officers have done. And then
you also saw that the other gentleman to the east of where they are, and he
was standing there. And I believe he said something about being an attorney as
he was standing there.

Inv. Avery:

And then your assessment of this scene, is the scene under control?

Lt. Stoney:

It is not under complete control. Mr.
behavior is more compliant than
it was before. He's remaining seated. He is handcuffed. He has not attempted to
stand up in the last several seconds. The officers have been able to disengage
and come somewhat distance themselves, create that reactionary gap that we
spoke of earlier. But again, it's still very fluid and still a work in progress.

Inv. Avery:

Pushing play. [inaudible 01:13:45]
At anytime while we're playing the video, if you see something that you want to
address? You can tell me to stop.

Lt. Stoney:

Okay.

Inv. Avery:

Okay stop the video at 21:29:12. Quite a bit of dialogue evaluation of Mr.
and the officer's actions during that dialogue.

Lt. Stoney:

So yeah, throughout, throughout most of that time, Mr
continued to be
seated on that, that retaining wall or that bench area. From where the video
started, you could hear Officer Dages completing a criminal background check.
He was running Mr
over the police radio by his name and date of birth
waiting to get a return from our dispatchers. The two subjects in the car, the
one standing outside the driver's door and the ones seated in the right front
passenger seat are making general statements to, just to all the officers that are
standing in the area, kind of questioning what was going on and why was this
happening? Why is it taking so long? They're being somewhat argumentative
with the officers, but the officers don't appear to even acknowledge them or
engage in dialogue with them.
Mr.
starts to make comments about that. The only reason why this is
happening is because he's black and then officer Georgie is continually just
trying to tell him to, you know, take a deep breath to calm down. She's trying to
tell him that she understands his frustration. There are, again, like I said, at least
three, maybe four other officers standing in the general vicinity monitoring the
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scene. And there's at least two additional bystanders, that gentlemen that
identified himself as an attorney and now there's somebody else wearing a
yellow safety vest in shorts that looks like they're holding up their phone and
what would appear to be an attempt to record it, record the scene.
As the video progresses, Officer Dages steps up to Mr.
who was still
seated. And he tells Mr
that he is under arrest. He recites a penal code
section and Mr.
asks what that section is for. And officer Dages says
assaulting a police officer, at which point in time, Officer Dages grabs hold of
Mr.
left arm at the elbow and officer Georgie grabs hold of
Mr.
right arm. And they stand him up and it looks like they're
beginning to walk him away from that area.
Inv. Avery:

Let me back it up a little bit, just to clarify the officer's actions related to them.
All right. I'm going to push play starting from 21:29:09 in the video. [inaudible
01:18:37]
You said that they lifted Mr
up, did Mr
complied and stood up
when the control hold was placed or the escort hold was placed on him.

Lt. Stoney:

Yes, there was no, no real effort to get him to stand up. As simply as they put
their hands on him, he stood up and they just have their, an open hand, touch
on him with a control hold to make sure that they can direct them where they
want him to go.

Inv. Avery:

Now is a prisoner escort discussed or trained to oficcers. [crosstalk 01:19:19]

Lt. Stoney:

Yes. We talk about one officer escort or a two officer escort. And the, general
method is exactly what you see in this video, which is a hand at the elbow, a
bicep area, so that you have control over them. The addition that you might
have is one of the two officers could potentially have a second hand down on
the handcuffs so that you have control over the cuffs as well. And could use
those cuffs to, if the suspect were to resist or become combative, they could,
they could reach down and use the cuffs to apply pressure on the wrist, that
pain compliance or slip into that wrist lock if necessary.

Inv. Avery:

I'm going to push by for 21:29:11.
[inaudible 01:20:12]
I stopped the video at 21:29:56. And we moved from the location of the physical
arrest. We crossed the street and now it looks like Mr
was escorted to
a police car that's parked in front of the trolley stop on bus court in La Mesa.

Lt. Stoney:

Correct.
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Inv. Avery:

The escort of Mr.
reasonable?

from the scene of the arrest to the police car,

Lt. Stoney:

Yes it is.

Inv. Avery:

You see Mr

Lt. Stoney:

No, he was not resisting. He was walking with them. He's asking questions. He's
still somewhat argumentative. He's calling the officers' names using racial slurs,
but as they're walking, the officers are ignoring that. And ultimately officer
Dages tells Mr
for a second time, why he's been arrested. And he goes
so far as to tell him, it's just a misdemeanor, it's a sight release as he walks him
to the car. And then Mr.
just continues to kind of say some nonsensical
stuff and talk about why he believes this is happening.

Inv. Avery:

Are the actions of the officers reflecting that portion of the video reasonable?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes. They're both reasonable and necessary. [inaudible 01:22:47]

Inv. Avery:

I stopped it at 21:30:26. And there's a clear image of the handcuffs that were
used by officer Dages to handcuff him. Are those appropriate policing tools?
[crosstalk 01:23:10]

Lt. Stoney:

Yeah. Those are standard handcuffs. They're the hinged version of handcuffs.
There's usually, as far as metal handcuffs goes, there's two types. There's the
chain link handcuffs and the hinged handcuffs. And those are the hinged ones.

Inv. Avery:

And are those handcuffs authorized or standard department equipment?

Lt. Stoney:

They are authorized handcuffs. When an officer is taken to the uniform store
when they're first hired and we purchase all of their new equipment for them,
they get to choose what type of handcuffs they want, either the injured ones or
the chain once. So we have officers that carry both.

Inv. Avery:

I'll continue the video. [inaudible 01:24:01].

Lt. Stoney:

Can we stop? Prior in that last version of the video, as they, as officer Dages and
officer Georgie have Mr
at the front hood of the police car, they're
standing in there and it would appear as though they're getting ready to search
his person and remove his personal property before placing him in the car,
which is standard procedures. Officer Dages is putting on latex gloves which is
standard. In fact, it's probably even more standard during this whole COVID
pandemic. But I think an important thing to note in that portion of the vehicle,
in that portion of that video is that Mr.
says, "you know why I slapped
your hand? It's because I, you touched me". So at that point in time, Mr
is admitting to the assault on police officer, that officer Dages said he was
arrested for.

resisting?
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Inv. Avery:

Thank you for pointing that out. We got so wrapped in on the mechanics of an
arrest. Thank you. You said that he's getting ready for a search.

Lt. Stoney:

It looks like it's what would we would call a Pat-down or a search? You know,
just a Pat down of his outer garments and then removing all personal property
from his pockets or anywhere else on his, on his person. It's not a strip search.
It's not a complete property search. When I say that, I mean, we would not
remove jewelry or anything like that. We would just be looking for any items
that might be used as a weapon or contraband that we need to take away from
him before bringing him back to the police station.

Inv. Avery:

And that's trained and, or that's taught to officers on part of the curriculum and
ACT.

Lt. Stoney:

Yes, it is.

Inv. Avery:

And you have proper policies that require officers to do the search.

Lt. Stoney:

Yes. All Prisoners must be searched before being placed in a police car.
[inaudible 01:26:03]

Inv. Avery:

I resumed the video. [inaudible 01:26:12].
What'd you see? I stopped the video at 21:30:58.

Lt. Stoney:

So officer Dages is attempting to complete that prisoner Pat-down that search
for weapons or contraband. He starts on officer
left side of his person.
He's checking those immediate areas that someone might conceal a weapon or
have easy access to a weapon while their hands are behind their back. He's
checking his waist, Mr
waistband, both the front and the back. He
appears to remove some keys out of Mr
left front pocket. And then
he's trying to, it looks like Mr
has on couple of different shirts and
maybe a couple of different pairs of shorts or maybe some shorts and
underwear.
And he's trying to kind of shake out the waistband of those shorts, shake out the
shirt and move his hands away from, move Mr
hands away from the
small of his back so that he can thoroughly check that area of his person. And
then after he completes the left side, he is now moving over to Mr
right side.

Inv. Avery:

There was a brief moment where Mr
was complaining about moving
and then looks like officer Dages moved Mr
arms up and back, up and
back in response to Mr.
question.

Lt. Stoney:

Correct. Mr
is questioning the manner in which officer Degas is patting
him down or searching him and saying just check my pants. Like I think he says
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something about, I can't move my arms and Officer Degas physically
manipulating Mr.
arm showing him look you can move them. You can
just move them up and down like this, essentially to make it easier for Officer
Degas to search that portion of his body.
Inv. Avery:

Do you think officer Degas actions of moving Mr.
not reasonable?

arms are reasonable,

Lt. Stoney:

It's reasonable.

Inv. Avery:

I will push play. [inaudible 01:28:47].

Speaker 1:

Alright I stopped it at 21:31:22.

Inv. Avery:

Did the search that you witnessed on the body cam video of Officer Dages
comply with the proper policy?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes, it did.

Inv. Avery:

Did it meet the standards of the training that he's received in that type of
search?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes, it did. It may not have been the most thorough search, but I believe he
checked all the areas that you would have easy access to for weapons i.e the
pockets, the waistband front and back, and he removes those large items of
personal property that can be removed, car keys or set of keys, as well as what
looked like a cell phone from Mr.

Inv. Avery:

Looks like he left the keys and the cell phone, on the hood of his police unit.
Correct.
[crosstalk 01:29:58]

Lt. Stoney:

Yah normally officers will put the stuff up there on the hood of the car so that
they can see it so they know where it is. And then usually once they have the
prisoner secured in the backseat of the car, they'll go back and gather up that
property and place it in a bag or some other manner to transport it back to the
station.

Inv. Avery:

There was also discussion about the incident that led up to the arrest between
Mr.
and the officer.

Lt. Stoney:

Correct. Again, officer Dages is telling him why he's been arrested. And officer
Dages makes a comment because Mr.
slapped me and Mr.
disputes that, and then in the very next sentence he States, I was just trying to
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get you off me because you put your hands on me or something similar to that
phrase.
Inv. Avery:

I'll push play again. [inaudible 00:19:03].

Speaker 1:

I'll stop the video at 21:31:44.

Inv. Avery:

What I saw was officer Dages escorting Mr
to the right rear passenger
seat of the marked police car and put him in the car.

Lt. Stoney:

Correct.

Inv. Avery:

Is that procedure trained to officers as part of ACT?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes, it is. We want them, if you have only one prisoner, you want them on the
right rear side so that they are not directly behind you, that affords you the
ability to, to glance over your shoulder and see them have a better view of
them. It also on the way our cars are manufactured, the kind of the screen, the
plexi glass, and metal that separates the prisoner area at the back seat and the
driver's side on the right passenger side, it's either has some slips in the
plexiglass, some holes in the plexiglass so that the officer and the suspect can
communicate to one another. So he puts him on that right rear side as a
standard procedure. And he buckles him up with a seatbelt, puts a seat belt on
him and then closes the door.

Inv. Avery:

Were all those actions reasonable?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

Within policy of the department?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes, they are.

Inv. Avery:

I'll push play. Actually. What I'll do for the purpose of the interview is we know
that the interaction between any police officer and Mr
has been
suspended because he is in the backseat of a police car.

Lt. Stoney:

Correct.

Inv. Avery:

So nothing else related to interaction with Mr.
body cam video. So how about we take a break?

Lt. Stoney:

Sure.

Inv. Avery:

And when we come back, we'll look at it real time.

Lt. Stoney:

Okay.
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Inv. Avery:

Get your evaluation of the situation in real time. And then the interaction and
release of Mr
at the station. How about we take 10.

Lt. Stoney:

Okay. All right.

Speaker 1:

Go off tape.

Lt. Stoney:

What time is it?

Speaker 1:

Take a break at 11:52.

Lt. Stoney:

11:52 AM.
PART 4 OF 4 ENDS [01:33:56]
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Inv. Avery:

Investigator Sean Conroy, Brock Avery, and Lieutenant Stoney, continuing the
interview at 1210 hours. Lieutenant Stoney, are you okay with us recording this
conversation?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes, I am.

Inv. Avery:

Brock Avery, B-R-O-C-K A-V-E-R-Y, and Stoney's S-T-O-N-E-Y?

Lt. Stoney:

Correct.

Inv. Conroy:

And, Sean Conroy, S-E-A-N C-O-N-R-O-Y

Inv. Avery:

We took about a 12 minute break for bathroom, phone calls, refresh after a
great description of events in the previous interview. And we're going to
continue on the analysis of the interaction between Officer Degas, D-A-G-E-S
and Mr.
. I've switched videos to add some body cam
video worn by Officer Degas on 5/27/20. The time indicates 21:48:12, is where
we'll start the review and analysis of the actions of the officer. [crosstalk
00:01:22].
All right, I'll summarize. It looks like Officer Degas got out of his police car. Does
that look like back to the police station?

Lt. Stoney:

Yeah, that's the back sally port area of the police station with the door to our jail
as well as some other doors to this police station.

Inv. Avery:

It looks like Officer Degas just spoke to another police officer who was driving in
the parking lot. Do you recall what the Officer Degas said to the other officer?

Lt. Stoney:

Officer Degas, as a second police car pulls into the back sally port area, Officer
Degas says I'm just going to cite and release him, but he's still super 4-15, if you
could just hang out. 4-15 is a police code for disturbing the peace. It's the penal
code, disturbing the peace. So officers will often say someone's 4-15, meaning
that they're argumentative, they're disruptive...

Inv. Avery:

That's standard nomenclature for a disruptive or unruly prisoner?

Lt. Stoney:

Correct.

Inv. Avery:

Officer Degas moves to the back right, rear passenger area. Scratch that. Officer
Degas just puts a phone, keys, and a ticket book on the hood of his police unit.

Lt. Stoney:

Yes, he does. It looks like those are the same keys and phone that he removed
from Mr.
at the trolley platform when he took him into custody.

Inv. Avery:

Resuming the video.
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Officer Degas:

Is there any other statements that you want add to put in your report?

Mr.

Well not if you're going to let me go, bruh. Just go ahead and unlock this right
here let's...

Officer Degas:

I just want to confirm, was there a reason that you put your hands on me?

Mr.

Is there a reason you put your hands on me?

Officer Degas:

Yeah, because we were detaining you. You were walking aways.

Mr.

Okay, all right. Are you going to let me out now?

Officer Degas:

No, I'm asking...

Mr.

Is this part of the detaining process? Am I free to be let go now?

Officer Degas:

No.

Mr.

Am I free to go?

Officer Degas:

No. [crosstalk 00:03:14]

Inv. Avery:

Stop the video at 21:49:07. Looks like Officer Degas allowed Mr.
out of the backseat of the police car.

Lt. Stoney:

Yes, he did. He walked over, he opened the door, asked Mr..
if there
was any other statements he wanted to make, there was some back and forth
about who put their hands on, on who first, but ultimately Mr..
just
keeps asking, am I free to leave? Am I still being detained in my freely? Can I get
out of the car and declines to make any further statements? So Officer Degas
undoes the seatbelt and asks Mr.
to step out to which he does. And
now it he's Officer Degas has shut the door to the police car and he appears to
be pointing towards the front hood of the car where he had placed Mr.
the property and that ticket book.

Inv. Avery:

Are officers trained in ACT, a technique to remove someone who in the back
seat of a police unit?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes. I mean, we talk about it. You know, it can be as simple as just opening door,
removing the seatbelt and asking them to step out. A lot of times it's difficult for
a person to step out. Those backseats are fairly cramped and especially for a
large person. So that officer might have to simply provide that same escort, that
hold about a person's elbow, bicep area, and just gently assist them in stepping
out of the car.
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Inv. Avery:

Based on what you saw on the video did the officer comply with or follow
department procedure?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes, he did.

Inv. Avery:

Was the officer's actions reasonable?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes, they were.

Inv. Avery:

I'll start the video.

Officer Degas:

Here's what's going to happen. You're going to get two citations. You aren't
being placed under arrest. They're two misdemeanors. One's for assault on a
police officer and the other one is for resisting or delaying. It's 141PC. On the
bottom I'm putting a court date for September 23rd, so once the courts reopen
you can check back in on that. Go ahead and face over here.

Mr.

Bro, stop touching me. [crosstalk 00:05:46] Stop touching me, stop touching me.

Inv. Avery:

I stopped the video at 21:49:38. Just a narrative, describes what you saw.

Lt. Stoney:

So officer Davis is explaining the process of being a book and release. He's
telling him what he's been charged for. And in talking about how he's going to
be released once he signs the citation. Mr.
is still handcuffed at this
point. Officer Degas does not have his hands on him. Mr.
starts to
move around and look around, checking his surroundings. It's possible that he's
looking for an avenue of escape. We have had in the past prisoners, when they
get out of the car, run and try to jump over that sally port gate that you can see
there, so we always encourage officers to have at least two people in the
parking lot. When they're going to be doing this cite and release. You see a
second officer, the one that Officer Degas just talked to in that police car, walk
up to where Officer Degas and Mr.
are, at which point Officer Degas is
now reaching out again with an open hand, trying to put it on Mr.
right bicep area, telling him to stop moving around and Mr.
keep
saying, "Stop touching me, get your hands off of me."

Inv. Avery:

Is Officer Degas's performance what you would expect for a police officer?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

And reasonable?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

I will continue.

Mr.

Can you stop touching me. Can you stop touching me.
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Officer Degas:

You're all over the place.

Mr.

Is that me touching you again? Is that me assaulting you? Okay, I understand the
citation. [crosstalk 00:07:38].
I'm not hurt, bro. All right. I'm going to go to court on 9/23/20, I'm going to see
you there, I'm going to fight it and good luck. [crosstalk 00:00:07:49].

Inv. Avery:

Gosh, darn a little problem with the video.

Officer Degas:

You're going to get hurt, okay?

Mr.

Okay.

Officer Degas:

So I'm need you to sign the citation.

Inv. Avery:

Let me rewind this and see if I can reload.

Mr.

Stop touching me. Stop touching me. All right, stop touching me.

Officer Degas:

You're all over the place.

Mr.

Is that me touching you again? Is that me assaulting you?
Okay, I understand the citation. I'm not hurt, bro, all right? I'm going to go to
court on 9/23/20, I'm going to see you there. I'm going to fight it, and good luck.
[crosstalk 00:08:39]

Inv. Avery:

I'm going to take a break in the video and reload this. A couple of statements I
wanted you to hear and comment on if you wouldn't mind.
Bear with me, I'm talking to my computer.

Officer Degas:

If you just check on the back, there's some information and you can go ahead
and get your assigned court date and all that stuff. If you have any questions
you can [crosstalk 00:09:48].

Mr.

Okay, just make sure you're there.

Officer Degas:

So, I'm going to take you out of the handcuffs, if you do anything dumb back
here you're going to get thrown on the ground. You're going to get hurt.

Mr.

Okay.

Officer Degas:

Okay? So, I need you to sign the citation.

Inv. Avery:

I'm going to stop at 21:50:11. Did you hear the officer make a statement?
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Lt. Stoney:

Yeah, Officer Degas starts out...
PART 1 OF 4 ENDS [00:10:04]

Inv. Avery:

Did the officer make a statement?

Lt. Stoney:

Yeah. Officer Dagas just starts out, he's still trying to explain the citation
process. The site and release process. He's telling him about the back of the
citation has information about court and some other information like that. Then
Mr.
is just continuing to be passive aggressive with his attempts that
he's kind of like moving around a lot. He's not standing still. The things that he
keeps saying, "Uh-huh (affirmative). Uh-huh (affirmative). Uh-huh (affirmative)."
Not letting Officer Dagas just finish what he's saying. And then, so Officer Dagas
just begins to tell him that he's going to take the handcuffs off, and then he tells
him, "If you do anything dumb back here, you're going to be thrown on the
ground and you're going to get hurt." And Mr.
continues with the, "Uhhuh (affirmative). Uh-huh (affirmative). Uh-huh (affirmative)." acknowledging
what Officer Dagas just has told him.

Inv. Avery:

I'd like to focus in on Officer Dagas' statement to Mr.
about being
thrown on the ground and he'll get hurt. What do you think about that
comment to Mr.

Lt. Stoney:

It's not... Taken out of context it can sound horrible. It can sound bad. I get it.
It's not the most professional thing to say, but when we talk about tactical
communications and the levels of control that we need to have over someone is
that we need to make sure that they know we're in charge. They need to make
sure that they know that they're not dictating what happens back here. That
they're under arrest, they're detained. So, it is a tactic. It's a technique that's
used to let somebody know I'm not messing around. I'm not playing games. If
you don't do exactly as you're told, I'm going to throw you on the ground. And if
you get thrown on the ground, it's going to hurt and I'm going to take you into
custody. So, it's just a verbal command. It's a level of force, verbal force, that it
will hopefully prevent you from having to actually use physical force on that
person.

Inv. Avery:

Are those statements, being thrown on the ground, are those statements that
are provided as examples officers in the department during their training?

Lt. Stoney:

I don't know that we have any script that we use as examples, but I can imagine
that as an instructor, that's something I may have said in the past. I think I've
heard many different instructors, defensive tactics instructors, use statements
similar to that in both the classroom setting and I've also heard other officers in
the field use statements similar to that. Again, it's a level of force being verbal
that will hopefully, for lack of a better term, scare the suspect into submission.

Inv. Avery:

Sure.
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Lt. Stoney:

Prevent you from actually having to use force. And if that works then great,
you're not having to go hands on with someone.

Inv. Avery:

And the same question about, "You're going to get hurt." Is that a term that is
provided to officers during training on dialogue to a suspect?
Yes, again, same context. When you land on the ground, it's going to hurt. And if
I'm going to get on top of you and have to use force to take you back into
custody, it's going to hurt.

Lt. Stoney:

I'll resume the video from 21:50:11.

Officer Dagas:

[inaudible 00:13:44] is this a promise to take care of the ticket?

Mr.

Uh-huh (affirmative).

Officer Dagas:

A promise to appear?

Mr.

Yeah. Uh-huh (affirmative).

Officer Dagas:

All right. When you check in you have to get your photograph taken and
booked. So you have to get printed and you have to have your picture taken.

Mr.

Uh-huh (affirmative). Yeah.

Officer Dagas:

Because you haven't done this before.

Mr.

Uh-huh (affirmative). Yup.

Officer Dagas:

Okay. And if you don't sign the citation then you will be booked into jail.

Mr.

Uh-huh (affirmative). Yup. Okay. All right.

Officer Dagas:

Are you okay, though? Are you okay?

Mr.

Are you okay? I'm fine, bro. Are you going to undo these cuffs or not?

Inv. Avery:

I've stopped the video at 21:50:33. Some dialogue between officer Dagas and
Mr.
on the signed release process and-

Lt. Stoney:

Correct.

Inv. Avery:

Then tell me what you see occurring now.

Lt. Stoney:

So Officer Dagas was continuing to try to explain the court process, the court
date, the fact that when he goes to court, he's going to have to get fingerprinted
and photographed in order to complete the booking and as Officer Dagas just
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continues to explain that very matter of factly, Mr.
is still just being,
he's just being passive aggressive. He's verbally aggressive with just the
nonstop, "Uh-huh (affirmative). Uh-huh (affirmative). Yep, yep. Yep. Uh-huh
(affirmative). All right. All right." He's not allowing Officer Dagas just to
complete his sentence or to say anything. He's being rude. And so thenInv. Avery:

Mr.

Lt. Stoney:

Mr.
is being rude. And so Officer Dagas just kind of stops him and says,
"Are you all right? Are you okay?" Because that is not normal behavior for most
of the citizens that we contact.

Inv. Avery:

In the still image of 21:50:33 it looks like... Well, what do you see happening
on...?

Lt. Stoney:

Mr.
has, he started out facing the hood of the police car right there at
what would be the right front tire of the police car. The ticket book is on the
hood right in front of him. Mr.
was facing that car. And at this point he
has turned to his left, kind of turning into Officer Dagas just where Officer Dagas
is standing. And Officer Dagas just looks like he's reached out with his right hand
and grabbed Mr.
at the elbow in a what I would assume as an effort to
stop him from continuing to turn around or to redirect him to the hood of the
car where the ticket book is.

Inv. Avery:

All right. Start up the video.

Officer Dagas:

... taken. Your photograph taken and booked. So you have to get printed and
your picture taken.

Mr.

Uh-huh (affirmative). Yep. Yep.

Officer Dagas:

Because you haven't done that before.

Mr.

Uh-huh (affirmative). Yep.

Officer Dagas:

Okay?

Mr.

Yep.

Officer Dagas:

And if you don't sign the citation you will be booked into jail.

Mr.

Yep. Okay. All right.

Officer Dagas:

Are you okay though? Are you okay?

Mr.

Are you okay? I'm fine, bro. Are you going to undo these cuffs or not?
Sometime-
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Officer Dagas:

I need to make sure to leave. That you're okay to leave.

Mr.

Man. Okay. You been cha-

Inv. Avery:

I want to look at this again and maybe we'll find that your description of events,
does it appear that Mr.
turned and Officer Dagas reached out and held
him from turning or does it...

Lt. Stoney:

So it looked like Mr.
turns towards Officer Dagas and then he turns
back towards the hood of the car. Again, he's moving around quite a bit. And
then as he's turns back towards the hood of the car, that's when Officer Dagas
reaches out and grabs ahold of his arm and asks him, "Are you okay?" So, you'd
have to do a time study on that. It could be a perception versus reaction
situation, but again, it's very fluid and there's a lot happening there.

Inv. Avery:

Based on those description of events is Officer Dagas's conduct reasonable?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes.

Mr.

Get me on little things all this whole time.

Inv. Avery:

All right. Start it again.

Mr.

Little discrepancies.

Officer Dagas:

Did you drink today?

Mr.

Can you, do you want to smell my breath, bro? You want me to give you a
breathalyzer? Because there's a way you can solve that. All right?

Officer Dagas:

Have you used any drugs today?

Mr.

No. Wait, bro-

Officer Dagas:

The way you're acting though isn't typical of a normal person.

Mr.

I am frustrated, obviously. Okay. I'm a little perturbed.

Officer Dagas:

Take a deep breath.

Mr.

All right? And you've annoyed me.

Inv. Avery:

I stopped the video at 21:50:53. I just have to get my own narrative that it looks
like Officer Dagas has taken his hand off of Mr.
left arm.

Lt. Stoney:

Correct.
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Inv. Avery:

And Mr.

is still has his hands handcuffed behind his back?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

All right. I'll begin, that was 21:53.

Mr.

You can just take my cuffs off if I'm not being detained anymore. Can you do
that?

Inv. Avery:

21:50:53.

Officer Dagas:

Well, right now you're still being detained-

Mr.

Okay. Well, I don't have anything else to say to you bro until you undo my cuffs.
So, if you're going to arrest me, arrest me. If you're not then let my cuffs go.

Officer Dagas:

Wait, I've already arrested you.

Mr.

All right?

Officer Dagas:

Okay.

Mr.

Okay.

Officer Dagas:

So, you're going to, once though you sign the citation, I'll give you your copy.
You can take your stuff and you're going to walk away.

Mr.

I will.

Officer Dagas:

All right. All right. Great. I just want to make sure we're on the same page.

Mr.

We are on the same page, now take my fucking cuffs off.

Officer Dagas:

Go ahead and put your right hand on the front of the car. Put you're right on the
front of the car. Great.

Inv. Avery:

I had to stop the tape at 21:51:21. Is part of the training for ACT is a procedure
to take handcuffs off a prisoner part of the process that officers need to
complete?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes, it is.

Inv. Avery:

Describe what you saw in this piece of video.

Lt. Stoney:

So Officer Dagas has Mr.
face the hood of the police car again. That is a
technique we use that you put him up against some sort of a stationary object,
whether it be a police car or a wall or something of that nature. So that as you
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begin to unhandcuff them, you give them specific instructions as to what you
want them to do with their hand as you uncuff them. In this case, he tells them,
he tells Mr.
to place his hand on the car as soon as the cuff comes off.
The reason for having him up against the car or any other object, like I said, is
that if they do not do what you have told them to do, and they become, again,
assaultive or resistant in any way, shape or form, you have an object that you
can basically push them up against and gain better control of them. So in this
case, he uncuffed that right-hand tells Mr.
to put it on the car. And Mr.
does as he is told.
Inv. Avery:

We'll resume the video from 21:51:21.
PART 2 OF 4 ENDS [00:20:04]

Speaker 1:

Cuffs are tight, right, but you twist around all the way you want. All right. Put
your left hand on the car. All right [inaudible 00:20:21].

Inv. Avery:

All right. We skipped around a little [inaudible 00:20:25] . It was kind of not
functioning very well, but we stopped at 21:51:41. Describe what you saw.

Lt. Stoney:

So [Officer Degas 00:00:37] finishes removing the handcuffs by taking the left
handcuff off. He used the standard technique where he extends Mr.
arm completely, maintaining control of the actual cuffs, because they are now
loose and could be a weapon used against the officer. So Officer Degas
maintains control over those cuffs. Again, as he begins to unlock them, he tells
Mr.
exactly what it is he wants him to do, place your hand on the car,
and he finishes removing the cuffs, and Mr.
does as he is told, and puts
his hand back up on the hood of the car. And at this point he has picked up the
ballpoint pen and looks like he's beginning to sign the ticket, the citation that
was in the ticket book there on the hood of the car.

Inv. Avery:

The process and procedure used by Officer Degas that we just observed in the
video, is that per policy?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes, it is.

Inv. Avery:

And were Officer Degas's actions reasonable?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes, they were.

Inv. Avery:

I'll continue the video.

Speaker 2:

[inaudible 00:21:51].

Speaker 1:

If you put your hands on another police officer, I'm sure that they [crosstalk
00:00:21:53].
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Speaker 2:

Yeah, bro, I'm going to try to [inaudible 00:21:57] footage. Fuck you. I got it on
video camera or something like that. Have a great day, bro. What's does
[inaudible 00:22:01] for? I don't, bro, probably some gang shit. That's what it
looks like.

Speaker 1:

Do you want your phone in your [crosstalk 00:02:07]?

Speaker 2:

Oh, yeah, give me my phone [inaudible 00:02:03].

Speaker 1:

Go ahead and walk over to the gate, and I'll let you out.

Inv. Avery:

Again, problem with the replay on the video, a little grain, no audio, but I'll
pause it at 21:52:10, because really, for all intents and purposes, the physical
control part of Mr.
is complete and it appears.

Lt. Stoney:

Yes. Mr.
signed his citation. Officer Degas attempts to give him his copy
of the citation. And throughout the entire time, again, Mr.
is
argumentative and using profanities, calling Officer Degas names, telling him to
fuck off, telling him to suck his dick, things of that nature. And then he
ultimately, Officer Degas directs him towards the gate to the parking lot, and
now you see Officer Degas walking over to the control panel so that he can open
up the gate.

Inv. Avery:

Is that a release procedure that is within policy?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes, it is.

Inv. Avery:

Or maybe not in practice? That's how [crosstalk 00:23:28] released from the
station [inaudible 00:00:23:28]?

Lt. Stoney:

It's... Yeah. Yes, it is.

Inv. Avery:

I'll play this through the end.

Speaker 1:

If you continue to pull on it, you're going to be placed under arrest for
vandalism.

Inv. Avery:

Let me try to rewind that. We got a grainy video. It's scratchy again, and I don't
want to reload it.

Speaker 1:

[inaudible 00:23:52] You put your hands on another police officer, I'm sure that
they [crosstalk 00:23:53].

Speaker 2:

Yeah, bro, I'm going to try to [inaudible 00:23:55] footage. Fuck you. I got it on
video camera...

Inv. Avery:

A little forward.
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Speaker 1:

... you're going to be placed under arrest for vandalism.

Inv. Avery:

Trying to capture this dialogue between Officer...

Speaker 2:

... gang shit. That's what it looks like.

Speaker 1:

Do you want your phone in your [crosstalk 00:24:07]?

Speaker 2:

Oh, yeah, give me my phone [inaudible 00:24:08].

Speaker 1:

Go ahead and walk over to the gate, and I'll let you out.
If you continue to pull on it, you're going to be placed under arrest for
vandalism. If you continue to pull on it, you're going to be placed under arrest
for vandalism. [inaudible 00:24:46].

Speaker 2:

[inaudible 00:24:35] fucking [inaudible 00:24:46]. Have a great day. Fuck you
very much, bitch.

Inv. Avery:

I'll pause it. 21:52:40. It looks like the gate opens, and Mr.
the back parking lot of the police station.

Lt. Stoney:

Correct.

Inv. Avery:

Has anybody ever vandalized that gate?

Lt. Stoney:

We've had the gate knocked off its tracks before, which you have to have a
company come out and repair it, as people try to shake the gate, but it's a large,
heavy, metal gate. I don't know that you could do any harm to it, so to speak.
You couldn't bend the bars or do anything like that.

Inv. Avery:

[inaudible 00:05:30], do you have any questions?

Speaker 3:

No, I don't.

Lt. Stoney:

Can I add one more thing that I noticed here at the tail end of the video there?
There was, as Officer Degas is working with the ticket book, you can see him
reach out with his right hand and in the web of his right hand between his
forefinger and his thumb, the number 24 is written on his hand.

Inv. Avery:

Right, I saw that, too.

Lt. Stoney:

So throughout the contact, you hear Mr.
repeatedly asking or
commenting about 24, 24, what's that gang thing. I had no idea what he was
referring to until I just saw that. I'm going to guess that Officer Degas, his call
sign that day was 124. A lot of officers, because you don't have the same call
sign every single day, the patrol officers don't. Our traffic units do. Our
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detectives do. Supervisors do, but a lot of times patrol officers, especially if
they're working overtime on another squad, they'll have a different call sign. So
they'll write their call sign on their thumb so that as they key their microphone,
the mic in the car, they can see their call sign on their thumbs so that they don't
mess up.
Inv. Avery:

Very good. Perfect explanation

Lt. Stoney:

I think if you looked into that, you might see that his call sign that day was 124.

Inv. Avery:

Excellent explanation. Thank you for bringing that up. I'm going to transition
from video that's property of the department and that we obtained through the
department to a public source of video that for all intensive review and analysis
purposes, match. I don't have any reason to believe that the video we'll see that
is on a public source has been altered. It matches the official video that's been
released. I'd like to run that video for you in real time.

Lt. Stoney:

Okay.

Inv. Avery:

And I'd like you to apply the policy language of the department for the
reasonableness of the officer's actions as we see the incident in real time.

Lt. Stoney:

Okay.

Inv. Avery:

That's what I want your thought process to be.

Lt. Stoney:

Okay.

Inv. Avery:

All right? So I've switched to my computer and a video that's publicly available
on YouTube titled La Mesa officer and Arrest Video Placed on Leave Pending
Investigation.

Lt. Stoney:

Okay.

Inv. Avery:

You ready?

Lt. Stoney:

So you want me to kind of narrate what I see as it's going or just watch?

Inv. Avery:

No. I'm going to play it through.

Lt. Stoney:

Okay.

Inv. Avery:

And then we can talk about it afterwards.

Lt. Stoney:

Okay. Okay.

Inv. Avery:

I want to put you in a situation where it's real time.
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Lt. Stoney:

Understood.

Group:

Hey, bro.
Hey, bro.
Hey, what'd I tell you? I told you all [inaudible 00:28:20] before I come here.
They right here. [inaudible 00:28:25].
Hey, bro, you can do that.
[inaudible 00:28:23] Hey, you [inaudible 00:28:29].
Hey, we don't [crosstalk 00:28:29]
Bro. [crosstalk 00:28:30] Bro, you goofy as hell, bro. [crosstalk 00:28:35].
You making a big [crosstalk 00:28:34].
You real big, though, huh? You real big. You real big. [crosstalk 00:28:41]
No, we live here. Dude, just leave him alone, bro. He just came over.
[crosstalk 00:28:45] Where was I at? Right here.
I told you brother, [inaudible 00:08:47], bro. The people [inaudible 00:28:52]. I
have no reason to be attacked by you. [crosstalk 00:28:56].
Hey [inaudible 00:29:09], I [inaudible 00:29:05] on Twitter making [crosstalk
00:29:13].
Bro, I didn't put nothing on [inaudible 00:29:15] It's all [inaudible 00:29:17] Hey
what we doing? What we doing? Hey, look at my name. What we doing? We
doing? [crosstalk 00:29:24] I'm waiting for somebody to come [crosstalk
00:29:30].
Listen to me. [crosstalk 00:29:45] smack you.
All right, but why are you grabbing me, though? Why you grabbing me?
[crosstalk 00:29:42].
All right.
Nobody is [inaudible 00:29:46] take a deep breath [crosstalk 00:29:50]
Goofy as hell, bro. Hey, no [inaudible 00:29:52].
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I'm good. Hey, [crosstalk 00:29:55]
PART 3 OF 4 ENDS [00:30:04]
friend 2:

This fool's a dumb ass, bro.

female cop:

I know it's frustrating, but-

Group:

You see what's going on though, right?

friend:

You just came over to hang out. Why are you guys harassing him?

Group:

I'm out here for my friends, I told you that. Hey, did you look my name up
already? Hey, what's 124 stand for, too? What's that stand for? Is that a gang
thing? Hey, you got 24 on your shit, too?

female cop:

We're going to talk to you.

Group:

All right, talk to me then. Get me out of these fucking cuffs.

female cop:

I need you to take a deep breath.

Group:

Telling me you're detaining... Ain't no deep breath, ain't no calming down. You
all have got six cops for no reason over here. You all goofy as hell.
You over here talking about, "Are you smoking weed," and shit. Suck my dick,
nigga. Suck my fucking dick, nigga, you bitch ass boy. You a hoe, nigga.

Attorney:

I'm an attorney. Don't goad him on.

Group:

Fuck him. Yeah, walk away, pussy. Hey, if you were walking around with no gun,
all these niggas, I would beat your ass, you nigga.

Attorney:

Don't say that, okay?

female bystande...:

You're going to get in trouble, just be quiet. You're just going to get yourself in
trouble.

Attorney:

Yeah, do not threaten him in any way. Like I said, I'm an attorney. Don't say
peep. Granted, I don't represent you, but don't say peep.

Group:

I'm straight now. I'm good. I'm just happy you all got the show. It's real nice.
Yeah, this is great.

Attorney:

Sir, you're on film right now. Don't worry, we got everything.

friend 3:

Yeah, nah bro, you straight, literally.
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Group:

I know I'm straight. I didn't do shit but stand right there!

friend 2:

Oh god, no!

Group:

He goofy as hell.

friend 2:

I could see it in his eyes when I pulled up-

Group:

Bro, I know, looking dumb as fuck, like, "oh shit."

friend 2:

He can't put his hands on people.

Group:

Bro, exactly! You think you hella hard though, huh? You think you hella hard,
bro.

friend 2:

You're being a fucking dumb-ass.

Group:

Bro, you're hella dumb, bro.

female cop:

All right, you guys.

Group:

Oh my god, what's his name? Like, M. Dadgers? D-A-G-E-S, bro. I swear to god,
I'm going straight to wherever your supervisor, nigga. I'm telling, straight up,
nigga. You got me fucked up. And you want to grab my folks and shit? You think
you hella tough, huh? Pussy.

friend:

It's kind of chilly, no?

Group:

Good looks, for the camera.

friend:

Yeah, brother.

Group:

I appreciate it.

friend 2:

You need a key to get in here. So obviously, he can sit out here and wait. As we
pull up, he's already questioning him, like he's in the wrong, like he's not
supposed to be here, right? But-

female cop:

We're talking to people.

friend 2:

I get that, but when I pull up, and he sees that he's in the wrong, instead of him
just being like, "Okay, you're right, I get it, have a good day," what does he try to
do? Put his hands on him! First thing! Who the fuck does that? Like, come on.

Group:

Oh my god.

friend:

I am so mad, bro.
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Group:

They make sure they put these cuffs on hella tight, too. It's just ridiculous.

friend 2:

He will be suing you. Guess what? Wrong identity. You guys want to do some
shit like this? Everybody just wants to abuse their power. That shit is fucked up.

Group:

For real, bro.

friend 3:

You all are part of the problem, too.

friend 2:

Yeah no I totally get that, but bro, there is no reason.

Group:

It's all good, I already know what it is. I'm black as fuck out here, that's what the
issue is. It's all good. I get it. You know what I'm saying? You let niggas do shit
like that, abuse their power like that, who knows who next?

friend 2:

Just because one person wants to feel prideful.

Group:

Know what I'm saying? I'm just standing here. I told him my homie was coming,
and he pulled up, and he still wants to beef up on me, for what?

female cop:

Well, we're just going to-

Group:

He looked up my name like 30 minutes ago. Why am I still here? I don't got
nothing on me. I'm doing nothing wrong. I'm being a citizen.

female cop:

We're waiting-

Group:

So you know what I'm saying? That's why I'm frustrated. It's hot as hell, and I'm
sitting outside for no reason.

female cop:

I get it.

Group:

You know what I'm saying?

female cop:

I understand.

Group:

You really don't get it, though. You don't get it, it's cool.

female cop:

I understand that you're frustrated.

Group:

I understand that you're being empathetic, and I appreciate that, you know
what I'm saying? But you don't get it. You don't.

female cop:

I'm not trying to say that I know exactly how you feel.

Group:

I know.
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female cop:

But I'm just saying that I understand your frustration.

Cop:

So listen to me. You're being placed under arrest for a 241c, okay?

Group:

Yup.

Cop:

All right.

Group:

What's a 241c?

Cop:

Assault on a police officer.

Group:

Assault on an officer? [crosstalk 00:33:36].

friend 2:

You got me so fucked up! You are a whole-ass bitch, bro.

Attorney:

Don't goad him on. Nobody goad him.

friend 2:

You're a whole-ass faggot. Go eat dick, pussy. Oh my fucking god.

Inv. Avery:

I stopped the video with 6:06 of a 6:28 video, because there's no more
interaction with Mr.
visible on the video.

Lt. Stoney:

Okay.

Inv. Avery:

During the interaction between Officer Dages and Mr.
that we just
witnessed in real time, does any of the responses exhibited by Officer Dages
violate department policy, for arrest and control?

Lt. Stoney:

No.

Inv. Avery:

Do you believe that Officer Dages's actions that we watched on the video were
reasonable?

Lt. Stoney:

Yes, I do. The whole situation is very fluid. The initial interaction between
Officer Dages and Mr.
all happens within a matter of seconds. I think I
looked down at one point in time on the counter clock on the video here, and
within a minute, maybe a minute and a half, everything had already happened
as far as the three or four times that Mr.
had stood up and been forced
back into a seated position, the number of times that Mr.
tried to walk
away, all of that happened within two minutes or less. There's a lot going on.
Although, the techniques that Officer Dages used may not have been pictureperfect, they may not have been textbook. For example, as he's trying to put his
hands on him, trying to force him back down into the seated position, he didn't
get both hands on shoulders, but instead he got one hand in close proximity to
Mr.
neck. Again, this was all very fluid and being driven by the actions
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of Mr.
and his failure to do what he was being told to do, or asked to
do, by Officer Dages.
Investigator 2:

Sean, do you have any questions?

Sean:

No.

Inv. Avery:

Lieutenant, I'd really like to thank you for your time.

Lt. Stoney:

You're welcome.

Inv. Avery:

Your analysis of this really highly emotional and volatile situation. We'll stop
recording at 12:45. Well, I would like to say that we're independent
investigators, we don't have any association with you, La Mesa Police
Department, anything here. We've been brought in to evaluate this as a neutral
party, and information and discussion amongst others about this case truly
could complicate our investigation. So I'd expect you to keep what you and I
discussed today confidential, and don't discuss this with anybody else, so we
can finish up and complete the investigation.

Lt. Stoney:

Absolutely.

Inv. Avery:

Great.

Lt. Stoney:

I'll keep it confidential. 12:45 PM.
PART 4 OF 4 ENDS [00:37:18]
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There's no smoking on the opposite side of where I was walking at is the trolley.
On the side that I am and the young man is, it's actually a apartment complex.
It's not actually, from my understanding, it's not connected with the transit.
Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Very interesting. I guess the question that comes to my mind when you
say that is that yes, those are apartments and the apartments all seem to have
gatedCorrect.

Inv. Conroy:

... garages. And then there's an open area where there's parking available for
the MTS people to park their cars, that are riding ... That's open. It's not gated.
We park on the street, which actually has a bus stop sign. It is actually red on
that side where the bus is stopped, but it's actually kind of on the street. If you
would picture a alley, that's where we park is on the side of the ... It's on the
side of the complex, but it's not to where cars could park there. It's actually red
for the buses.

Inv. Conroy:

For buses.
Yeah.

Inv. Conroy:

But for a regular person ... Where
was when you first saw him, was
he at the entrance to that underground parking?
Correct?

Inv. Conroy:

... that is forCorrect.

Inv. Conroy:

... MTS?
No, no, no. Underground parking that is for the complex, that is for the
apartment complex.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. People that come to ride the trolley, if they don't take your bus, where do
they park their cars?
On the opposite side of the street where the trolley is, there is designated
parking spots for handicap and MTS vehicles, but there's no parking for the
trolley or bus riders right there. It's all red. It's only reserved for the buses.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Can you show her ...
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Inv. Avery:

Yeah. I did my best. My computer's running out of toner. Maybe I could show it
on my computer.

Inv. Conroy:

All right. Do you have to-

Inv. Avery:

Here we go.

Inv. Conroy:

Let me show her-

Inv. Avery:

Okay, good.

Inv. Conroy:

This drawing first and then we'll show that overhead shot, which is a pretty nice
shot.

Inv. Avery:

Well, that's on my computer. When I print it, it's not so nice.

Inv. Conroy:

I'm showing you a sketch that I did. Don't tell anybody else about it. It shows the
parking garage. This is bus way here. And so this is where you would park your
bus, but this is a driveway that goes up into underground parking here. And it's
the only one that doesn't have ... or maybe there's two, but there's ... Certainly,
this one doesn't have any gates. It was my understanding that this parking in
here's available for people that drive in and they park their personal vehicles
here if they want to take the trolley somewhere.

:

Inv. Conroy:

I was not aware of that. I thought that because it does have [inaudible 00:06:50]
or ... It has signs on it and it looks like it is designated for a certain part of the
apartment complex. The apartment complex kind of takes up that whole side of
the street. From what it looks like, there's one, two, I believe three before you
get to the bridge, I would call it. And then there's probably another one on the
opposite side. It's a lot of different entrances. No one's ever told me that it was
for MTS riders.
Okay. Well, and this is not a test.
[inaudible 00:00:07:35].

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. When you first saw
, he was standing against the wall. I'm
trying to put words in your mouth. When you first saw him, do you recall where
he was standing?
When I first saw him, it's a pinkish tannish little gate, like covering. It's like a
cover of some sort, maybe a cover ... I don't know what it's covering, but it's
next to the walking gate. There's a walk-

Inv. Conroy:

It's mechanical equipment in there for the apartments, maybe water pipesYeah, and it might be covered.
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Inv. Conroy:
:

Inv. Conroy:
:
Inv. Conroy:
:

... which it's kind of fenced in?
Right, right. He was standing right in front of there. And then a little bit ways
over, there's a walk-in gate right there right next to it. Then on the other side,
the opposite side on the left side, there's the drive-in garage.
Okay. Did you see him when you were on your way toward to that?
On my way towards him.
Okay. Toward the employee bathrooms?
Yes. Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Very good.

Inv. Avery:

Can I ask a couple of questions just to clear up?

Inv. Conroy:

Yeah, go ahead.

:
Inv. Avery:

Yes.
I'm going to show you a series of pictures that are on my computer.
Okay.

Inv. Avery:

This may or may not be the area we're talking about, but if you recognize it, just
let me know.
Okay. Yes. You're a little far over-

Inv. Avery:

[crosstalk 00:09:04] stand. I'll put this on the table.
This is the employee bathroom here.

Inv. Avery:

I see. You're pointing to the left portion of the screen where it looks like an
alcove with a couple of doors visible in the picture.
Yes. And this is where he was here, right at this corner over here.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. You can kind of see theThe little gate.

Inv. Conroy:

... the little gate structure there.
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Yeah.
Inv. Avery:

I'll show you another picture that might help clear that up. This is the location
where you were walking to.
Yes. Yes. He was standing-

Inv. Avery:

And that picture looks familiar?
Yes. He was standing right here, right in between, we call it seats, but I don't
know what they're for, and this gate.

Inv. Avery:

What you're pointing to is on the right side of the opening for the garage.
Yes.

Inv. Avery:

And then the small seats that are running in front of the doorRight.

Inv. Avery:

And then it's a steel gate or something.
Yes. Yes.

Inv. Avery:

[inaudible 00:10:05]. And that's where you saw
Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

And that's photograph number two that you showed her.

Inv. Avery:

Number two, yes.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Do you think that you were close enough to ... You were close enough to
see that he had a phone in his hand.
Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

Could you clearly see his hands and his arms from there?
Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. And as far as your recollection goes, he had nothing in his other hand?
No.

Inv. Conroy:

And you didn't see him blowing out a big old cloud of smoke or anything?
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:

Inv. Conroy:

No, but I did go into the restroom because that's where my destination was.
And then from what he did in between that time, I don't know, but when I saw
him, he just had his phone in his hand.
Okay, very good. Thank you. When did you first notice the officer approaching
the area where
was?
When I came out of the restroom, I started going the opposite direction of
where the young man was. I'm going kind of towards the trolley, I guess you
would say.

Inv. Avery:

You walked back towards the trolley stop?
Yeah. Towards the bus stop of mine, which is still on the same side of the street.

Inv. Conroy:

Right. And so toward the bridge?
Yeah. But I'm not that far. There's a little apartment sign that's sitting on the
floor. I'm that close. And that's when me and the officer crossed paths. And
when we crossed paths, this is stupid to say, but I thought he was going to use
the employee restroom. All of the transit police, the officers, they always use
our restroom. We share the restroom. Usually, and this has happened to me
several times, they'll go to the restroom, because someone told them that it's
there. And then they'll go, "Hey, what's the code?" So clearly I'm like, I'm
waiting for him to ask me for the code, being kind of cocky. And I look back and
he goes past the restrooms, like, "Oh, where is he going?" And I'm like, "Maybe
they didn't tell him." I'm not thinking that he even was looking at him. I actually
thought he was looking for the restroom.
I just turned around and I started watching because I'm waiting for him to get
my attention. And I see him approach the young man. And he asked him ... I
could hear because I'm ... I want to show you where I am from where they are.
It's pretty close. He approached, and that's when he approached him. Yeah.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. You could hear the officer. What did the officers say?
The officer just asked him, "Why are you standing here?" And he said, "I'm
waiting for my friends." Well, even before that, the boy was on the phone. Was
it on speaker or did I just hear his part? I forget that part. He asked why was he
standing here. He said, "I'm waiting for my friends." He said, "Well, why are you
standing right here?" And the boy said, "Well ... " What did he say? I don't know
if he said, "They're here" or "They live here." But he said something like either
they're here or they live here. And the officer said, "Well, why don't you wait for
them over there?" And he said, "Okay." He starts walking that way a little
towards the end of the driveway. There's more little seats.

Inv. Conroy:

Cement blocks?
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:

Inv. Conroy:
:
Inv. Conroy:

Yeah. A little bit towards the end of the driveway, as he's walking with the
officer, the officer says, "Stop, I'm not done talking to you," and has him sit
down. He goes, "You told me to wait for them over there," which is across the
street. Across the street, there's a little gate where the trolley is. He asked him
for his name. I don't remember if he told him, but I do remember the boy
pulling his phone out and I guess calling his friends. I'm not really sure who he
was calling. But right after that, that's when he said, "See? They're here." The
friends, I guess they're his friends, they pulled into the street.
The driveway?
They pulled into the main street.
Oh, the main street going down toward [crosstalk 00:14:52]Yeah. They're coming down the hill. They stopped right in front of ... not in front
of the driveway for the apartments, but on the street. I think there's a fire
hydrant right there. It's something right there. They stopped right there. That's
when he said, "These are my friends. I'm leaving." And he stood up, and he sat
him back down. The friend said, "Hey, we live here." And it was all kinds of
commotion coming from every which way. And then the friends ... He said, "No,
I'm not done." He said, "I already gave you my name. My friends are here. I'm
not lying. And so why can't I go?" And he's like, "Hey, I'm not done talking to
you." The friends then made a right into the driveway. And that's where they
ended up parking, right there. One of the friends got out. The other friend was
inside of the car. And that's when all of the chaos was happening.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. That was a good recollection.

Inv. Avery:

Can I ask a question?

Inv. Conroy:

Sure.

Inv. Avery:

You said when the friends pulled up, I guess that's the ... Bus Lane is the name of
the street, the streets where the cars drive on?
I think so. Well, it's called ... It depends on which way you're coming from,
because if you're coming from where the AAA is, it's called something else
versus if you're coming from the ... It's Bus Court and Trolley Lane or something
like that, but they're all the same.

Inv. Avery:

Let's not confuse it anymore, right?
They're all the same.

Inv. Avery:

Did they come in driving towards the ocean from AAA?
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:
Inv. Avery:

They came in from AAA
And at some point you said they pulled along the curb.
Yes, they did. Either as he was talking to them or right after, he got off the
phone because they said, "I'm right here." And so that's when they pulled in.

Inv. Avery:

If you can, I'm going to show you a picture.
Yes.

Inv. Avery:

This is an aerial view of the apartment buildings, trolley stop. This is the
driveway here. Where is the blocks?
The side of the trolley.

Inv. Avery:

Did that make sense? There you go.
Side of the trolley is there. The complex is here. Then they're coming from this
way. It came from this way and they're going to-

Inv. Avery:

The driveway's right here.
Okay. They're going to right here.

Inv. Avery:

Can you mark on that? A number one and then write down here, number one is
where the car first stopped.
Yeah. Then they'll be coming in through here and then yeah, when we come out
... This is so weird.

Inv. Conroy:

Show her the overhead again, [inaudible 00:00:17:59].
Yeah, because this is so weird.

Inv. Avery:

Well, she can't write on my computer screen.
Well, no, but she can transfer that onto the printed ...
PART 1 OF 4 ENDS [00:18:04]

Inv. Conroy:

Computers? Well, no, but she can transfer that onto the printed.
But I could ... I think I get it.

Inv. Conroy:

You don't want to sacrifice your computer.
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Yes, yes. The officer was doing something else on the side. Two other officers
were kind of maintaining the environment while he was over to the side. Then
after he was done, he came to the young man and said, "Okay, you're under
arrest." The young man said, "What for?" Then that's when he said a code, and
that's when the young man was saying, "It's for this," and that's when we knew
he was being detained.
Inv. Conroy:

Okay. Okay. So initially, when the officer first confronted
and they
started walking down the driveway,
sat on the cement block.
Right.

Inv. Conroy:

Yeah. Did the officer touch him at any time, that initial time when

sat?

No. It was really calm. It was really calm. It was really common in the beginning,
when he asked him, "Why are you standing here?" all the way until his friends
came. When he denied him of going with his friends, that's when it escalated.
That's when the friends got involved. That's when he got more ... That's when
everything kind of just got higher, I guess you would say.
Inv. Conroy:

So when the officer first contacted him, it seemed like
cooperating-

was

Right.
Inv. Conroy:

... with hisRight.

Inv. Conroy:

Yeah. You know what a confrontation is?
Right.

Inv. Conroy:

Being a bus driverYes.

Inv. Conroy:

... I imagine that you've seen a few in your day.
Yes, yes, yes.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. As the officer's escorting him, you're following himYes.

Inv. Conroy:

... to the end of where the little cement blocks are.
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They weren't following ... They were kind of side by side, I would say.
Inv. Conroy:
:
Inv. Conroy:

Okay.
He wasn't really following him. They were kind of walking together.
Okay.
But once he got closer to the end of the driveway, that's when the officer
stepped in front and put his hand out and said, "I'm not done talking to you." So
that's when the young man ... I don't know if he sat down or if he sat him down.
I'm not sure. I just seen him sit down after he said, "I'm not done talking to you."
That's when the young man sat down. That's when ... Oh, the officer goes,
"Well, call them." That's why he brought his phone out. He said, "Well, call him.
Since your friends are on their way, call them." So he said, "Okay." He brought
his phone out. He called them.
At the same time or a little ... I would say 10 seconds, less than 30 seconds after
he brings his phone out, the friends come from down the hill. That's when he
brings his hand out and goes, "See? I'm not lying. They're here. Can I go?", and
he stands up. That's when the officer sat him back down. "No, I'm not done
talking to you." This is I believe the second time he told him, "I'm not done
talking" ... or "I want to talk to you. I'm not done talking to you," when the
friends said, "We're here. He's not lying. Why can't you just let him go? We're
here."
He said, "I'm not done. I'm not done." I think he said he was ... I don't want to
think, but I don't know if he was still running his name. I don't know if he was
still done with his investigation type of thing-

Inv. Conroy:

Okay.
... to where he maybe needed to check him out. But the friends got upset. They
turned around. They made a right into the driveway. That's when the driver got
out, and that's when he started exchanging words with the officer. The driver
told him, "Why don't you just say sorry and admit that you made a mistake so
we could go? I live here. He was just waiting for us. We're here." That's when
the young man ... I think everyone's egos kind of got the best of them, the
officer, the young man, the friend, and everyone just started yelling at each
other.
When the officer started sitting him back down, because he wanted to go, you
could tell that he was like, "My friends are here. There's nothing more to talk
about. There's nothing more to talk about." That's basically what I was saying to
myself. "Okay, what else is there?" So that's why I was so close, because I was
like, "What else is there to talk about?" His friends came. They showed up. I
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thought that he would say, "Okay, get in the car and go where you're going,"
and it just kept on going.
Inv. Conroy:
:
Inv. Conroy:

So when he sat up, when he was sitting and he stood up, did you see what
happened between the officer and
?
Are you talking about before his friends came or after his friends came?
Well, when the officer ... You saidBecause he sat down twice.

Inv. Conroy:
:
Inv. Conroy:

... he sat him back down. So yeah, the first time he sat down, the officer stood in
front of him, and he sat down.
Right.
The officer didn't touch him.
No.

Inv. Conroy:

The second time he stood up, the officer did touch him.
Yes. That was when his friends approached.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay.
That's when he wanted to get up to go get in the car.

Inv. Conroy:

Right.
That's when he said, "No, I'm not done talking to you." I can't say he gave him a
light push, because I don't know what it felt like, but he just sat him back down.
"No, no, no. I'm not done talking to you," guided him back down. He kind of did
a lean and was like, "My friends are here. Why can't I leave?" The friends started
yelling, "I'm here. I live here," and that's when ...

Inv. Conroy:

Right. Did
appear to try to walk past the officer, and did the officer
take any action to kind of keep
from walking away, other than the
little push you described?
Not at that moment. Not at that moment. It wasn't until the friends got in front
of the driveway and one of the friends got out, and that's when ... The officer
wasn't talking to him anymore. It was more of him just saying, "Why can't I go?"
and all kinds of other words.

Inv. Conroy:

Right, right.
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Yeah, because people think it was short, and I think the young man even thinks
it was short. It was actually longer than people actually think. The whole
interaction was, because I was there early, before my shift. So it was probably a
whole expanse of 30 minutes of just them interacting with each other before it
even escalated. It was like five minutes before that, then another 15 minutes. So
then by the time the police, other police officers come, that's another ... It was
all kind of sectioned. So this happened. Then they over hereInv. Conroy:

Yeah, yeah. Right.
... and then here.

Inv. Avery:

This might clear it up. When did you start videotaping it?
At what time?

Inv. Avery:

Yeah. At what piece of this thing that you saw did you start taping, or recording?
Taping, old word.
I would have to say probably ... because I started trying to walk away, but I
couldn't. I just couldn't. Let me see.

Inv. Avery:
:
Inv. Avery:

Do you still have that on your phone?
I do.
Would you be willing to share that?
Sure.

Inv. Avery:

That brings [inaudible 00:31:13]. How do we get into that?

Inv. Conroy:

[crosstalk 00:31:16].
That was at 2:24.

Inv. Avery:

Is it an iPhone?
Yeah. 2:24.

Inv. Avery:

If you wouldn't mind to set it on the table and push play and see where it starts.
It's only for five minutes and 50 seconds.

Recording:

[crosstalk 00:31:30] I'm going to do. I have no reason to be detained by you,
bro.
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Inv. Avery:
:

That's the second time he stood up.
Mm-hmm (affirmative). [crosstalk 00:32:04].

Recording:

[crosstalk 00:32:04]. You got me fucked up, bro. [Crosstalk 00:32:04] as hell.
What the fuck, bro? [crosstalk 00:14:10]. God, you're acting like a fucking
[crosstalk 00:32:14].

Inv. Avery:

I apologize you have to go through this again.

Inv. Conroy:

Yes.

Recording:

[crosstalk 00:32:17]. What the fuck, bro? Y'all know what's going on? [crosstalk
00:14:22]. He's in the fucking wrong. Did you try to come up on him? [crosstalk
00:14:25]. He's waiting for me to get back [crosstalk 00:32:28].

Inv. Conroy:

I mean, at what point did you start recording?
Yeah.

Inv. Conroy:

You didn't do anything wrong. Don't get the wrong idea. Just for our
questioning.
Yeah. I recorded all the way until the very end, when he was walked to the
police car, because after that, there was another police officer that stayed
there. It was a woman, and she started asking the young man that's in the car,
the one that's standing up, she was like, "Well, what's your information?" He
was like, "You're not going to get me in this. You got me messed up" and this
and that.
Then he started driving. He drove into the driveway, and I think that was more
startling than anything, because I said, "This boy just got pushed down for trying
to walk away. But this one could call all kinds of names, and basically, you're
questioning him. So therefore, you're under question. You've already asked for
the name and everything else." He said, "Forget you" and just drove off. Not
only drove off, but then they came out of the car and started walking. Why is it
okay for them to do that when you wouldn't allow him to get up, but they could
drive off? That was what was I think probably the most puzzling, like why, if he
just wanted to get in the car with them, that wasn't a threat, but this boy is also
not a threat.
I don't know. I didn't get it. I didn't get that part, because I know when you get
pulled over and they say, "What's your name?", you're involved now, and that's
what she told him. She said, "No, you got yourself involved. You're involved." He
said, "No, forget you. I'm out of here," and he drove off. I was like, "If that was
me, I'm pretty sure that is resistance." I don't know the codes, but I'm pretty
sure that's some kind of violation of something. So that was-
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Inv. Conroy:

:
Inv. Conroy:
:
Inv. Conroy:
:
Inv. Conroy:
:

Well, yeah. But I'll just give you a very brief explanation, because we could talk
about this for a long time. If you stop your car, they put on the red lights and
they're stopping you for a traffic violation, you are being detained for that traffic
violation. If your friends come by and they see that you're being detained, they
start yelling at the officers and doing all that stuff, they're free to do that.
Right.
Yeah.
They are.
They're not being detained.
Right.
Right.
So why even question them? The boy was already gone.

Inv. Avery:

Sure.

Inv. Conroy:

Yeah.

Inv. Avery:

Yeah, you're concerned that she said, "Hey, you're in it."

:

Inv. Conroy:
:
Inv. Conroy:

Yeah. So when she said that to them, they pulled off. They got into the parking
structure. When they walked out, that's the reason why I stopped them. "Wait,
please. She already said that you guys are involved. Do you want to go to jail,
too? Please don't. I don't need you guys go over there. It's going to cause more
chaos," and that's when I wanted to reach out to them.
When they didn't respond to the officer and they drove away, the officer did not
try to do detain them.
No, I could show you. She just let them drive away.
Okay.
I said, "Oh, well, he wasn't able to walk away. How are they able to drive away?"
I don't know. But the whole thing got taken out of hand. I told the officer that
was standing there. You could hear me talk to the other officer on my video. The
officers that had came outPART 2 OF 4 ENDS [00:36:04]
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:

Inv. Conroy:
:

Inv. Conroy:

... they're on my video. The officers that had came after he was I guess being
detained now, do all the other officers, six of them, I was telling him because he
was like, "I didn't know what was going on. I just heard it on the radio, all the
commotion," and I told him what was happening. I said, "Yeah, he was just-"
Oh, so you're talking to an officer?
Yes, I'm talking to an officer and we were talking about it. Then you could hear
me telling him, "Just be quiet, just be quiet," But while I was talking to the other
officer, he was like, "I don't know what's going on." Then the other officer all of
a sudden said, "I have no idea what's going on." So I knew they didn't come
over. They didn't know what was going on at all and even before, I actually
knew the officers. I've seen, not I knew them, I've seen them pull up when they
first got there and they were giving out papers because I was actually at the
trolley standing there. Then it was two SUVs pull up and I'm like, "Oh my gosh,
what's going on?" They said they were there to assist the trolley, all that kind of
stuff that goes on over there.
Right. They occasionally do some checks there to make sure people have
[crosstalk 00:37:19]So they were all over there. All of them were at the trolley, all of them. When I
came out of the bathroom and I seen the one officer walk across, that's why I
thought, "Oh, he must be using the bathroom," because they're all over there.
It's not like they were looking or they didn't even know where he was. That's
what one of the officers, we actually had to look for him. So therefore they
didn't even know where he was. He came on his own to go bother this boy
which I thought he was actually coming to use the bathroom. So that's why it
was more of a, I'm so stupid. I thought it was innocent. I thought it was
innocent. I thought he was coming to use the bathroom and I was going to say,
"Ha ha ha," and I end up being traumatized for life.

Inv. Avery:
:
Inv. Conroy:
:
Inv. Conroy:
:
Inv. Conroy:

"I know the code, you don't know it."
Yes.
And if you want it, you better be nice.
And I end up being traumatized for life.
When you had these conversation that the officers that didn't know what had
happened, did you offer to show them your video?
Yes, yes.
What did they say?
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:

Inv. Conroy:

They just said that "We'll let them do their, everything will be investigated and I
wasn't here. So I can't really say what's going on and and what's going to
happen, but everything we'll do their investigation."
Did you just offer to let them look at it or did you offer them to say you can have
this if you...
No, no. I said, "I have it recorded right here. I recorded the whole thing before
you guys got here." I said "He was just waiting for his friends. He kept on telling
the officers, he was waiting for his friends." When the friends pulled up and
identified themselves as his friends, he still didn't let him go. And I was just like,
"I don't understand why." I said "He never said that he found something," like
you have a warrant or something which will probably be, to me, the only reason
why you can't leave like you said you were going is you have a warrant or
somebody is looking for you. I don't know. You violated something.

Inv. Conroy:

Did you see
any time coming from

brush away the officer's arm or touch the officer at
?

No, heInv. Conroy:

The officer reached out to like, "Oh, hey," he stood up. "Oh hey, don't work..."
may have pushed his arm aside?
No, because the officer did it so fast. When he sat him down, it happened so
fast. The boy was startled. He didn't even, like you know how you could react
from [inaudible 00:40:10]. He couldn't. He didn't have time to react. So it was
like a and that's why I said I could see the scare in his eyes and even when I was
talking to him and telling him, "Be quiet," he kept on looking at me and was like,
"Do you see this?" And I'm like, "I see it. Just be quiet. Just be calm," but he
didn't touch him. He didn't touch him at any point in time. The only time the
officer said that he touched him is after the other officers came, then that's
when he said it.
I think he said it to the friend and then he said it when the officers were there
that he was being detained. He touched them or he nudged them.

Inv. Conroy:

He said it to the friend?
Yeah, I believe he said it, the officer when he-

Inv. Conroy:
:

Said it to?
In the video, when you see him talking to the friend that was standing outside of
the car and you seen him smiling and he's pointing, that's what he was saying is
that, "What? Your friend nudged me." You want me to replay that part?
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Inv. Conroy:

Sure.

Recording:

I get it, he tried toIt's about, oh there he goes. He's looking at the friend and he's smiling. "Your
friend just tapped my arm." That's what he said.

Recording:
:
Recording:

[crosstalk 00:41:44]
No wait, that's too far. Here we go.
[crosstalk 00:41:44]
That's when he said it the first time.

Inv. Conroy:

Yes.

Inv. Avery:

And you didn't seeNo.

Inv. Avery:
:

Inv. Conroy:
:
Inv. Conroy:
:

... a slap of the arm?
No. And he must've, he had to be talking about when they set up so I could see
clearly. I could see clearly before he even sat him back down. I could see them
because they're standing up. Once they sat down, but that's when he's talking
to the friend. So it couldn't have been then. So at no point in time he had
tapped him or touched him or nudged him because I think he used two
different, used the nudge and he used the tap for something like that, but he
didn't touch him.
And that's on your video?
Yes.
You captured that on your video?
Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay, super. Just the last question I have. Brock, we're going to have to employ
your computer again.

Inv. Avery:

This one's going to be the test. Which picture do you want?

Inv. Conroy:

I want the curb line.

Inv. Avery:

This one?
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Inv. Conroy:

So let's see, the incident is happening here?

Inv. Avery:

Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

So I wanted this curve over here.

Inv. Avery:

That's as zoom as it gets.

Inv. Conroy:

So refresh your memory.
Okay.

Inv. Avery:

This is the driveway where all the action took place. Again the bathrooms in
here somewhere.

Inv. Conroy:

So when you were walking away and the officer was walking this way and failed
to ask you for the combination, how far did you get this way before you realized
he was contacting?

:
Inv. Conroy:

So I watched the officer come from, I would have to say like right here. So it was
behind the red thing. When I start looking at the officer, because I was drinkingAnd that's the trolley station proper there?
Yeah.

Inv. Conroy:

That's the elevator area on the trolley station.
So I was exiting. Basically we were coming, coming, I'm walking. We crossed
paths here and then that's when I stopped and I turned around because I didn't
want to be too far and I turned around and that's when he continued to walk in
the street and he went diagonal to where the young man was.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay.
So what does, it looks kind of like a walkway there, but I guess you would say a
walkway.

Inv. Conroy:

It looks like a walkway, but it is a driveway into theNo, no, right here.

Inv. Conroy:

Oh okay.
That's like a, I guess it looks like a walkway, like a-

Inv. Conroy:

Yeah, okay.
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Crosswalk or something like that?
Inv. Conroy:

Oh, in the street here. In the street here.
Yeah.

Inv. Avery:

Yeah I couldn't, that's the first time I noticed that.

Inv. Conroy:

That's the first time I noticed that.

Inv. Avery:

You're on a high level view.
Sorry, I'm pretty detailed.

Inv. Conroy:

Yeah you are.

Inv. Avery:

So maybe it goes from concrete to asphalt or something?
Yeah I can show you in a different, so it's see this part right here? See how
there's a sign here?

Inv. Conroy:

Right.
This is where I was.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay.
So this is where I stopped and it goes all the way across and this is where he
was. And so...

Inv. Conroy:

So you took still pictures too, huh?
Yeah. Because I end up having to, well I didn't have to, but I did an interview
with Channel Seven it was? With Channel Seven.

Inv. Avery:

Regarding this matter?
Mm-hmm (affirmative).

Inv. Avery:

Really?
Yeah. And that was the Saturday. The day of the, yes. So thank God, I did it at
3:00 or 3:30 before all the chaos happened and it actually was in back of the
[Bonds 00:09:55].

Inv. Avery:

Oh gosh.
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:

Inv. Avery:

And it was very scary, very scary. And even afterwards she asked me, "Am I
going to go to the protest?" I said, "No, I have my daughter with me. She's 18."
So I said "I would not be doing the protest."
Wow.
Yeah. So I didn't do the protest just because it was scary when we were driving
through.

Inv. Conroy:
:
Inv. Conroy:

:
Inv. Conroy:

Oh man.
Yeah, it was pretty scary.
All right
how far do you think at any time did you go further down here
before you came back or are you pretty clear that you stopped around that area
there?
Yeah, I stopped it then as things got moreHeated.
... heated. That's when I was like, "I need to record this because this is not
going," and that's the only reason why I didn't record. I literally thought he was
just being for one, going to the bathroom and then once I seen him approaching
him I thought he was just being concerned, seeing somebody just standing
there. You could question whoever. So I would question if somebody is just
standing in front of my car, I'll be like, "Hey, can I help you with something?"

Inv. Conroy:

Yeah.
So once he approached him and I just was like, "Oh," I did not think it was going
to get to the point that it did. And even when he said you could go wait over
there I was like you're going to make them just stand across the street. Maybe
somebody in the complex was like, "Hey, some guy's standing in front of my
driveway." I don't know, but when he didn't let him go, I was just like, "Okay,"
and then when he asked for his name I was like, "Maybe he found something." I
was being so nice.

Inv. Avery:

Did

give the officer his name?

Yes.
Inv. Avery:

You heard that?
Yes.

Inv. Conroy:

Did you hear the officer use the word weed at any time?
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:
Inv. Avery:
:
Inv. Avery:
:

Inv. Conroy:
:

No. I did hear him say you're smoking, that he was smoking, but I didn'tWho said that?
The officer, but I didn't see him smoking. Maybe that happened while I was in a
bathroom or while I was watching the officer, but I didn't see anything.
Was that a question, that smoking? Tell me the context of what you recall?
All I remember was the officer saying that there's no smoking, that there's no
smoking at the trolley. We weren't at the trolley. I actually smoked too and so
because there's big signs underneath the, what is that? Like the bridge.
The overhang, yeah.
It says "No Loitering, No Smoking, No..." and these are all the trolley regulations.
So of course we know and so that's why we know that this is an apartment
complex and this is a private where people walk their dogs and exactly,

Inv. Conroy:

So you know where you can go.

Inv. Avery:

So the DMTS people, that's the smoke break place over there.

:
Inv. Avery:
:
Inv. Conroy:
:
Inv. Conroy:
:
Inv. Conroy:
:
Inv. Avery:
:

Yeah, we go over there, where the dirt and the apartment complex, we kind of
stand in the street, you know.
How confident, give me a confidence level that
smoking.

was not

I can't. I can't because I was out of, I went to the bathroom. I started walking in
the direction of the officer that was walking this way.
But when you approached the bathroom, he wasn't smoking.
No.
And when you left the bathroomHe wasn't smoking.
... he wasn't smoking.
Correct.
Those confidence statements?
Yes, yes. I don't know what happened in between the time.
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Inv. Avery:
:
Inv. Avery:
:
Inv. Avery:

Did the officer touch

back up towards the building?

Not that I could see, no. It was just talking.
Do you know what a pat down search is?
Yes.
Did you see the officer do a pat down search on

?

No, no.
Inv. Avery:

No hands on at all at the building?
No, not while they were standing. You were talking about where they were
standing, where the gate is?

Inv. Avery:

Where the officer initially contacted

?

No, no.
Inv. Avery:
:
Inv. Conroy:
:

Backed by theNo.
Did you see the officers removed anything from

pockets?

No.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay, all right.

Inv. Avery:

You said earlier in your statement when everything got elevated, that everyone
was yelling.
Yes.

Inv. Avery:
:
Inv. Avery:
:
Inv. Avery:

Was the arresting officer yelling?
No. No, he was not yelling. He was kind of, not cocky, but kind of like his tone
was like a cocky, like a joking type of tone.
There's confidence, right? Confidence.
Yeah yeah, exactly.
And then there's...
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Yeah, it wasn't like a aggression. It was like, "Well, I'm not done talking to you.
Well sit down." Well just the commands were even like, "Yeah, you're getting
mad aren't you?" type of thing. I don't know.
Inv. Avery:

Sure.
I ran into people that like it when someone gets mad or they know that they're
getting to someone and so it kind of gives them this extra confidence.

Inv. Avery:
:

Inv. Conroy:
:
Inv. Conroy:

Earlier in your description you acquainted what you saw the officer doing to
like you're grabbing or something.
Yes, yes. But it was still not the tone of his voice was still not the match of how
he grabbed his shirt. That's why I say I could do that to my son because it's not
of anger. It's like, "Come here. Did you just hear what I said?" You know, that
type of thing. Like "Where do you think you're going?" It wasn't like a, "Sit
your..." It didn't make me feel like that. It was more of likeIt didn't shock you what he did?
It still shocked me, but it didn't alarm me. I didn't feel like he wasThat's a good description.
I didn't feel like he was in a shit fear for his life or anything like that. I felt like he
was just like, "You're my son. Hey, you're going to listen to me when I tell you to
sit down. I mean sit down," but it's not out of anger. It's like, "I'm being serious
with you right now and you're not hearing me. So maybe you need to get a little
closer so you can hear me." So I could say like, I didn't as a mother, I didn't feel
like it was aggressive. It was aggressive, but it wasn't-

Inv. Conroy:
:
Inv. Conroy:
:
Inv. Avery:
:
Inv. Conroy:

Over the top for the situation?
Like two days before that, you know what happened with the choking, I mean
the kneeling of theYeah, the Minnesota Minneapolis.
So that was fresh I think in my mind and his mind and everyone's mind.
My mind.
Right.
Yes.
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So it wasn't to that point, not until he put his hands on him to sit him down in a
choking way. That's when it was like, "Oh my God, please don't hurt him. He's
not doing anything. He's just waiting for his, he's just waiting for his friend.
Nobody else needs to die," and that's when I started just pleading to that boy
was just "Please just be quiet," because things get that serious that fast. You're
pushing on his buttons by calling him names and stuff andPART 3 OF 4 ENDS [00:54:04]
:

Pushing on his buttons by calling him names and stuff. Clearly he's getting upset
because now he has his hands on you. "Stop, please." It was just words. Words
got him really upset, the officer really upset. What got the boy upset was he
really knew that he was not going home or wherever he was going. He knew
that he did not have the okay to go wherever he was going. I think the way he
was looking at me, he was like, "Do you see this?" And I'm like, "I see it. Just be
calm, please." And that's why I started. The first time it happened, that's when it
was scary. When all the other officers came, that was even more scary because I
was like, "Oh my God, I've seen this before." So that's when it became real, just
the attention part. Okay, young men need attention. That's fine. But it didn't
have to go that far. That's how I felt once he said that, "Here's my friends, I
could go." I just didn't understand why he couldn't.
So I was like, well, maybe he has... I started assuming. This officer isn't... He
can't be picking on him. That's weird. So I really thought he had a legitimate
reason why. Once he didn't find one, then when he said he put his... "Oh, I'm
taking you for..." whatever code he said. And the boys said, "It's for hitting a
police officer." I'm like, "What?" There was another witness. We were both like,
"Wait, what? What just happened?"
He's seen him from one side. I've seen him from the other side. So we're just
like, "Wait. What just happened? Did he just go on his phone and find
something? Because that's what he was doing. He was on his phone. I could
show you in the video. He was just on his phone. Then when he came to him-

Inv. Conroy:
:
Inv. Conroy:
:
Inv. Conroy:

Yeah, we've seen that. The witness on the other side, do you know who that
witness was?
He identified herself as an attorney.
Attorney. Yeah, okay.
I want to say he might've lived there because there ended up being a couple of
cars and I think a U Haul or something.
Yeah, we tracked him down.
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Yeah. That's all he had said. He was just recording also. We just didn't see, even
after recapping, I was like, "Did I miss something?" I didn't see anything and I
was closer than he was. I didn't see anything that will say he touched him or he
hit him or anything like that. Even after, I said to the other officer, if he were to
touch him at that moment, you would have arrested him. If he were to touch
him, you would've immediately, "You just hit me. Come on." Why did you have
to wait so long and let it keep on going? You had to keep on sitting him down
and you had to keep on pushing it and pushing it. Why? If this actually
happened, if I'm the officer and somebody hit me or knew that it was
something... If somebody did something that I knew was out of line that would
cause him to go to jail, it would have been immediately. Nothing else had to be
said. Nothing else had to be done. But you try to find something and then, I feel
like, make it up because I didn't see anything.
Everyone that was around me, I said, "Did you see?" And they were like, "No, I
didn't. I didn't see anything."
Inv. Conroy:
:
Inv. Conroy:
:

Was there any time during this incident that you felt that the officer's safety was
in jeopardy?
No. No.
How about when the car pulled up and the yelling started?
I don't even think the officer felt like he was in... And that's what I was thinking
too. Because I've been pulled over, I've seen people that have been pulled over.
If I get out the car while I'm a passenger or a driver, whatever they say, "Get
back in the car," or, "Turn your engine off," or, "Put your hands out." Or
something. He was actually kind of interacting with them. Smiling, talking to
them. Even when they were pulled up on the street, he was like, "You guys, I'm
not talking to you. I'm still not done talking to him." That's when they were like,
"Oh no, you're going to hear me."
He was not threatened when that car pulled up and they're talking this. I mean,
they're calling him every name that I've...

Inv. Conroy:
:

Who's they?
The friends. They're talking [inaudible 00:58:41] to this officer. So I would think
that's when he should call for back up. There was a car right here with, I don't
know how many boys, all black, tinted windows in the back. I would definitely,
but he was not threatened at that time. He was not threatened when they
pulled in and one got out and now they're really close to each other and he was
not threatened then. I feel like he wasn't threatened at all until he called for, I
guess, backup or something. That's when it seemed like the show must go on
and now all these officers are here and now I have to say what I actually... "Oh,
well he hit me or whatever." Because you can't look stupid. But that was all
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opinion. But that's just what was going through my mind and everything was
just what in the world is going on?
Inv. Conroy:

This event that you described like a mom, you know?
Yes.

Inv. Conroy:
:

Inv. Conroy:
:
Inv. Conroy:
:
Inv. Conroy:

Rather than, "Hey, listen to me. I'm not doing that." Given that situation, was
the officer reasonable or unreasonable with the grab and the sit down?
It didn't need to happen. He didn't need to put his hands on his shirt. He didn't
need to gain attention in that way. The boy was not going anywhere. He wasn't
trying to run or anything like that. The officer knew he wasn't trying to run. He
wasn't. I mean, he could have easily juped them and ran off.
Right, right. He could've run easily.
Easily.
But he still may have just intended to walk away.
Yeah, and he felt like he had that, I'm not going to put words in his mouth, but I
felt like he had that right. My friends are here.
Yeah. Based on your observation, you heard that conversation, my friends are
here. You asked meCan I go now?

Inv. Conroy:

... what I was doing here. Now they're here. I'm leaving.
Well, I think even, if my recollection is correct, he actually asked him, "Can I
leave now?" That was the first time he got sat down. It was like, "Can I go now?"
When he stood up, that's when he sat him back down and he was like, "What?
I'm not lying. My friends are here." That's when it was like, "Hold on. You're
really not letting me go."

Inv. Conroy:
:
Inv. Conroy:
:
Inv. Conroy:

For the purpose of the recording, you replicated what you saw.
Yes.
You stood up out of the chair in the room and tried to recreate Mr. [John's
01:01:06] actions.
Yes. I'm sorry.
No, no, no. It was perfect.
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:

Yes. But yeah, I had to go home and talk to my kids about it and I had to show
them and I had to say, "Hey..." Because my son wanted to go to the park with
his friend or something. I said, "Now is not a good time." This could be you
waiting for your friends. What if I wasn't there for that boy? What if I wasn't
there for those other kids? It could be three people detained right now. Then
when I found out that my son actually seen it on social media or something like
that, that he was charged with two misdemeanors. That's what he said, "Mom,
you got to do something." So that's when I called the news and I called the news
and I said, "I witnessed something, but I want to remain anonymous because my
kid said I should do something." But they were like, "What if this backfires on
you, Mom? What if they come after you? What if the police come after you?" So
I said, "Okay, I'll try and do it and remain anonymous."
I did the phone interview and then they called me and asked if I could do a
interview with the producer or whatever. I said, "Yes, is it a short interview?"
Didn't state my last name. All they asked me was, "What do you think should
happen to the officer? Do you think that it could have went a different way?"
That's all they really asked me. They only asked me like three questions. They
didn't ask me really about the incident. Yeah.

Inv. Conroy:

Okay. [inaudible 00:08:53], I'm trying to recall now, but I'll just clarify it one
more time. When the officer walked from the trolley station to this whole thing,
nobody else asked the officer or anything or the officer didn't ask anyone else in
the area any other questions.
The only people that were in the area was before the officer came was me and
the young man. No passengers were sitting there waiting for a bus. There was
no bus there. My company car was actually under the bridge. So before that,
nothing else was there. The people that were at the trolley were at the trolley
with the other officers. They were all on the opposite side of the street diagonal.
So no one else was over in our area. Then when the officer came, still no one
else was in the street, on the sidewalk. It was a direct, not target, but direct
contact. He didn't even look at me. So I know it was a direct. I was like, "Hey."
Kind of offended. But yeah.

Inv. Conroy:

Brock, I don't have any more questions.

Inv. Avery:

Thanks for your opinion too. That really kind of sets the stage.

Inv. Conroy:

You can have an opinion.

Inv. Avery:

You can have an opinion.

:

Thank you.
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Inv. Avery:

:
Inv. Avery:
:
Inv. Avery:

And wow. Really, really powerful. Okay. I also want to ask you just again, your
confidence level in the officer's first thing you said. You said, "Why are you
standing here?"
Yeah.
Clear?
Clear. It was clear. Yes.
Did you ask him for a trolley ticket?
No. No, not that I know.

Inv. Avery:

Did he tell him he couldn't be standing there?
No, I think he just asked him... No. He asked him to walk across. He said, "Well,
you could stand. You could wait for them." Because he said he was waiting for
his friends. He said you could wait for them over there and pointed across the
street.

Inv. Conroy:

You don't recall the officer saying you're not supposed to smoke here?
No. I just heard... See, that might be just... I don't really know about the smoking
part.

Inv. Avery:
:
Inv. Avery:

Again, we ask about the confidence level that Mr.

was not smoking.

No, he wasn't smoking from what I could see.
[crosstalk 01:05:38].
But as far as the officer asking him about smoking, I don't know.

Inv. Avery:
:
Inv. Avery:

Okay. When did

give the officer his name?

When he was sitting down. At the end of the driveway when he told him to go[inaudible 01:05:54].
He told him to go wait for them over there, and then he said, "I'm not done
talking to you. What's your name?" That's when he gave him his name. Then he
said, "Well, since you're waiting for your friends, call them right now." He
reached in his pocket and still, I was like, he's not threatened. He let him dig in
his pocket and get his phone. He had a big phone like mine. He let him get his
phone out of his pocket. These are triggers that I always think about, like I tell
my son, "Keep your hands up. Don't go in your pocket. Don't be moving too
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much. Stay still." Even if I could pulled over, "Stay still." So all the things that I
was thinking about, like, "No, no, no."
Inv. Avery:
:
Inv. Avery:

[inaudible 01:06:35] pulled over.
Right. Yes.
If a police car gets behind me, and I was a police officer for 30 years, my heart
starts racing.
I start making sure I had my seatbelt on.

Inv. Avery:
:
Inv. Conroy:

It's just human nature.
Yes, it is. It is.
It is.
So that's why I went out to see. I was like, "No, no. Oh, okay." Okay. Well they're
comfortable. I think the boy was comfortable with answering questions and
complying. He wasn't getting a raid or anything like that. The officer was
comfortable with asking him questions and telling him to do things because the
boy was doing it. It wasn't until the friends came, the boy didn't get his way and
the officer felt like he wasn't getting his way. The officer wanted him to stay.
The boy wanted to leave.

Inv. Conroy:

Perfect. Because I was going to ask you, what do you think? What was the
turning point? Do you know?
Yes. That was the turning point. I think everything was running smoothly until
that boy called the friends and they showed up. When they identified
themselves, he identified them. I can't tell if the officer didn't believe him at first
and now that he's showing him. I'm not really sure, but I just know that's when
it escalated. That's when the boy was like, "See, I told you." And that's when the
friends were like, "What are you doing? That's my friend. We live here." That's
when it just, "Well, you know." And it just turned. It turned fast.
I didn't think... Then now I'm like, "Oh my gosh, what's going to happen." Even
when he got escorted to the police car by that officer that did all that stuff, I'm
even worried as he's walking to the car and I'm now filming him going to the car,
like, please don't hurt him in the car or on the way to the car because he's still
talking mess. He hasn't stopped.

Inv. Avery:

Who hasn't?
The boy.
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Inv. Avery:
:
Inv. Conroy:

Got it.
He's still talking mess. You know?
Right, right.
So I'm like, "Please don't. Please just be quiet. Please." I just had to pray like,
please just give him a safe wherever. I thought that I've seen people be driven
off in the police car, but then let go. So I'm thinking of they're going to let go
because he didn't do anything. But when my son told me that he had been
charged two charges, I was like, "What? What?" [inaudible 01:09:02].

Inv. Conroy:
:
Inv. Avery:
:

They issued him a ticket. Yeah, they didn't book him into jail.
Oh, yeah.
Then subsequently not pursued prosecution on his charges.
Oh, thank God. Thank God. I don't think he deserved-

Inv. Avery:

That was in a press release last night.

Inv. Conroy:

Yeah. We can share that with you.
I don't think he deserved to mess up his... I mean, I don't even know if he has a
criminal history, but that should not make him a criminal. I mean, he might need
to go to some public speaking classes.

Inv. Conroy:
:
Inv. Avery:

Or have you talk to him. Say, "Okay," give him the mom talk.
Something. Something because those words...
You showed us some video. If you're comfortable, would you send this to me?
Yes.

Inv. Avery:

It's on my business card. My email address.
Email address. Okay.

Inv. Avery:

If you could just shoot those to me and any other evidence you have on your
phone, or I used the word evidence, anything that you captured on your phone
that you think is relevant to this case. Again, we're trying to fill our bucket up of
information and we'll take it.

Inv. Conroy:

I'm going to conclude the interview, Brock. Investigators Conroy and Avery
concluding the interview with
at 3:52 PM.
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